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NOTES TO RESEARCHERS:    The  Erie system cuts through three states.    Specific sites    along the 
railway system have been assigned a HAER number according to the state in which they are 
located and do NOT fall under NY-124.    These sites are listed in order by their HAER number 
in Appendix 0   (pp.   284-288),.and a list of captions for selected photos of most of these 
sites is provided in Appendix E  (pp.   289-301)   for convenience.     However,   each site has   its 
own photo index filed with  the photos and negatives under its HAER number.     Some sites were 
also documented with measured drawings. 

Many photographs referred to by cardinal numbers  in the text and footnotes of this report 
are  filed in the HAER collection under HAER numbers;  the  rest are filed under their cardinal 
numbers with numerous other old Erie photos  in a supplemental collection called Erie Railway: 
Historic Photographs and Supplemental Graphic Materials,   Library of Congress Lot Nos.   12,008 
and  12,009.     The Transposition Table  in Appendix C   (pp.   280-283)   shows where specific  photos 
are presently filed,  however,   the photos from the  supplemental collection used  in the report 
have been xeroxed  in order  by  their reference  numbers  in  Appendix F   (pp.   302-463)   for  ease 
of use.    Appendix G   (pp. 464-469)   gives an  inventory of the entire supplemental  collection. 

It is understood that access to HAER material  rests on the condition 
that should any or it be used in any form cr by any means, the author(s) of 
such material and the Historic American Engineering Record of the National 
Park Service at all times be given proper credit. 
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Building   the Srle Railroad 

The  Erie   Railroad probably   enjoys  the  least enviable   reputation  of 
any major American  Railroad.     While the  Pennsylvania Railroad  is  re- 
membered  as  che   "Standard  Railroad  of  the World,"  and  che Baltimore 
and Ohio  claims   to  be  the  oldest line  in  the country,   the Erie's historic 
significance has  been said  to  lie in  the scandals  resulting from the 
financial manipulation of  such  "scoundrels" as  Jay  Gould,   James   Fisk, 
and Daniel Drew.    Yet  there is  a great deal more  to  the history  of   the 
Erie on a more positive note-    When the  Erie began  through operations 
to Dunkirk,  New York,   in 1851,  the   railroad became  the first  trunk  line 
to  reach  into   the interior  and afford service  between  the  lower Hudson 
and  Lake  Erie,     Other  "firsts"  for  the Erie include  a number of oper- 
ating  practices   and engineering  procedures   that  marked significant 
innovations  in American  railroading;   similarly,   the Erie   can boast- a 
number of structures   that were important  advances  in civil engineering. 
This  report will proceed with  these contributions  in mind.     After a 
discussion  of  the initial  construction of  the   railroad and a brief 
business  history of the  company,  the paper will   turn to  the various 
buildings  and  engineering  features   of   the Erie.     The structures  are 
classified by  general  type-     There   are discussions  of bridges,   tunnels, 
viaducts,  shops     and stations,  and  terminals.     This  approach  requires 
an  artificial  separation of facilities at  the  same  geographic  location 
(artificial in the  sense that  all of  the  facilities  at a  given point 
relied upon each  other and  thus   formed a system).     Unfortunately, 
other means  of arrangement  would make  the paper  disconnected  and unwieldy 
In  a similar way,  since  the Erie was   a constantly growing entity,  the 
task of identifying just what   comprised  the old  Erie is not  an easy  one. 
But with  only  a  few exceptions,   this  survey comprises   the Erie Railroad 
main line after  1865,  when   the terminals   included Jersey  City,  New Jersey 
and Piennont,  New York,   in  the east end  and Buffalo  and Dunkirk on  the 
west end. 

Initial  Construction 

Like most early railroads in the United States,  the  Erie  enjoyed 
a long gestation period between  its  conception and  the beginning of 
actual operation.   [1]     The   financial  success  of  the Erie  Canal and  the 
resulting prosperity  for citizens along  its banks was  one of   the 
primary forces  leading to  the   formation  of the  railroad.     Farmers and 
businessmen- in the  Southern Tier of Nfew York counties-wanted their 
own  outlet  to New York City and  the outside world.     Toward this  end, 
a pamphlet by William Redfield in 1829,   entitled "Sketch  of the 
Geographical Route  of  a Great  Railway   .   .   .  opening  thereby a free 
communication  at  all seasons  of  the year between the Atlantic States 
and  the great  valleys   of  the Mississippi,"  aroused  local  attention. 
Certainly this  publication  helped lay   the groundwork for  the Railroad 
Convention held  in Owego on December 20,   1831.     The meeting attracted 
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people   from   zhe.  Southern  Tier  counties.      Railroad   fever  ^riooed   "he   state 
in   i£21   and   other   railroads   emerged.     3y   1331,   13   raiiroaas   had been 
chartered  in New York,  but only 2 had  actually opened.     In  1832  the 
state legislature   received 12  new charter applications.     Out  of  this 
flurry  emerged a vague  charter for  the New York and  Erie Railroad,   dated 
April 24,   1832,     Amendments   passed  the  following year permitted  the 
company  to organize when only one of  the  ten million dollars   required 
had been subscribed.     That portion of  the money was   raised by  August 9, 
1833,  when Eleazor Lord was  elected president of  the company.   [2] 

The  new  company began its   own  survey  for  a route   to  upgrade   the 
piecemeal efforts  made  up  to  that  date.     At  the same  time,   the officers 
appealed  for grants  of  land  along  the  potential right  of way.     The 
inability  to  finance  a comprehensive survey  resulted in an  appeal  to 
Andrew Jackson  for  federal funds,  but  to no  avail.     Benjamin Wright 
undertook   the  survey  anyway,   and  employed  as   chief  assistants   James 
Seymour in  the east  and Charles  Ellet,   Jr.,   in the west.    Lack of money 
prevented  a  thoroughly  comprehensive survey,   and  later plans  had  to 
correct numerous  difficulties.     But  the name  of Judge Benjamin Wright, 
builder of the Erie  Canal,  on  the  report  served to  allay  any suspicions 
of  legislators who viewed the work  as  a total waste. 

Wright  submitted his  report   to  the Secretary  of State on  January  20, 
1835.     It is  clear  that Wright's  survey was  a mere summary of  the more 
technical  reports  of his  two  assistants.     The route proposed  included 
steep  grades,  especially between Middletown  and Deposit.    Wright's 
plan eschewed the  easy  route  down the Neversink River to  the Delaware 
River and  then westward up  the Delaware Valley.     Political  reasons  in 
part  accounted  for this  choice.   [3]    But Wright also avoided  the Delaware 
River because,   in Wright's words,   "It   (the  railroad)  might  come into 
collision with  the Delaware  and Hudson  Canal,   and perhaps divert  some 
of  its   legitimate  and  fair business,  and in  construction it might interfere 
with  that important  and very  useful work,   for the  execution of which its 
enterprising directors  deserve  to be gratefully considered."   [4]     Wright's 
concern  for the D.   & H.   Canal may also have stemmed  from Wright's  parti- 
cipation in  the canal's  construction as   chief engineer.    No  doubt Wright 
owned some of the   canal  company's  stock.     Whatever,   it was  clear to all 
subsequent engineers   that Wright's   choice of  a route was   too beset by 
torturous  grades   that  rendered both construction  and operation unfeasible. 

Wright had also  agreed with  Ellet's  proposal   for  an inclined plane 
with a stationary  steam engine  to  reach  the  lake  at Dunkirk.     Both 
engineers  doubted  the  ability of  the locomotives   to  climb the hill at 
that point.     This   choice seems  confusing,   as   the  Rainhill Trials  in 
England  in 1829 had proven that locomotive  could manage such  grades. 
Even more  confusing was   the   fact  that Wright had been one of  the  first 
American engineers   to experiment with steam  locomotives    in  1827.   [5] 
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These   choices  were only   two  of   the proposals   chat   later engineers 
had  to  altar.     As Edward Mott,  an historian of  the  Erie,   commenced, 
"...   although   a railroad built   according   to   the plans  and over  Che 
route  provided in 1834 would have been one  utterly  impossible  of 
practical  utility,   that survey stands   today a wonderful exhibit in 
railroad  engineering,   and shows   an  originality of  thought,   and a 
peculiar  application of scientific principles   to  a work  then almost 
unknown to  the engineering world—an application which established  a 
precedent  for  all future  engineering of  thac kind."   [6]     Mott  may tend 
to exaggerate  the importance of   this  survey.     The plans were  clearly 
preliminary,  inadequately  financed,   and  done in haste.    Not  the  least 
of  the difficulties was   the cost estimate.    Wright projected  $12,717,518 

"for  grading,  $1,857,000  for track superstructure,  and  che  directors 
added  $1,342,482  for vehicles,   company expenses   and engineering,  and 
contingences.   [7]     This  $6  million   figure  actually  amounted to one- 
fourth of the   actual  final   cost.     The Wright  survey  served a vital 
public relations  function,   convincing  the  legislature of  the  feasibility 
of the  railroad.     For this  purpose,  no better name  could have been 
chosen than Benjamin Wright's.     But  the  survey does  little  to  enhance 
the  reputation of this early American engineer. 

Construction work commenced on November  7,   1835,   at Deposit, New 
York,  with a small  ground-breaking  ceremony.     Actual construction 
started on 44  sub-divisions along the Delaware River between Callicoou 
and Deposit on November 15.     Some 40 miles  of grading were thus  under 
contract.     But the work was cut  short.     A disasterous New York City 
fire  on December 16,   1835,   ruined many Erie backers  and others were 
hurt by the Panic of  1836-7.     The Erie's  finances  fell apart,   and 
additional  contracts   for the  69  miles between Owego  and Deposit,  and 
48 miles  from Callicoon  to the Neversink River,   although advertised in 
April, were rescinded in May,   1836. 

With  the Panic,   the engineering  department was  reorganized.    Wright 
remained as consulting engineer, but  the actual control  of the work was 
divided between E.F.   Johnson  from New York to Painted Post,  and Captain 
Andrew Talcott,   [8]     from Painted Post  to Lake Erie.  Johnson immediately 
recognized the need for line  changes   to  take   advantage of  the  Delaware 
Valley route between Port  Jervis and Callicoon,   and of  the Susquehanna 
Valley  from Susquehanna,  Pennsylvania,   to Binghamton,  New York.    But 
before any work could begin on  these new lines,   the company  rescinded 
all  contracts  and suspended  all work in  the Delaware Valley during March 
and April,  1836  because  the  railroad ran out  of money.     The Erie even 
had to discharge all of  the engineers in  addition to  the  contractors.   [9] 

A year later,   the company hired  a new group of engineers  to carry 
out  a more  complete survey.     Major Thompson S.   Brown was  appointed  Chief 
Engineer of the Western Division and Edwin F.   Johnson filled the same 
post  on  the Susquehanna Division Chaving been  rehired).     Hezekiah  Seymour 
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bossed   the   Eastern   Division   and   Celim  L-   Seymour became   resident  engineer 
of  Che Delaware Division.     Like  Che Erie Canal,   the Erie Railroad was 
to serve  as  a training ground  for  a great many engineers,   as   these men 
received  their first experience with  railroad surveying ..and  construction. 

The Erie's  engineers    proved  to be  an interesting group.    Major Brown 
was  an  1825  graduate  of West Point who  spent  11  years  on various  govern- 
ment projects,   including a survey of Western rivers  and  an inspection 
report  on  the Cumberland Road.     After  resigning  in  1836  to go into public 
works,   Brown  came  to  the Erie in 1838,  where he  became Chief Engineer of 
the whole  road in  1845.     In  the meantime,  Brown  accompanied  the  dele- 

gation sent  to England in 1841  to purchase  rails   for  the line from 
Piermont  to  Goshen.     This was   the Major's  first  experience with  railroads 
and served him in  good stead  after 1849 when he went   to Russia to replace 
Major Whistler as  engineer  in charge  of  that  country's  railroad building 
program.   [10] 

Silas  Seymour was  one  of  the  lesser engineers  in 1838,  but his  career 
typifies   the  route which many men  followed  in the  process   of becoming 
engineers.     Beginning  as  a rodman  on the Delaware Division in 1837, 
Seymour advanced  to the position of Assistant Engineer on  the Western 
Division a year  later.     From June,  1840,  to June,   1841,  he served as 
Resident Engineer.     In this  last post,  Seymour controlled  the surveys 
from Dunkirk to  Cold Spring,   40 miles.     During Brown's  absence  in England, 
Seymour controlled all Western Division surveys.     -In June,  1841, he was 
promoted to Superintendent.of Construction.    He   finished his  Erie  career 
as Chief Engineer of Construction  from 1846  to 1851.     Seymour moved on  to 
the Buffalo  and New York Railroad  as  Chief Engineer and later General 
Superintendent of  that  line,  which connected  to   the Erie at Hornell. 
Seymour designed  and built  the Portage Bridge,  discussed below.     As  a 
contractor or consulting engineer,   Seymour later worked on several other 
rialroads,   including  the Louisville and Nashville  and the  Union Pacific, 
where he  took part in  the 1869   ceremony  of  driving  the Golden Spike. 
He also  served as New York  State Surveyor-General,  chief engineer of  the 
Potomac Bridge  for the Washington  and Alexandria Railroad,  and  consulting 
engineer,   and later chief  engineer for the Washington Aqueduct.   [11] 
Knowledge was  gained by experience, not schooling.     To Silas  Seymour 
must go most of  the credit   for the location of  the Western: Division. 
Again,   this was   a  common pattern in the early days  of American engineering, 
where  a famous engineer often presided as   the chief engineer but  left 
much  of  the  actual work up   to his  subordinates. 

The other notable division engineer was Hezekiah C.  Seymour,  whom 
Mott  called,  "...   one of  the  early prominent  civil  engineers  of  this 
country."    Hezekiah Seymour stood as   the dominant   force on the Erie until 
1841.     Until  that   time,   as  Mott  commented,   "The  Company's   affairs were 
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then   virtually   in   control   of   the  Chief  Engineer  rlazekiah   C.   Seymour   and 
his   assistant   S.5-   Post.      It  was   the   common saying  of   the   day   that 
"Seymour ran  the directors,  and Post  ran  the   road."   [12]     With  thorough- 
going control,  most of  the  technical  decisions   concerning  the  roadbed, 
grading,   and so on,  were made by these  two men.     As Mott explained, 
"H.G.   Seymour   .   .   ,   and S.S.   Post were  the original controlling minds, 
in  Erie  practical  affairs."   [13]    For  this  reason,   Seymour is  remembered 
as   the father of the broad guage on  the  Erie.     He  favored  the 6-foot 
width  from the  start  and bulldozed  the idea past  later opposition, 
thereby saddling  the Erie with   this  anomaly.     Only with   the  appointment 
of Silas  Seymour as  Construction Superintendent  in  1841 was Hezekiah 
Seymour's  influence moderated at all.     Even after 1845,  when Thompson 

"Brown  replaced Hezekiah  as  Chief Engineer,  the  older engineer retained 
his  dominating  influence with  the Board of Directors.    Not until 1849 
did he relinquish his post as  engineer of  the Eastern Division,   and only 
then   to   accept   an  appointment   as New York State Engineer  and  Surveyor. 
He had an interest  in contracts  on western railroads  until his  death  in 
1853.   [14] 

Celim L.   Seymour was   the Delaware Division's  Resident Engineer, 
coining to the railroad after working as  a surveyor for the Delaware 
and Hudson Canal,   the Mount Carbonaale Railroad,   the Pennsylvania 
Canal,  and the  Great Western Mail Route,   Vincennes   to St.   Louis. 
Seymour favored  the interior  route  advocated by Wright,   and loudly 
denounced the Delaware River route.   [15] 

This  very mixed group  of engineers   comprised  the main individuals 
responsible for the  construction when work resumed  in August,   1838. 
Construction started on  the line from Piermont  to  Goshen,   and on 10 
miles  east of Dunkirk, while  the company ordered surveys   from Binghamton 
to  the Genesee River,  and in Allegany County.     This plan proved overly 
ambitious,   for in  1839-40,  23 of the 48  contracts were  cancelled because 
of  money problems.   [16]     Nonetheless,   the Erie managed to  lay its  first 
rails  in 1840,   using  the  6-foot guage.     As mentioned,  Hezekiah Seymour 
backed this decision,  which Eleazar Lord  favored in about  1838.    These 
men  argued  that most British  engineers  supported the broader guage. 
They  also believed the broad width would better support heavier loco- 
motives   and thus  carry greater  loads  on  the Erie's  steep  grades.     But 
a political motive  also  influenced  this   decision.     The  company's 
charter prohibited any connections  with  other railroads  outside of 
New York,   in order to prevent  the diversion of  traffic from New York 
City.     Lord decided the broad  guage would help  enforce  this  charter 
provision.   [17]    Thus  the Erie embarked  on a  course that  ultimately 
cost  the company over S25 million in  conversion  costs.     But the Erie 
did become an  innovator,   as  it became the  first American  railroad  to 
use  a 6—foot  guage. 
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The  company   let bids   for materials   for  the   "rack,  structure   in 
November,   1839.     Cross  ties were  durable  oak,  chestnut,  or butternut, 
9   feet  long  and  7 1/2  to 9   inches  in diameter.     Rails- were  of white, 
pin,  or rock oak,  6 by  3 inches   and 15,   20,  or 25  feet long.     Sills 
of pine,   oak,   chestnut,  hemlock,  5 by  10   to  12 inches   and as   long  as 
the rails,   and piles  20  feet  long  and  7  to  8 inches around were  also   • 
specified.     The  company ordered  English iron rails   3  1/2 inches  high, 
4  inches  on  the base,   and weighing 56  pounds   to  the yard.   [13] 

These materials were  assembled in  a unique  way which  offers   an 
interesting  insight into how  the early engineers were  groping for 
-solutions  to  the  difficult  problems  that  confronted them.   First 
the sills were laid down and  scarphed   at   the  ends,   to  prevent any 
irregularities  at joints.     At 6-foot intervals on  curves  and  at  8- 
foot  intervals on  tangent  track,  cross   ties were  countersunk  into 
the sills,   and secured with  2-inch oak  treenails.     The rail itself 
rode in  a notch  cut into the  sill and was held down by brad-headed 
spikes  5  1/2  inches  long at  18-inch intervals.     Cast  iron  chairs 
secured  the  rail   at   the joints. 

The  rails were English-made  to Erie specifications, probably 
established by Thompson S.   Brown.     The specs  required puddled bar 
iron,   rolled into 18-foot  rails,  with  10% 12  to  15   feet  long.     As 
actually rolled,   the  rails  weighed 51 1/2 pounds per yard,   and were 
H-shaped.     The British Iron Company produced these  rails—5,000   tons   for 
$231,250,  and 300  tons  of rail chairs.   [19] 

There   are interesting  points   about  the  rail installation.     The 
builders had learned stone  ties were not  suitable  as   a track  carrier, 
since  an 1834 proposal for  the installation of  track  upon stone blocks 
32  inches  off the ground had been  rejected.   [20]     The  lessons of strap 
rails  were  also  absorbed.     In both instances,  the  difficulties  ex- 
perienced by the New Castle  and Frenchtown  Railroad in Delaware were 
not repeated on  the Erie.   [21]     However,  the engineers had not yet 
realized  that a continuous  sill was not needed to support  the entire 
length of  the rail.     Likewise,   countersinking the  ties in  to   the sill 
was unnecessary.     Operation, of  the locomotives over the  line  soon showed 
the adequacy of  the rails  alone without  the sill,  but as late as 1858, 
some of  the   track from Piermont  to Suffern  still had  the original 
installation.   [22] 

Learning just what type of track structure best served the purpose 
was very quickly done and the corrections were easily made. But a more 
costly mistake was made regarding the roadbed for long stretches of the 
Susquehanna and Western Divisions.     In  1840,   the  company decided to erect 
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:he   rails   upon   a piled  roadway,   rather   Shan  grade   "he   land   for  a usual 
roadbed.     General  Charles   3.   Stuart,   when  asked,   had  recommended  this 
plan   to   the company after his experiences building  the Syracuse  and 
Utica Railroad  in  1839.     Stuart wrote,   "'piled  roadbed was  an  improvement 
destined to facilitate  the completion of  those vast  links  in  the  chain 
of  internal improvements   throughout our State  and  the Union   ...   It  - 
is  not alone  in  economy of construction  that   the advantages of the  piling 
system consists   in  the Northern clime.     It is  not  liable  to  derangement 
by   frost;   it  is   free   from  the dangers of  floods  and rains,  and settling 
when  set up in soft bottoms.   .   . The interest on the money by building a 
pile   road  instead  of  a graded road will  renew the  piles,   if necessary, 
every'five years.'"   [23]     Stuart considered the pile system suitable  for 
all land where   there was   a good supply of  timber.     It  could be erected 
faster  than a graded   road  and   the   purchase of   timber could arouse   local 
interest  in  the  railroad,   and   the   Erie   adopted   Stuart's   idea.   [24] 

The first  piles were  driven at  Owego  on May 13,  1340.,  commencing the 
construction  of some  20Q  miles  of  piled  roadway.    White  oak was  used 
for the   8  to  10-foot  piles,   each 10  to  16.  inches  around,  while chestnut 
or oak was specified  for  the  cross  ties.    Workers  drove  the piles  in 
pairs,  4  feet  apart,   every 5  feet.     The  contractors used  8 Crane steam 
pile—driving machines,  because  of   the hard ground  condition's.™["25]     Each 
machine needed  a 13-man  crew,  and a horse and cart   to draw water. 
Weights  of 1000  to  1400  pounds   fell  30   feet.     Four hand-driven 2500- 
pound hammers were used for  driving bridge piles.     The  ground was  often 
so hard  that pits had to be  excavated to permit  the workers  to start  the 
piles.     In soft  earth,  where longer piles had  to be used,   the posts were 
pin-connected.     Except where flooding was  a possibility,   the piles  were 
cut off  above  the  ground  only  four inches high,   using a  circular saw 
mounted  right on the pile-driver. 

The next step  consisted of cutting a tenon into the  top  of the post, 
2  inches high and 9 inches deep,  the same width as   a tie-    The  tie was 
then  morticed into the  tenon, while   the upper side of  the  tie was  notched 
for a sill.   [26] '  Wedges   driven into  the  pile held  the  sill' in place. 
These sills were joined by overlapping a plank below the joint,  to make the 
board continuous. 

The construction of   the pile  roadway continued through 1840  and 1841, 
while the  company  struggled with financial difficulties.     By the latter 
year,  450  men and  60  teams were at work.     One hundred miles  of work was 
contracted between January and June.'    Also,   crews  laid  rails  to complete 
the 10-mile stretch eastward from Dunkirk.   [27]    But  1841 saw the  second 
collapse of  the company  from lack  of  funds.     In November,  the Erie warned 
contractors not  to expect  further  payment.    The estimate of the final 
cost had now risen to $9   million.     Grading costs were projected at  $3,840,000, 
an increase of  $1.1 million over Wright's projection, while track cars, 
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structures,   2nd  contingencies   added  nr.orher 381Q ?00G.   ^25]     Un£ or tun at sly , 
the money was  just not  available,  and  on April 1,   1842,   the  company de- 
faulted on  interest due   the  state,   and  for   4   years   the property   stood 
abandoned. 

The work completed to  1841 was  considerable.     Some  410 miles  of -the 
line had been placed under  contract.     The line to  Goshen was   the only 
section  in use.     Grading between Goshen  and Middleton was  almost complete, 
while   the 40 miles   from Callicoon to Deposit was  ready  for rails.     Two- 
thirds  of the Susquehanna Division boasted  a  completed pile superstructure, 
minus   rails,  while half of  the Western Division was graded,  using  a super- 
structure between  Cuba and  Olean.     Ten miles   of   rail  were   down  east of   . 
Dunkirk.   [29] 

There was one exception  to  this bleakness.     In May, 1843,   the citizens 
of Middletown completed the  track between  their  town  and Goshen, using   the 
rails  originally  put down near Dunkirk.     This  additional 7 miles opened 
on June  7,   1843,   and was used by  the Erie until   the company  could  repay 
the town.   [30]    But while  7  miles opened,  some 1Q0 miles of  piles   rotted, 
at  a loss of  a million dollars. 

By  the time  the work was halted,   the engineering department had 
changed  from its  1838  appearance  as new faces came  in.     Edward Miller 
had become  the Chief Engineer, with Major Brown  the Associate Engineer 
and Western Division Engineer.     George Hoffman took over the Central 
Division  (Western) , having moved up from superintending engineer of 
the Eastern Division,  where—since  1840—his   duties had included charge 
of  the superstructure  and machine shops,  and  the purchase  of  cars   and 
locomotives.     Hezekiah Seymour remained  as  Eastern Division  Chief, but 
Charles  B.   Stuart had assumed control of the  Susquehanna Division with 
his expertise  in pile  construction.     Alvin C. Morton  took  over  the Delaware 
Division.   [31] 

Morton had  come  to  the Erie  in 1836  after beginning work on the Lehigh 
Canal  as  an assistant engineer.     Further experience included the Pennsylvania 
Canal,  Raritan Canal,   and the Harrisburg and Lancaster Railroad.     For the 
Erie,  he assumed control of  the surveys   in Orange   and Rockland  Counties, 
and then in 1838 became Resident Engineer  in Orange County.     Morton  later 
became Chief Engineer of the Atlantic  and St. Lawrence  Railroad,   and then 
a contractor with  the Sacramento Valley  Railroad before he returned  to   the 
Atlantic and Great Wester.   [32]    The Erie was continuing to  serve  as  a 
school  for American engineers. 

Not until late in 1844  did bankruptcy begin  to stir again.     Unless 
work had resumed by April  1,   1845,   the property was  to be   sold  under 
forclosure.     Under this  threat,   the board  revived   a contract west  of 
Middletown in December,   1844, with  the hope of  favorable legislative 
action in the  coming year.     The  only work prosecuted  through 1845  and 
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13^6   was   the   3 crecch   from  Middlecown   and Otisville.     The   actual   rasumDCion 
of  major construction began  lace in   Io<+6.     In  August,   the  directors 
shifted  Che line to  Che Delaware River Valley,   along Che  route proposed 
by  Edward Johnson  and now-  backed by  Alvin Morton.     The original  route 
had  called for  a roller-coaster  ride  over  che  Shawangunk Ridge,  where 
one  section descended 454   feet  in 1  1/2  miles,   then climbed  71 feet  in 
che next mile before making yet  another steep  descenC-     A commission  of 
outside  engineers—-Moncure Robinson  and Jonathan KnighC—recommended a 
sceep  cunnel with  a lOG-fooC   grafe,   scationary engines  and inclined 
planes.   [33]     Compared   co   chese  complicacions,   che  river route was   far 
simpler,  although  longer. 

Unfortunately,   the company *s   charter seemed  to  prevent using  the 
easy  route.    The Erie had   co  remain within che boundary  of Hew York. 
Even if  Che legislature agreed  Co  amend che charCer,  chere remained the 
difficulcy of obcaining a  Pennsylvania  charter,   since  che  line would run 
in  this  neighboring state   for some  distance.     Local support in Pike 
County,   Pennsylvania, won   the company a qualified "Pennsylvania charter 
in  1846.     The rail company had  to maintain a public bridge over  the 
Delaware  at Port Jervis,     Also,   che  company had  to  allow  any  railroad 
chartered  in Pike  County   to make connection with  the Erie.    Finally, 
the Erie had  to pay  the state of Pennsylvania $10,000  annually.    The 
most  difficult   restriction was   the need  to avoid interfering with  che 
Delaware and Hudson  Canal.     The Canal retained priority  in Che valley, 
but  a permanent injunction that  the  canal had won over the railroad's 
use of  the valley was rescinded.    The matter now rested in the hands 
of  the New York, legislature,  where pressure from interior towns  in 
Sullivan County,   away from the   river,  on the  original route,   accounted 
for resistance.     But  after a hard  fight,  the  legislature  gave in and 
amended  the charter,   giving  formal  approval to  Che necessary  alteration 
in  route.   [34] 

The company had authorized construction  toward Port Jervis  from 
Otisville  in  August,  1846 , before   the state government had approved  the 
charter alteration.     Service  to Otisville began on November 1,  1846, 
making  a total  of  62 miles of track  in  service.     Grading  contracts   for 
130 miles   of  line between. Port   Jervis  and   Binghamton were awarded  to 22 
contractors.     A new president succeeded in attracting new capital  to the 
firm,  and  che  construction was  moving again.     By 1847,   7,000  men and 
3,000  teams were employed on the section west  to Binghamton.     The  rail 
contract   that  far west  had also been let.   [35] 

The  order  for the  rails  constituted a departure from past procedure* 
As   far  as  Otis-ville,  the   company had used imported English rails.     But 
the  expense  and the  uncertainty of delivery handicapped  the  company.     So 
the Erie  turned to George tf.   ScTanton who had founded a small iron works 
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where   the  town bearing his   name  now   stands,     With  the  aid   from one 
of  the  company's  directors,  Scranton outfitted his   small mill  to roll 
rails.     He  received an order for 12,000  tons of  rails which he shipped 
out  over  the Delaware  and Hudson's  gravity  railroad and  canal.     From 
Otisville,  the iron traveled    by team to Port  Jervis.   [36]    Mott 
commented,   "The  rails  that were  to be  put down  from Otisville wesCi 

were  the  first American T-rails   for which any*  actual  order for extensive 
use  of them had ever been  given.    Up  to   that  time,   England supplied 
this   country with rails."   [37]     It was  also from Otisville  chat   the 
company abandoned the old practice of sills under  the rails,   adopting 
instead the use  of  ties,   as  is  still current practice. 

As  the  company  finally began to move west of Otisville,   the terrain 
encountered became  increasingly rough,  proving to be   the hardest ob- 
stacle on the  entire route.     On December 31,   1847,   the 13  miles between 
Shawangunk Summit,   at Otisville,   and Port Jervis were completed but 
only with a major effort.     At  the summit,   a 2500-foot long rock cut 
5Q  feet deep had been excavated.    A mile  further on a heavy embankment 
several hundred  feet long,  support by  50-foot retaining walls  carried 
the  tracks  over  a defile.     Another  cut,   1000   feet   long and 30  feet 
deep  followed immediately while  only  a 1/2 mile  on another embankment 
with 50-foot walls was built.     Halfway to Port Jervis another rock 
outcropping was   conquered with a cut  40   feet   deep   and 3/4 mile  long. 
Another embankment  and yet  another  cut followed.     Almost all  of the 
construction  crew were newly-arrived  Irish immigrants, while  Silas 
Seymour had overall charge of  this  project.   [38]    This  13—mile  section 
required the excavation of 210,000   cubic yards  of  rock,   and  739,000 
yards  of earth.     317,000  pounds  of  powder were  expended  in the  process, 
and 14,000 yards of retaining walls held up the embankments-   [39] 

The contractor's work was  rigidly specified as well,  by  detailed 
contracts.     Grading for single-track sections had   to be 20 feet wide 
through  cuts   and 17  feet  on side hill cuts.     Double  track  cuts  had 
to be  32 and 29   feet  respectively.     The   cuts  had to be   taken down  to 
11/2  feet below grade  level  and refilled with   gravel.     Rock from the 
excavations had to be used for fill.    These and other specifications 
ensured  a uniform roadbed  despite  the myriad  number' of  contracts  let 
by   the  company.     Resident  engineers were charged with maintaining  the 
requisite  standards.   [40] 

Port Jervis  to Binghamton 

By  1848,   the Erie had made steady progress,  opening  its new  connection 
to Port Jervis.     The  company  operated 74 miles   of  track with 10 Locomotives 
and 9 passenger cars:     147 other cars;   a machine shop at  Piermont;   42 
miles  of track  in  the Port Jervis  yard;   and  182 men  in  the Transportation 
Department.     Only  1/6  complete,   the bill already  amo-unted to $3,276,678. 
141] 
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The company  continued   pushing   "lie   line   up   the  Delaware   Valley, 
crossing to  the  Pennsylvania side  at Saw Mill Rift,   above Port Jervis. 
The D.   & H.   Canal  owned   the only   suitable passage  on the New York 
bank.     Although   the valley   offered   a low  grade  path,   the workers had 
to  struggle  to use  that   path.     In many sections,   cliffs   dropped 
sheer to the  water's   edge,   so   that  men  drilled holes   for blasting  . 
while hanging in baskets suspended   from a windlass.     Lighting the 
fuses h«d to  be   a very  trying   experience.    Explosions  often  carried 
rock  and debris   all the   way across   the  river into   the  canal,   leading 
to many  lawsuits.   [42] 

In  other places   along   the river,   contractors  had to build sections 
of   retaining  wall   to  reinforce the   tenuous hold the tracks had upon 
the cliffs.     Near Shohola,   these works   consisted of almost 3 miles  of 
rock cuts and   retaining walls,  with  one section of wall  reaching 90 
feet  into the  air  and containing  16,000  cubic  feet of stone.   [43] 
Portions of this wall remain visible today,  where   the side hill  cuts 
are still prominent features  of the  main  line up  the Delaware River. 
[44] 

As   far as Deposit  the   rails   followed the  river,   then veered away 
to   the southwest  to meet the Susquehanna River  at  Susquehanna.     Like 
the Shawangunk Ridge between Middletown and Port Jervis,   the  Randolph 
Hills between Deposit and Susquehanna presented a barrier requiring 
steep  grades   and tight curves, with higher operating costs resulting 
from lower  tonnage   capabilities.     The  initial  survey of  1834  envisioned 
a 45-ndle long connection between those  two   cities with  two summit 
level  crossings   of 905  and   1200 feet.     A route  16  miles   shorter  faced 
the prospect  of  two 728—foot climbs , and  a third alternative  called 
for 3  tunnels  of 700,  3400,  and 2600 feet.    This last alternative was 
37 miles long, with a total climb of 1,840 feet.    None were satisfactory 
Then  during an 1840 survey,   an engineer traced  a route   that  all  of   the 
others had missed.     Only 39 miles  long,  it offered grade  of only 66 
feet  per  mile westbound  and 70 feet going east.   [45] 

To  drop   the grade to this level,  a 1/2-mile rock cut was excavated, 
200  feet deep   at  the  center.     Only  single-tracked,   the  cut cost  $200,000, 
Because  of  its depth,   a wind always whistled through this  gap, raising 
havoc with  snow  drifts.    [46] 

Cascade   and Starrucca 

The other obstacles  to reaching Binghamton were two creeks  that 
had gouged  deep valleys   in  the path  of  the railroad.    They stook about 
2 miles   apart  just   as   the line approached the  Susquehanna River above 
Lanesboro,  Pennsylvania.    The  first was called  Cascade Creek.    John 
Fowler designed  a wooden arch   span  to  carry   the single track  over the 
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gorge.     The   resulting bridge was   "in   its   day  regarded  as   one or the 
engineering wonders  of  the world."   [47]     The span was  275   feec,  and 
Che  rail ran 175   feet  above  the  creek-     Begun in  the  spring  of  1847, 
the bridge  took  1  1/2 years   to build.     First  the  loose earth and  stone 
for the  foundation were removed.     Two  courses of  ashlar masonry,   28 
feet wide,   3 feet  thick and  14   feet  deep served as the  skewbaks  for 
the  cast-iron shoes  used for arch bearing.     The superstructure  consisted 
of a wooden trussed  rib arch     [48]  with  a  rise  of  45   feet.     Eight white 
oak ribs  2  feet  square  formed the arch.     Both wooden and  iron braces, 
interlaced the  structure.     The  cement  and  gravel-covered  deck was 31 
feet wide  and was  covered  by 2-inch pine  planks  caulked with oakum and 
painted with three  coats  of  red lead.     Likewise the  sides  were  covered. 
Five  trestle approach spans   formed the  ramp  at   one end, while  a single 
trestle made up  the opposite ramp.     The builder assembled the  arch  ribs 
in a nearby yard,  knocked  them down,   and  then reassembled the  arch  upon 
a falsework.     The bridge  cost  $72,000,   and was   the longest  single span 
wooden bridge built  in this  country.     David Plowden,   author of Bridges: 
The Spans  of North America,   called the  Cascade  Bridge  "America's  most 
remarkable wooden  arch   ..."   [49] 

The Cascade Bridge became  an immediate  tourist   attraction, with 
people watching in amazement as  the  gossamer-thin struts   and braces 
carried the  fully  loaded trains  across   the gorge.     Inspections had 
pronounced the  span  fit in  1854  and 1855 but failed  to allay some of 
the people's  fears  about  the span's  safety.    As Harper's  New York and 
Erie Railroad Guidebook noted in  1854; 

"Some persons  think the  Cascade Ravine might have 
been  crossed in  a less  expensive and  more  enduring 
way by  filling it  in.     A glance  at  the  chasm should 
surely  convince   them of their mistake.     Imagine the 
lump  of mother earth necessary  to fill  up   the deep 
wrinkle in her  fair  cheek'     Reflect  on  the requisite 
wealth of such  a mound  and what  a culvert—"nay   a 
bridge—would need to perforate  it as a vent  to the 
stream when to a torrent of resistless volume!     In- 
stead,   then of  a clumsy embankment, with a culvert, 
perhaps,  unsuited  to   the wants  of  the creek, here 
we have  a strong  and enduring bridge—a monument  of 
skill—an  arch of  triumph—a wonder of   the world— 
not marring but  heightening by  contrast  the romantic 
beauties of the  ravine." [50] 

But by 1855,   the  company began to surrender  to   the pressure  and 
considered erecting  a high embankment pierced by   a culvert.     The 
Annual Report for 1855 noted,   "the expediency of  this  change,   as  its 
adoption will entirely remove  the anxiety which must always  exist so 
long  as  the present  location is  continued;  and which grows  out  of the 
fact,  that  it involves  the necessity  of depending upon a perishable 
structure,  the  destruction of which would  interrupt  the transportations 
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*■ > of  freight  tor   months,   and thus subject   Che   company   to   a  loss   .   .    .'    [5 
Therefore,  the   company began  filling  the  chasm a short  distance above 
the wooden arch.     Started in 1858,   [52]   the work was  completed  in   1860.   [53] 
But the  engineers   fell  into   a trap predicted  in  the Harper's  Guidebook, 
by not  designing  a large  enough culvert.    The  result was   that on August  18, 
1875 ,  a freshet washed out a 225-foot section of  the 400-foot long and 
150-foot high embankment.     "Repair  crews  opened  a temporary trestle 4 days 
later,   [54] but not  until the middle  of November was  the huge gap   filled 
in.     A steam shovel  and  two work  trains  and  crews   toiled  for two months 
on this   project.     They  enlarged the   culvert  at  the bottom and built  re- 
taining walls  to prevent   future washouts.   [55] 

The  other  obstacle  in  reaching Binghamton was  the valley of Starrucca 
Greek at Lanesboro.     There  the  valley was more  than a quarter of a mile 
wide, and  initial  plans   for  an embankment were  ridiculous  from the start. 
The quantity of material  required  and the time  to  raise it would have 
been prohibitive.     Apparently Julius Adams produced the plans,   as   drawings 
by George Duggan in his  1850 book  on American  railroads   credit Adams with 
the bridge.   [56]     However,  James  P.   Kirkwood has  traditionally  received 
mention as the  designer of  the Starrucca Viaduct.   Both  men were distin- 
guished engineers.    [57] 

Adams,  nephew of Major William Whistler,   attended West Point  from 
1830   to 1831 but  did not  graduate.     He  came  to  the Erie  as  Superintendent 
of Engineering in 1845 with previous experience on the Paterson 6c Hudson 
River,   Stonington & Providence, Norwich & Worcester, Western of Massa- 
chusetts,  and Albany & Schenectady Railroads,   and  also  served as  engineer 
of the  Brooklyn Navy Yard in 1844.     After leaving  the Erie,  Adams  pursued 
a varied  and successful  career, with highlights including edited 
Appleton's Mechanics'   Magazine and  Engineers'   Journal;   designed America's 
first sewer system for Brooklyn in 185 7;  served as the  chief engineer of 
the  Brooklyn Department   of  City Wroks   from 1869  to 1877;  and construction 
engineer of  the New York  City  Department  of Public Works  from 1880   to 
1886.     A founder  of  the  ASCE,   Adams  served as   the  society's  vice-president 
from 1867  to 1873 and president in  1874-5.     Adams  was  clearly  capable  of 
designing the  Starrucca Viaduct.   The traditional story,   as- told by Mott, 
is that three   contractors  tried and  failed to build the bridge.     In 
desperation,   the  company  turned to Kirkwood,  who promised to erect  the 
span "   'provided you don't   care how much it may  cost.'"   [58]    More  likely 
is  the  story  related by  David Plowden. 

"It has   always  been assumed that Kirkwood himself 
designed  the bridge.    But  this  contention has  recently 
been challenged.     Kirkwood had been previously asso- 
ciated with Adams  (in fact they were brothers-in-law) 
and  according   to  William S.  Young,  the  undisputed 
authority on the  structure,   it was Adams,  not Kirk- 
wood, who was   responsible.     If the plans had already 
been drawn before Kirkwood appeared on  the scene, 
obviously his   role would have been in the  construction 
of  the viaduct rather than its  conception  and shape." [59] 
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This  interpretation does not denigrate  the accomplishment  of 
Kirkwood.    He was  a Scottish-born engineer who  immigrated in 1832. 
His escperience began with,  the Norwich & Worcester, Boston & Providence, 
and Stonington  & Providence Railroads,   the last of which  employed 
Kirkwood as  Resident Engineer while Adams  was  the Assistant Engineer. 
The path  of  the  two men also may have crossed on  the Western Railroad 
of Massachusetts  in  1840.     Kirkwood  also  served as engineer  for the 
construction of  a naval depot  at Pensacola in  1846.     Employed by  the 
Erie  for the Starrucca project  in  1847-8,   and as Superintendent  the 
following year,  Kirkwood  later designed a number  of  important water 
works projects,   including supervising various   alterations  to the 
Croton Aqueduct-     Another  founder of  the ASCE,  he was   the society's 
president in 1867-8.     To  limit Kirkwood's  role  in the Starrucca to 
that  of builder by no measure  reduces his  accomplishment.     Adams 
simply  turned to one of the  foremost  engineers  of the  day  to build 
his  bridge. 

The bridge  these  two engineers  built was.a 17-span  stone  arch 
valley  crossing,   1200  feet  long and 110  feet above  the valley  floor. 
Each span was  51 feet, with piers  7   feet  thick, at the springing  line 
and 22  feet long.   [60]    The abutments were 30   1/2 feet thick.     Interior 
spandrel walls were made  from 225,000  local bricks.     Construction began 
in the spring of  1847,  and by the close of  the year,   12 pier foundations 
were poured,  using 2,450  cubic yards  of masonry  and 1,069  yards of 
concrete. 

These  foundations consisted of   a leveled  8-foot  deep  trench with 
a poured concrete footing  3 feet deep,  in 4 to 9 inch layers.    Then 
walls were built;  rubble stone laid in courses in full beds of  concrete. 
A depth of only  8 feet was  remarkably shallow for a structure this size, 
but  the foundation has served more  than  adequately to the  present day. 

During the winter of  1847-8, workers  cut  timber  for the  falsework 
and opened a quarry 4 1/2  miles  away  to  supplement  the  source of stone 
used  the  first year.    Work resumed  on April 14,   and on August  7 the 
workers began the   turning  of  the  arches.     All  centering was built  in 
place,  and not  reused because of  the need  for haste*     Screws, not 
wedges,   tightened  the scaffolding into place.     The last  arch was  closed 
October 10.     A total of  21,  259  cubic yards of brick, stone  and concrete 
masonry made  up   the structure. 

The actual  construction was pushed  as fast as possible.     Apart  from 
individual centering arches,   a rail system was   used to  move material 
into place quickly.     A branch ran  from  the quarry  onto  the north hill 
and out  onto  a scaffold half-way up  the  structure.     Derricks  unloaded 
the cars which then ran off  the scaffold onto the sonth brill and  then 
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back co  the quarry-    A second  layer of  Che  scaffold carried  the cars 
once work had  proceeded   above   the  first  track.     Once  the  arches had 
been completed,   the parapet walls were built  up  and an  iron  railing 
added-     Three   feet  of ballast   carried   the actual   track.     Adam's pro- 
vision for drainage consisted of  1-foot square  cast-iron  grates in 
each pier,   served by a three-inch  lead pipe.     Mott noced  that  800 
men labored on this  project, in Hay,   1848,  as   they pushed the job   to 
completion-     On November 23,  1848,   they  completed  the viaduct. 

As  photographs  19-26 illustrate,  Kirkwood and Adams  created  a 
structure of  eye-catching beauty,   as  the tracks vault  over  the valley 
well  above  the level of   the tree  tops.    That  the builders  did their 
job well  is  evidenced by the  almost complete  lack of maintenance  re- 
quired by the  span.     Designed  for the  small,   light locomotives of 
the  1850s,   the viaduct   today handles  the heaviest  trains without  any 
weight restrictions.   [61]     In 1886,  the  company  took advantage of  the 
option provided  them by   the builders  and added a second track across 
the bridge.   [62]     But  actual  repair work has been limited to pressure 
grouting the  parapet walls   and brick spandrel in  1958,   and  the arch 
rings  in 1961.   [63] 

Apart   from its longevity, theStarrucca Viaduct stands   as  a 
signficant  landmark in  the history of American civil engineering. 
At  the time of its  construction,   it was  the  longest stone bridge 
ever built  and the most  expensive bridge of any kind.     David Plowden 
made  two additional points   concerning this  structure.     Importantly, 
"The  first  authenticated use  of plain concrete as a structural material 
in  the United States was in the  foundations  of  the   Starrucca Viaduct. 
[64]    The Erie was  a pioneer  in  a number of  concrete uses,   and this 
structure began  those experiments  with  this  new material.     The viaduct 
also deserves notice  as  one of the last  stone viaducts  to be built as 
an original structure on the  site,  in  the manner of British practice- 
By  the 1850s ,   a uniquely American  style of  railroad construction was 
emerging,  characterized by lightweight wood and iron structures  of a 
less  than permanent nature.     Stone bridges   for railroads  faded from 
the American  scene until the   turn  of  the 20th  century,  when the wealthy 
Eastern  railroads, notably the Pennsylvania, returned Co stone as  a 
structural material.    No doubt  the  symbolic qualities' of these solid, 
monumental,  long-lasting bridges  led  to  the  choice of  stone then.     But 
in 1848,  Che  Erie  could not  afford very many   Starrucca Viaducts. 

For the above reasons, the American Society of Civil Engineers 
declared the starrucca Viaduct a National Historic Civil Engineering 
Landmark on October 14,  19 73. 
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■   With  Che completion of  these  two  bridges,  one so permanent,   the 
other  so  transient,   the way was   clear  for the  opening    of  the  line to 
Binghamton.     The  tracks  followed the Susquehanna River for some  20 miles 
into  the  city,  and  the path presented no  construction obstacles.     On 
December 27,  1848,   the  first  train rolled into Binghamton,   some  16 
years   after the   company had obtained its  charter.     The  road was  not 
even half-finished.     But the worst part of  the construction had been 
completed.     As the 1851 Annual Report   to the stockholders  said, 

x*Those who will carefully examine  this  portion of 
the line,  including its  large  and expensive bridges, 
its heavy rock excavations,   for miles   cut into the 
face of precipitous  rocky bluffs—its  high  retaining 
walls—its massive masonry in abutments,   piers, 
culverts,  etc  .   .   can easily  understand  that  it must 
have cost upon an average more than $100,000 per 
mile.     Probably no   railroad  in our  country has ever 
been carried through  a more  difficult   and expensive 
route,  or where obstacles of  greater magnitude have 
been met  and overcome/'[65] 

It is  not  an exaggeration  to   call  the   construction of the   125 miles  of 
track between Middletown and Susquehanna one of   the great  civil engin- 
eering accomplishments.    No British railroad faced such obstacles. 
Rather  the  achievement of  the Erie should rank with those  of  the 
Baltimore & Ohio,   the Pennsylvania,   and the Western of Massachusetts. 
All confronted difficult  terrain  that  led to  accomplishments  representing 
engineering triumphs,  but   the Erie should perhaps  stand in the  forefront, 
simply because the Erie faced its  severest  tests before the others. 

Completion 

From Binghamton westward,   the Erie encountered far easier  country. 
But the Erie also  faced a deadline:     unless  the  line opened to  Dunkirk 
by 1851,  the property would be  sold at  auction.     So  a race against time 
began.     By June  1,   1849, Owego was  reached,  and  the  tracks  reached into 
Elmira on October 2.     Pushing forward,   the  line  followed the  Canisteo 
Valley  to Hornellsville, but not  until September 1,   1851, did a locomotive 
cross   the bridge  into  that  town.     All  along the  line,  the  road  utilized 
the natural paths  of  the rivers—the  Susquehanna,   the Chemung,   the 
Canisteo.     The  tracks  also followed the lines of the  abandoned piling, 
the million dollar folly of  1840.    By  the  time  construction resumed, 
the piles had rotted  and become unusable.       Thus  even on  the  stretch 
of route where  there had been piles,   the usual   graded roadbed had been 
built. 
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From Rome 11svilla,   the  line  of  Che  railroad had to  cross  the  ridge 
of   the Alleghany Mountains   to  reach  Lake  Erie.     A number  of heavy   cuts 
and  long embankments—one  fill  a mile  long was  the  longest  and deepest 
on   the  road—had  to be made.   But on  the whole,   the   ridges were less 
steep  than those in the  east,   and  the work proceeded from both directions 
The rails  reached  Cuba Summit on the  ridge on February  15,  1851,  and' on 
April 19  the  last spike was  driven.     With  the  formal opening  celebrations 
of May 14  and 15,   the road opened  for through service. 

The  ceremonies were   truly  a gala occasion,   as  such notables  as 
President Millard Fillmore and Daniel Webster joined the  company's 
officials  in  traveling  the entire length of  the^ line.     Speeches  and 
parties   followed at every major point along the  route.   [66]     One can 
discount some  ofMott's  comments  as  partisan loyalty,  but nonetheless 
his statement below holds  much  merit.     "The  completion  of  the  railroad 
was  at that  time the most  important  event  in  the history of  railroad 
building.    This may be better appreciated at  this   day when it  is known 
that but one  really  great  railroad had been  completed either in this 
country  or abroad   .   .   -   the  line between St.   Petersburg and Moscow   .   .   . 
Hence the  completion of  the New York and Erie Railroad marked  the  first 
epoch in rail transportation of really  national importance."   [67] 

The Erie became the  first  trunk line in  this   country to  reach  its 
.western  terminus,   finishing  ahead of the B.   & 0.,   the Pennsylvaniar~an~d 
.the still-splintered New York Central.     In 1851,   the last was~stilT"a~ 
collection of disjointed pieces. 

The Erie also stood out as the  longest  railroad operated by one 
company,   running some 445  miles between Piermont on the Hudson and 
Dunkirk.    The line as built had 22,252° of curvature,  18,056  feet  of 
ascending and descending  track with  an  average  gradient  of  18 feet  per 
mile.     Some  70,000  tons  of iron west into the rails.    A total of 25,337 
lineal   feet of   the line were bridges, with half of  that  distance  repre- 
sented by spans of 150   feet  or longer.     The   company had large machine 
shops  at Piermont,  Susquehanna,  and Dunkirk  for locomotive repairs,  5 
smaller shops  elsewhere,   and 35 enginehouses with   a total of more  than 
10Q  stalls.     There were  14 passenger stations  and  refreshment saloons, 
29   freight houses   and 46   combined  stations.    [68]     The Erie was  a going 
concern.  ..As  Ernest S.   Cronise,  an engineer,  wrote of  the Erie,  "The 
property must  always be  regarded  as  a monument  to   the  engineering  skill 
and commercial enterprise of its  proprietors,  scarcely  equalled in  this 
country,  if  in  the world."   [69] 
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Chapter  II. 

The Growth of  the Erie 

Like all railroads ,  the Erie did not  remain unchanged after its 
opening.     The Erie grew like  a living organism,   pushing our new branches, 
taking over other  companies,   improving its  own  right  of way.     This 
constant movement made  it  difficult to pin down what was meant by the 
original Erie.     Even before  the Erie  opened through  to  Dunkirk,  three 
railroads had connected with the Erie;   the Canadaigua & Corning at 
Elmira,   the Lackawanna & Western at Binghamton,   and  the Buffalo & State 
Line  Railroad at Dunkirk.   [70]     Two other  lines were under construction- — 
the Buffalo  & New York City  Railroad between Buffalo  and Hornellsville, 
and the Cohocton Valley Railroad.    The Erie  absorbed the  latter as its 
Rochester Division, while  the  former shortly   became  the  Buffalo  Division. 
Work  on the Buffalo & New York  City had begun in  1850,   and  the  line 
opened through Attica in 1852.     Silas  Seymour had assumed the  chief 
engineer's  duties  after 1851,  and its was  on this branch  that he  erected 
the Portage Viaduct  in  1852..     (See below,   Viaducts.)  But  in  1854,  the 
Erie had taken over  the operation of  the" line,  which was   in  financial 
straits. 

The most important additions  to  the Erie's holdings  were  the Paterson 
& Ramapo and the Paterson and Hudson Railroads,  leased by the  company 
after 1852.     It had quickly become apparent   that   the choice of Piermont 
as Eastern terminus had not been the wisest  of  decisions.     Piermont was 
25 miles up  the Hudson, and serviced only by steamboat.     As  the majority 
of the  road's traffic moved through New York City,   this upstream terminus 
proved less  than satisfactory.     The  lease on the   two New  Jersey  railroads 
helped solve this  problem.     A one mile  connection from Suffern to the 
New York state  line  joined  the New Jersey lines  to  the Erie's  mainline. 
As  a result,  the Erie  gained a direct  access to Jersey City.     Very  quickly, 
this   addition,  with  the Buffalo Division,  became  the primary traffic    axis 
of the  company,   displacing  the original alignment of Piermont   and Dunkirk. 

With the  chartering  of the Long- Dock Company at Jersey City in 1856 , 
the  ascendency  of the New Jersey complex was complete-    The Long Dock 
Company began to  develop   the water front   facilities  oh the Hudson that 
eliminated the  25-mile connection with Piermont.     The heart of this new 
venture was a tunnel through Bergen Hill—an extension of the Palisades— 
that  gave  access: to  the river.     A ferry linked New York  and Jersey  City. 
(See below,  Tunnels   and Terminals.)   These moves   assured  the viability of 
the  railroad as  a trunk line connection with the Midwest.,  although  com- 
pared with  the New York Central,  the Erie was  handicapped with its  water 
connection with New York City.     But  the  connection  of  the Michigan 
Southern and Lake Shore Railroads onto  the Erie  at Dunkirk  gave  the 
Erie  access  to  Chicago.     This  western tie helped to offset  the short- 
comings of the Eastern terminus. 
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Changes  and  growth  of  this type helped   to  exacerbate a problem 
inherent  with   the operation  of  the   Erie  from the   start.     The  Company 
was   too large  for one  man to control.     No other enterprise in this 
country had  ever been  forced to deal with the  problems   of business 
on such a scale.     More employees   and more equipment  spread over a 
huge  tract of  real  estate;  knowing when to move  them and  to where; 
what rates  to  set;   all of these situations were unique  to  the  large 
railroads,  and the Erie  became the  first  to  confront these problems 
on a large scale. 

In trying to solve   the problem of size,   the  Erie  served as  a 
pioneer in developing  new forms of   corporate management.     The person 
most  responsible  for these   ideas  was Daniel  C.  KcCallum.   [70a]   In his 
"Superintedent's  Report," in the  1855  Annual Report, McCallum first 
laid    out an organisational structure   that  provided a  flow  of detailed 
information  to the  company's decision  makers.     McCallum first spelled 
our  responsibilities   for each  administrative officer,   and also em- 
phasized  the role  of.  the telegraph  in providing  information quickly. 
Alfred D. Chandler, Jr. ,  commented in The Railroads; The Nation's 
First  Big Business , ""McCallum's   achievements  assured effective and 
continuous   control over   and coordination of  the  multifarious  operations 
of  a large  railroad."  [71]     The system developed by McCallum served as  the 
pattern  for most  Corporate  structures  throughout  the  19th century,   and 
provided the basis  for J.  Edgar Thompson's   divisional structure on the 
Pennsylvania Railroad* 

McCallum also established some of the   first work  rules  as  another 
facet  of his   efforts   to bring order to the workings of such a large 
enterprise.     Here he  met with less  success-     After becoming General 
Superintendent of  the Erie in 1854, he put  into effect a set of  rules 
he had devised earlier.     These held the  engineers  responsible for  the 
safe operation of  the locomotives.     A 10-day  strike in June ended with 
a compromise  on  the new regulations.     But in  September,   1856,  another 
strike began with  the firing   of  an engineer for  running onto  a switch 
that had been incorrectly     turned.    McCallum left the company before 
the strike   could be settled.     The  Erie had  to  give in  to the strikers 
and rescinded McCallum's orders. 

Despite  these early additions of track and organizational structure* 
the Erie had  lost  none   of   its financial problems,   and these finally 
forced the  company into receivership  in April,   1859.     As  the early years 
of  the railroad had shown,  the question of  solvency had dominated the 
construction  plans and had acted  as  the limiting factor on the actual 
progress of   construction itself.     Once   the  entire  line had opened,  the 
same  financial  difficulties   continued to plague  the Erie,   this   time in 
the guise of  heavy interest payments.     In  1859   the company went  under 
and fell into the  control  of a receiver for the second  time in  18 years. 
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Always,   financial affairs   controlled  the workings  of  this   railroad, 
effectively  limiting  the ability  of the  company  to maintain  its roadbed, 
rolling stock,  and facilities.     Likewise,   the Erie was  never free to 
embark upon new  additions   and purchases without worry.    The  line had 
persistent money problems,   right down  to  the present  day,   and the ebb 
and flow-of  the  Erie's  financial status  served  as  the guideline and 
indicator of  the  engineering capabilities   of  the  company.     Always, when 
considering the Erie's building programs,   the financial condition of 
the  company must be kept in  clear view. 

The Erie Railway 

The  Civil War and the beginnings  of a heavy  coal   traffic  from north- 
eastern Pennsylvania insured the survival of the  Erie.    In December, 
1861,   the  company was  reorganized as   the Erie Railway  Company.     The 
war years were  good  for the  railroad;  heavy  traffic  meant large profits. 
Also,   the Erie  effected the best western connection  in its  history when 
it tied into the Atlantic & Great Western Railroad.     The  A.   &  G.W.   ran 
between Salamanca and Cleveland by 1863, with  a branch to Oil  City, 
Pennsylvania,   and eventually laid a  line   to  Dayton where   it connected 
with  other broad guage lines running  to the Mississippi River.     Until 
,1871,   the Erie had an all broad guage  route  to  St.   Louis.     But.after 
that  date,   the  connecting  lines began to  convert  the standard guage 
and  the Erie was  left with  the necessity  of breaking bulk or transferring 
cars   for through shipments.     The Erie was  increasingly isolated  as   an 
adherent  to  the 6-foot width of its  tracks. 

The  A.   & G.W.   and  the Erie quickly developed along similar  lines 
under  the control of the  same  individuals,  so   the history of the companies 

_was__cl°sely  intertwined.     James McHenry,   promoter of  the  A-   &  G.W. ,  played 
a leading role  in the  financial manipulations   that  rocked  the Erie   through 
the  1860s  and 1870s.     In  turn,   the Erie actually leased  the A.  5c G.W.   at 
intervals when  the newer  line  developed money  problems.     This  happened 
in 1867,   1874,   and again  in 1883.    Ultimately,   the  Erie  purchased the 
A.   & G.W.   outright in 1896   as  part of   the consolidation  of  the line through 
to Chicago. 

While  the Atlantic and Great Western proved to be the  major component 
of the Erie's  expansion into  the Midwest,  the  Erie  Railway made  several 
other additions  to its property throughout  the 1870s.    All but one were 
branches  constructed by  the company  itself.   /The Erie, like so many other 
railroads,   felt  the  need  to open new areas  of service in order  to  expand 
its   traffic,  and joined in  the wave  of branch  line   construction  that 
continued through the end of  the  century. 

The  shortest of these new lines was   the Newburgh Short-Cut, built 
in 1868-9, to provide  a direct  tie between Newburgh  and New York City. 
More important were two branch lines  into Pennsylvania that opened the 
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anthracite coal traffic  to  the  company.    The Hawley Branchj  between Hawley 
and Lackawaxen,   tied the   Erie  to   the gravity  line,  operated by  the Delaware 
and Hudson Canal Company,  ran  over  the   ridge between Hawley  and Scranton. 
The Jefferson 3ranch,   chartered the  same  year  that  the  Hawley Branch 
opened  in  1863,   ran  from  Starrucca  to  Carbondale,   with   a branch to   the 
Erie at Lanesboro.     This   line opened in 1868,  with the  entire length 
complete   in  1870. 

The  only  addition not built  by the company as original  equipment 
was  the Bradford 3ranch.     Xn 1863,   the Erie  purchased the Buffalo, 
Bradford,  & Pittsburgh Railroad,   and extended  it  into  the  adjacent 
coal  fields,  in part owned by   the Erie.     This  branch proved most 
valuable   from  1870   onward,   as   oil in quantity began  to  flow  out of 
northwestern Pennsylvania.     All of   these  additions  funneled  freight 
traffic into  the Erie  main  line,   and by and  large,  justified their 
existence.   [72] 

The  tenure of  the Erie Railway Company  also witnessed the era of 
Jay  Gould, Jim Fisk,  and Daniel Drew.     Much  of  the Erie's historical 
mention derives  from the notorious   financial manipulations of  these 
men.     The accounts   of   trie skulduggery  by  Charles   Francis  Adams, Jr., 
are  the means  by which most people   even know the  Erie.     The   doings 
of the Erie's  officers captured a great  deal of attention,   as  Railroad 
Gazette noted,  "Everything  concerning   this  railroad is  supposed to 
partake  of the mysterious  and  the unaccountable,   and consequently its 
operations excite more interest   than those  of  other companies  equally 
or more important,  which, never do  anything  out of the   common way,   and 
consequently  are marveled at  and watched and investigated."   [73] 

Little more needs  to be said of the dealings of the villains  of 
Adam's  piece    beyond  this  comment  on  the  result  of  their manipulations. 
Gould and Company  directed  their attention  as   company  officers  to 
concerns  other than the   operation  of  the railroad and   the maintenance 
of the property,  with a   resulting  deterioration in roadbed  and facili- 
ties.     Secondly,     the financial   condition of  the  company worsened because 
of the hefty  increase in interest payments,  again due   to  the dealings 
of  Gould and  Fisk.     Most importantly,   they  lessened the  ability of  the 
firm to  raise  additional capital,  because of  the  stigma  they left 
attached to  the  Erie.     For many  years,  the  New York and London money 
markets   considered the  Erie's  offerings   in   the light of  scandal. 
Another direct result of their financial dealings was   the third 
bankruptcy of  the   railroad in May,   1875.    Finally,   from a historian's 
perspective,   the unparalleled manipulations have served  to  overshadow 
all other achievements   of  the Erie.     As   Railroad History commented, 
with the beginnings of Daniel Drew's  reign  on  the Erie board in  1856, 
"An era of shameful plunder begins  that  will  overshadow  the line's 
every  achievement,  even  to  the present day."   [73a] 
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The New York,  Lake Erie & Western 

The Erie emerged from the  ashes  of receivership in June,   1878,   as 
Che New York,  Lake Erie & Western Railroad.    The   company, while still 
controlled by the  receiver,   had begun a ten—year  improvement program 
to upgrade the property and  repair the damage  caused by years  of 
neglect.     Through  constant maintanance, Hugh Riddle, General Super- 
intendent, had been  able  to  report in  1866,   "I  feel warranted  in 
saying  that  the Erie Railroad is  in better condition and better 
equipped,   than  at  any previous  period during the   last   ten years."  [74] 
But  Riddle's  task had not been easy,   as  railroad maintenance required 
constant  attention,  especially when  the materials used were not o£ 
high quality.     The company had learned  this   fact  early on,  when  the 
roadbed was   found to be in bad shape in 1852.     The brittle   cast-iron 
rails wore badly,   causing 30 serious  accidents  that year.   [75]    Yet 
the   area with  the  greatest problem was  the Delaware Division,  where 
the  rails were  only  5 years  old.    The situation had worsened by  1874, 
as heavier trains  and more  traffic,   combined with less attention,left 
the   company's  property in horrendous   condition.     The  company releamed 
that growth meant maintaining  the old as well  as  expanding  into new 
areas. 

A Captain Tyler arrived in the United States from Britain in 1874 
to inspect  the property  for the British bondholders.     Sis published 
report of  recommendations  listed the  following needs: 

1. Double-tracking with steel  rails and  durable ties. 
2. Gradient improvements 
3. Change to standard guage. 
4. Improved terminal  facilities 
5. Iron bridges  to  replace wooden spans. 
6. New connections   to outside  lines. 

Tyler s  cost estimate placed the total for improvements   at  $13.7 million- 
$8.5 million to change the  guage,  $3 million  for grade reductions,   $1.5 
million  for new bridges  and $700,000  for new  depots.   [76] 

In  trying  to convince  the directors  of the need  to  make   those 
improvements,  E.   S.  Bowen,   General  Superintendent,  wrote in 1876, 

*lI cannot neglect  this  opportunity to refer to   the 
necessity  that exists  for important modifications 
of  the property  o£  the company.    You are struggling 
to  compete  for a common business with parallel lines 
of  railways having double  tracks  of steel rails, 
abundant  equipment,   adequate shops,  and  convenient 
depots  for the  transaction of  their business;  while 
you are limited by  a single  track on  a large  portion 
of the road,  the shops inconvenient in arrangement 
and insufficient  in capacity,  many miles of iron 
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rails  that rapidly fail under  the  heavy   traffic,  and 
damage by  cheir Imperfections  the  rolling  stock, 
which is  in  itself inadequate,  when  all of it    is 
kept  in service.     The exceptional   guage  is also  an 
element of constant  cost,  while it  also  largely 
tends  to  limit   the amount of  revenue, by limiting 
the  amount of property  that will be entrusted to 
you  for  transportation while  the possibility  of 
transfer exists. 

Estimates   of  the cost of  this  undertaking have 
been prepared  in  detail from time   to  time, and while 
the  amount of money  required is large,   it is   certainly 
believed  that   the  return   from the   investment will be 
more  than ordinarily remunerative."[77] 

By 1878,   the work of rebuilding had been started,   and it  continued 
for  the next 7 years.     Probably  the most important part of  these 
improvements was   the reduction of  the  Erie's   track to  standard guage. 
Daniel McCallum had run   a battery of tests  on  adhesion  and friction 
during his stay with the Erie,  and  spent  10  pages  of the  1855  Report 
showing the   large  advantage of lower friction on  6-foot  guage  tracks. 
McCallum even   argued that uniform guages  did not necessarily offer  the 
most economical system for all railroads.   [78]     In some respects, 
McCallum's  thinking on this  subject was   like  that  of Hezekiah Seymour— 
different guages  meant you  could not lose    freight to neighboring 
rail lines.     But  if railroad engineers had been almost  unanimously 
in favor of   the standard guage in 1845,  by  1875  there was no doubt 
remaining.     Vice—president  Diven had inaugerated  a survey for the 
improvements,   including   a third rail,   in 1872.    But not  until 1876 
could  the work begin. 

The  initial step began with the  addition of  the  third  rail  from 
Elmira to Suspension Bridge, N.Y.,  north of  Buffalo.     The  third rail 
permitted the   accommodation of standard  guage  cars  from the Lehigh Valley 
Railroad.    Through  1878,   the  company  gradually extended  the  third  rail 
eastward to Binghamton,   Susquehanna,  Port Jervis,  and  into  Jersey  City, 
by  December 27.     The  first  standard guage train ran through  on 3 January, 
1879.   [79]    With the  reduction of  the Western Division to  the  standard . 
guage  on 22 June,  1880,   the Erie finally joined  the ranks  and eliminated 
one of the  most  costly  follies of  the line's  designers.   [80] 

The next step of the improvements involved the removal of the old 
6-foot guage  rails, and   converting  all of  the  locomotives  and cars.     This 
was  a major task,  handled mainly by the  company's own shops.    But  even in 
1885,   several branches   and  the Delaware Division maintained  the   third 
rail.     Several broad guage switchers   continued to operate in the Jersey 
City yard at   least  through  that  date,   181] 
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The unfortunate  aspect of  the need to   change   the Erie's  guage was 
the cost.     Mott placed the  figure  at  $25  million,   money  chat was  needed 
to  resolve  other problems.     The  company  did work at double-tracking 
long sections  of  the  line  after 1377,   spending $1,034,297   in  1880   alone. 
[82]     But  the financial drag  of  reducing the  guage stretched out  double- 
tracking through 1885 ,  and in general pushed  the Erie further behind 
her competitors   in  upgrading. 

Nonetheless,   the  company did undertake some of  the major efforts, 
like  the extension of the  Bradford Division to  Johnsonburg,  Pa.,   in 
the early  1880s.     Likewise,   the Bergen Short-cut,   a low-level by-pass 
around the congestion in northern New Jersey, opened in  1880. 

The Erie & Wyoming Valley Branch between Rawley  and Pittston was 
in use by  1384.     Another addition,  although at   a slightly  later date, 
was the  leasing of the  Chicago  & Erie Railroad  in 1890.   [83]    In  con- 
junction with the A.   & G.W.,   reorganized as  the New York,   Pennsylvania, 
and Ohio Railroad in  1880 ,   the  lease  on  the Chicago  & Erie, finally gave 
the Erie direct  access  to  Chicago.     A wish dating back to Jay Gould 
had been  fulfilled. 

Overall,  these  improvements  constituted an impressive  attempt  to 
resolve the many equipment and  track problems  the line faced.     During 
the  ten years  of work,  "The  Erie  /was/  generally  placed in position,  as 
far as  its physical  condition was  concerned,  to compare favorably with 
the best railroads of the  day."   [84]     Unfortunately,  this statement is 
a slight exaggeration.    With the  approach of the  1890s,  the Erie, like 
many  other American  railroads,  was  caught  in the  tangle of  increasing 
competition  that  led to the  flurry of mergers  and bankruptcies  during 
and  after the Depression of  1893.    Not  only  did  all  improvement work 
grind  to  a halt;   in July,   1893,  the Erie went  under  for the  fourth 
time.     This   time,   a  reorganised company did not emerge until November, 
1895—the Erie  Railroad. 

The  Erie Railroad 

One  of the  first projects  undertaken by the new management was  the 
consolidation of  the many divisions  and wholly-owned companies into a 
streamlined "corporate "structure  that  greatly eased  many  administrative 
headaches.     Secondly,   the  company struggled to  get  its equipment back 
into  condition.     After every receivership,  the  company faced the same 
problem of a worn down roadbed,   and  this   time  proved no  exception. 
One  of the major  difficulties   involved  the substitution  of 90-pound 
rail for the lighter rails  then in use.     There was also talk of building 
a third and fourth  track  from Jersey City to Suffern.    The  company  also 
began its  first major grade-^crossing elimination programs  in Buffalo 
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and Jersey Cicy.     Finally,  the  Erie   leased che New York  and Greenwood 
Lake  Railroad in 1396  to  supplement   its  already  extensive  commuter  traffic 
into Jersey City.     [84a] 

Unfortunately,   the Erie  in 1900  faced a  number of major  difficulties 
which simple maintenance   alone   could not alleviate.     The Erie lived on 
its   freight  traffic,  in competition with the  other East  Coast  trunk 
lines,   from Chicago.    But  the Erie did not have the shortest  line between 
New York  and  Chicago, nor did it have the   cheapest  route  to operate- 
As  the  Railroad Gazette observed in   1906,   ""Reduction of  grades  and 
curvature, so  as  to  cheapen   the expense of operation  for through  freight, 
is  the  road's most serious problem,   both in size and the  long time which 
will be necessary  to carry it through to a satisfactory  conclusion."   [85] 
With a low-grade  freight   line between Jersey  City  and Chicago,  the Erie 
would enjoy  a distinct  advantage over its   competitors,   primarily because 
fewer locomotives   could handle   longer trains  without  the help of pushers. 
Operating costs would be   correspondingly  lower,  to  the  Erie's  advantage. 
Unfortunately,   the Erie's financial  status again intervened  to hinder 
the  implementation of  any massive  improvements.     The  terrain  traversed 
by the  railroad offered,   potentially,   the most satisfactory  line between 
New York  and Chicago.     But  the money to effect  the changes and realize 
that potential was  not  at hand in the  1880s   and 1390s.     Even when  the 
Erie did  find some money,  it had to be earmarked  for more fundamental 
work,  like the guage reduction and  the  double-tracking.     By  1900,   the Erie's 
competitors—the New York Central and  the Pennsylvania—had long been 
double-tracked,  and boasted  the most suitable gradients  they  could 
manage.     The Erie,   on  the other hand,   found  itself about a decade behind 
its  main  rivals,   and falling further back,  in providing the major line 
changes  and  grade reductions needed to  remain  competitive.     To  compound 
these difficulties,  neither  the Pennsylvania nor  the New York Central 
had the problems  obtaining  capital  that bothered the Erie. 

Despite these  difficulties,   the management attempted to move ahead, 
and even before  19O0 the Erie began  laying plans   to  deal with  the  road's 
alignment problems.    In   189 8,   surveys  began   for a 2  3/4 mile  long bypass 
at Goshen, involving several cuts  and embankments,  although work  did not 
commence  until 1901.   [86]     Some efforts were actually_ started to   reduce 
the grades on  the Allegheny-the old Westem-Diyision,  between Hornell 
and Dunkirk,  and in the   vicinity  of Howells   on the New York Division.   [87] 
But  the work  at  this  stage   consisted more of planning  than  construction, 
as   this  announcement in   the Sixth Annual Report made clear.     Surveys 
were under way,   it  said, 

"to  determine definitely  the  best  plans   to be  adopted for 
the  reduction   of   the many heavy grades  still remaining 
in  the roadbed of the main line between Chicago  and Jersey 
City,   and to ascertain as  closely as possible  the  actual 
cost of  doing  such work,   so  that  a correct estimate  can 
be made wftetheT the  traffic of the road,  making a liberal 
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allowance  for future  increases,  would warrant the  expenses 
involved  and  finally  increase  Che net  revenues   .   .   .   The 
results   obtained  from these  explorations  and  the  actual 
experience  gained  from the  detached improvements made in 
former years  undoubtedly prove  that the  cost  of   transpor- 
tation on the Erie Railroad  can be reduced and its  capacity 
for larger  traffic can be sufficiently  increased to justify 
a large  and liberal expenditure   for grade  reductions.   [88] 

The Erie in 1901 

In 1901,  Frederick D.   Underwood became president of   the Erie Railroad, 
and under his  tenure,   the  company emerged ,as  a modern railroad with   up-to- 
date   facilities   and  an economical gradient.     Underwood  faced the same 
financial  difficulties  as  his predecessors.     Just  as  during  the  initial 
construction of  the  road,   the  improvements  after  1900  stopped  and started 
depending upon  the cash position of the  company.     But Underwood was   a 
professional railroad man,   coming to  the Erie from the B.   St 0. , where 
he had occupied the  position of general maanger.     J.  P. Morgan had  asked 
Underwood to take  the Erie job,   in effect  guaranteeing that money would 
be available to  the  company.     These  advantages   augured well  for the new 
"president' s  chances  of success . 

Underwood was president until 1927.     In the  26  years he held that 
office,  the  company  spent  $174 million on improvements.     The line east 
of Meadville was  virtually  rebuilt,   giving an  almost water-level route 
between that point  and Jersey  City,   some  516 miles  distance.     Ruling, 
grades  on the  line dropped  from 1.5%   to 0.8%;   thus  on  the New York 
Division,   the  grade  eastbound fell to 26   feet  per mile,   from 74  feet 
before,  and from 75   to 53  feet per mile westbound.     As  a  result,  trains 
formerly  able  to pull 556  tons  could pull 1,812  tons.     Similar programs 
improved  the grades  on the  Allehany  Division,  while new motive power 
provided  further  increases   in  train size.     All of these  elements  combined 
to drastically  improve operating efficiencies,  while at  the same time 
permitting more  traffic to be  moved.     Thus,   freight haulage jumped  99% 
between 1901 and 1926,  from 4,756,33,949   ton-miles   to 9,469,280,360. 
At the same time,   revenues   rose  from $40  million  to  $118.5  million,   due 
in large  part   to  an  11% drop  in operating costs.   [89] 

The Erie needed these  improvements.     Although extensive rebuilding 
had  characterized the 1870-1880 period,  this earlier work had been  con- 
fined to  reconstruction and refurbishment of  the original line.    Nothing 
had been done  in  the way of realignment,  yet this  type of effort was 
essential for  economical  railroad operations.     The   figures   above provide 
graphic proof  of  the benefits  afforded by grade-reduction programs.     Such' 
line—improvement permitted  fewer locomotives  and men  to  move more  tons  at 
a lower  cost.     "Money problems  hampered the  program all along.     As Railroad 
Gazette noted in 1906, 
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"The Erie  ,   ,   ,   is   the  typical  example,   financially,   of 
a railroad company which  in its  earlier history was 
subject   to  the  notorious  kind of bad management,   a 
handicap which was  by no means  cleared, away at   the 
time  of  the most recent   reorganization   .   .   .   Because 
the reorganization was not more drastic  and compre- 
hensive in its   terms  the Erie has been handicapped 
in  developing the many and varied activities,   included 
in  its various  mileages.     With  the   gradual enlargement 
of  its credit,   which has   come with   the general prosperity 
of  the  last ten years,  a way has been  found to provide 
funds for  important improvements  to put   the roads  in 
efficient   condition according  to modern  standards, 
toward which, a  beginning had  earlier been made by 
small appropriations.   [90] 

Gradient reduction was not the only area where the Erie still lagged. 
tn 19.00,   the Erie  still utilized  a  large number of wooden bridges   on 
branches  and the  less heavily used  lines.    The shop  facilities needed 
to be updated,   as  did the yards.     The Erie was  overdue,  in all of   these 
areas,   for modernization. 

The  doubling of ton-miles in  the  first  decade of  the century  pro- 
vided the greatest indication of   the value of Underwood's  improvement 
program.     America's  railroads  entered  their  golden age  in the first 
quarter of the century,   reaping large profits  and erecting some 
monumental civil  engineering works.     But  these works paid-off,  in  terms 
of providing  the  capability  to handle  larger and heavier loads  and 
greater tonnage.     During  the World Wars  this  new  capacity enabled  the 
railroads to stay in operation under heavier traffic than ever before 
experienced.     Especially  the "First World War tested the Erie,  for the 
line's primary freight commodity  remained hard coal,  a vital war material. 
Underwood's   improvements  alone stood between the  total  inundation  of  the 
road.     On a railroad without  the broad  four-track main lines  of  the 
Pennsylvania and the New York Central,   low-level  routes were essential 
for the movement  of heavy tonnages,  and Underwood provided chat  capabilit/ 

Un de rwoo d * s  Imp r ovement  P r o gr am 

As noted  above,  the company had initiated plans   to  improve  the 
grades before Underwood  arrived  in 1901,  primarily survey work. 
Underwood moved  ahead with,  these plans,   starting work, on simpler 
programs  of cutting and  filling  to  lower the slopes.     By 1903,  the 
company awarded  contracts  for such work, on  the Allehany Division,   191] 
The work continued  in  this  vein  for the next  couple of years,  as 
Underwood completed his   reorganization and  consolidation of  the 
financial position.    Railroad Gazette  discussed  the status- of the work 
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in 1906,  "...   the  great  development which has been made  on the  Erie 
has been intensive rather  than extensive  .   .   .   the improvement  of the 
transportation plant  rather  than the building or buying of new  railroad 
lines."   [92]    The  Erie  followed  this   formula throughout its   improvement 
program. 

The work begun in 1906  included  two major segments of  track..    Be- 
tween Cuba and  Salamanca,   28.4 miles,  alignment  corrections   and additional 
double—tracking  got  underway, while   the company authorized  the  initiation 
of grade and alignment  improvements  on  the 26.3 mile sector  from Howells 
to Hunts.   [9 3]     These were the  important main line sections  in the overall 
scheme of building a water-level route. 

Freight Cut-offs 

The  idea of  internal  improvements   also  guided  the decision  to 
relocate  several stretches  of  roadbed.     J. MY Graham,   tfce vice-president 
for engineering,had laid out  three freight relief lines  designed to 
provide substantial grade reductions when compared with  the existing 
main line. The Twelfth Annual Report in 1906 said that the bypass from 
Cuba to Hunts,   33 miles,  was  already underway,  with the plan  calling 
for  a single track low-grade  line.   [94]     Formally called  the Genesee 
River Railroad,   the name was  usually shortened to the  River Line.     The 
company announced another cut-off project at the same  time.     This addition, 
the Columbus and Erie Railroad,  ran  for some 13 miles  from Columbus,  Pa-, 
to Lalewoodj N.Y.,   just west of Jamestown.     Construction of this single 
track  line was  not yet begun,  but the   authorization had  the intention, 
"To   further reduce  the  cost of operation by reducing  the  grades   and 
improving the  alignment,   all in conformity with   the general plan looking 
toward the eventual establishment of  a grade not exceeding 0.3%  east  and 
0.3% west between Port Jervis   and Chicago  ..."   [95] 

The  final improvement project,   and the furthest  east of   those 
started by 1906,  was  chartered as the Erie  & Jersey Railroad,  and  ran 
from Highland Mills   to Guymard,  just west of  Otisville.     As well as 
bypassing Goshen,   the gradient  of  the new line dropped from a maximum 
of 1.25% to about 0.6%,  with only a small increase  in distance.   [96] 
This  addition was  the stepchild of   the previously mentioned Goshen Cut- 
off, whose plans were begun before  1900.     Together, these  three lines 
afforded  the railroad the definite   advantage  of  bypassing  sections  of 
mainline with  particularly  troublesome grades. 

James Marshall Graham was  the  engineer responsible  for the final 
location and execution of much of  the work.     Educated at Kentucky  State, 
Graham worked  for a number of  railroads  before  coming to  the Northern Pacific 
& Manitoba in  1883  as superintendent  of  the Dakota Division,     By 1888,  he 
had advanced to  the  general manager's post.     Grafram remained onlr breifly 
before moving  to the B.   & 0,  where he became  chief  engineer  in  1899,  under 
Frederick Underwood.    When Underwood   took up   the Erie's presidency,   Graham 
moved over with him.   [97] 
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Even with  the establishment  of  engineering schools  during  the 
second half  of   the nineteenth  century,   most  engineers of   the  period 
still  gained much of their knowledge from experience gained while 
moving  from job to  job.     Graham was  not an exception  to  this   rule, 
and his career showed  the railroads   still provided the   training 
grounds  for  sharpening  the skills of civil engineers.    No  longer did' 
unschooled youths  rise from rodmen   to  chief  engineers,   as had Silas 
Seymour.     But more  served at least   an  apprenticeship on the  railroads. 

The  construction  of   the cut-offs  proceeded fitfully  at   first.     The 
Erie & Jersey,  or the  Guymard  Cut-off,  was the only one still working 
in  1907,  but  even there work came to a halt   from March  until June because 
of money  problems occasioned by the recession.     All  of  the improvement 
came to  a complete  stop   for much  of 1907.   [98]    But before work stopped 
altogether on  the Guymard Line,  good progress  had been made  on  the most 
difficult engineering  project  of  the entire  improvement plan,   the Otisville 
Tunnel.     (See below, Tunnels.)    The tunnel was  the key  to the grade 
reduction,   for it  carried the   line   over the  Shawangunk "Ridge 100   feet 
below  the old main   line.     With the  resumption of  the work  late in  1907, 
the  line  progressed quickly as far  as  Howells   from Guymard.     This was   a 
difficult stretch of line and presented several major  rock cuts,  with an 
average of  70,000  cubic yards  of excavation per mile.     The  total  cost 
stood  at  $1,5  million   [99]     for this  12 mile stretch chat opened  October 
21,  1908. 

With the  completion of work on this  most  difficult stretch,   the major 
hurdle was behind  them.     The  other  30  miles  on the Guymard Cut-off  in- 
volved cuts  of 4,500,000 cubic yards   and required 76,000  cubic yards- of 
concrete  for culverts, piers,   and  abutments.     The deepest cut was 95  feet, 
and the   contractor excavated  396,000 yards   of  earth and sand.     Fortunately, 
steam shovels   could handle  most  of   the actual  digging,   as the  loose earth 
and rock required little blasting.    [100] 

The Guymard Cut-off also  featured two  viaducts,  one over the Walkill 
Kiver,  the  other spanning Moodna Creek.     Both bridged  wide.- valleys  and 
represented a continuation of a definitely  "Erie" style of bridge.   (See 
below,  Viaducts.) 

An  interesting aspect of the   construction of  the  freight bypasses, 
not just the   Guymard Cut-off, was   the use of mechanized construction 
equipment.     One of these tools was  the Hurley automatic track laying 
machine.   [101]     The Hurley consisted  of   a machine  car 55  feet long with 
a 60—foot  cantilevered boom made up of  two  steel trusses.     On a  raised 
platform at the  rear of  the car    stood a boiler  and 2  stationary 100 
horsepower steam engines.     A tender with the water tank was hooked on 
as  the second car  in  the train    and then a string of material cars. 
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Each of  these material cars was   fitted with  a set  of  rollers  on  the 
outside edges  of  the cars  to facilitate  the movement  or materials  to  the 
front  of  the unit.     The rails were  removed  from piles  on the material 
car and  connected into  a long  chain so  the  steam engines on  the machine 
car could pull the whole string  forward.     Steam-driven friction  rollers 
provided the force to move  the rails.     While two chains  of  rails moved 
forward  from the  rearmost cars on the  train,  the ties were moved for- 
ward in  a .like manner.     The  ties were pulled off  the  stacks  on the cars 
directly behind  the water tender and placed perpendicular  to   the lines 
of moving rails,   atop  the string.     Thus  the  ties- rode  to the machine 
car on the rails.     Once at  the machine  car,  an endless  chain lifted 
the ties off  the  rails  and  carried them along the  top of^the boom.    The 
ties dropped off  the boom roughly into place on   the roadbed.     Since the 
train moved  forward at  a speed of  about  20   to 30  feet per minute,   Che 
ties  fell into place in, sequence. 

While  the ties  thudded into place,   the rails- at   the front  of  the 
string were disconnected from the  chain  and grasped fay  a pair of 
hoisting  tongs  as each  rail ran out  of  the  friction rollers  and under 
the boom.     The workers  then ran the rail out  to   the full extension of 
the boom and dropped the rail into place on the waiting ties,    A crew 
of spikers  immediately went  to work securing  the rail to the  ties , 
working back from the    furthest     point  on  the new rail.    Because  of 
the 60—foot span of  the boom,  the spikers   (ideally)   finished their 
work just  as  the machine car was  ready  to roll on the new rail.     Thus, 
the train  could move along without stopping,, being fed by a constant 
stream of materials. 

The Hurley  really was  a fascinating piece  of  apparatus,  representing 
an effort  to bring  the assembly line  to the railroads.    This particular 
machine first saw use in  1902 on the Bessemer St Lake Erie.     The Hurley 
was  only the most recent  in  a long line of attempts   to  automate track- 
laying,   for other machines  date    back  to  the 1880s.     The machines offered 
no great  advantage  in terms  of  speed or labor savings,  did not work well 
on curves,   and were best suited for long stretches of  tangent  track.     The 
self-propelled Hurley did eliminate the expense of a locomotive  for power, 
and all of  the  tracklayers  saved some time in material" handling.    Labor 
gangs  did not have to be quite  so  large when this kind of machine was   used, 
but the expense  of  an operating engineer wiped  out  the labor savings. 
M. W.   Camp, writing in 1904,  saw little advantage in using  this machine, 
although he  recognized the spread of  this   type  of power apparatus.     He 
commented,   "It  is   the  tendency of the  age  to substitute machinery for 
flesh and blood,"   [102]    The Erie became one of  the  first half-dozen 
railroads  to try out  this  new technology when  the Erie used one on  the 
River Line and  Guymard Cut-off. 
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The  42 miles   of   the  Guymard Cut-off  opened   in  January,   1909.     To 
honor Graham,   the Srie  renamed  that  stretch  the  Graham Line  at  the   time 
of  the engineer's  death just before  the  line opened.   1103]    .the Graham 
Line  could not,  however,  claim 'first  honors  for  opening.     The  Columbus 
& Erie,   although started after  the  others,  opened first,   for  the con- 
struction was  completed on December 2,   1908,   1104]     Only 12 miles  long, 
this  cut-off was  the  shortest of the  lines.     But  like  the others,   it 
offered  a decidedly bettex gradient. 

The Genesee River Railroad opened  on October  1,  1910,   as  the  last 
of  the  relief  lines.     Rough terrain had hampered the execution of  this 

'project.     By building two   major viaducts  (see below,  Viaducts)     and  a 
series of  cuts   and embankments,   the  36-mile long track avoided a series 
of  1%  grades  east  of  the  Genesee River Valley.     Bad soil  conditions   also 
hindered the work    there;   the loamy  soil refused  the hold,   despite  tree 
plantings  and honeysuckle.     As  late  as  1946,   the constant shifting  of 
the  ground remained  a problem.   [105]     But  the  difficulty of  construction 
was  justified by the  results,  for  the new line,  although  10 miles  longer, 
had  a summit  level 200   feet below  the old route. 

Mechanized equipment  was also a prominent  feature of  the  construction 
work on  the River Line.     Photographs  show  the Hurley  track layer,   as well 
as  the American Railroad  Ditches,   at work near Cuba.    The ditcher,  built 
by  the American Hoist and Derrick  Company, was   a steam-powered shovel 
mounted on a set of  flanged wheels.     The whole unit ran  on a  track  laid 
on  the bed of several standard flat   cars.    The ditcher thus  ran along 
the  cars,   digging  drainage channels   and depositing  the soil on the  flat 
cars.     Movement of the   train  itself  could  thus  be kept  to  a minimum.   [106] 

Mechanized ditchers  were more widely  used  than the  track layers.     A 
number of side  scoop  trenchers  had  appeared,   but they had  to be pulled 
along by  a moving  train.     The American  Railroad Ditcher was  first  used on 
the Missouri,  Kansas &  Texas  Railway  in June,   1905,  and  apparently became 
the most widely used mechanical trencher on American railroads.    The unit 
offered rather  extraordinary  flexibility,   coming with its  own sections  of 
movable  track  that  the  ditcher  could put into place itself.     Uses  besides 
ditching  included  coaling locomotives,   laying  track,   removing snow,   and 
working as a normal  locomotive  crane,  steam shovel,  pile driver,   and 
wrecking  crane.     In  a 1914 booklet entitled Building A Railroad,  American 
Hoist & Derrick illustrated  the ditcher performing every  task involved  in 
the  construction of  a rail line.     The wide variety of uses  and the  labor 
saved by  this machine—the Idaho & Washington Northern  discharged  2Q0 
laborers   after  they purchased one  of these units—in ditching offered 
decided economies  for  the Erie.    Mechanization was beginning  to make an 
impact upon  the railroads, hut Hr.   Campus  comment  afrout  the Hurley track 
layer applied equally well to  the American Railroad Ditcher,   11071 
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The Ganesee  River Railroad opened  on October 1,   191Q,   completing  the 
system of freight  relief  lines.   [108]     With  the culmination of the simpler 
line improvement work between Hornellsville  and Hunts ,  and between Cuba 
and Salamanca in  1911,   freight  traffic moved over  a vastly  improved track. 
[109]     The new grades  allowed  40% heavier trains   to move aastbound, and 
52% heavier trains westbound,  while using the  same -motive power  as  before. 
[110]    With  the new lines tn operation,   and the  other sections boasting 
improved alignments,   the Erie had made  a major step toward modernizing 
its  facilities.     The work accomplished during  the first  decade of 
Underwood*s presidency has     continued in service to the present  day.     tn 
1954,   the Graham Line became  the main  line  for the Shawangunk Ridge 
crossing section,   for  the company downgraded the original  track  to a 
freight spur.    The  low-level  route offered much  greater economies   for 
operation.   I111]     In 1977,   the end may  finally have arrived  for  the River 
Line,   as  Conrail planned to  close  that stretch of  line  in  July  as  part  of 
its  termination plan  for redundant  facilities.   [112] 

The freight  cut-offs  represented only  one facet  of Underwood's  re- 
building schedule.     The  company  also began  to construct a major access 
route  through Bergen Hill  into Jersey  City  in 1908 (see below,  Tunnels') . 
Double-tracking and line revisions  continued between Marion,  Ohio and 
Chicago,  and also west of  the Columbus  and Erie  Railroad.   [113]     The  last 
project was  a very  ambitious  one,   as  Railway  and Locomotive  Engineering 
reported in 1913, 

"Perhaps  one  of the  largest  pieces of  railroad 
reconstruction work that has  ever been  done in  the 
world is  that which has been going on on the Erie 
railroad for several years   and which bids  fair to 
be completed during the present year.     It  embraces 
two hundred and sixty miles  of second and  third 
track  on its  lines west of  Salamanca   .   .   . 
The reconstruction of  so  large a section of  the 
road has  a double purpose which  not only makes   it 
possible  to  afford facilities  for the rapidly in- 
creasing volume  of  traffic, but  the  complete reduction 
of the numerous  grades  to a minimum will make the 
reconstructed railroad literally a water-level  road 
,   .   .   The result will be not only a large increase in 
the capacity for traffic but  also in  a marked improve- 
ment  in  the capacity  for speed." [114] 

The company built one entire new line,   for which  a new survey was 
carried out.     This new single  track  often ran  several hundred yards  away 
from the  old line,  especially in thfe vicinity of French Creek east  of 
$eadvi\Ll&.?  Pa.     The  company' did not  alter the existing alignment of the 
old route, which" was  the original main line o£ the  old Atlantic  and Great 
Western Railroad,     The engineers did choose-to reduce  the gradient  on 
that route drastically.     When  they finished,  the Erie had  two  single 
track lines, one  for each direction  even  though  the tracks   often diverged 
from each other,    "Forty-eight steam shovels- worfced on this route, speeding 
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the  construction of  several  long cuts  and  deep  embankments,   including 
line  fill  over  3 miles   long-     Fortunately   the general terrain did not 
present  the rough   features encountered  on  the eastern end of   the Erie. 
But  this  fact by no  means   reduced  the magnitude of the   company's 
accomplishments.     Finished just before  America's  entry  into World War 
I,   the wisdom of  the building plan was  proven by  the Erie's  ability   to 
move prodigous  quantities  of war material. 

Grade*Crossing  Eliminations 

Frederick. Underwood's  tenure as president  also  encompassed the 
primary era of  grade-crossing  eliminations on  the Erie.     During the 
last decade  of   the  century  there was increasing pressure  from polit- 
ical     reformers in  the Progressive  mold to improve  the  safety of 
railroad operation.    The  forced adoption  of  air brakes  stands  as 
only one  aspect of  this  movement   that was closely interconnected 
with  the  efforts   to  force government to  regulate  the railroads. 
With increasingly more powerful locomotives   permitting longer, 
heavier,   and faster trains,  crossings   at  grade,  especially  in 
cities       became much more dangerous. 

That American  railroads  only rarely possessed entirely separate 
rights-of-way was  another legacy of the American standards  of rail- 
road construction.    The  British practice of railroad building called 
for. a roadbed removed  from the street.    But  the expense  of  constructing 
the bridges  and elevated tracks   required for such separations  led 
American engineers  to eschew  this  practice.     Instead,   they  chose the 
easy way, running  trains through the  city streets at grade,  and  likewise 
crossing almost all other roads   at grade.     Like  the curve-riddled  routes, 
the rickety wooden bridges  and trestles,  the   cheap  roadbed,  and  the 
flexible American-style  locomotive, street   crossings became an identi- 
fiable  feature of  the uniquely American manner of building  railroads. 

Nonetheless,   the mounting toll of lives,   the widespread  adoption 
of  the automobile,  and  the confusion  and congestion caused by trains   on 
city  streets   finally   combined to  force  the  railroads   to begin efforts 
to raise either the streets or  the tracks  and thereby separate  the 
crossings.     The Erie, running as  it did through the center of a number 
of fair-sized population districts,   felt the  reformers'   pressure  and 
responded with a number of efforts to remove  crossings.    Not only  did 
the population of  the cities benefit  from the new  rights-of-way,  but 
the Erie did  also,  for  separated  tracks permitted higher operating 
speeds  and fewer delays.     The number of law suits  also  declined with 
the number of accidents.     The Erie clearly- gained from these efforts, 
despite the expenses  involved. 
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The  first major program to eliminate street crossings began on the 
Erie in  1896.     Buffalo  and Jersey City were the   two cities most   closely 
affected by the Erie  tracks ,  so  that year the company began work in 
Buffalo  to  elevate  the  tracks, while  talks   continued   toward  devising 
plans   for Jersey  City.     The  company noted in  the annual report   for that 
year that  the need  to eliminate  grade-crossings   in the   cities was   obvious 
to all observers.   [115]    Within  2 years  work had commenced in Jersey 
City,   with   the incorporation of  the Penhorn Greek   Railroad to carry out 
the work.   [116]     Work  continued in Buffalo  so that by 1899 only 2  streets 
remained to be carried over  the   tracks.   [117] 

Construction  activity  spread to  other smaller towns after  the turn 
of the  century.     The standard practice  in most  elimination work called 
for the elevation of  the railroad on  an earth embankment,  while the 
streets  were slightly  lowered.     Plate girder bridges   then  spanned  the 
streets-     Occasionally the  streets  crossed the   tracks,   if  there was 
sufficient  room  for the erection of approach   ramps,  or where  the 
elimination work involved only one or two  streets .    The Erie almost 
always  adhered to  the first pattern,   as   the work  started in   1901 
illustrated.   (Although involving at most streets  in   any one   town,   the 
Erie built  its  tracks  over  the  roads   in Clifton,  Montclair,   Waverly, 
Attica,   Inghamton,   and Elmira.)   [118]     By  the next year,   the  company 
had added Suffem,  Middletown,  Salamanca,   Niagara Falls,   and Verona, 
N.J.,   to the  list,  while the work ground on,   seemingly  interminable, 
in Buffalo,  as  the scope of the  project  there widened as more streets 
were  added to the  list.   [119] 

Once  started,   the elimination of street  crossings   spread to  almost 
every town and village along  the Erie.     As the  company  reported in 1913, 
"the  elimination of grade  crossings in  the past ten  years  has  called for 
an expenditure of one  and a quarter million  dollars."   [120]     In most of 
the small  towns ,   it usually required  a year        at most  for  the  completion 
of  the needed bridges.     But other projects were on a much  larger  scale. 
Buffalo  and Jersey City have been mentioned,  and   these  cities  saw the 
largest  of the  elimination efforts  undertaken before World War I.    The 
war temporarily halted many plans, but   during  the 1920s work resumed in 
earnest. 

Jamestown,  N.Y.,  was  one of the  cities   that   saw the   resumption of 
construction after the war.     Initially  started in 1914, the work  in  the 
city  involved three street  crossings  and a one—mile  elevation-   [121] 
Perhaps  the primary impetus   to   the work was   the severe winter weather 
that made  the streets  extremely slippery.     Stopping  at the   crossings was 
at times  an uncertainty.   [122]     During  the next  couple of years,   2,000 
feet  of retaining wall,  25 yo  30  feet high,  were  built.     The narrow  right- 
of-way  through  town,   closely  adjoined by  industries   and spur tracks,  pre- 
vented  the use  of  a wide,   sloping embankment.     One  street crossing was 
bridged before   the war intervened  to stop  the work.     Not  until August, 
1923,   did the construction resume, and then on a larger scale. 
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With permission  to  change  its  plans,   including the   ability  to  close 
2 streets  instead of bridging them,   the  Erie planned an  extension of   the 
elevated section further co  the  east.    The primary  difficulty  remained 
the  same--the  roadbed could be  only   75  feet wide because  of  the surround- 
ing industrial buildings,   while  the  tracks had to be  16   feet  above  the 
ground.     Even  a  retaining  wall  and earth fill would not  suffice  in  this 
situation,  because the  construction method for raising the wall would 
not have permitted the movement  of  traffic through  the construction  area 
while  the wall was  going up.     A temporary  trestle  running  through  the 
adjoining street posed  too many  problems  and  cost  too much. 

The engineers  solved   their difficulty by  erecting a concrete  trestle 
for main line  traffic through the work  zone.     The  trestle was  1100   feet 
long,  interrupted only by   a 60-foot  gap   for a plate girder bridge. 
Seventy-six cast-in—place   piers,  set  14   feet   apart,   carried the  roadbed 
on  concrete slabs  strung between the  piers.     Once  the  trestle began  to 
carry traffic,   the  company then  filled  in  under the  trestle,   and to one 
side.     More slabs  held  the fill in place and  prevented the earth from 
cascading  out onto the   adjacent  tracks   remaining at  the  ground level. 
When the fill reached the  proper height,  tracks were laid on  the embank- 
ment,  so that  the  company  now had  2   sections  of main line  through  the 
town.     By  repeating  the procedure  on the other side of the  trestle,   the 
remaining  two lines  were brought up   to   the requisite  level.     Using  12- 
yard dump  cars,   the  contractors moved 100,000  cubic yards  of  fill.     The 
advantage  of  the  trestle was   the mariner in which it helped to anchor 
the embankment  on  the river side of   the elevation where   there was no 
retaining wall. 

The company had to build only 4 bridges in Jamestown, all of them 
plate girder structures. On one crossing, the outside girders were 
encased in a layer of concrete, given a brush-hammer finish set off by 
a rubbed-finish paneling effect, in order to enhance the appearance of 
the bridge. By 1925, the company could announce the completion of the 
project, although in 1927 it was further decided to extend the elevation 
to  eliminate  another crossing.     [123-124] 

Another large project the  company began in the 1920s was  in Paterson, 
N.J.     The Erie  initiated  work there   in  1924,   as well  as  in Jamestown, 
Toungstown,  and Buffalo  (again), with the statement,   "The demand for the 
elimination of highway   crossings  is   growing."   [125]    The Paterson effort 
was  typical  [126]  of these larger projects.     It involved extensive alter- 
ations, with  2-1/2 miles   of  elevation eliminating  15  crossings,   using 
1 highway, 10  steel  girder railroad  spans,  and 3 automobile subways. 
Included in  the plan were three new  passenger stations  or platforms, 
a new coach yard,   and an  engine terminal  facility.     The  company divided 
the work into  5 section and  used the old  alignment with  only  minor 
alterations.     Erie Railroad Magazine described   the project in this  manner, 
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"While basically  a filling project  incident   to elevating the  tracks,   the 
work had many  interesting phases,  owing  particularly   to  Che narrowness 
of the  right-of-way at points,  the necessity  for maintaining  unbroken 
track  for the  operation of  approximately  150   .   .   .   trains   .   .   .   daily, 
and the  variety  of bridge construction necessary  at  the  street  crossing 
and at   the  passenger stations."   [127] 

The  construction work  in Patarson lasted more  than  7 years, but 
never  interrupted  through  traffic.    Total cost was   in the  vicinity of 
$3.2 million.   [128]     An expense  of such magnitude  pointed up   the biggest 
difficulty  the Erie  faced in  pursuing  this   type  of work.    The 1920s were 
a relatively prosperous   time  for the nation's  railroads, but  even  then 
the Erie  could not declare  a dividend on its stock.     As  always,   money 
problems  tended to put a limit on the  railroad's  construction capabilities 
and forced  the  company  to pursue only  a  few projects   at  one  time.     As  a 
result,   the crossing work dragged on  for a longer period of  time than its 
competitors. 

When put in  this  perspective,   the  advances  made  by  the Erie during 
the presidency of Frederick Underwood were   truly impressive.     Speaking 
in 1916, before  the large grade-crossing projects began, Underwood 
reviewed the  accomplishments  since 1901,   then nearly  complete. 

1. The  construction of  87 miles  of first main track. 
2. The  construction of 517  miles of additional main  track. 
3. Increasing the  average weight of rail from 81  to 94—1/2 

pounds. 
4. Additions  and improvements  to terminals,   stations,  and 

bridges. 
5. Continued installation of  automatic  signals   and interlocking. 
6. Numerous  grade  crossings  eliminated. 
7. Upgrading the locomotive  tractive  power from 27.2  to 65.6 

million pounds. 
8. Increasing freight car capacity from 1.2  to  2.2 million tons.   [1293 

The work of these  15  years   constitutes   the most  important  aspects  of  the 
program,  for these  improvements  had the most  direct  effect  upon the  company's 
freight hauling   capabilities.     This  program also matched events  occuring 
on the  rest of the nation's  railroads,  for  this was  an era of renewed large 
construction projects.     Between  1900  and 1907,  American railroad  companies 
constructed  33,000 miles  of  track,  representing a major burst of building 
activity.     And even when new  construction  declined because of the Panic 
of  1907,  the major roads  continued major efforts  aimed  at  upgrading  the 
existing lines.     For example,   the Pennsylvania Railroad spent  $100 million 
on  its  tunnel and station  complex in New York City.     The difference between 
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Che Erie  and  Che Pennsylvania was  thac while  Che wealthy Pennsylvania 
could afford the  frills of maturity  and prosperity  like   the massive 
stone bridges  and enormous stations,   the Erie had  to use  this  era of 
good  fortune  co make the   initial modernizations  required by necessity. 
The   company  could afford   che work only because  the Erie  enjoyed the 
same burst of prosperity,   generated by  a rapid increase  in  freight 
haulage,   as   che other East Coasc trunk  lines- [130]    The results of 
the  expenditure changed the  entire appearance  and outlook of  the Erie. 
While still beset by problems,   the  company had moved a long way  from 
its  scandal-ridden,  bankr-upt position as  the  prodigal son of Eastern 
railroading. 

Van  Sweringen  Control 

The  final step  in Che coming of age of  the Erie took place in 1926 , 
culminating  events  started in 1922.     In that year,   the  Van Sweringen 
Brothers   of  Cleveland began buying  control of  the  company.     These  two 
men were  the latest in the  line of  dreamers who  longed   to  control  a 
trans-continental  railroad.     The  Erie became part  of their system,  which 
also included  the Nickel Plate Road  and the  Chesapeake  & Ohio.     By  1926, 
their  control  of  the Erie was  complete and naturally they desired to 
appoint their own top  man.     He was  John J. Bernet, who  left  the Nickel 
Plate  to   assume  the Erie's  presidency,   arriving with a background  in 
the  operating  end of railroading.     After  two  years,  Charles  Denny  took 
over in 1929.   [131]    Both of these men helped  to  streamline  the organ- 
ization of  the company,  with Denny working especially  to provide  a major 
overhaul of che mechanical  and repair  layout.   [132] 

The primary impact   of   the Van Sweringen ownership was the placement, 
if  only  for a short while,   of  the Erie's  finances  upon  firm ground.     The 
two brothers   from Cleveland,  Oris  and Mantis,  had had  remarkable  success 
with  their earlier purchases.     In  1916,   they bought  out  the New York 
Central's controlling  influence in   che Nickel Plate Boad,  at $35   a share. 
By  1927,   the boom in the market had ballooned the stock to  $130.     In a 
similar manner,   C.   & 0.   stock jumped from $70  to  $210 between 1923 and 
1927.    Wood,   Struthers & Company,   a brokerage house in New York commented, 
"The Van Sweringen's  success in "Nickel Plate"  and Chesapeake and Ohio 
is  no  doubt partly the result of  the  timeliness  of  their purchases,  but 
more particularly,   it reflects their  ability  as  railroad operators. 
Aggresive traffic  departments have  increased business  while efficient 
operating heads  have  reduced  the  cost of handling it;   meanwhile they have 
gained important banking support  for the necessary financing of  their 
properties,"   [133]    The  last  comment highlighted the key  feature  the new 
owners brought to  the Erie, for even more than J.  P.  Morgan in 1901,   the 
Van Sweringens  could  tap needed  financial connections- 
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It  is well that  Chey could do so,   for  the Erie faced continued high 
costs   for internal improvements.     Despite the accomplishments of Under- 
wood,  much remained  to be finished.    Compounding the  problems were Che 
drastic increases  in  the weight  and si2e of  locomotives  and  cars.     The 
roadbed  required  constant  attention,  and new,  heavier weight  rails were 
a necessity.     Other factors   also entered the picture,  as shown by  the' 
following comment  in  the 1927  report.   "Because of   Che use  of heavier 
power  and increased train lengths,   considerable work was done during 
the year in constructing and extending passing sidings  and in the 
strengthening of bridges,"   [134] 

The other expensive alterations  that  faced  the Erie were the   con- 
tinuing grade-crossing elimination projects.     As  Erie Railroad Magazine - 
observed in 1928,   these  constituted the  most expensive projects  confronting 
the Erie in the next few years.     And as   the work, centered  in the  larger 
cities,   the  cost  rose even higher.     Among  those projects planned  for 
1928 were Youngstown,  with  an estimated  cost of  $5 million;   Akron at 
$2 million;  Elmira, with a $4 million price tab.';   $2.5 million in Passaic; 
and $1 million earmarked for Binghamton.   [135].   And on top of these  local 
projects,   the Erie announced it would spend another  $27 million for  a 
series  of  improvements  in  the operating department. 

This  last program of modernization was  designed  to keep  the  facilities 
of the  railroad as  up-to-date as possible.     Just  as had happened  25  years 
earlier,  other railroads beside the Erie embarked upon similar p-rojects 
at this  time.     The technology of railroading was   adjusting  to  the in- 
creasing size and weight of  all  the  components  of railroad operations. 
Railway Age,   in  describing  the Erie's  plans*made  a clear point  that   the 
Erie  did not stand alone in embarking upon these  major expenditures. 

"The Railway Age  so  far in 1928 has published a number of 
announcements of improvement  programs  of different railroads 
which  run into millions of dollars.     There is considerable 
satisfaction to be found in these  announcements by both 
those who look  to  them as  evidence of  continuous .effort on 
the part of  the  railroads   to keep   their properties  at  a 
high  standard of efficiency and  those who  look  at such 
announcements  from the point  of view of equipment,  the 
supply  and the  construction industries   as well  as  from 
that  of the economic welfare  of  the  country  in  general. 
The  latest of the  railroads to  join  the 1928 list of those 
spending more than the usual amount of money is  the Erie.   .   . 
It plans  to spend $27,000,000  for locomotives,   freight,  and 
passenger  cars,   for new construction,   installations  and 
signals,  and improvements   to  track and roadway,   thus  carrying 
on its  rehabilitation program begun  last year," [136] 

The work included  all aspects  of the road's  operating facilities.     Thirty- 
five new locomotives—-2-8-4 Berkshires—600 box cars  and new passenger 
cars;   all were on the agenda with new shop machinery  and the  installation' 
of automatic block signals between Salamanca and Meadville. 
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The Erie  announced these  latest improvements  at an  opportune  time,   for 
the  late 1920s   saw  record  revenues   for  the company..     Income increased  from 
3122.5 million  in  1927  to  $129  million  in  1929".   [137]     In  that last year, 
the majority of the  company's upgrading was  completed,  bringing the  road's 
physical condition to its best shape ever.    While the grade-crossing elim-" 
inations  continued,   the  company could boast of  facilities  equal to   those 
of  any other railroad in   the  country.     The Erie had reached a new plateau 
just in  time   for  the Depression. 

The Depression 

The economic  downturn of 1929   followed by the worsening Depression 
was   the  first  problem the new president,   Charles  Denny,  had to  face.     Very 
quickly the  impact of the Depression made itself  felt.     Revenue  fall from 
its  1929 high  to $90 million in 1931,   and to  $73 million in 1932,   a figure 
that barely  sufficed to  cover operating expenses. [138]     By 1935,  the 
railroad had felt  the  crunch to such an extent  that  the  company abandoned 
9  miles  of track between  Ringwood Junction and Sterling Forest on  the 
Greenwood Lake Division in New Jersey.   [139]     Closing this  stretch of 
line because it was  unprofitable began a process of retrenchment that has 
not yet ended,   even under Con rail. 

There was  only one   type of construction or improvement work  the 
company continued during  the Depression,   and that was  grade-crossing 
elimination.     Even here   the only way the  company  could afford the work 
was   through New York State  aid provided under a constitutional amendment, 
and through  Industrial Recovery Acts  financing.     The federal money had 
arrived only  after  1933,  while state money had been available throughout 
the  1920s.     In 1936,  the  company  reported that  in  the past ten years it 
had eliminated 150   crossings,   82  of them in New York.     The Erie's  expen- 
diture exceeded $10 million as its  50% share.   [140]    The continuing effort 
that all American railroads had to make  to eliminate street  crossings 
certainly stands  as one  of  the largest engineering projects, when  considered- 
collectively,   undertaken in the  first half of this  century., 

The  largest  Depression-era elimination project on" the Erie occurred in 
Elmira.     The  company bridged  13 streets,  rebuilt  a bridge over the Chemung 
River,  relocated an engine terminal,   and erected a new station platform.   [141] 
Begun  in April,   1932,   the  first section opened on October 2,  1934,  with the 
project  totally  completed eight months  later.   [142]    The  old situation 
through Elmira had become  intolerable,  as between 60  and 70   trains  passed 
through  the  city  daily.     High water had also inundated the  right-of-way 
on occasion,  while the old bridge stood only 2-1/2  feet above flood stage, 
leading  the  company to  elevate the tracks through Elmira. 
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There was  the  usual problem of space in constructing  the elevation 
through  the  center of  town.     For much  of  the distance,   the  company erected 
a simple earthen  embankment,  with a concrete retaining wall on only one 
side,     A similar structure had to be put  up  at the  station.   [143]     But 
through  the business  district  downtown    buildings   crowded  too  close to 
the  tracks   for even a wall  and earth fill construction.     Instead,   the 
company  again resorted to a concrete viaduct,  utilizing  that  material 
because  of its better appearance  and sound  absorption characteristics, 
as  opposed  to  steel.     The tracks  ran on  concrete slab  panels  supported 
by  two-column bents with flared  column heads.     Some 2300 piles,   driven 
by a Vulcan 5000-pound single-acting hammer with  a three-foot drop, 
supported  the  columns.-'   foundations.     The  actual  viaduct,  from the  found- 
ations,  went  up  in only 58  days.     In the meantime,   the  company's own 
bridge  crews were  at work raising the bridge over  the Chemung River 
to  the new elevation. 

The design  and layout  of  the work  caused a minimum amount of  incon- 
venience  and traffic disruption,  with   the only major problem resulting 
from the need  to  run  trains   through adjoining streets during  the viaduct 
construction.     Such planning was  typical of  the way the Erie  and all 
American railroads  learned to build large,   imposing structures  in  tight 
quarters with  little  fuss.     The solution to this problem in Elmira was 
rather unique, enough so that  engineering students  at Cornell visited 
the work to observe the  concrete viaduct  under  construction.     Unlike   the 
elevation in Jamestown,   the  concrete  trestle was not  filled in. 

Grade-crossing eliminations  involved a variety of  problems ,  as  often 
general  improvement programs were  tied into  the  street  crossing efforts. 
All of these works  also entailed great expense.     But  the results,   when  the 
company had completed the  entire program, were  separated roadbeds   through 
nearly  every  town on  the  line,  and many  rural crossings  disappeared  as  well. 

The Erie and the Last Beginning 

The Erie survived the  initial difficulties  of the. early 1930s,  but 
just barely continued to keep  its head above water.     The Van Sweringen 
brothers  died in 1935  and 1936,   just  as   their paper empire defaulted arid 
fell apart.   [144]     The Erie struggled on until 1938,  when  even  the best 
efforts  of  Charles  Denny  failed  to secure  additional  financing.     At  the 
time,   the. Erie joined  the  ranks  of railroads bankrupt or in  receivership, 
a list  that included 31% of the  total  rail mileage of the  country.   [145] 
The company's longest period of solvency had ended. 
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The  reorganization  cook  until  1941,  when war time  traffic    again 
revived  the railroad.    With a reduced debt  service   and good revenue, 
the  road was  able  to  return to a satisfactory  operating  picture-     The 
situation resembled the  manner in which  the Civil War had revived the 
old Erie Railway.     And just as  during World War  I,   the Erie had to 
handle an enormous  volume   of  heavy  traffic.     That  the Erie  and other 
railroads managed as well   as   they did is a tribute  to hard work,  good 
management,  and  the  load-carrying  capacity  the  roads possessed.     The 
Depression had  forced the   railroads   to  the brink of dissolution and 
had led  to  the deferral of needed maintenance;  many locomotives  sat 
on sidings,  for all intents  and purposes abandoned,  for  nearly ten 
years.     Other  facilities had  decayed or  come  near to   total  disrepair. 
To suddenly face the need   to   gear  up   for a period of  record tonnage 
after such a stagnation severely tested  the ill-prepared facilities  and 
motive power of  American railroads. 

Largely because  of the improvement  programs  undertaken by Underwood 
and Denny,   the Erie managed,   as  Modern Railroading noted in 1951,  in 
paying  tribute  to  the Erie centennial. 

"That  the Erie today is a thoroughly modern and efficient 
transportation  system is by no means   due entirely  to the 
road's postwar  improvement program,   extensive   as  it has  been. 
From an engineering standpoint,   the  type of physical plant 
required for economical operation under  today's  conditions 
has been an accomplished fact  for many years. 

This   resulted from such  projects  as  the   construction  of 
several low-grade   freight  lines,  among them the  33-mile 
River Like between Hornell and Cuba,   N.Y.,   and the  double- 
track 43-mile low—grade  route between Harriman and Graham, 
N.Y.     At other   locations,   grade  and curve reductions were 
made  on the main line tracks. 

Other major improvements  carried out  long before World 
War II now contribute greatly to the  operating efficiency 
of the modern Erie.     For example,   there  are the  four-track 
open  cut  through the Bergen Hill to provide better passenger 
traffic facilities at the  Jersey City terminal,   the double- 
tracking  of  the main  line  at   the western end  of  the system, 
and an extensive program of yard and terminal expansion and 
modernization  throughout   the  entire  system. 

More  recently,   under  the Van  Swerigen regime,   the 
Erie  turned its attention  to such   things as stronger  .   .   . 
heavier rail and better roadbed standards  for new  and 
heavier locomotives,  plus   the lengthening of  passing 
tracks. 

Taken together,   these improvements  placed the Erie in 
an excellent position to  handle the  tremendous  volume of 
traffic during  the war years  1941-45." [146] 
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The Erie managed  so well  that by  1944,   Che  company  could embark  upon 
a continuing program of  improvements.     This  latest effort  involved little 
in  the way  of  track  construction,   except  at  isolated  points,   as   the 
alignment  of  the  railroad was  finally well  situated.     One  point  that   did 
need work was Bouchoux Hill near Pond Eddy  on the  Delaware River.     A. 
series  of shale  slides had  plagued the  railroad  for years,   despite the 
erection of a pile barrier  at  that  location in  1929.     Two  serious  blockages 
in 1942  forced the  company  into  action.     The  Erie's  engineers  in effect 
moved the Delaware River 152   feet  further into Pennsylvania by  trans- 
ferring  fill  across   the river into New York.     This  earth fill allowed 
the relocation of 3000  feet of  tracks  away  from the base of  the hill 
where  the shale was working loose.   [147]     At  another project near Almond, 
N.Y.,   the  company excavated 162,000  cubic yards  of material  from Canacadea 
Creek,  near Hornell,   to alleviate a flooding problem.   [148]     This  effort 
in 1949 was  the  last major track building work undertaken by the Erie. 

Another aspect of  the  company's post-war improvement  program was  one 
of the  last grade-crossing eliminations  needed  on  the line.     At Coming, 
using  $11 million  in state  funds,   the Erie moved its  tracks   across the 
Chemung River onto the  right  of way of  the Delaware,   Lackawanna & Western 
Railroad.     By constructing seven miles  of  line,   19 crossings  at grade 
through  the center of the  town were eliminated.   [149] 

The key point is  that  the Erie,   despite  the Depression,  could fall 
back on an excellent  set of  facilities.     The war  and the post-war boom had 
once  again proven  the wisdom of the improvement efforts undertaken earlier 
in the  century. 

Those programs,  however, were about  to pale before the  extension  of 
the Erie's post-war projects  inHo the early  1950s.     At  that  time,  the 
Erie   launched the largest  and most sweeping improvement program in the 
company's history.     The most significant aspect of the new additions in- 
volved  a complete  changeover in  the Erie's  locomotive  roster in only 9 
years,   as   the company switched to the diesel-electrxc locomotive. 

Dieselization 

The introduction of diesel  locomotives  stands  out as  the most  property- 
altering and generally significant  technical change aver  to occur on the 
Erie,     Moreover,   the speed with which that change took place made the 
alteration all  the more significant.     Actually,   the  diesel—electric loco- 
motive was no stranger  to  the Erie  in  1949,   as  the  company had purchased 
its   first  oil-electric switcher in 1926,   and owned a number of diesel  units 
from Baldwin,  Alco,   and the Electro-Motive Division of General Motors 
by the  time    the war broke out.   [150]     But  the breakthrough of diesels 
into main line   freight service began only  in November,  1939.     The EMD 
locomotive Number 103,   a  four-unit,   5440 horsepower demonstration locomotive, 
ran  on  the Erie between Marion,  Ohio,   and Meadville, Pa.,  in competition 
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with   Che Erie's  S-class  Berkshires.     These steam locomotives had been 
added to the   road between   1927  and  1929,   and were  the Erie's  newest 
motive power.     In  comparison,   the  193-foot  long diesel,   powered by  16 
traction engines,   showed  an  80%  greater hauling  capacity  over  the  roller- 
coaster  grades   that  reached  1% on  the  test  route.     As  a  result of  that 
impressive demonstration,   the Erie  ordered its   first road diesels  in  1943 
and   took delivery  in  October,   1944,   for  use on  the  Meadville   and Marion. 
The new diesels  pulled  50O0-ton  trains,  while   the Berkshires  had a limit 
of 2800   tons.     The new  engines   thus   represented  a means   of  taming, the  last 
section of 1%  grade  on   the entire  line between Jersey City  and Chicago. 
Certainly   the  cost of the  new locomotives,  some  $3 million with  anvaddi- 
tional $1 million  for signal changes, was   far  less   than  the anticipated 
price  tag  of  $12  to  $16 million  for  a construction effort required  to 
reduce  the gradients,  and   to  double   track  the  line.   [151] 

Once   the diesels appeared,   there was no  stopping  them.     The Erie 
embarked upon one  of  the most aggressive programs  of  dieselization  in 
the  country.     The  annual  reports for this  period showed  a steadily  rising 
number of   the new  units  in the  company's service  from 1946  onward.     The 
1946  locomotive roster  consisted of   760  steam,   9   four-unit  freight "and 
7-multi-unit passenger diesels,  and  20  diesel switchers.   [152]    By 1949, 
all passenger trains,  commuter and through runs,  utilized diesel power. 
The  company had retired 344  steam locomotives   since 1945,   and acquired 
160  diesels in  replacement.     The table below shows  the pace of this 
changeover after 1949. 

Table I 

Steam  and Diesel  Locomotives on  the  Erie   [153] 

Year Steam Retired, 
cumulative 

Total Steam 
in  use 

Diesels   in Use Steam Repaired 

1948 
1949 
1950 
1951 
1952 
1953 
1954 

192 
171 
105 
96 
23 
22 

698 
406 
235 
141 

43 
22 

0 

Not Available 
160 
306 
395 
472 
472 
472 

318 
118 

81 
Not Available 

0 
0 
0 

This   changeover occurred at an  amazingly  fast pace.     By  1950,   the 
company^ no tad in its annual  report  that  the Erie boasted,   ".   .   .   one of 
tfte  largest percentages of diesel  ownerships  of any eastern railroad 
operating between New York.and  Chicago."    Only  two years  later,   the 
phase out  of the  last steam locomotives had begun,  each  as their heavy 
repairs  came due.     The  last  steam run occurred  in  1954.     The  company saved 
22  steam locomotives in 1953 as emergency power,  but  scrapped the  last 
8 in October,   1954,   fulfilling  a prophecy made in the 1951 Annual Report, 
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"In ail probability,   the Erie will be  the  first  trunk-line   railroad oper- 
ating between New York  and  Chicago .to   fully diesel powered."    The  company 
had expended 373  million on  the new locomotives   and related  facilities, 
with an additional  $6.5 million budgeted for the  coming year of  1954. 
That next year,   the Annual Report  listed the Erie's expenditures  for 
dieselization,  diesel  facilities,  and upgraded rolling stock  for the 
previous  ten years  at  $162 million. 

Apart  from the speed of  dieselization  on  the  Erie,   the pattern of 
the introduction of  the new units,   and the manner of   their  assignment: 
on  the  road resembled  the way  in which other American railroads   used 
their  diesels.    Modern Railroading noted  in  this  account of the  Erie 
diesel program,   "Actual assignment  and operation of the diesels  on the 
Erie is  much  like  that  on other American railroads.     Likewise,   the growth 
of  the diesel fleet pretty much  followed the  pattern  of  its  growth on 
other  railroads.     The  road  type  of power was  first assigned to  cross 
country  runs where its use would permit  large  tonnage  trains  of  faster 
speed with  fewer terminal delays."   [154]     On the Erie,   this  pattern 
meant  that the fast freights  and passenger runs  came  into  the domain of 
the diesel  first.     Beginning with  the Marion  to Meadville  route,  the 
diesels  slowly spread,  taking over a division at  a time, as  the numbers 
of the new locomotives  increased. 

One point worth  remembering is   that by 1945 ,   the Erie desperately 
needed new motive power,  perhaps more so than any  other American railroad, 
The last new main line steam power had been purchased in 1929.     Under 
these  circumstances  the Erie's need  for diesels  appears  less  startling, 
although the speed of  their adoption is.     The company had  never made such 
a massive  investment  for motive power over such  a short  time span.     It 
seems  reasonable  to  argue  that  one explanation  for the  sudden abandonment 
of steam power was  a prestige  factor.     The Erie wished to boast that it 
was  the  first Eastern  railroad to dieselize.    The  company   felt   the weight 
of  a bad reputation,   a reputation  for insolvency»   for old  equipment,   for 
being behind not  only  the  times but  also its  competitors.     The presence 
of the new locomotives proved to all  observers   that  the Erie was  a pro- 
gressive,  modern  railroad.     An element  of  fascination with  the  technology 
might also be .detectable,   on the part of the company's  officer   ,   that 
perhaps played  as   large a  role  in the  acceptance  of  the diesel  as  did 
the economic arguments.    Whatever,  the  company  clearly  did equate pro- 
gressivism with  the use of mechanical apparatus. 

The greatest impact this new form of motive power had upon the 
company's  property was  upon the shop  and repair facilities.     As shall 
be discussed more  fully in the section on "Repair  Shops,  diesels needed 
buildings with  a layout that had been designed  for their  specific require- 
ments.     The company could not easily  convert older steam repair shops. 
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Further,   there was  a general  visual  impact  upon  the whole  road,   as  noted 
in  che 1952 Annual Report.     "Almost   complete  dieselization has  changed 
the  entire  physical  appearance of  the railroad.     Water cranes,  coaling 
stations,   roundhouses,  and other steam locomotive  facilities have been 
torn  down."  [155] 

In  addition to  the new appearance  they brought to the property,   the 
diesels   also served  as   the most visible  sign  of   the increasing presence 
of newer,   advanced technology on the  railroads.     In a number of ways,   the 
Erie proved to be  a pace setter in the  introduction of technical inno- 
vations   affecting  railroad operations.     In 1951,   the  company  culminated 
a five-year program installing  four—way  radio communications   along  the 
entire main line and on its harbor fleet in New York  City.     Radio  gave 
far greater speed in  the  communication  of   train orders,   served as  a 
back-up  to normal signals ,  and permitted engineers  and conductors  to 
remain in contact with  each  other while  the train was in motion  for  the 
first  time.    The Erie became  the first   railroad in  the  country to have 
its  entire system so equipped.   [156] 

Another area where modern  technology  and mechanisation made inroads 
on  the Erie was  in track maintenance.     Again,   the Erie stood out as   a 
pioneer  in the  mechanization of roadbed care   and up-keep.     The Hurley 
track layer and the American Railroad Ditcher were early indications of 
the  company's  interest  in this  area.    But not until later did the machin- 
ery start   to become  available  for the near-complete mechanization of  the 
track maintenance procedures.     From.  1945 onward,   the  company  invested 
heavily -  $1.2  million by 1951  -  in   machinery  for  track work,  including 
tampers, ballast  cleaners,  portable   compressors,  power  jacks,  bulldozers, 
and cranes.    The Maintenance of Way  Department  claimed savings of  $1.3 
million by 1950,  since  even with  the reduction  of   the work week  to 40 
hours,   the work force had remained  unchanged.   [157]     By  the mid-1950s,   the 
Erie boasted the best equipped track maintenance department in the  country, 
as  shown in an  article  in Railway Track and  Structures.   [158] 

The spread of  technical innovation also  appeared in the development 
of  centralized  train control.     This   invention in signaling technology 
offered  the  advantage  of   controlling train movements  over a  far broader 
stretch of territory than was  possible with  an  automatic block system. 
The primary  impetus   to the  installation of this new signal arrangement 
was  the prospect of  reduced  track maintenance,  because  stretches  of line 
with double or triple tracking  could have  one set  of  rails  removed without 
impairing  train movement.    More trains   could use  the same set of  rails 
than before  centralized  control came into use.     Because one operator 
knew the precise  location of every   train  in his region,  he could  run trains 
closer  together than was   possible before*    Even more interestingly,   a 
single  track could be made  to  serve two-way traffic with far less  risk 
of  accident.     Thus   the new  single system  let  the  company reduce the  line 
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from East Buffalo  to  Portage  to  a single  track  in  19 51,  as well as  remove 
one of  the  two  lines  on the  Graham Cut-off and  the  third  trade  on the Port 
Jervis hill  in  1953.     In this  fashion,   the new signals   definitely  resulted 
in major savings  in  track maintenance.   [159] 

But while  all appeared healthy on  the outside,   there were  problems 
confronting  the  railroad,   one indication of which was  the  continuing 
effort  on  the part of  the  Erie   to rid itself of-unprofitable lines.     The 
reorganization  effected in  1941 had started  this  movement  on a large 
scale,   as   the Erie discontinued service on many short branches,  such as 
the ends  of  the  Greenwood Lake branch,   and on the Avon  to M.t.  Morris  line 
on the Rochester Division.     In  a number of other cases, the  company 
curtailed passenger service.     In Rochester the  station was  sold when 
service was  terminated.     Other lines where service halted  included the 
Newburgh branch, some ofwhich even had  the track  removed,   Scranton,   Dunkirk, 
Oil City,   Dayton,   and Cincinnati.   [160]    This policy of cutbacks   continued 
through the 1950s,     especially on passenger runs-     By 1952,  with  the 
exception of  commuter service between Youngstown  and Cleveland,  no  city 
west of Port Jervis had passenger connections.   [161]     The most  spectacular 
evidence of the  cut-back in service  came with the abandonment  of  commuter 
service into  the  Erie station in Jersey City in 1956.    With vastly  reduced 
commuter ridership,   the Erie began to share the terminal of  the Delaware, 
Lackawanna & Western less   than a mile  further up   the Hudson at Hoboken. 

Economizing was  the key word by  the middle  1950s,   leading to the  use 
of new  technical innovations,  efforts   to  share  facilities with adjoining 
railroads,  and even  the sale of one whole branch  line.   [162]     The down- 
turn of  the national  economy in 1957 brought to light  the problems  facing 
the railroads.     Over-extended,   the drop in revenues   caused by  lower traffic 
left  the  railroads  in  a tight  financial position,   leading  to belt- 
tightening measures,  primarily  the introduction of deferred maintenance. 
The merger of the Delaware,  Lackawanna & Western and the Erie  in 1960 
really offered  little  solution to  the  problem.     Although   the elimination 
of redundant facilities helped lower some expenses   for the new Erie- 
Lackawanna,   in  1963  the company entered its sixth year of deferred main- 
tenance policies.   [163]    The problems  remained all through  the 1960s, 
with only  the robust,  Viet Nam-bolstered economy  preventing a total collapse. 
The  ultimate,  and  completely  foreseeable  end,came on June 26,   19 72,   as the 
Erie-Lackawanna  finally gave up  the  effort,   and like  the  other Northeast 
railroads  succumbed  to bankruptcy.     For the sixth time,  the Erie lay in 
the hands  of a receiver. 

The newest effort to  resuscitate  the Erie  and  the other roads     as. 
well, was  several years in coming.     On April 1,   1976,   the Erie-Lackawanna 
became part of  the Consolidated Railroad  Corporation—Conrail.     This 
federally-run regional system plans  to  undo  the  results  of  the self- 
defeating practice of deferred maintenance,   and  to restore  the health 
of the Eastern  railroads.     One goal  is   to prune  away lines  receiving 
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minimal  use and  facilities  offering  duplicate  services.     Many  Erie  structures 
have   thus  been  closed,  because  in  a number of  instances   the newer shops 
and yards  of   die New York  Central-Penn Central    offered more  central 
locations.    Likewise,  the  River Line was  closed in July,   1977.   [164]    But 
the Erie mainline  still serves   as  one of the  central  arteries  of Conrail, 
and the continued viability of  this   route rests upon the improvements, 
the betterments,  and Che structures   and  facilities   added in the earlier 
portion of the   twentieth  century,     These structures  fall into  four  main 
categories that  cover the  primary  features of  railroad operations.     These 
groups  are tunnels,   bridges,  shop  and repair  facilities>   and stations  and 
terminals.    Each  group  shall be dealt with in  its  turn in the  remaining. 
chapters of this report. 
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Chapter  III. 

Tunnels 

The Erie was not a railroad noted  for a great number of  tunnels, 
as  the engineers preferred,   in nearly every  case,   to  adopt  other 
solutions   to  the  few  terrain  obstacles   that might have been  suitable ■ 
to tunnelling.     As  opened  in  1851,  the New York Si  Erie  did not  have   a 
single  tunnel,   although several of  the  original  construction surveys 
had called for such  construction between Middletown  and Susquehanna. 
Not until  50 years  later did  the  company  resort  to  tunnels  on  the 
Shawangunk Ridge  crossing.     Nonetheless,  the  two   largest   tunnels   that, 
were  eventually built  on the mainline were especially  important  to  the 
Erie,   for both  surmounted  rather troublesome hills  and greatly  facil- 
itated  freight movements.     One of the two is also of some note in the 
general history  of  tunnelling. 

The Bergen Tunnel 

When  the New York & Erie  opened  in 1851,   there were no  tunnels 
along  the 454 mile  length  of  the line.     The  first tunnel  the company 
built was  the Bergen Tunnel, which penetrated  the Bergen  Ridge  to 
provide  access   to  Jersey  City.     The  ridge presented thorny problems 
for all of the  railroads   that  approached Jersey City from the north 
or west.     The solid rock wall,   an extension of  the Palisades, -rose 
sharply,   so  chat  the. existing  rail line  around  the hill was  forced  into 
a lengthy detour.    With  the  chartering of  the  Long  Dock  Company  in  1855 
to build  facilities  on the Hudson River,   the Erie needed  an easy route 
over the  ridge.     The detour  that followed the Hackensack River south 
for over  four miles  to the end of the hill and then backtracked through 
the whole  length  of Jersey  City  for  another four miles was not satis- 
factory.     Instead of  this  laborious   route,  the  company elected  to drive 
a tunnel  through  the hill. 

Tn June,   1856,  the New York & Erie Railway  awarded  the contract 
for  the  tunnel  to Stanton,  Mallory  &  Company of Newburgh,  N.  Y.   [165] 
Work began  in  August with  the sinking of  8 shafts  designed  to  allow a 
total of  18 headings  to be pushed at  once.     Actual  tunnelling began 
in mid-December,   [166]  and by July,   1857,  the  contractor employed 
1,200 men.    They  anticipated breakthrough by November,  1857,     But  as 
on  so many  other Erie projects,  money  troubles  intervened  and forced 
a work stoppage  in  October.     Not  until early  1859  did work resume,   and 
the  contractors  quickly  finished the work, with  the two ends  meeting  on 
August 2,   1859.     But misfortune dogged the work,  for on September  16, 
1859,   a worker's strike stopped the work of lining the shaft.     Then the 
New York & Erie  declared bankruptcy,   throwing  the work into limbo.     Not 
until February 6,   1861,   did  the  tunnel open to  traffic,   after the 
company had been reorganized. 
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The   tunnel was   4,385   feet   long,   and more   than half  the  distance 
ran   through  solid trap rock.     The 8  shafts penetrated 80  feet   to reach 
the   level of  the   tunnel,   and  served  tor ventilation  afterwards.     The 
bore was   28   feet wide and   20   feet  high.     Actual  driving of   the   tunnel 
took, a  remarkably  short  time,  especially  considering the  hand methods 
then in  use.     The  speed with which  the work was   accomplished indicated 
that the   contractors encountered few  if   any major problems.     Nonethe- 
less,   57   men died  during   the   construction.     While not   the  earliest 
railroad   tunnel built in   this  country,   the  Bergen Tunnel   ranked  as  one 
of   the  longest   constructed for   a railroad before   the Civil War,   and   as 
late as  1878 this was one   of  only   three  American  tunnels   long enough  to 
require ventilation.   [167] 

Shortly after  the   Civil War,   the  corrosive  action of steam and 
smoke necessitated   the   installation  of   a brickwork  lining.     John 
Houston,   the original  construction engineer,   apparently  supervised  the 
later work as  well,   for he read a paper to the American  Institute of 
Civil Engineers  concerning the   lining on October  7,   1868.     All  the 
repair work  in the   double-track tunnel was  accomplished   at night, when 
the blockage  of  one   track, by  the  construction  train caused  the  fewest 
delays.     Boring and blasting the  rock walls  to  provide the needed room 
for the  actual lining,   the workers  first  cut  a stone ledge  for a granite 
springer while standing on'scaffolds built on  flat  cars.     Bricklayers 
followed, building  up   the side walls.     Once  those walls   reached the 
proper height,  they moved an iron  frame  falsework,   27  feet  long,   into 
place.     This   frame  moved  on   rollers   and did not obstruct   the passage  of 
trains through the   tunnel,   even when set into  place.     The lining varied 
in   thickness   from 16 to  36  inches  and dry stone packing   filled any  re- 
maining  space behind the  brick.     Four-inch  cement pipes   placed at  ten- 
foot  intervals  drained the   arch.     Overall,  the  contractors   installed 
some  500  to 600   feet of   arched brick lining.    [168] 

In  1877   the  arch   of  the tunnel  received  further attention.     At 
that   time,   Octave  Chanute was   the  chief engineer of  the   railroad,   and 
he  instituted the use   of  cement,   or beton,  to  repair  and rebuild a 
number of structures on   the  line.     Along with  piers  on  the Portage 
Viaduct  and a large number  of  culverts   the Bergen Tunnel became one of 
the structures  to be repaired using the new material.     After  installing 
falsework,   a  contractor   coated the   old brickwork  and some  of   the 
fractured rock on   the  tunnel  roof.    [169]     This was   the   first  American 
tunnel  to  receive   a cement   lining.     The primary  advantages  of   the 
material,   as   Chanute pointed out  in the paper he read to the  ASCE 
Convention in 1881, were the speed  of  repairs   and the low cost.     The 
Erie became  a pioneer user of  the material  for masonry  repairs. 

The Bergen Hill  Tunnel served   its  purpose for  the  Erie quite well, 
as Henry Drinker commented  in 1878,  "The Bergen Tunnel  of  the Erie 
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Railway has  probably been more busily worked  than  any other  in   the 
country."    3y 1870,   the Northern  Railroad of ^ew Jersey and  the Delaware, 
Lackawanna & Western  Railroad both shared   this  portal into Jersey City 
with  the Erie.     During  1875  and 1876,  no  fewer  than  312 trains   passed 
through  the  tunnel daily.   [170]     Such heavy traffic  produced strong- 
concentrations  of smoke,  steam,   and chemicals  that accounted  for  the 
repairs   to the  tunnel. 

Although the  D.   L.   & W.   opened its  own tunnel in 1877,   alleviating 
some  of  the smoke  problem  in  the Erie's  passage,   the  two  tracks had 
reached  their capacity by  the end of   the century.     Inevitably,   Che 
tunnel developed  into  a true bottleneck in the  Erie's service  to  its 
busiest  terminal.     The  growth of both  freight and  commuter service gave 
rise   to  more  and more  trains.     Clearly,   additional tracks were needed 
and another tunnel seemed  in  order. 

The Bergen  Cut 

The work of enlarging  the Erie's  access  route  to Jersey City 
began when the Penhorn Creek Railroad received  a  charter  in  1397, 
permitting the Erie  to begin  construction work  in New Jersey.     The 
Erie's   annual report  that year noted  that  the  tasks   of  the new company 
included plans   to  elevate   tracks  for 1-1/4 miles  between  the Hudson 
.River  and  the  tunnel portal,   and  to put two or more   tracks   through   the 
hill  either  above or adjacent  to  the  existing  tunnel.    The  sole impetus 
for the work was   the  continuing  congestion in  the old  tunnel.     The 
company  awarded  Grattan & Jennings  of Buffalo  the contract   for the 
elevation project  that served to eliminate a large number of grade 
crossings   through  the  city's  streets.   [171]    This work was   completed in 
1900.     The elevation work  fit  into  a general improvement  scheme  for 
Jersey  City's  terminal that  included  a  turntable, new  coal  and ash- 
handling  facilities,   a two-story  freight house,   and  a passenger  coach 
yard.     The elevated structure  carries   7  tracks   for  3,700   feet  on an 
earth embankment held within stone  retaining walls.     Plate/girder 
bridges  spanned  the  city  streets.   [172]     This   section-bf   the work also 
fit within the  company's   grade-crossing elimination  efforts that were 
just  getting under way at  that  time. 

Unfortunately,   the Penhorn Creek "Railroad had  to  lie  dormant after 
1900,   as no work was begun  on the second path  through  the hill because 
of  the usual money problems.   1173]     Not  until  1907  did work resume,  as 
part of Underwood's  general upgrading efforts.     The solution proposed 
differed  from the one initially envisioned,  with  the new plans calling 
for an open cut carrying  four tracks  through the hill for passenger 
service.     Difficulties  in ventilating  the old  tunnel,   along with the 
considerations  for passenger comfort,   lower cost,  and the greater supply 
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of crushed rock suitable   for ballast   that would result  from an open cut 
led  to   Che rejection of another four track tunnel.   [174] 

Another reason   for deciding upon the open  cut was   the introduction 
of  some of the   first power earth moving  tools—air drills,   cranes,   and 
steam shovels—and the   cut presented  far fewer  technical problems   than 
a wide   tunnel would have,   despite  the necessity  to remove  a greater 
amount  of material.     Had  the company attempted  to build  a cut in 1855, 
the  project would have   taken  far longer than  the  tunnel  actually did. 
But by  19Q0,   this  situation had been reversed.     The  company  could  choose 
an open cut in  1907  because  of  significant changes  in the  technical 
capabilities  of excavating large quantities  of  earth.     The example of   - 
the  Panama Canal  stands out   as   the  greatest  evidence  of   the  changes  in 
technology that had  taken place since the middle  part of  the nine- 
teenth   century. 

The new route  for  the  cut  ran 40  feet above   the  old  tunnel,  with 
a center line  67   feet south  of  the  old passage.     The  cut penetrated 
40   to  70  feet  into  the hill,  and  tapered in width  from  75  to 58 feet 
in width,   from top   to bottom.     All  told,   the  cut  stretched for 4,450 
feet,  of which 3,135 feet were open.    Two bridges, one   reinforced 
concrete,   the  other of steel,   carried streets   over the   excavation, 
and  four tunnels  were  driven in stretches where the earth could not be 
removed for the cut.    The tunnels enabled the  Erie to leave  gas  and 
utility lines   undisturbed on several streets. 

Millard Construction Company of Philadelphia assembled a consider- 
able plant for the   construction work.     A three-foot  gauge  track ran  the 
whole  length of  the work,  carrying   8. Porter  locomotives  and  125  four- 
yard dump cars.     Five balanced cable cranes   and many movable derricks 
removed material   from  the interior   cuts blocked at their ends by   the 
tunnel excavations.    The  cable cranes   spanned  240  feet  with  a lifting 
capacity  of 5   tons.    Some 60 Sullivan   air drills  were put into use, 
with 12 hand drills for blocking.     Blasting loosened all material,  but 
the  contractors  set off   charges  only when the  old tunnel was  empty. 
Great  skill was  needed to prevent  damage  to  the  old passage.     After a 
blast,  a special inspection car  fitted with powerful acetylene lamps 
ran through  the  tunnel before  traffic  resumed. 

Altogether,  Millard excavated  500,000  cubic yards  of rock and 
114,000 yards  of earth from the  cut.    -The alignment  of the new route 
forced the  shortening of the  east  end of the  old tunnel by  224 feet, 
as  well.    Yet  despite  the magnitude of the work,   it did not  represent 
exceptional practice,   as   the Engineering Record observed. 

"The prosecution of' the greater part  of  the work has 
 _been_by  standard methods,  the  rock being hoisted out  

of  the cut  in  scale pans by  derricks  located close 
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together on Che  surface.    These  place the  spoil la 
cars  on  three-foot  gauge tracks,  which  were  run 
the full length  of   the  cut   and terminated   at   the 
rock-crushing and screening plant,  with a  diverging 
line  to spoil areas  on the Hackensadc Meadows for 
the earth  stripping.     All  the work, however,   has 
been seriously hampered by  its  location within  the 
city,   and even more so by  its  proximity  to the  old 
tunnel,   through which 600  trains pass every 24 
hours."  [175] 

The rock crushing plant set up by  Millard housed  all of the  air 
compressors  for the work.     One number ten  and four number six McCully 
gyratory  crushers  reduced  all of  the  spoil to pieces less  than 2-1/2 
inches   square.     An  automatic  conveyor carried  the resulting gravel   to 
a stocking pile  700  feet  away, where a 62-foot boom on a swivel piled 
the  rock.     A 500-horsepower cross-compound engine powered this instal- 
lation,  and  four  500-horsepower water  tube boilers with Sturtevant 
forced  draft fans  produced all necessary  steam.     The Power  & Mining 
Company of Cudahy, Wisconsin,  supplied  all crushing  and power 
machinery. 

Even with  the  advances  in  earth-moving  technology,   it  remained 
advantageous  to  leave  four tunnels,   ranging  from 220  to 574 feet in 
length,  in the  cut.     These bores  required special precautions  in their 
construction that were rather unique because of   the wide span of the 
tunnels.     Engineering Record also observed,   "the  treacherous  in- 
clination of the strata,   and the  location close   to   the old tunnel," 
complicated the'boring of  the  four shorter tunnels.   [176]     The safety 
precautions  consisted primarily in the pattern for  driving  the head- 
ings  of  the  tunnels.     Working  as   far as possible  from the   line o£ 
the  old passage,   the  tunnellers  could  use heavier charges.    The 
initial heading was  only  15  feet wide,  running from portal to portal. 
Then work started on the   cross   cuts>  each 12  to   13   feet wide,  carried 
over to  the wall  closest   to  the line of  the old  tunnel.     While  an 
auxiliary tunnel parallel  to  the  original heading was. started,   the 
tunnellers widened the cross  cuts to 35   feet.     This system left 
pillars  15  feet  long and  18  feet wide  between  the  cross   cuts,  the 
initial heading,  and the  auxiliary   tunnel. 

The main heading was  next enlarged  to  remove   the roof section from 
springing line  to  springing line, except  at the  pillars.     On each   out- 
side wall,  work proceeded simultaneously on a bench excavation  to 
lower  the wall to  the desired  floor level.    Once reached,   the bench 
walls were begun from that  floor level to the level of  the arched 
roof  itself.     Finally the  arch could be  started, working  from section 
to  section along  the  cross   cuts.    The pillars were still  left in place 
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at  this  stage.     All  of  the excavation work was   accomplished with 
Sullivan compressed  air drills   supplied with  air  from three Laidlaw- 
Dunn-Gordon cross—compound compressors.     Flexible metal hoses   from the 
American Metal Hose  Company  fed air  to  the working face. 

The key  to all  of  the safety procedures was   to  leave  the pillars 
of  rock in place  as   long  as  possible.     The roof was  unstable,   and  in 
places   it  even  needed timbering.     Leaving the   cores  until last allowed 
the   contractor  to build the  arched  centering  for  the roof with short 
supports.     The   arch  itself was  poured  concrete.     A narrow gauge line 
ran  into  the tunnel,  and  one-yard cars  carried the mix from the plants 
at  the  tunnel portals.     A two-drum Mundy hoisting engine raised the 
whole cement car and poured its contents  into  the  form. 

The   cut,  which  opened in   1910   after more  than three years  of 
labor,   greatly eased the  congestion  at  the Jersey  City  terminal ap- 
proaches.    But  the  approach  ramps  to the  cut   forced several  alignment 
changes by the  company.     The branch lines on  the west side  of the  cut 
that led  toward Newark were relocated,  with  a new draw bridge carrying 
the  tracks over the Hackensack River.     The old Bergen engine house had 
stood directly in the path  of  the new  approaches,  so it,  too, was  re- 
located.     Overall,   the company built 513,000   cubic yards  of embankment 
to  carry  the  approach  tracks  into  the  cut.     Much of  the material  came 
from the  cut. 

On the east side  of the  cut,   a viaduct  of steel deck plate girders 
connected the  tracks with the  terminal and  the ferry lines  to New York 
City.     Built  in 1909-10,   the  38 spans,   called the Penhorn Viaduct, 
carried  four tracks for  1,775  feet.   [177]    Economy and ease of erection 
dictated  the  use  of the  steel viaduct  as opposed  to the usual earth 
emb ankment. 

The cut  and its  tunnels,  the  approaches ,  and the  viaduct were 
part of  a long term improvement project  for  the  terminal in Jersey  City, 
pre-dating Underwood's presidency.     These improvements  constituted the 
final step  in Che  renovation of   the terminal,  and they enabled the 
station  to handle nearly all   traffic demands  placed upon it.     This  one 
group  of projects was  only  one of  many  efforts  guided by J.  M.   Graham, 
the Erie's   engineering  vice-president,  but  it proved to be  one of  the 
most  important.     Both the  old tunnel   and the  open  cut  represented 
first class  engineering works demonstrating  the  construction capabili- 
ties  of  the day.     Comparing  the  techniques  used to solve  the same 
problem 5Q  years apart  in  time offers us a glimpse at  the primary 
advances in engineering and  technology  over  the last half of  the nine- 
teenth century.     We can see how technical  changes,   like improvements 
in capability to move large quantities  of earth,  helped to  alter the 
way that engineers  chose  to  solve   a particular problem. 
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Once   the  cue was   completed,   however, we  find the   two works   com- 
bining  to  alleviate  the bottleneck.     It  has  been  only  with   the abandon- 
ment   of   the Jersey  City  terminal   complex  since the   lace  1950s   that   the 
importance  of these projects   to   the Erie   declined. 

The Otisville Tunnel 

The other major  tunnelling  project   on   the Erie Railroad  began 
just  before  the Penhorn Creek. Railroad started the   Bergen Hill Cut. 
The Otisville Tunnel,   named  for   the town  closest  to it,  was  located on 
the Graham Line   freight  bypass.     This   tunnel was   the   linchpin  in  the 
effort   to   lower   the  gradient   of  the line over  the   Shawangunk   Ridge. 
The earliest surveys   for the  line had proposed a 2,700-foot  tunnel 
under  the   ridge,  but  the company had  instead  excavated a deep rock,   cut 
at  the   top  of the hill.   [178]     But with   the desire  on  the part of  the 
Frederick  Underwood J.  M.   Graham for  lower   gradients,   a  tunnel under 
the  ridge   assumed new significance.     Graham laid out   the cut—off to 
include a 5,300-foot  tunnel. 

Late  in 1905,   the Otisville Tunnel  became   the first section of 
Underwood's   scheme of  freight relief   lines   to be started.   [179] 
Bennett and Talcott of Greensburg,  Pa. s   won the  contract,   and began by 
sinking a shaft  16 by 14 feet and  150  feet deep  into   the ridge.     With 
work  also  starting at  the  portals,   the   two work, faces at the   shaft 
provided  a total  of  four headings  being worked  at   once.     Quicksand 
slowed  the pace  of  the work  at   the eastern portal, which also required 
the excavation  of  a rock cut before the actual  portal was   reached. 
Work proceeded quite  rapidly, with breakthrough occurring  on Sep- 
tember  4,   1906.     Except for  800 feet  through  good  sandstone,   the 
contractor lined  the  30-foot wide bore with   five brick  rings "backed    """ 
by dry  stone and concrete  grouting.     A concrete   "plant"  utilizing a 
Haines mixer stood at one  portal,   as   did a blacksmith shop and  a small 
hospital.     On October 1,   1907,   the company carved  the last rock at 
the west  portal  entrance.     With  the   laying of the  single track   through 
the  tunnel,   the railroad began  running   trains through, the new passage 
in February,  1908.   [180] 

The   company   chose not  to  install ventilating equipment,   and even 
closed the   central shaft.     Certainly,   the   traffic through the  tunnel 
never  approached  the  levels   experienced through the  Bergen Hill 
Tunnel.     No serious  problems resulted from this choice, except  for 
heavy- wear on the tunnel  lining. 

The work took somewhat  longer than the  18 months specified in 
the contract,  but was well worth  the expense and  the effort.    By 
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lowering   the  summit   of   the  line 165   feet,   the  Otisville   Tunnel was 
one   of  the most interesting  and significant  aspects  of the  Graham 
Line. 

The tunnel has   remained in good shape as   an integral part of what 
is now  the Erie's  main  line.     In 1938,   the company  awarded  a contract 
to  the  Pneumatic  Concrete  Corporation of Providence  to  repair the 
brick lining.     The contractor removed the outside  layer  of brick,   and 
strengthened the   remaining rings by   grouting.     For further protection, 
the  whole  lining was  coated with a further layer of concrete.     All 
applications were made by  the gimite method.   [181]    In addition,  the 
company replaced  the rails  in  1944 with  thermite-welded  1,000   foot 
sections  of  131-pound rail.     The Erie became  the second  railroad to 
make this   type  of installation,  following  the  lead of  the Denver & 
Salt Lake Railroad in its Mbffat Tunnel.     The welding was  done in  the 
tunnels   taking only   ten days  to make the 268 welds.   [182] 

Projects   like  these  have  constituted the  only repair efforts 
needed in the   tunnel.     Both  stemmed   from the heavy corrosion in the 
locomotive-polluted  atmosphere.    Before  the  1944  installation,   the 
Erie had replaced the  rails  only  seven years  earlier,  a  fact which 
illustrates   the problems   facing tunnel  maintenance during the era of 
steam power.     Otherwise,   the Otisville  Tunnel has  suffered little  over 
its   70  year  life,  and  the introduction of  the  diesels has  lessened the 
corrosion to the  rails. 

The  Dayton Tunnel 

The  only  other tunnel on  the Erie  is  at Dayton,  New York.    Built 
c   1871 this  short,   15-foot, single-track underpass  carried the  tracks 
of  the Buffalo and Southwestern Railroad under the Allegany,  or 
Western Division  of  the  Erie.     The bore was  located at  milepost 37.31 
on  the B.  & S. W., which was opened in 1872  to connect   the Atlantic 
and Great Western with Buffalo.     The Erie acquired control, of  this 
line when it  took over the A.   & G.  W.     The portal is nicely dressed 
stone  masonry,  and   the stone arch lining was   run  through  the whole 
length of this passage.   [183] 
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Chapter IV. 

-Bridges 

It is  universally  recognized  Chat   the needs   of   the railroads were 
the single most  important  factor in bridge development  during  the nine- 
teenth  century.     Since the   1830s,   in both  Britain and America,   the 
railroads   demanded strong  and durable bridges.     The  earliest designers, 
usually millwrights  or carpenters,  had  to  build structures   able to 
withstand heavier loads  and shifting  stresses not before encountered. 
Importantly,   the bridges   they built were based  upon  past  experiences 
and not  scientific knowledge. 

Under these  conditions,   the Erie's  early bridges  closely  resembled 
those built on  other American railroads  in the  1840s".     The builders 
recognized that  stone  offered the most  solid and  stable material.    By 
1853,  158  arch,   603 box,  and 53 open  stone culverts  were  in use on  the 
Erie.     Also,  the  company had constructed three  stone viaducts  15  to 
30  feet long,  as  well  as   the Starucca Viaduct.   [184]    But these spans 
crossed, with the exception of Starucca,  short  distances   like   the 
bridge over the Hackensack River at Blauvelt, N.   Y.     This  larger-than- 
average span dated to 1840,  stretched for  30 feet,  and remained in 
excellent   condition on the Piermont Branch, in 19 77.   [185] 

Yet bridges   like  the  one at Blauvelt  were  exceptional  because  of 
the  time  and expense involved in masonry  construction.    To  borrow the 
words  of David .Plowden,  "Part of  the  genius  of  the early builders was 
their ability to  find solutions  that would best satisfy the needs of. 
the  impatient young nation,  so  eagerly  striving to  conquer its  ter- 
ritory.     In  almost  every instance,  this was   to be the  fastest   and most 
economical approach."   [186]    Plowden  finished,   "With few  exceptions, 
impatient America has not  chosen to  take  the time to lay  up a stone 
bridge where an  alternative was  available."   [187] 

On the Erie, money problems  seemingly determined  that  stone 
bridges be used only  for the very short spans.     Few builders were given 
the  assurance that  cost did not matter,  as supposedly, happened to 
Kirkvood on  the  Starucca Viaduct.     Instead,   the Erie became one of 
the  railroads  that  adopted the wooden spans  and  trestles   that  exemplified 
the American style of  railroad construction.     Frail,  flimsy-looking 
systems  of struts  and braces,  such as   the  Cascade Bridge,   [188]   spanned many 
rivers   and valleys,   to the marvel of Americans  and Europeans  alike.     But 
these bridges worked despite  their apparent weakness.    Wood as a 
structural material had its  problems;   fire and water or ice ruined 
wooden bridges.     But  as Plowden commented,  "Although in the long run 
the wooden bridge was. not  practical,  it was  so initially.     Priorities, 
lack of capital,   and the quality  of  available  tools  in the  early days 
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outweighed Che  obvious   drawback."   [189]     The  Erie was  no  exception  to 
the   rule in  adopting wood  for use   in  bridges.     .An  accounting of  1855 
listed  146  truss  bridges   of   17,754 lineal  feet,   and 48  trestle,  66 
stringer,   and six pile  spans, with a combined length  of   8,234  feet.   [190] 

The railroad quickly  discovered  that bridge maintenance  consumed 
a hefty sum of  money.    The expenditure   for that purpose   in 18 52 was 
$161,976,   and  the  annual   reports bear continuous witness   to  the  con- 
stant  attention wooden bridges  needed.   [191]     3y  1857,   the report  of 
the  chief engineer noted  that several major spans  on  the Delaware 
Division desperately needed  renewal   after only  ten years  of service.   [192] 
Maintaining  the bridges  on  the   line   remained  a major and  constant 
priority of  the company. 

The Erie  used a changing array  of  patterns  for its   first wooden 
bridges.     Mott   claimed  the Erie first  chose  the Bunn—almost  certainly 
he meant  the Burr—and  covered  all of the spans.     Later,   the  Fowler 
pattern, which  used  an  arched  truss   similar to   the Cascade Bridge,  and 
the  McCallum patented truss   came into use.    The McCallum truss  originated 
with  the  road's superintendent  in  the early  1850s,  Daniel C.  McCallum, 
whom we met  in  Chapter I.     At  the  time  he patented his  bridge, McCallum 
was  engineer of way  and structures.     Appleton's Mechanics'  Magazine  and 
Engineers f  Journal  commented very  favorably  on  this  pattern in  1852* 

We have no hesitation in affirming,   that of all the 
timber bridges   patented in this  country,   there are 
none,  in point   of  strength,  economy,   (in which we 
include  ultimate durability) ,  facility  of repair,   and 
uniformity of  action, to be preferred before  this  plan 
of bridge...   [193] 

McCallum built  a  large number  of   these  so-called  inflexible  arch spans 
on the  Erie,  and many other  railroads  adopted  this bridge pattern  as 
well.     Apparently, McCallum derived   an  income  of" up  to  $75,000  annually 
from royalties on his patent during  the 1860s ,   indicating  the extent of 
the bridge's  popularity.     The   truss  was  a composite structure utilizing 
iron truss rods as   tension members between the  upper and lower chords, 
which were of wood.   [194] 

Equally important  from the 1850s  on,   and  the primary truss pattern 
used by  the Erie  after the  Civil War, was  the  Howe truss, which became 
the  typical bridge  of the era  on most  railroads.     Invented in 1840, 
"...the Eowe  truss was   the  dominant   form of wooden railroad structure 
for many years."   [195]     The Howe  pattern began to  appear on  the Erie in 
the  early 1850s,   along with  the McCallum,   as  replacement spans  for 
bridges on the Eastern end of   the line.    Naturally,  with McCallum as  the 
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Erie's  superintendent,  more of his bridges  were   arected.     By  1855,   the 
road utilized  62  McCallum bridges,  with 12  others  carrying  a second 
tract  at  Howe  truss  spans;  43 Howe  crossings;   20 Burr arched-truss es , 
mostly  on the Western end of  the  Erie;   a  single  Pratt  truss;   and one 
Whipple span.   [196]    But by  1875,  a survey  of   the company's bridges 
showed  that  the Howe had become the  predominant   style of wooden bridge 
on the Erie.   [19 7] 

With the  railroad's   continual  impoverished  position,   wooden spans 
remained  in use  on  the Erie  far longer than usual  for eastern railroads, 
In fact,   the company dismantled its  last Howe  truss quite   late,   in 
November,  1914,  where  it  stood on the Mahoning Division near Niles, 
Ohio.   [19 8] 

While  the use  of  the Howe  truss by   the Erie was   typical,  the 
length of time  that such wooden spans   could be found  on  the company's 
property was not.     During  the  1860s  and  1370s,   iron bridges began   to 
appear in numbers  on the  nation's railroads.     The Erie,  however, was 
slow to  adopt iron as  a structural  element  for bridges.     Ironically, 
though,   the Erie had b^en one  of  the   first American roads   to  experiment 
with  iron bridges.     In 1849,  only four years   after the  country's first 
iron  railroad span went up on the Philadelphia & Reading Sailroad,  the 
Erie  installed three iron  truss  spans.     Nathaniel Syder built these 
bridges   across Westcolang Creek,  and  over the Delaware Kiver near Mast 
Hope,   Pa.    But  on July 31,   1350,  a  livestock   train collapsed  the 
bridge at Wastcolang.   [199]    Plowden observed,   "After this disaster, 
the Erie ordered its  remaining bridges  taken  down  and replaced with 
wooden ones.     The  line's   faith in iron was not   restored until some 
fifteen years  later."   [200] 

Not until  1865  did  the Erie again build  iron bridges.     At   that 
time,   the  company  installed the  first iron bridge built by Simeon S. 
Post,   after a pattern he had patented in 1863.     We met Post  earlier  in 
the story of  the Erie;  he  came to work  on  the railroad  in 1840   as 
resident engineer at Piermont,  and by 1841 he had become Hezekiah 
Seymour's  assistant.     As   chief engineer  through at least   1853,   he  di- 
rected work concerning  the  initial  construction of the  Erie.     From 
1855   to 1858,  he supervised the Long  Dock project  and the Bergen 
Tunnel work,  both  in Jersey City.     By the  Civil War,  Post had  left   the 
company   to concentrate his  energies  to bridge design.   [201] 

It was his bridge pattern  that  gained Post a measure of  fame. 
The  first  installation of this  type  came on  the Erie's  Newburgh Branch 
at Washingtonville  in 1865.   [202]     The  Post   truss   appeared in  at  least 
two variants, with either perpendicular or inclined  compression members 
and double intersection  tension members  tightened by tumbuckles.     The 
pattern was widely used,   according  to Theodore  Cooper,   who wrote, 
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"Between  1865-80   a  large number of  bridges  on  this style were built. 
From its  particular form,  the   counter  system  of web  members   consisted 
of   a single system, which met   at   the  center of   the direct web  members, 
thus  rendering the  strains   ambiguous.     Much of its early popularity 
was  due  to   the apparent   stiffness  of  this  form of  truss  under moving 
loads—the  truss being put under an initial strain by  the counter 
system which  extends   the whole length, of  the  truss."  [203]     The extent 
to  which the  Erie  can be considered a  pioneering  railroad in the   in- 
stallation of iron bridges  is  very   limited,  however,  despite  the 
presence of this  early Post  truss.     Again,  money  severely  constrained 
the railroad's  capabilities,   and the process  of erecting iron bridges 
and later steel  bridges, moved ahead very slowly  on the Erie. 

Some figures help  illustrate  the status  of Erie's bridges in the 
last quarter  of  the-nineteenth century.     Octave  Chanute,   chief 
engineer,  called for bids  for 25 iron bridges  in 1873,   [204]  and among 
the contract   awardees were  the Watson Manufacturing Company,   the 
Phillipsburg Manufacturing Company,  the Baltimore Bridge Company,  and 
the Detroit Bridge Company.   [205]     Yet the inspection  tour of Captain 
Tyler for the British bondholders   in  1874  found  183 timber and only 
48  iron bridges  over 20   feet   long,   and 33 of   the. latter had been built 
since 1873.   1206]    By 1876,  of 231. bridges,   58 were iron,   [207]   and the 
following breaks  down the number for  1878.   [208] 

Table II 

Wood  and Iron Bridges  on the Erie  in 1878 

 Wood Iron  
Eastern Division 46  of 5,674 feet 21 of 2,346  feet 
Delaware Division 24  of 2,479  feet 14 of  3,247  feet 
Susquehanna Division 42  of 4,496  feet 30  of 4,196  feet 
Buffalo Division 16  of  1,476 feet 9  of 1,465  feet 
Rochester Division 67 of 6,261 feet 3 of      181  feet 
Western Division 61 of 4,284 feet 2 of      154  feet 

In the   late  1870s   and early  1880s   the newly reorganized  company 
decided to redo the  line's bridges,   as part  of  the  general improvement 
program.     By 1884, 272   of  the line's   335 bridges were  iron.   [209]    By 
the end of  the  decade,   the company had even  replaced  some of  the 
earliest iron bridges with stronger iron spans. 

The Erie bridges building  programs were guided by  a set  of  specifi- 
cations drawn up by Theodore Cooper.     After inspecting at  least  37 iron 
truss  spans   and 25 riveted girder bridges   in 1875,   Cooper established 
a series  of  suitable bridge  loadings   that became the   first such  guide- 
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lines   Co bridge  design,   a note of historic  importance in civil  engineer- 
ing.    [210]     His   specifications   embodied: 

[Cooper's]   experience in  the  designing  of bridges, 
their  [Erie1s]  shop  construction,   the  testing of 
material  and  the  study of existing bridges   and  their 
defects   [and] was   the  first general specification   cov- 
ering  the  designing,  proportioning,  and  detail of 
construction with  that  completeness necessary to 
give  the railroad company  the  full  advantage  of  the 
competitive method, with  a  certainty   that   the result- 
ing structure would in all ways  be up  to the  advanced 
state of  the  art. 

It was   the  first paper on bridge construction in 
which  that relic of ignorance,  "The factor of safety," 
was entirely omitted. 

It definitely specified the working  strains  to be 
allowed on the different parts  of  the structure ac- 
cording to the service they were to perform. 

While  aiming to  obtain the best  results  for  the 
railroad company...it  left  to the  contractor perfect 
liberty of selecting his own plan of structure,   as  to 
form of truss,   relative proportions  of  depths  and 
panel  lengths  and methods   of  detailing. 

These  specifications were   adopted very widely.     They 
have been modified and extended from time to time, 
by the  author and other engineers,  as   advancing 
knowledge  and experience justified.   [211} 

Largely as   the  result  of Cooper's  guidelines,   and aided by  a pro- 
gram of regular bridge inspections  inaugurated in 1887,   [212]   the Erie 
experienced no disastrous  bridge  collapses  during this era of notorious 
iron bridge  failures.    Nonetheless,   by  the  time   the Erie  completed  its 
program of wooden bridge  replacement,   the age  of steel had dawned. 
Like all American railroads,  the Erie hung back  before building  any 
bridges  using  the new structural material.    But   the rapidly increasing 
weight of both cars and motive power forced the  adoption of steel with 
its  undoubtedly  superior strength.     The Erie  could not afford the 
luxury of stone, which some Eastern  rail  lines used.     The  Pennsylvania 
Railroad was  the prime example of this  course  of action, with its  pro- 
gram of monumental stone bridge construction,   exemplified by  the 
Rockville Bridge over the Susquehanna River and Harrisburg.    The expense 
of  masonry bridges   continued to preclude  their  construction on  the Erie. 
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Instead,   the Erie began  a program of replacing  iron bridges  with 
steel.     As  the  Annual  Report announced   in  1899,   "Heavy   expenditures 
have been made  for Repairs  and Renewals of Bridges and  Culverts,   the 
object  being to  ultimately place   these  structures   in  a  practically 
permanent  condition."   [213]    Under  this program,   continued by Frederick 
Underwood,  a number of  the Erie's  largest spans were  rebuilt,  and   chese 
bridges  remain in use   today.     The heavier equipment  coming into use 
demanded  these alterations.    The   following  table  shows   the progress  of 
the  company's   replacement efforts.   [214] 

Table III 

Bridges Replaced by  Steel,  or in Process of  Replacement    1901-1927 

Year      No, Year No. Year      No 
1910 99 
1911 29 
1912 28 
1913 61- 
1914 60 
1915 54 
1916 51 
1917 59 
1918 48 

Clearly,   the company made a major commitment  to bridge maintenance. 
The number of  spans involved  reflected the expansion of  the Erie's main 
line to Chicago,   and no   doubt by  the late 1920s  many bridges  rebuilt in 
1902 had been rebuilt  again.     The results of  the program were  gratifying, 
as  noted by  an inspection report  done   for Wood,   Struthers  & Company. 
"The road for a number of years  had used very heavy power on its   lines, 
so   that  its bridges are   strong enough   to  take  the newest locomotives 
without  reinforcement.     All structures of this  type  are of permanent 
nature and  constructed to  the highest  standards."  [215]    A 1928 issue of 
the Erie Railroad Magazine noted there were  almost no wooden bridges  left 
on  the property,   [216]   although  a  few stood on branch"sidings.     By and 
large,  the  Erie's  bridges were well maintained and strengthened  through 
the  1920s and 19 30s,   to  meet   the needs of heavier locomotives.     In  fact, 
bridge work was   almost  the only maintenance  requirement not deferred 
during  the  Depression.     The company considered such work to be one of 
the major improvements   for the years  1935  and 1936.   [217] 

Because  of  the steady effort made in this  direction over the years, 
Conrail  continued  in  19 77  to  depend upon a number of major spans   the Erie 
built between 1890  and  1915  that remained  fully  serviceable without 
limitations.     Their continued importance is  a tribute  to the builders, 
the maintenance   forces,   and engineering  department  of  the Erie Railroad. 

1901 36 
1902 55 
1903 48 
1904 10 
1905 29 
1906 73 
190 7 61 
1908 62 
1909 60 

1919 10 
1920 14 
1921 7 
1922 18 
1923 20 
1924 20 
1925 31 
1926 45 
1927 48 
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Hackensack Drawbridges 

The Erie Railroad's  approaches  to Jersey City  faced a number of 
obstacles   apart   from  the-Bergen Hill,   primarily   the Passaic  and Hacken- 
sack Rivers.    Both rivers  skirted low marshy  ground—the Hackensack 
Meadows—that complicated  the erection of bridges.     In  the nineteenth 
century,  pile  foundations   carrying  trestles with wooden drawspans  of- 
fered  the  only  solution.     But  as   the weight of   trains increased,   and 
iron  and steel became available,   the  history  of later bridges in  this 
area traced,   in microcosm,   the development of subsequent  types  of 
movable bridges.       Within  a  radius  of two  miles,   the  three main types 
of moving bridges—swing,   vertical lift,  and bascule  lift—could be 
found on the Erie's   five bridges  over the  Hackensack and Passaic  Rivers. 

The Erie's   initial route out of  Jersey  City   crossed  the Hackensack 
River,   ran into Rutherford,   and  then  on  to Paterson-     The  earliest 
river crossing was  a 1,686-foot  trestle with two   double-crack truss 
spans  in the center.     The  draw span was  57 feet in the  clear and 
60  and  1/2  feet  overall,  while  the other truss  was 49  feet  long.     Both 
trusses  utulized Pratt-type patterns  with  arched  top  chords,  the  only 
Pratt trusses on  the entire  road at  that  time.    [218]    Built in December, 
1853,  this basic  configuration lasted until the 1880s, with substantial 
repairs  at intervals,   as  in 1865 when the  company used 323,000  feet  of 
timber  to  repair  the  trestle.   [219]     A similar  effort  replaced the 
floor on 1,495   feet  of the span in 1878.   [220] 

By 1888>   the wooden  draw span had become  inadequate   for both the 
railroad and the  river traffic.     The  company rebuilt a trestle 1,362 
feet  long,  and installed an iron swing  span.     The greatest  difficulty 
came  in founding  the masonry,  because of heavy silt  deposits.     Caissons, 
resting on clusters  of piles  driven  60   feet  to hard bottom,  supported 
the masonry piers  for the  draw span.     This  two-armed Pratt   truss  span 
was  210  feet long and gave  two 60-foot  openings   for  river craft.     The 
new swing section presented a radical improvement over the  39—foot 
opening in the  old wooden swing span.   [221] 

But   this  bridge was  soon outgrown,  and by 1310  the  crossing again 
needed renewal.     As part  of Underwood's improvement program the- company 
had built a low-level by-pass   from above  Paterson to Rutherford.     At   the 
same  time,   company  engineers  rebuilt  the  Hackensack crossing.     The  pro- 
vision  for  river traffic  remaining,   the new span consisted of a series 
of steel plate girder deck spans with  a vertical lift bridge.     Construc- 
tion began  in  1910,   and the whole line opened November 1,   1911,  with   the 
1,095-foot  span over the Hackensack  serving as one  of  the  integral 
elements.   [222] 

This  crossing,  Bridge 5.48 on  the New York Division,   remained in 
use  in 1977.     The  lift span was  still  the most interesting  feature.- 
Its   151-foot  through  truss  raised 38 feet  to  provide passage   for river 
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traffic.   [223]     This  Erie  bridge was   located near  a cluster of  lift  spans, 
all  of   them across   the  Hackensack   River.     Similar  spans   on  Che  old  Penn- 
sylvania and Delaware,   Lackawanna  & Western Railroads  give  this  short 
stretch, of river  an  unusually large   collection  of  vertical  lift bridges. 

The other Hackensack River crossing on the Erie  carried  the Newark 
Branch   of   the New York  Division and   the  Greenwood  Lake  Division toward 
Newark.     This was  Bridge   4.17,   listed on the  Greenwood Lake Division. 
It,   too, was   basically   a woodpile   trestle with   a draw span,  but was 
erected at a later date than the other  Hackensack  crossing.     Like   the 
main line  span,  the bridge required   constant  attention,  but  as  late as 
1878,   the   draw  span   of   68' foot   distance was   still wooden.   [224]     Heavy 
traffic,  however,   soon demanded a stronger structure,  and several  un- 
dated photographs, no doubt   from  the 1880s,  showed  the  construction of 
a new iron swing  span on   the bridge.     Two   floating cranes helped move 
the  iron work  into place.   [225] 

The bridge served  less  than 20  years before  realignment of the 
approaches into the  new Bergen  Cut  forced  the   relocation of  the span. 
The new crossing,   still in use, opened  in 1908,  and consisted of  a 
through truss   draw span  and  six girder  deck spans.     The  girders spanned 
distances  of 78 and  79  feet, while  the  draw was  264 feet  long,   for  a 
total of  736  feet.     The  firm of HcMullen  and McDermott   contracted   the 
substructure,   including  concrete   abutments on  pile foundations, while 
American Bridge fabricated  and erected  the bridge itself.   [226]    The 
old bridge' stood until the  company  removed it  in  1912.   [227] 

Passaic River  Bridges 

The  Passaic  River formed   the other water boundary   to the Erie's 
route out of Jersey City  into Newark and Paterson.     The Passaic was not 
as wide,  nor was   it surrounded by marshy  ground like  the Hackensack 
River,   so long trestle approaches were not  required..     The earliest Erie- 
built bridge,   replacing   the original span of  the  old Paterson & Hudson 
Railroad, went up in December,  1853.     It  consisted of. two 146-foot Mc- 
Gallum trusses  and  a 52-foot draw span,  also  on the McCallum pattern, 
giving a  total length  of  350  feet.    [228]    This bridge,   like  all of  the 
bridges on this Erie line,  was double-tracked. 

The most   recent structure on this site,  Bridge  10.22 on the New 
York Division, was   a through Penn swing truss,  201  feet long,  with  a 
143-foot   through  truss  for  the approach.    The merger of  the Erie   and 
the Delaware,   Lackawanna & Western  in  1960  gave  the  company  a plethora 
of   approaches   into  Jersey City.     This   swing span was considered ex- 
pendable, mainly because of its  age.     Built in 1892,  the company 
removed it  in  1963.   [229] 
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The  other  two Passaic  River  3pans   carried the   Greenwood  Lake 
Division  and  Che Newark, branch   into Newark,   about  a half-mile   from each 
other.     Bridge   7.57  on  the  Greenwood Lake line was   the middle   of   the 
three Erie draw spans over  that  river.     An  undated   photograph,  almost 
certainly   taken  in 1896,  showed   the erection of   the bridge.     High stone 
piers  carried the  plate girder  swing span,   while   four  approach spans of 
girders  completed   the structure.     Two  wooden travellers were  used.     The 
photos   clearly  show  the stone  piers had been erected   to   carry   the ap- 
proaches,   although  the  girders  had not been installed when   the photograph 
was  taken..     The  traveller set  the girders into position,   and   the  trestle 
scaffolding was   then  removed.     The   combined length   of   this   steel  deck 
plate girder and   deck draw  span was 534   feet,   and  it   carried   trains 43 
feet  above the water.   [230]     In 19 77,   Conrail continued   to  use  this 
crossing  at West   Arlington. 

The  third Passaic  crossing  carried  the tracks  of the Newark branch. 
The   first  crossing there dated to 1871,  with   the installation of a wooden 
draw   (swing) span  on   the new line.     The bridge,  as   shown  in   an 1876   view, 
resembled  a modern  cable-stayed span.     Cables  ran   from a tower in  the 
center  of  the draw span to  the end of   the Howe strusses, in order  to 
prevent sagging.    [231]     Only nine years   later a  steel draw span   replaced 
the   double-tracked wooden bridge.     This   through   truss  swing bridge  re- 
mained in service until 1922,  but between  1919  and 1922,  a Straus-type 
Bascule  lift bridge had to be built,   as   the older  span was  simply  inade- 
quate  to   the demands placed upon it.     The Bascule   section  of   the new 
span was   a single leaf,  180  feet long,   rising 82 degrees at   full tilt. 
Two   concrete blocks   32  feet wide,   four  and 1/2   feet  thick,   and 52   feet 
high,   served as   the  counter weights,   one on each side of the   tracks. 
[232]     This  span   remained in service   in   19 77. 

Bridge  30-77,   Greenwood Lake Division 
Wanaque,   N.   J. 

A photo taken by  Robert  Vogel of the   Smithsonian Institution  in 
July,   19 71,   showed   this bridge near Wanaque,  N-   J.     The crossing used to 
be on  the Greenwood Lake Division,  over the Wanaque  River,   one mile east 
of   the old Haskell  Station.     The stretch  from Wanaque to Midvale was 
abandoned on November 14,   1939,   as part  of the   reorganization effort   of 
that time.   [233]     Since then,   apparently,   the bridge has not been  used. 
A steel  through  Pratt   truss,   the single span of 139   feet,   carried  the 
tracks  30  feet  above  the   river.   [234]     The Kellogg & Maurice Bridge 
Company  erected  this  span,  with pin-connected eyebars  for the  lower 
chords  in 1883.     This bridge was not   that   firm's   only  contract   for the 
Erie.     Undated company drawings  show that  Kellogg & Maurice   also   fabri- 
cated Bridge 261.44 at Chemung, N. Y.,   a 132-foot,  three-inch Pratt  pin- 
connected eyebar span. 
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Bridge   32,10, New  York  Division 
Ramapo,   N.   Y. 

Located 0.66  miles  east  of Ramapo  Station,   this  steel  through- 
lattice   truss  supported the main line  tracks  over  the  Ramapo  River.   - 
The  double-tracked span was   140  feet  long and  30   feet high.   [235] 
Built in 1903-4,   as  part  of   the Underwood improvement  program,  the 
bridge  continued to  serve  Conrail  in  19 77. 

Bridge 90.84,   Delaware Division 
Mill Rift,   Pa. 

This  bridge was  the  span that carried the Erie across   the Delaware 
River into Pennsylvania,   enabling  the company   to  follow   the  relatively 
level Delaware  River valley.    The Erie built  the original five span 
crossing in February,  1847,   using Burr  arched  trusses.     One span was 
151 feet long,   three were  155   and  1/2  feet,   and the last stretched  for 
168  feet,  bringing the  total length  of  the bridge  to  792  feet.   [236] 
Only  11 years  later, however,   this bridge four miles west of Port 
Jervis  had to be  reconstructed.   [237] 

On March  17,   1875,   an ice  jam ripped out   the  iron bridge  that had 
replaced  the wooden  crossing.     Only  one of the five spans  remained, but 
the  piers were undamaged,  despite the ice that backed up into a jam 30 
to 50  feet high.     The  $75,000   replacement by  the Watson Manufacturing 
Company of Paterson  used  three Post   trusses,   one of 163  feet  and  two of 
152 feet. The new span opened by Hay 1, 1875, with the lower chord ten 
feet higher than previously, to eliminate similar damage in the future. 
[238] 

This Post bridge  remained in use  until 1895,  when heavier  train 
weights required  another  renewal.     The steel,   pin-connected deck  trusses 
put  in  then stretched 64 7 feet over  the  river  and rose  56  feet  above the 
water.     The Pratt trusses carried two  trades  on  four spans y as  the older 
fifth  span over the Delaware & Hudson  Canal had been  filled in.   [239] 
This bridge  has survived  to  the present  in  fine shape,  with  the ravages 
of  deferred maintenance being  corrected in 19 77  and 19 78 by Conrail*s 
engineering  department. 

Bridge 105.90,  Delaware Division 
Shohola,   Pa. 

At Shohola,   Pa.,   one of the  larger masonry culverts built on the 
Erie can still be seen,   although  structurally the masonry  arch no  longer 
serves  any  useful purpose for the railroad.     The  line  crosses  Shohola 
Creek  as   that  stream runs into the  Delaware River.    The earliest bridge 
was  a  covered. Burr arched truss   109  feet long.     By 185 7,   the span had 
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been  strengthened,  but still needed  replacement. [ 24C]   The major  improvement 
at this bridge  occurred in  1873 with  the erection of a stone arch culvert. 
As The   Railroad  Gazette   reported,   "The   mason work of  the   stone  arch  over 
Shohola Creek on  the Delaware Division,  which has been over a  year  in 
construction,  is   completed.     The  filling in  and laying the   track will  not 
be  completed until spring. "[240a]    The   resulting  structure  was  a striking 
example of the beautiful bridges  constructed with stone.     The   arch was 
49   feet,  eight  inches wide  at the bottom,   and more  than 60   feet high   from 
the water.     The bridge  floor was  26 'feet,   two  inches wide and   carried  two 
lines of  tracks.     The  arch  itself  consisted  of   75 voussoirs  and  rose   about 
25  feet from the  springing  line.     The wing walls   were  massive   structures, 
angling back along  the  creek for more  than 50   feet on  each   abutment.   [241] 

The bridge provided steady service for  the  railroad  until A.ugust  24, 
1955, when Hurricane Diane washed out part of   the arch.     Apparently  the 
water in  Shohola  Creek backed up behind the  culvert, because  the railroad 
embankment  acted  like  a dam.     The water rose above   the level of  the arch, 
knocking out sections  of  the  arch.     The impact of the   flood can be  seen 
in photographs  before  and  after the   flood,   for the  Delaware River side 
of the  arch escaped unscathed.     Rather  than  replace  the  arch,   the company 
chose  to  put a 110-foot single-track plate girder span over the   top of 
the  stone  arch.     Then in May,   1956,   the old arch was  filled in to pre- 
vent  further washouts.   [242]     This  girder span has   continued  to   carry 
the  main  line  tracks  following  Conrail's   take—over of  the property. 

Bridge  110.54,  Delaware Division 
Lackawaxen, Pa. 

At Lackawaxen,   the Erie had to   cross Lackawaxen Creek and the 
Delaware  & Hudson Canal.     The  original bridge  was a Burr truss built   in 
December,  1848.     George Duggan,  in his  1850 volume  on American railroads, 
showed two  127-foot  deck  spans,  and  one  through   span over   the  canal,   for 
a total length of 381  feet,  but his   distances  were   clear spans.   [243] 
In February,  1853,   a McCallum bridge of 142  feet replaced   the  canal  span, 
and in October,   1855,   the  company finished the replacement.'with  three 
134-foot  McCallum spans,   for a  final length of 548   feet.     The New York 
& Erie report  for the year noted the bridge had burned and the  reconstruc- 
tion cost  $8,042.   [244] 

Like the  other main  line bridges,   iron spans soon had to be erected, 
Theodore  Cooper inspected the Lackawaxen Bridge   in  1877.     He  found three 
130-foot Post  deck  trusses,   pin-connected,  with   a 30-foot   shore span  at 
the west  end and a 45-foot  approach span on the  east.    He   commented, 
"Bridge  in pretty  good shape generally  (for a Post  Truss)-.."    The sway 
rods were overstrained,  however.    The bridge  over the canal was  a 132- 
foot  truss,  set  on a 33  degree skew.     The company  filled this particular 
section in after the  canal  closed in 189 8.   [245] 
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The  three-span  ?ratt-type  deck   truss  in  use   today was built in  1894, 
Two   plate  girder  approaches  bring  the  length  to 431  feet.     Like many 
other Erie bridges,   the   lower   chord   consists  of pin-connected eyebars. 
A. series  of  photographs   taken  in  October,  1907,  showed work in progress 
to rebuild the  river pier on this bridge.     A traction engine and another 
steam engine with an upright boiler   ran pumps   to  drain  the  foundation 
for   the new  concrete pier.     Temporary pile bents  supported  the  trusses. 
[246]    The bridge has  also been strengthened since its  erection,  no 
doubt  in   the late  1920s,   with   the installation of  additional members, 
shown  clearly   in  photos   70  and 71.     But the  original bridge remained in 
excellent condition  right to the  present, handling the heaviest  trains 
at  the highest speeds,  even in 19 77.   [247] 

Bridge 117.76,  Delaware Division 
Tusten,  Pa. 

The  bridge  from Tusten to Narrowsburg,  N* Y.,  carried  the Erie back 
into New York  after a 23 mile   run in Pennsylvania.     The original span 
there  consisted of   four  130-foot  wooden  trusses,   [248]   but  in  February, 
185 7,   an  ice jam washed  away several of the  trusses.     The  river refroze, 
and then  another jam tore out   the replacement  already  under construction. 
[249]     The eventual replacement was   a McCallum bridge with end spans  of 
109   feet, and  central spans of 157   feet,   for  a total length of 545  feet. 
[250]     The  current  550-foot four-span bridge was  built  in 1917.     It was 
a through truss  and plate girder  crossing. 

Bridge  162.68,  Delaware  Division 
Hancock, N.  Y. 

At Hancock,   the Erie main line left the East Branch of the Delaware 
River.     Initially,   a BurT truss bridged the East Branch, with three 132- 
foot spans.   [251]     By  the  time of Theodore  Cooper's  1877 inspection,   an 
iron bridge crossed the   river, on  three  123-foot   trusses.     But  this pin- 
connected span had no  sway  system and  Cooper  urged major strengthening. 
Apparently,   the  company   took  Cooper's   recommendation,   for a later 
notation on Cooper's notes  said   the bridge was replaced in 1890.   [252] 
That year the Annual Report mentioned  the new bridge  at Hancock,   and 
that span was  still in  use  in 1977-   [253]    A  two-span,   double-track, 
Pratt-type   truss  402  feet  long,   the steel crossing had a lower chord of 
pin-connected eyebars.     The bridge was slightly skewed. 

Th^.s  run of bridges between Port Jervis   and Hancock offered  an 
interesting look, at some of the   early  steel  spans on  the Erie Railroad, 
all built in  the 1890s.     All were plain, unadorned structures  that 
matched   the rough   terrain  of   the valley  and  the  free-flowing  river 
they  crossed.     All existed in fine  shape as   their ages  approached or 
exceeded 80 years. 
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Bridge   175.53,  Delaware Division 
Deposit,   N,  Y. 

At Deposit,   the  Erie   left   the level  valley of   the Delaware   to 
begin crossing   the  Randolph Hills   to  the  Susquehanna River.    The  last 
crossing over  the Delaware's West Branch was initially built in 
February,   1847,  with  two Burr arched-trusses spanning  273 and   1/2 feet. 
Yet  after only  ten years,   the  company  reported  the bridge was   in bad 
condition,   despite  a roof.   [254]     In 1870,  a Eowe-pattern bridge 
crossed the  Delaware  at  this  site, but   in 1879,  as  part of   the New York, 
Lake Erie,   and Western's   reconstruction program,   the company put  up  a 
metal span.   [255]     In its   turn,  a new steel structure   replaced the 
earlier iron crossing in  190 3.     A lattice-type  truss with  two  spans, 
this  bridge  closely  resembled the bridge  over   the Ramapo  River,   at 
milepost  32.10  on the New York Division.     Like that bridge,  this  span 
in Deposit was  still  in use  in  19 77.     Some 23   feet  above  the  creek,   the 
bridge was  276   feet  long. 

Bridge   176.88,  Delaware Division 
Deposit, M. Y. 

The Erie main line veered sharply westward  at  Deposit,  in order 
to run  toward Susquehanna,  Pa.     As  it  did so,   the railroad  encountered 
Oquaga Creek.     The  initial bridge gave way_ to   a .McCallum truss 142   feet 
long,   installed in December,   1852.     An identical  span  for a second  track, 

^followed in August^ 1855-    [256]    The current lattice-type   truss   closely^ 
resembled "trie bridge only  a mile  to   the east,   as  it should,  for  they. 
were built only  three years   apart, with  this 135   foot  span  going up in 
1906. 

Photo  76  provided a  clear view  of  the  lattice  pattern  used  by  the 
company for these  truss bridges built  about 1905.     The diagonals were 
combined  compression and  tension members ,  as was possible  only with 
steel  construction.     Also,   these' bridges   stood out  because  of   the 
riveted connections,  as opposed to  the more usual Erie choice of pin- 
connected eyebar spans, which  cost  less.     With the   change  in  truss 
pattern and fabrication methods,   the Erie was   truly entering   the era 
of steel bridges.     With these structures,  the  company began applying 
forms   and techniques  suitable  only   to  steel,  rather than transferring 
the  patterns  familiar to  iron bridges   to   the new material. 

Bridge  190-13  and Culvert 190.32 
Delaware  Division 
Lanesboro,  Pa. 

After leaving  the Delaware valley,   the Erie ran over  the steep 
ridge  of hills  via the Gulf Summit   Cut,   Cascade  Bridges,   and   the 
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Starucca Viaduct   Csee  Chapter   I).     The   Canawacta  Creek  Bridge  at 
Lanesfroro was   the  third major  crossing  on the  ridge,  and stood less 
than a mile west  of   the  Starucca  Viaduct.     Julius  Adams' designed  the 
earliest  span,   a   flimsy,   covered wooden trestle  550   feet   long,   that 
was   erected in December,   1847,    George  Duggan  illustrated the cross- 
ing  in his 1850 book on. American  railroads,   showing  tapered wooden 
bents  supporting  17  simple  truss   spans   30  feet  apart.   [257]     By the 
1890s,   an iron bridge with  steel  pins  and eyebars built by  the Union 
Bridge  Company spanned the   creek.     Four 113-feet,  nine-inch Pratt  deck, 
trusses were erected,   each  fixed  at  one end and mounted on a roller 
for expansion  at  the opposite  end.     The four  spans  carried the  track 
58  and  1/2  feet  above  the water of   Canawacta Creek.   [258] 

Probably because  the bridge  was iron,   the company   chose to re- 
place  it   in  1930,  as part of  the  Van Sweringen's   upgrading  and 
strengthening  program.     No   doubt,  the  purchase of  the new Berkshire 
locomotives  required the stronger span.     The  company erected a rein- 
forced concrete  arch bridge instead of  the  usual metal   crossing.     By 
moving the  line  of  the  tracks  slightly,, the old bridge was kept in 
service during the  construction.     The plans  also  called for creating 
an embankment   to  reduce   the length   of   the span,  so  a 25-foot  concrete 
culvert was  provided for the  creek  proper.   [259]    The  two-ribbed main 
arch spanned  120  feet, with spandrel arches  cut out.     Steel  trusses 
formed the  falsework for the  culvert,  while wooden centering sufficed 
for the  forms  elsewhere.     A concrete mixer at  the site  aided the  con- 
struction effort,  and dump boxes  handled by  crawler cranes  filled the 
wooden forms.     The   approach spans were formed by  a series  of smaller. 
arches  that were  filled  in  after the bridge was   finished. 

The new bridge opened  in 19 30,  and  the old bridge was  scrapped 
in  1936.     The same  contractor reduced  the old stone piers   to  ground 
level  in 1937.     This  new bridge  was the  only  major reinforced  concrete 
bridge on the entire Erie main line,   for few  localities were suited 
for the  arch   form employed.     The ornamental pillars  on  the bridge 
railings bespeak the  influence of  the  "Memorial Bridge  Craze"  of  the 
first  three decades of   this  century,  mentioned by David Plowden. 

By  1977,  the bridge was   slowly decaying,   although still struc- 
turally  sound.     The concrete  had been spailing for some time—photos 
taken  in 1950  (photo  86)  showed  the extent  of the erosion at  that 
time—and the condition has not   improved itself  since   then.     Conrail 
was  attempting to begin efforts   to  restore  the bridge,  but  at  this 
writing, more important problems have  a higher priority. 

Bridges  192.06   and 192.22,   Susquehanna Division 
Susquehanna,   Pa. 

The original  crossing over  the Susquehanna River  lasted only 
four years before  it had to be  replaced in November,   1851.     Engineer 
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of Way  and Structures  Daniel McCailum built   the  first of his  inflex- 
ible   arched  truss   spans  on  this  site   as   Che  replacement.     Trie  tests  of 
his  199   and 1/2   foot   long bridge helped   account   for  its  subsequent 
popularity.     Appleton's Mechanics'   Magazine  and Engineers'  Journal re- 
viewed the bridge  enthusiastically, noting  that  the  pine  trusses  con- 
sisted of  "less   than  the ordinary proportion of iron  rods,  bolts   and 
castings."    In  the  course of  the  testing,   McCailum subjected his   pattern 
to  four  locomotives weighing  187.2 tons  which produced  a deflection  of 
only   .061  feet.   [260]     This  success prompted  the  installation of  a 
large number of McCailum's  bridges on the  Erie,     One such example was 
the replacement  of  the other half  of   the Susquehanna span with   four 
McCailum trusses,  each 158  and 1/2 feet  long, in January,   1856.     The 
1857   report  further claimed  that  the  original McCailum span  over  the 
Susquehanna had needed no   repairs   at   all up   to   che time of   the  report, 
a remarkable  record  for a wooden bridge.   [261] 

As   good as   the McCailum truss may have been,   replacement  neces- 
sarily  followed,   apparently with a four-span Pose  truss on   the long 
side  of the river crossing,   a total of  660 feet.     This  bridge boasted 
some  nice  ornamental  features,   like  the knee braces   and especially  the 
builder's  plate.     Theodore  Cooper inspected  the four 156   feet,   four 
inch   spans  in 1877  and recommended stiffening  the truss and installing 
a new  floor.   [262]    But  this  structure   lasted no   more   than  20  years 
before  the company had to  replace  it;   the  single-track span proved a 
bottleneck. 

The new double-track  span  cost  more  than  $144,000, presumably 
for new spans on both sides of  the island  chat  divided the   river at 
this   crossing.   [263]     The bridge was   a  simple Pratt   truss  entirely of 
wrought iron,  unlike its predecessor that  had boasted  a cast-iron top 
chord.     The Railroad Gazette noted that the  new bridge was   part  of  an 
effort by  the  road to  replace  all pin-connected bridges,   [264] but   the 
new span itself  used pin connections.. 

Likewise,   the  current bridges at this point   utilized pins  instead 
of rivets   to join the  various members,   although  the  controversy between 
American  and British engineers   over  the better connection had been  re- 
solved  in favor of  rivets.   [265]    The single span section nearest the 
town went up first,  in 190 7.     American Bridge   fabricated this  steel 
through truss,   using a Pratt pattern 204   feet   long.     The  four-span 
section on the other side  of  the island was   an identical match,  but was 
erected in 1917.     This new span stretched for  636 feet.     Both  spans were 
contained in Underwood's  improvement plan,   and have served  the Erie well 
In excellent condition,   they  remained in  use in  1977. 

Bridge  272.20,   Susquehanna Division 
Elmira, N. Y. 

The Erie  crossed the  Chemung River as  it   entered Elmira,   the 
largest city in  the southern tier in 1848,     Initially, a long covered 
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bridge carried  the  tracks  over  the  river  and the  island  that  split 
the  river into  two  channels.   [266]     But by April,   1853,   four 136-foot 
McCallum spans  were  in place  over  the  river,   and  three similar sections 
64   feet   long  replaced the  old island  trusses   in August,   1855.   [267] 
The bridge was   an important  one, as  indicated by  the early iron  truss 
span  that needed replacement  in 1877.     The company  erected three newer 
iron  trusses   that year.   [268]     But by 1917,   a steel bridge was  standing 
across   the  river,   733 feet  long in  seven spans—four through  trusses 
and  three  deck  girders.   [269] 

The existing bridge  dated  to   the Elmira Grade  Crossing Elimination 
Project.     The  old seven-span structure had to be  raised  14  feet  to   the 
new  track  level,  and was   reduced to  six spans.     Four 135-foot  and  two 
95-foot  deck  girder spans were built by  the  company's own bridge crews 
on  the  old piers,  which had only 2  and  1/2  feet of new masonry  added  to 
them.     One track on  the  old bridge  remained in use  during  the  construc- 
tion,  and a temporary timber  trestle served traffic moving in  the  opi- 
posite  direction.     The new structure was  777   feet  long,   since  the new 
approach  ramps  needed to   reach  the bridge  from the new elevation.   [270] 
The  double track structure  remained in service  for Conrail in  1977. 

Bridge 2,18, Bradford Division 

The Bradford Division paralleled the  tracks  of  the B.   & 0.  out of 
Salamanca,  and where the  two lines  crossed the Alleghany River,   there 
were a pair of Pratt through truss bridges.     The Erie's was   the smaller, 
older span,   a single-track steel bridge,   189   feet,  four  inches  long,. 
built  about  the turn of  the  century.     The Erie bridge presented an il- 
lustrative contrast  of  the  later,  bulkier B.   & 0.   structure,   graphically 
demonstrating  the impact  of heavier locomotives upon bridge design and 
appearance.   [271] 

Bridges  82.88 and 83.09,  Meadville Division 
Vicinity Miller's  Station,  Pa. 

Bridges   86.88  and 87.14,  Meadville Division 
Cambridge Springs,  Pa. 

These four bridges   carried the Meadville Division  as  it  crossed 
and  recrossed French Creek north  of Meadville.     They came into being as 
part of the Underwood program of  reconstructing  the whole division be- 
tween  Corry  and Meadville during 1913-14.    But rather  than widen  the 
right  of way,   the engineers  chose  to build a wholly separate new  line, 
so  traffic in each  direction ran  on its  own  alignment.     Thus  there were 
two separate bridges  at  each  creek crossing with  eastbound traffic using 
the higher of  the two.     The company's bridge  crews performed all  con- 
struction work. 
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The  pair  of bridges known   as   the diverging  French   Creek  3ridges 
was   in  the  vicinity  of  Miller's   Station,     The eas tbound span was 
Bridge  82.38,   Che  524  foot  deck span.     Two  150   foot:  Prate-type,   pin- 
connected steel  trusses  comprised  the main spans,   while  two   106   and 
1/2   foot   steel   girders   carried   the approaches.     The   center pier  rose 
67   feet  above   the water and   rested on 40  foot high pile foundations. 
The  westbound span  followed   the old   alignment,   running   across the   creek 
on   a new,   two-span,   steel   lattice   through   truss  298   feet  long,   and only 
30   feet  above   the water.    [272] 

The   other  pair  of  Bridges,   86.88 and   37.14,   were called  the 
Parallel  French  Creek Bridges.     Located 1/4   mile   east of Cambridge 
Springs,   the  two   lines   ran parallel   at   this   point.     The eastbound main 
used  the  deck  truss  bridge 442   feet   long  and 50  feet over  the water of 
the   creek.     The   through truss   for westbound   traffic was only  a   foot 
shorter but 20   feet   lower.     Three spans  comprised each  bridge.     The 
deck span had  two  152  foot  and one 138   foot  span,   while the   lengths 
of   the  through   trusses  appear  to  have been nearly  identical-   [273] 

Interestingly,   each   of   the deck trusses resembled not  only each 
other, but  also  the  older deck spans at Lackawaxen,   Mill  Rift,   and 
Canawacta Creek.     The   through   trusses   likewise   seem  patterned  after 
the   two bridges  in Deposit,   for all  of   them used   a lattice-type truss. 
Still  in  good  condition,   these  Erie   bridges   on   the Meadville Division 
continued  to  carry heavy   traffic in   19 77. 

Bridge , Niagara Falls  Division 
Martinsville , N. Y. 

This pin-connected Pratt-type   truss   span   crossing Sawyer  Creek 
in Martinsville was   one of   the oldest  extant spans on  the Erie.     The 
113 foot  span,   now with  only one   track, was   erected   in 1884 .x   The 
lightness  of  the bridge's members demonstrated the early   date  of   the 
structure.   [274] 

Other Bridges V-, 

The Erie  Railroad obviously had a great many more bridges   than 
those  recorded here.     The 1917 list  of important   structures  ran to.. 
more   than six pages   on bridges  alone.     The  intention has  been   to    \'■ 
cover the most  important   and interesting   spans  in New 'York,  New 
Jersey,   and Pennsylvania.     However,   in the   course of compiling 
material  for this report,   a number of old photographs were  reviewed, 
many of them now contained in Library of Congress   Lot Nos.   12,008 and 
12,009 entitled "Erie Railway:     Historic Photographs   and Supplemental 
Graphic Materials".     The   following list gives some of the structures 
for which old photographs were  found: 
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Bridge  2 36. 71,   Susquehanna Division,   Owe go ,  N.   Y.     Shown 
under  construction.     Two  steel   through  trusses,  256   feet  long. 
Date,   c.    1900. 

Bridge  261.04,   Susquehanna Division, Cheraung,  N.  Y.     Shown 
under   construction,   July,   1903.     Two views;   steel through 
trusses,   three spans,   685   feet   long. Old  eyebar truss  in one 
picture. 

Bridge 2 86. 84 ,  Susquehanna Division,   Corning, N. Y.      Five views 
of bridge under  construction,   1893.     Three steel  through  Pratt 
trusses,   466  feet  long.     Bridge in use  in   1977 was   reconstructed 
after a   flood washed out   three   spans in May,   1946. 

Bridge  33.14,   Meadville"Division,   Oil City,   Pa.     Three span, 
Pratt  through   truss,   shown burning on November 4,   1890. 

Bridge  383.27,  Rochester  Division,  Rochester,  N.  Y.     Seven 
views;   one   double intersection Pratt  through  truss,   five Pratt 
deck  trusses,   two  short Pratt   spans.     Crosses  the  Genesee River. 
Photos  dated  1914   and  1916.     Total length  about 777   feet.     Ap- 
parently replaced. 

Bridges  on  the  Jefferson Division 

The seven bridges   of  this division shown  in  old photographs are 
especially interesting because of   their uniformity.     In   1888,   the  New 
York,  Lake Erie,  and Western   announced that  it planned  to double  track 
the whole  division and   replace the  wooden bridges with  iron.     The   photos 
showed  these bridges,   four of them  lattice  deck trusses,   and three  of 
them lattice through  trusses.     All   are crossings  over the Lackawanna 
River, whose route the   line  follows.     On all  spans,  the  company adopted 
the  same truss  pattern.     The   bridges   thus  illustrate  a  comprehensive 
planning effort by the   company to   utilize a standard form with standard 
size materials. 

But  these  iron bridges,   even  though of heavy  construction, proved 
too  light under the pounding  of   coal  trains,   and between 1910  and 
1931, plate   girders   replaced   all the  iron  truss  bridges.     Since 1956, 
the  Delaware and Hudson Railroad has   actually owned the  Jefferson 
Division,   and  continues to use  those  steel  girder bridges. 

Bridge   3.62,   Lanesboros   Pa.     Deck span,   87  and 1/2  feet long, 
replaced in  1910. 
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Bridge   30.67,   Forest   City,   Pa.     Through   truss,   84   feet,   3   and 
1/2 inches   long.     Replaced  in 19 31. 

Bridge  30.90,   Forest City,  Pa.     Deck  truss,   82   feet  long.     Re- 
placed  1913  and 1967. 

Bridge  35.08  and  35.61,   Carbondale, Pa.     Identical through 
trusses,  87   feet  long.     Replaced at same time in 1931- 

Bridge  35.90,  Carbondale,  Pa.    Deck truss,  101   feet  long. 
Replaced in  1910. 

Bridge  36. 33,   Carbondale,  Pa.     Deck truss,  9 7 feat long. 
Replaced in 1910. 
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Chapter V. 

Viaducts 

The viaduct  as   a bridge form represented   a genuine  American 
solution to  the problem of bridging broad,  steep valleys.    The Erie ' 
ran   through  territory that was   uniquely suited  to   the use of  viaducts, 
for  much of  the countryside  it  penetrated was  marked by   gently  rolling 
hills  and  rather broad  valleys   carved by small streams-     Such geography 
threatened Che  railroad builders with a series  of  roller-coaster grades 
that would have hampered  easy  operation.     In quest of the level route 
at  the  lowest   possible  cost,  early American  railroad engineers  developed 
the  viaduct,  a high bridge across  a valley that  consisted of short  truss 
or  girder spans  carried  on  a series   of  towers   or bents.     The Romans  and 
other ancient   engineers had  constructed viaducts  in stone,  but  the  ap- 
plication of  the   form to  wood  and then  metal  represented one of the 
most characteristic  elements  of the  American  style of  railroad  con- 
struction.    The Erie was  not alone  in adopting  this particular bridge 
form.     But the Erie was   a-particularly  prominent  pioneer in  the develop- 
ment and  subsequent  use  of  viaducts.     The history of  the various  spans 
on  the Erie  trace the history  of  viaducts in  general. 

The  forerunner Co the  railroad viaduct was   the timber trestle. 
J.   E.  Greiner, writing-in 1391,  commented,  "The viaduct   followed  a 
gradual course of development,  indications  or  suggestions of  certain 
features  being distinctly traced  to  the earliest  timber  trestles." 
[275]     A trestle  is not   a viaduct,   as   a comparison of old Bridge   30.32 
on  the Meadville Division with any  of  the subsequent photos will prove. 
[276]     In the   crestle,  the   towers  do not form discrete  structures.     As 
David Plowden  commented,   "...Whereas  a trestle is  a very specific  type 
of  structure  executed  in wood or metal only,   a viaduct  is more loosely 
defined..."   [277]     But the basic  concept of both  types   of bridges  was 
similar,   and with minor modifications,   the  two have often merged  in 
the  thinking  of many people. 

The  first Canawacta Creek Bridge,   in photo   77,   illustrated clearly 
how the  towers in viaducts  differed from those in  a trestle. 

The  only  advantage   of  a wooden trestle over other bridge  types was 
the initial low  cost of  construction.     As  a result,  metal spans  came 
to   replace  these early wooden spans  relatively quickly  on most  rail- 
roads.     Plowden  said of   these second  generation bridges,   "A uniquely 
American bridge  form is   the metal  railway viaduct."   [278]    The key to 
the development  of  this   form  lies  in  a factor which has been mentioned 
above.     British  engineers  faced  the same types of geographic con- 
straints  as American  railroad builders,  and  the viaduct would have 
sufficed to provide valley  crossings.     But in almost every  case,   the 
British builder  resorted to the  stone  viaduct on  the model of  the 
Roman  aqueduct.     American railroad  companies  simply  lacked  the funds 
to  lavish on   these masonry structures. 
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The B,   & 0.   built  the  first  iron viaduct  in  the Cheat   River 
Valley  in  1859,   under the  direction   of  Benjamin Latrobe,   Albert  Fink, 
and Wendell  Bollman.   [279]     By   the  1870s,   the   Cincinnati   Southern 
Railroad had embarked upon  a building  program   that  produced what 
Plow den'called  "perhaps  the  greatest: set  of  iron  viaducts."    The  first 
true viaduct in metal was   the Bullock Pen Viaduct,  built  in 1868 on 
that  line.     By  1875,   the   form had reached its   full  development,   and 
present viaducts  differ not  at  all in  their construction and  configura- 
tion  from spans  built  then,     the  only   change occurred with   the intro- 
duction of steel  as  a structural material during  the 1880s   and 1890s. 

v. 
Bridge  361.66, Buffalo  Division 

Portageville,  N.  Y. 
The Portage   Viaduct 

The history of  the Portage Viaduct can serve as  a perfect case 
study  for the evolution of  the viaduct  form, through wood,   iron,  and 
then steel.    The  initial  span over  the Genesee River  gorge  at Portage- 
ville was  a wooden structure designed by  Silas Seymour in  1851-2. 
Seymour had worked on  the Erie,   then moved  into   the position  of  Chief 
Engineer of the Buffalo & New York  City Railroad,  later  absorbed into 
the Erie  system.     This bridge was one  of   the  transitional  structures 
between  a simple  trestle  and the  viaduct   form.     J.   E.   Greiner com- 
mented,   "...as   the depth  of  ravines  or depressions   increased,   the 
general  character of  trestles was modified  somewhat,   the most striking 
example being  the old Portage Viaduct,  a structure  350 feet long and 
234   feet high..."   [280] 

The  towers  built by  Seymour resembled  those of the   Canawacta 
Creek Bridge at  Lanesboro,  Pa.     But  the  greater  height of   the Portage 
span—the  tallest bents  climbed 190  feet  above  the  piers—necessitated 
the  struts  and  additional bracing Seymour built   into his bridge.     The 
base of each of  the  13 towers   consisted of  21 vertical posts   14 by 14 
inches.     The towers   tapered to 15 posts  only  12  by  12 inches  each   at 
their  tops.     Timbers  6 by  12 inches  composed   the bracing b/etween the 
towers.     The piers  on which  the  towers rested were  se.t  at  50   foot 
intervals,   and built of sandstone from the  gorge,   lay in a bed of 
Rosendale cement.     Each pier was  15  feet wide  and  75   feet   long.    The 
truss  spans of  50   feet  consisted of  three individual wooden  trusses 
14   feet  deep,  with  the ties placed  directly on  the  top  chords.     A large 
boom derrick facilitated  all of  the construction,  which  the  company 
contracted to  Laurman, Rockafellow  & Moore. 

Completed  on August  9,   1852,  at  a cost of  $75,000,   the bridge 
had required 1,600,000 board  feet of  timber,   the equivalent  of  300 
acres   of pine  forest,  and 102,280 pounds  of iron.     At the   time  of  its 
completion,  this bridge was  the highest  wooden  span in  the world,   and 
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Greiner said,   "...it was  always   considered  the boldest   attempt aver 
made in  timber trestles."   [281]     But as  Llewelyn  Edwards   added,   "It 
involved nothing new or  novel either in  design principles  or in con- 
struction methods."  [282] 

The original wooden structure   lasted an  amazing 23 years,  although 
it  must be  doubtful that any   of   the original   timbers survived  for the 
entire  time.     At  the  time  of   construction,   a  conference of  engineers 
had agreed on  the plans , which had   included provision   for changing  any 
of   the structural members without  risking the bridge during  the  actual 
transition.     The Erie made good  use of this  allowance,   for like  all 
wooden spans,   the viaduct  needed constant attention.     In 1865   and 
1866,   the company  spent   $22,000  each year to   replace bad timbers   and 
make extensive repairs.    [283]    In  the  era before  cresote and other wood 
preservatives,   the  life  expectancy   of wooden   railroad  structures  was 
very short. 

But even creosote would not have protected   the span from the other 
bane of wooden bridges,   fire.    On May 6-,  1875,  the  entire viaduct was 
destroyed by   a blaze,  leaving a  large  gap  in   the  line   to Buffalo. 
Quick  replacement was  a matter of   the highest priority.     The Watson 
Manufacturing Company,   a favorite  Erie bridge contractor,  agreed  to 
erect  an iron span in 45  days.   [284] 

The new bridge was  a  true viaduct with  totally separate  towers. 
Plowden  observed that after  the  Bullock Pen Viaduct,   "The next and 
final  step  in the  development of what  is referred to  as  the modern 
American railway viaduct was   the new  Portage   Viaduct. .."   [285]     George 
S.  Morison designed the bridge to   match   the old  dimensions  as  closely 
as  possible,   but he did change  the location of several  of   the piers, 
and rebuilt   those he  reused.     Three of  the piers  in the center of  the 
gorge he abandoned,  and those on the  west bank of   the  river were  moved 
18 feet  from their old  locations.     Likewise,   Morison erected new abut- 
ments . 

Morison was  to become one  of   the most noted engineers  in the 
United States,   and perhaps the preeminent bridge builder in the  country, 
Yet he had no  formal  training as  an engineer.     Rather,  his  degrees  at 
Harvard were  a Bachelor of Arts,  and in 1866,  a Bachelor of Laws.    He 
worked with  Octave Chanute on a bridge  over  the Missouri  at Kansas 
City,  and then joined Chanute on the Erie  in  1873 as-  the principal 
assistant  engineer.     In this  capacity,  he  supervised  the construction 
of the Portage Bridge.     Later highlights of Morison's  life included 
construction of the  then  largest metal bridge in the world at Cairo, 
Illinois,   in 1887-9,   the  erection  of  the longest truss  span in the 
United States  at Memphis  in  1889^92,   and membership on  the Ishmian 
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Canal Commission that led to Che choice of Panama for the American 
canal. The successful Portage Bridge helped launch Morison on his 
career.    [286] 

The  company  chose  to  repair  the piers   damaged by the   fire   using1 

beton supplied by  the New York & Long Island Coignet  Stone Company. 
As  Octave  Chanute  noted in  a paper cited above,   this   new,   relatively 
unused material  offered decided savings   in  cost  and  time without  any 
loss   of  strength.     Moreover,   the  choice  of becon represented a pioneer- 
ing step in the  use of structural concrete. 

There was  some delay  in  receiving  the  iron  from Watson,  caused by 
a fire  in  the works  in Paterson,  N.  J.   [287]    But  on June  13,   the con- 
tractor raised the  first column,   and   completed  all iron erection  on 
July  29.     Rails went  down  the next day  and on July 31,   1375,  the 
bridge opened. 

Morison had changed  the  configuration of the bridge by  using six 
pairs  of four-column  towers,   instead  of  the  13   single section bents 
adopted by Seymour  for the  original structure.     The bridge now had 
13 spans,   10 of  them 50 feet,  two of  100  feet,   and one 118  foot section. 
The towers were  inclined perpendicular to  the track with  a batter of 
one in  eight,  so  that  the   towers were 20  feet wide at   the  top.     Diagonal 
tie  rods  and vertical braces  connected  the bents   at  25  foot intervals 
up the  tower.     The highest  towers were  203 feet,   eight inches   from  the 
base  of the rail to  the piers,   a third was 162   feet  high,  and three 
others were  less  than 50  feet high.     Pratt-type trusses  carried  the 
track, itself over the gorge. 

This  particular structure was significant   for  two aspects  of its 
construction.     As Edwards  noted,   this was  the  first  all wrought  iron 
viaduct built.     The Verrugas Viaduct in Peru had  used  this  material 
except  for the   cast-iron joint blocks  and pedestals.     But  the Portage 
Viaduct was  all wrought iron.     The pedestal blocks  incorporated  rollers 
into one  leg on each  tower to  allow   for expansion.   [288]    The Portage 
span was  also  the  first viaduct  to include  towers of two bents only 
when carrying spans  of different  lengths.   [289] 

For 28 years,   this wrought iron structure served  all  the needs  of 
the  Buffalo Division.     But heavier loads  necessitated strengthening in 
1903,   and the  addition of girders  for  a second track eased a potential 
bottleneck.    This work came as part  of Underwood's  improvement program, 
but  more  truly belonged to  the efforts  made through  the   1890s   to re* 
place  main line  iron bridges with steel.     The   company replaced each  of 
the wrought iron deck  trusses with  steel  plate girders on  the 50 foot 
spans,  and installed new  steel  deck  trusses  for   the three   longer spans. 
[290] 
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The  strengthened span proved adequate  until   1944,  when   the 423- 
ton  Berkshires  were  shifted  from  the Marion  to Meadville  run,   as 
diesels   replaced   them,   to  the   Buffalo  Division.     The Portage  Viaduct 
had  not been built  for locomotives  of  this size,   especially  if they 
were double-headed.     Only war-time material  priorities  prevented the. 
erection of  an entirely  new bridge.     The  repairs   proved   to be  inter- 
esting.     The Railway Age,  commenting about  the work,  noted,   "Owing 
partly   to   the  nature of   the  repairs   and partly to  the extreme height 
of  the   towers,   the  tallest being  nearly 200   feet  high,  many  difficult 
problems were  encountered in carrying  out  the   strengthening work, 
which was   confined entirely  to  the   towers."   [291] 

The  engineers   found  the trusses and girders  in satisfactory 
condition,  and most  of  the wrought  iron in  the towers was  in good 
shape.     But  the high towers  especially had suffered wear at  the column 
joints,  column bases,   and roller nests.     As   it was,  the   construction 
crews needed only 275  tons   of  steel  to bring  the bridge  up   to  the 
requisite strength.     They  replaced  the  old laced  girders with solid 
places,  and  renewed almost  all of the  struts.     They also  riveted  the 
new  struts,   rather than bolting them into place  as  had been  done pre- 
viously.     The  engineers   also added half again  as  many diagonal braces 
as  there had been before.     New slide bearings  with bronzed surfaces 
replaced  the old  roller nests ,  after the masonry under  the bearing 
place was  renewed. 

The height of the 200   foot towers made the  replacement of the old - 
members  an interesting challenge.     Work proceeded  from  tower to tower, 
using a cantilevered erection  truss  installed  perpendicular to  the 
tracks   at  the   top of the   tower undergoing repairs.     The   truss  carried 
sheaves for  the hoisting cables used to raise new structural steel into 
position.   [292]     Four air and  one gasoline winch  did all of  the lifting 
and  unloaded all  the steel.   [293]     Prefabricated  tubular scaffolding 
gave a spider web  appearance  to the work, but  provided working platforms 
at all  levels.   [294] 

Further complicating  the  progress  of the  repairs.was  the need  to 
keep the  viaduct   in service during   the  course  of  construction.     Struts 
could not be removed until  temporary members were  added.    The hoists 
then raised  the new braces   into place- in  two  separate pieces   that  were 
field-spliced  in  place.     The main columns proved less  complicated  to 
strengthen,  with  cover plates  being welded  over  the inside  faces   to 
serve  as   the'connections  for the  transverse struts.     Riveted  connections 
characterized  all of  the new work..    [295] 

Because of this major  renovation,   costing $90,000,   the Portage 
Viaduct remained  in service in 1977.   [296]     Since  that work,   the masonry 
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piers  have  received attention  in  1972,  after-  damage  caused by Hur- 
ricane Agnes.   "Then in 1974,   the Erie had  to  put down new  ties.     An 
indication  of the  escalating burden of bridge and  maintenance costs 
in general  can be  found in  the  cost of  that last repair job—$80 ,000. 
The double-tracked bridge needed long  ties ,  as both  sets  of   rails  ran 
on the same ties.     Apart from these minor  efforts,  the Portage  Bridge 
has not  required further attention.   [297] 

Because of   the quality  of  the repair  efforts,  the  viaduct  has 
continued  to serve Conrail  in 1977 without: weight  restrictions,  and 
the bridge  carries  the standard speed limit or   25   miles per hour.    To  . 
borrow  from David Plowden  again,  "Since  the  completion of  the Portage 
Viaduct,  the design of metal viaducts has   changed little,   and it  is 
for this reason  that  the bridge is often called the  exemplar of this 
characteristically American  form.     Even  though   the bridge deck was 
replaced in 1903 by  girders  of sufficient  width  to accommodate  double 
tracks,   for which  the original towers had been proportioned,  it looks 
essentially  the  same  today  as  it did  in 1875."   [298] 

Bridge 27.66,  Bradford Division 
Mount Jewett, Pa. 
Kinzua Viaduct 

Easily as   famous  as  the Portage  Viaduct, but without such a long 
history, was  the Kinzua Viaduct.    Located  over Kinzua Creek near Mount 
Jewett,  Pa.,   the bridge  formed one of  the key elements in the  extension 
of the Bradford Division into the  coal   fields  owned by the  Erie- in Elk 
County.     In  1881-2,   the company built 64 miles  of roadbed  from Alton, 
Pa.,   and  the viaduct  represented the  largest single   feature of this 
expansion.     David Plowden has written of  this  span; 

Seven years  after the  completion of   the Portage,   the 
Lake  Erie  & Western Railroad.. .built what was  then 
America's  greatest iron viaduct—the Kinzua—crossing 
the  valley of the Kinzua Creek  in  the wilderness'  of 
northwestern Pennsylvania-     The Kinzua Viaduct  towered 
302  feet above  the creek,   and for a short  time it re- 
mained  the highest bridge   in  the world.     More notable 
was   that  its  designer,   Octave Chanute,  had decided  to 
use  two continuous wrought iron trusses for the  entire 
2,050  foot length of  the bridge.    The   trusses  were 
supported by bents  employing  the well-known Phoenix 
column patented by  the bridge's  contractor,   the Phoenix 
Bridge Company.   [299] 

Clark,  Reeves  & Company,   as  Phoenix was properly known,   accepted 
the  contract for the 2,053 foot long structure in March,  1881.     The 
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wrought iron span  chat  this   company  erected had 20  four-column cowers. 
The   designers   rested  che   Phoenix  column on move able plates   Co  allow 
for  expansion.     The   cowers  had  a  steep   batter,   running   from  103 by 
38 and  1/2 feet at  the piers  to 10 by  38 and 1/2  feet at   the  level 
of the  trade.     Each  column  rested on its  own stone pier.    The track 
was   carried on  21  lattice girder  spans   made  into  a continuous   cruss. 
The   individual  spans were fitted  into  place  in 61  fooc  sections be- 
tween the  cowers.     Oval bolt holes  on  the  tower members  permitted  che 
crusses  to have room for  expansion.    [300] 

The  construction of   che towers  was  relatively simple.     The con- 
tractor shipped the  Phoenix columns   in  sections  30  feet  long.     At   the 
site, wrought  iron sleeves   and bolts joined  che column sections of 
column,  eliminacing  the  need for  flanges.    The horizontal lattice 
struts   and diagonal  tie   rods  also connected  at  the sleeve.     A tempor- 
ary   Crack ran   through  the ravine   co  distribute  the materials  on the 
site.     Then on each stone pier,  the  contractor put up a 60  foot mast 
derrick,   guyed to  trescles.     Each mast raised  a column, into position 
for bolcing  to the  pier.     Horizontal braces were  attached to the   four 
columns .to  form the base  to the  tower,   and then the mast was  raised 
another 35  feet,   using the newly—installed column as a  foundation. 

By repeating  the  process , each  column section was   fit  into place 
using  the sleeves  to join the  pieces.     For  the short piers,   those pro- 
cedures worked excellently.    But   the taller piers proved too  difficult 
to   complete  in this  fashion.     So   the  traveller crane that placed  each 
of  the  trusses between the   cowers  raised che   last section of  the 
columns into place.    The traveller  advanced  from tower,  moving forward 
on  the girder and truss   sections   chat  it placed becween and within che 
towers.     This   crane eliminaced the  need  for scaffolding.    Two  steam 
hoisCing  engines  provided  the muscle  for  che  lifts,   using 30 miles  of 
manila rope. 

The  construction took  a  125  man  crew four months,   from May  10 
to  August 29.   [301]    The viaduct was heavily   constructed to  carry  che 
heavy  coal  trains  expected on this   line.     Chanute designed the bridge 
to hold a train of  coupled Consolidation locomotives weighing 161,340 
pounds  on a wheel base  of  45   feet   3 inches,  or 88,000  pounds  spread 
over 14   feet  9  inches,     A 50—pound wind loading was  assumed as well. 
[302] 

But within  20 years,   Che structure  required  complete  reconstruc- 
tion in  order to withstand the demands  of  the heavy  coal traffic. 
Nothing better illustrated Che amazing growth of  traffic requirements 
in  the last decades of  the nineteenth  century that  led Che  company co 
replace  iron  spans wich steel than the short   life of  the original 
Kinzua Viaduct.     As The Railroad Gazette observed; 
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At  Che   time  of its   construction   in  1882,  this viaduct 
was  one   of   the notable  structures   of   the world,   exceed- 
ing both in height and  Length   anything.of   its kind that 
had,   up  to   that   time,  been  built.     It was   designed to 
carry   the heaviest   locomotives  and   cars   that  were   in 
use and was  admirably adapted  to  the  purposes for which 
it was  intended,   this purpose  being carrying  the  soft 
coal  traffic of  a  section of northwestern  Pennsylvan- 
ia...but  the   increase  of  our   capacity brought about  by 
the introduction  of   the  steel   car  coupled   to   the 
engines  of enormous engines  that are  now used to haul 
them,   has   added  stresses  that   the  structure was  incap- 
able  of  sustaining.   [303] 

Gustav Lindenthal noted that the need to replace the bridge after 
only 20 years was directly attributable to the American style of rail- 
road construction. Moreover, Lindenthal, a noted bridge builder, felt 
that this style of construction cast an indictment on American engine- 
ers. The famous bridge engineer explained the problems with the 
American pattern of viaducts, as opposed to bridges of similar 
character in Europe. 

The old structure   (at Kinzua)  was   typical  of the  American 
form,   as  distinguished from the  European form,   of metallic 
viaducts.     In the  latter,   the aim was  always  to obtain 
great  rigidity,   so  that  trains  could pass   over  them with- 
out diminution of  speed.     Compact   towers,   continuous 
girders,  and longer spans were  the leading features. 
Long span  arches  also occur as  parts  of viaducts   over 
deep  ravines,  as  in  the Garabit Viaduct in France,   and 
the Munster Viaduct  in Germany. 

It is   a singular  fact   that  in American  bridge specifica- 
tions,   up  to this  date,   as   far  as  known to the  writer, 
there  are no provisions  insisting upon   rigidity  of 
structure-     If  obtained,  it is   accidental,  or  the result 
of extra provisional care by  the designing engineer, 
which he  is  under no  obligation  to give.     The  old Kinzua 
Viaduct  complied in  all respects with  the old Erie  speci- 
fications,  which were  then  considered  among  the best. 
Nevertheless,  it was  a swaying  structure,   unfit  for 
trains  at  ordinary speeds,  and  inferior to similar 
structures  in Europe,  built  ten and   twenty years   earlier. 
[304] 

The engineer of  the  second viaduct did not  solve  all of  the 
problems  raised by Lindenthal,  who  further stated,   "The new structure, 
under these conditions,  should have  been  designed to be   a permanent 
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one,  to last  for  centuries."   [305]     Lindenthai was  referring  to the 
rapidly increasing weight of rolling stock as   "these conditions." 
Sut   as   always   in  American engineering,   especially  railroad engineer- 
ing,  longevity was balanced by  cost,  and the Kinzua could not  escape 
being placed in the  same  scales. 

Nonetheless,   C.  R.   Grimm  designed a strong bridge  that  incorpor- 
ated a number  of  radical  innovations  in viaduct  design.     Xn  fact, 
Grimm's presentation of his. design  provoked a lively discussion in 
the  American Society of  Civil  Engineers Transactions,   for a number 
of engineers  disagreed with Grimm's  design,   and  they raised  a number 
of  objections . 

The  primary  departure  from normal practice made by  Grimm was 
the  elimination of   the secondary  bracing normally necessary  to  rein- 
force  the wind bracing of  the   towers.     He chose  this  course because  the 
weight of the   towers with all  of  this bracing, was  too  great.     Grimm 
explained, 

"The original  problem consisted of   the  design of  the 
towers with  stiff members  throughout,   together with 
secondary struts  and diagonals for  the  taller towers, 
lying  in  a longitudinal vertical  plane,   coincident with 
the  axis   of' the structure,   and forming  a support  for 
the very  long members  of  the wind bracing.     A design 
for  the  tallest  tower,   in  conjunction with an estimate 
of  its weight was prepared...but  the weight  proved to 
be  excessively great,  even  after many  changes  in  the 
design had been  introduced."   [306] 

So  Grimm tried "a  radical change," since he  "thought  that this 
purpose   (wind bracing)   could be  attained more simply  and more directly 
by  building the wind bracing^ strong enough   to   cake  care of  itself with- 
out the support  of  a secondary bracing,   and likewise,  he thought  that 
the tower legs,  being  the  real supporters  of   the  railway,  should stand 
out boldly,  instead of  looking rather slender and more  or less  over- 
shadowed by  a mass  of bracings.     But  columns  of  large  size meant  a 
considerable   increase in the  height of  the  stories,   fewer members   to 
build,  a quicker erection and a  great  reduction in field riveting."   [307] 

Grimm compensated  for the lack of bracing by using  the heavier 
columns   and by adopting "portal bracing" at   the  intersection of   the 
transverse members  and  the columns.     Thus  each story  of  the  tower was 
braced like  the portal  of  a normal truss bridge might be.     The result- 
ing towers   thus   differed markedly  in  appearance   from those  of  the old 
viaduct.     First,  they were heavy  looking and solid.     The spindly  spider 
web of 1882 was   gone. 
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The  reasons   Grimm chose such   a design  are  worth   examining  more 
closely.     He  clearly  felt  chat  the  appearance of  the structure was 
an important  design criterion,   perhaps   as   important  as   economy  of  con- 
struction  and materials.     Grimm's   choice even seems   to  have   been 
guided by his personal esthetic  concerns,   not just by engineering 
factors.     Grimm's  statement  is  one of  the   clearer  pronouncements  of 
the importance of  esthetic   concerns  in bridge design.     It  is not   the 
only  such  example. 

The use  of brackets  to strengthen  the connection between  the 
horizontal struts  and the  columns   also  changed  the appearance of  the 
towers.     The brackets  gave  a distinctive rounded  shape   to  the  openings 
between members  at each story of the  tower.     Structurally,   such 
brackets were not new,   as Mr.  L.   S.  Moisseff    pointed out,   "Not  that 
this  method of providing for wind stresses is entirely unknown or un- 
tried;   it has been used very  frequently,  and with  some  reluctance,   for 
sway bracing of  through bridges,  for wind bracing of high steel- 
skeleton structures,   and in portals."   [308]    Moisseff    considered 
their use  on  the Kinzua Viaduct  "surprising," because  the resulting 
towers were  less  stiff  than a bent braced by tie   rods. 

The Kinzua Viaduct thus had a striking  appearance, but one  that 
resulted in controversial  divergences  from normal practice-     Moisseff 
and Lindenthal were not the  only  critics;   the  discussion section  fol- 
lowing Grimm's  paper contained  a lively series   of comments.    The 
general  thrust  of criticism, was  that  strength  alone  did not suffice  to 
produce a successful bridge,   for stiffness  also counted for much. 
George Morison nicely summarized  the  feeling. 

For immediate safety,  strength  is   all that is needed; 
for long  life of structure,  stiffness  is  at   least: 
equally important.     This objection may be  raised  to  some 
special forms of  trusses,   favored because  of their 
economy of material,   in which much greater variations 
occur  in  the strains  of individual members  than in  dif- 
ferently designed trusses   containing a little more metal. 
As compared with  a viaduct of  the  usual design,   every- 
thing would seem to indicate  that  the  transverse  deflec- 
tions  under strain,  and even the  distortion of  the posts 
under  compression,  would be  large in the new Kinzua 
Viaduct.     If  this be  so,  it  is  not probable  that   this 
design will be  repeated.     The objection to  diagonal 
rods  in the panels of such a viaduct,  with pin and  turn- 
buckle  connections,   is  perhaps  more   theoretical  than 
real,   and, in structures with  the  rigid  and excellent 
details  of  the  one described,   they certainly could  do 
no harm.     It would be an  interesting thing  to  put such 
rods  in one of   the  tall towers   of this  viaduct,   and 
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then   compare  the stiffness   of   this   tower with   the 
adjoining  tower whenever an extraordinary storm passes 
through  the valley.   [309] 

Al.though none of the  critics   said  so directly,   their opinion might 
be  interpreted  to mean  that  Grimm's  esthetic  concern  for  ridding the 
structure  of braces  damaged  the integrity  of   the  viaduct.    The proof of 
such   an  argument was not   available in 1901,  but  lay in  the  future.     In 
this   case, Grimm seems   to have won,   albeit conditionally,   for Kinzua 
stood the  test  of  time.     Until  the Erie  retired the bridge in 1958, 
the Kinzua Viaduct handled the heavy  coal traffic of  the Bradford 
Division without  a major  renewal.     The  lack, of stiffness  did  affect 
the bridge,  however,   for  a speed limit had to be imposed on  the struc- 
ture.     But the bridge did meet  the needs  of   the  railroad  for  60 years, 
and  at  a reasonable   cost.     Certainly  the design met  all of  the  reason- 
able qualifications  of  a successful  design. 

The Kinzua Viaduct  discussion in the ASCE Transactions  is  also 
interesting  for what it says  about   the way in which engineering 
decisions  are  made.     Mot   only  did  the discussion point   up  the  fact 
that  there are  discernable national  styles of  engineering, but  this 
example also illustrated that   there  are  also  subjective    and personal 
decisions being made by  designers   that  do not  fall into  the  category 
of science or objectivity. 

The  erection of the  new steel  towers and deck spans  proved as 
interesting  as  the  design features.     The  firm of Grattan k Jennings 
of Buffalo,  N.  Y.,  won  the  contract  for  the  erection work  and employed 
two  special  traveller  cranes  for  all lifting  and hoisting.     Each  crane 
was   fashioned  from two  160  foot Howe trusses  of heavy  timber con- 
struction.    They were long enough to span the distance between three 
of  the  towers,  so that  the middle of the three towers was under the 
traveller.   [310]     The  crane had no   floor,  so   that by straddling a 
tower,   the hoisting engine  on  the  crane  could lift out  all of  the old 
iron work and  re-erect  the new steel tower.     An overhead track ran 
the  length of   the crane,   carrying  two  lorries  that  transported 
material within  the traveller.    Two jib  cranes helped load and unload 
the new members  from the rail cars  onto  the  crane itself.     After each 
tower was rebuilt,   the new deck spans  were set into place by  the 
traveller so  that  the  crane could run  forward onto  the next tower, 
and repeat  the process.     One   crane began at  each  end of  the viaduct, 
and the  two units  rebuilt  all 20  towers  and 41 deck spans. 

The towers consisted of four columns as before. Each column was 
made up of two plates two feet wide and four six-by-four inch angles. 
The lacing  consisted of  five-by-three-inch  angle bars.     Rivets  7/8 of 
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an inch  in diameter  fastened  the  lacing  Co che  beams.     The horizontal 
struts were similarly made  up of box  lattice girders,  of  decreasing 
depth  as  the struts  rose higher above the  ground.     The diagonals   con- 
sisted of   two laced channels.   [311} 

The plate  girder deck, spans were of  two different  sizes.     Between 
the  towers,   girders  61  feet   long  and six  and 1/2   feet  in  depth  car- 
ried  the track.     Within the   tower,  girders  38 and 1/2   feet   long and 
only   four  and 1/2   feet  deep  sufficed. 

The work moved  ahead   at  a  rapid pace.     The Elmira Bridge   Company, 
which actually  supplied the  steel, experienced no delays   in delivery. 
The travellers  did not  lift  all of the  old iron work up to   the level 
of the   track, but  rather raised each column  section  only high  enough 
to clear  the  lower members,   and dropped it.     A. derrick car   raised all 
this   scrap only  after the work was  completed. 

As  anticipated by Grimm,   there was little field riveting  required, 
no falsework,   and no  accidents.     Each  story  of  the   tower was 62   feet, 
which meant,  as  Grimm commented,   "an increase  in height  of   about 100 
percent over that which is  common in viaducts."   [312]    This provision 
also  meant  that  there were only half as many connections   to be made 
in the  process  of linking  the  struts  and  columns   together  to  form a 
tower. 

Grattan & Jennings carried out  the work very quickly  after the 
Erie  took  the viaduct  out of service on May 14,   19O0.     One  hundred 
twenty men worked ten hour- days,   and returned  the bridge  to the  rail- 
road by mid-September.     Approximately  6.7 million pounds  of steel went 
into  this  structure. 

Significantly,   The Railroad Gazette,  in its  comments   concerning 
the  structure,  noted the   appearance of the  viaduct,  just  as Grimm 
would have wished.     "The new viaduct,   therefore,  stands   ready to 
carry   the modern  train load with  an ample factor of safety-' to allow 
for such  increases  of weight of  load as   the future may bring  forth. 
It stands  in sharp  contrast,  in  the substantial   character  of  its ap- 
pearance,   to the  slight and slender framework  of its  predecessor..." 
[313] 

The Kinzua Viaduct provided admirable  service  to the   railroad 
through  two world wars, with a minimum of maintenance.    Throughout 
the   1930s  and  1940s,  the  masonry  foundation piers were  renewed in 
concrete,  and  in 1949-50,  the  Erie  put down a new  floor for the span. 
But  apart  from a new coat  of paint   every seven years   or so,  the 
company  did not  alter  the viaduct.    [314] 
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In 1958,   as  part of   the Erie's   effort Co  cut: maintenance expenses, 
Che  company  received ICC   approval   co share the  3.   & 0.   right  of way 
between Mount   Jewett and   Limestone,   M.   Y.     The  B.   & 0.   line  was much 
newer  and  crossed cCinzua  Creek  several  miles  east  of  Che  viaduct,   where 
the valley was not so steep-sided.     So  the Erie abandoned most of  the 
Bradford Division,   including the viaduct, but not because of any weak- 
ness  in the  structure.   [315]     Under  any  conditions,  sharing  the cost of 
maintaining  a  normal roadbed ranked   far below   that  of keeping  a 2,053 
foot long steel viaduct  in good condition. 

On December  14,  L959,   the Erie  sold  che Kinzua Viaduct  to  Koval- 
chick  Salvage   Company   for $76,051.   [316]    But  Nick Kovalchick persuaded 
the  State of Pennsylvania to buy  che area surrounding the bridge and 
convert it into  a park.     Thus,   che Kinzua Viaduct  still  leaps  across 
che  creek at  the breath-taking heighc  of  300   feet,   alchough  che rails 
are  long  gone.     David Plowden   adds,   "Since  then,   nothing has been  done 
to  attract  tourists,  and che bridge stands  rusting in a wild and lonely 
place;   a derelict monumenc   from another time."  [317] 

Other Viaducts 

The Erie  Railroad boasted a number of  other viaduct spans, most of 
them built  at  the turn of  the   century.    While  these bridges  did not 
include the daring  innovations shown in the Kinzua Viaduct,   they  stand 
as   fine  examples  of che  builders'   art  and the  viaduct  form. 

Bridge 11.65,   Jefferson Division 
Starucca,  Pa. 

This viaduct was   the oldest  of the  surviving example of  this   form 
of bridge on   the Erie.     It   crossed  Starucca Greek and  a road one   and 
1/4 mile west of Starucca.     This metal deck span was 480  feet long and 
90   feet high   over  the creek.     The  tracks  ran  on  22 deck girder spans. 
Initially  there were  two lines of  rails, but  relatively  recently  the 
viaduct was  reduced to   a single   track  running down the  center of   the 
bridge.     Built in  1888,   the span had  to be  reinforced  in 1916.    But  as 
the viaduct was  built to handle heavy  coal  trains,  the strucutre  re- 
mained adequate  in  19 77.     The Delaware & Hudson bought  the  old Jefferson 
Division in  1955,   and has   continued to maintain  this span.   [318] 

Bridge 13,94,  Buffalo  & South Western Division 
Water  Valley,  S.  Y. 

Bridge 15,85,  Buffalo   & South Western Division 
Eden Valley, N.   Y. 

Bridge 20.18,   Buffalo  & South Western Division 
Lawtons,   N.   Y. 
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These  three  viaducts were erected  in   1896   on   this  wholly-owned 
Erie branch   chat   ran   from Buffalo   to   Jamestown,   crossing  the Allegany 
Division of  che  main  line  at  Dayton.     The  bridges   represented two 
different  solutions  to the  problem of  carrying   che tracks  between  the 
towers.     The only  difference between   these and  other viaducts was 
the straight  towers utilized,  as opposed to  the  tapered towers   else- 
where.     The  relatively low height  rendered battered  towers  unnecessary. 

Bridge 13.94  represented the  standard means  of  carrying the 
tracks  used after  the  1890s—plate girder  spans.     Bridges   15.85 and 
20.18 utilized the older method,  adopting  deck   truss  spans.     Photo 120 
is  of  interest,   for it shows   the old  Pratt-type  truss on  the original 
15.85.     The  lightness  and  generally shakey character of the  span made 
this bridge an especially  good example  of  early viaducts.     The   current 
span  clearly demonstrated  the impact  of steel construction on  the ap- 
pearance of bridges  and viaducts.     A.  lattice  truss and broad-based,   four 
column  towers have  appeared,   completely  altering   the appearance of  the 
viaduct.     Bridge  13.94 was  269   feet  long,   while Bridge  15.85 was   285 
feet  long.     The   final span,  Bridge 20.18,   reached 269  feet  across 
Clear Creek. 

Apparently   the Erie decided  to  rebuild most  of   the bridges on 
the Buffalo  & South Western branch at this  time as part of  its  effort 
to renew iron spans with steel.     This  line served as  the  route  for 
the shipment of  coal  from  the Bradford  Division to Buffalo.     As was 
the case at  the  Kinzua,  heavier engines and  rolling  stock forced  the 
company  to rebuild these shorter viaducts.     The company probably   chose 
deck  lattice  truss  spans because of   the long length  of each  of  the 
three spans  on Bridges  20.18  and 15.85.    None of   the spans  were very 
high—13.94 was  only  52  feet  over 18-Mile  Creek,   while  15,85,   at 87 
feet, was   the tallest.     The  Clear Creek Viaduct was   only   71  feet   at 
its highest point.     All three spans   remained in service in   1977,   80 
years  after  their  construction.   [319] 

Bridge 55.03,   Graham Line 
Salisbury Mills,  N.   Y. 
Moodna Creek Viaduct 

The Graham Line was  one of the   major improvement  projects  under- 
taken  during the  first  decade of  the  twentieth  century by Frederick 
Underwood.     The key  reason for  these lines was   the necessity of  low- 
level lines  for freight traffic.    To push the  track  through the  rolling 
hills  traversed by  the  line  east  of   Goshen,   the  company erected  two 
major viaducts.     The smaller, near Woodbury, N. Y.,   was  a 589   foot 
steel deck viaduct.     Crossing a creek  and two branch lines ,  this  span 
stood 72  feet in  the  air. 
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But  the Woodbury Viaduct pales  beside the  other major span on  the 
Graham Line,   the Moodna Viaduct.     Begun  in 1906,   this span was   the 
longest bridge  ever  erected by  the Erie.     The bridge carried  the Erie 
tracks  3,200  feet over Moodna Creek,   a highway,  and a branch  line,   on 
53 spans.   [320]    At  its highest point,   the base or  the rail towered 
196   feet  above  the valley.     As   Edward Hungerford observed,   the Moodna 
Greek span was,  "in  size   quite  comparable with  the huge bridges  al- 
ready existent  upon  the property."   [321] 

The  span,   although built   only  six  years   after  the new Kinzua 
Viaduct,   did not  follow  the pattern .adopted by Grimm.     Perhaps 
Morison's  criticisms were corxect  after ail.     Instead,   the steel 
towers  at Moodna were built with  diagonals between all  four columns 
and not just between each bent.     Graham thus  returned to  the older 
style  of winding bracing.     Also,   the height  of each  story was  once 
again set at  30 feet.     The  use of portal bracing was not  repeated. 
Alternate deck plate girder  spans of 80  and 40  feet  carried  the single 
track over the valley.     The long  girders  between  towers had a depth 
of nine feet,   and every  other  one had  an expansion joint.     The short 
girders, within the  towers were only  five  and 1/2  feet deep. 

Just as  the viaduct, was  a monster,   so  too was  the  traveller 
construction  crane.    This  crane spanned 200   feet,  stood  30  feet high 
and 19  and 1/2  feet wide,  and weighed  100 tons.     Designed as  a canti- 
lever with  its jib   cranes extended,   the  traveller could hurdle material 
125  feet from the  last completed tower.     Within  the  traveller,   a 15 
foot monorail carried material from the  center to  the outer end of 
the cantilever.     An I-beam 18  feet  off  the  floor comprised the track 
for this small hoist. 

The firm of McClintic-Marshall of Rankin,  Pa. , which built  the 
lock gates   for the  Panama Canal,  won  the contract  for  the viaduct,   let 
by  the Erie in March,   1906.     Work  came  to a temporary halt  in April, 
1907,   as  the  Panic  left   Che Erie with  cash  flow problems.     A further 
delay stemmed from difficulties  in purchasing .necessary land at one end 
of  the viaduct.     By May,  1908, only five towers  stood incomplete, with 
the bridge opening when  Che rest of the Graham Line began service in 
October. 

The steel viaduct  has worn  very well over the years.     A provision 
for double-tracking was  never needed,   and the bridge has  carried only 
a single track.     Strengthening in  1940 brought  the bridge up  to  current 
standards,   and was  the  only major  overhaul required.     With  the acquisi- 
tion of the  line by Conrail,   normal maintenance began in 1977.    With 
the Graham Line serving as  the Erie's main  line  since   the mid 1950s, 
this  span,   along with  the  Otisville Tunnel,  has  become  even more  im- 
portant  to the operation of   the  railroad.     It remains  one of  the 
greatest engineering achievements   on  the Erie. 
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Bridge  367.33,  River Line 
Fillmore, N. Y. 

Rush  Greek  Viaduct 
Bridge 375.4L,  River Line 

Belfast,   N.   Y. 
Genesee River  Viaduct 

Underwood's   improvement  program  of  freight: cut-offs  led to the 
construction of   two other  viaducts during   the first   decade of  the 
twentieth  century.     Both stood on   the River Line.     Both aided signifi- 
cantly in  enabling  that  low-level  freight   cut-off  to traverse   the 
steep  valleys in  the  vicinity of  the  Genesee River.     These bridges, 
like   the Moodna  Creek Viaduct,  were  cut from the  same  design mold, 
with near-uniform and standard-sized parts. 

The Rush Creek viaduct was  the  shorter of   the two  River Line 
viaducts.   [322]     With an elevation of 155   feet   over  Rush  Creek,  the 
32 span bridge  ran  for  1,921  feet.     The steel girders   carrying  the 
track  alternated between 40   and 30 feet.,   as   on   the other   two viaducts 
built  at  this  time.     Fifteen  full  and one  single  bent   tower supported 
the deck girders. 

The Genesee River Viaduct was a carbon  copy   of  the other  two 
viaducts with minor exceptions.   [323]     At  3,120  feet,   the viaduct was 
only  80  feet shorter than Moodna Creek,  and 47  feet  lower.     The same 
pattern of 40  and  80   foot   steel deck girders was   copied here for the 
50 spans  over 25  towers.     The  towers  also were  a  standard pattern used 
for all three bridges.     Photo 132 highlights the   riveted  connections, 
the plates  for  the main columns,   and the   laced girder diagonals  and 
horiaontal struts.     The Genesee River span differed  from  the other on 
the river crossing itself.     This  viaduct was the  only one to cross  a 
significant body  of water.     Because   of   the  river's width,   the  normal 
80 foot span was not  long enough.    Instead,   a narrow,   straight tower 
was  used to support   two 120   foot   girder spans   over the river. 

The  actual  erection of   the span went very smoothly,   as seen in 
photographs  130   to 134.     A 190  foot   traveller  facilitated the  con- 
struction of  the   towers.     The hoisting engine  was incorporated into 
the  cantilevered  crane.     Two jib  cranes at   the front carried out the 
actual  lifts,     A hoist within  the truss moved  materials  to   the front 
of the  traveller.   [324] 

To shorten  the  distance of the  viaduct, a lengthy earthen embank- 
ment  served  as   an approach  span on  the one  side  of   the river.     A long 
wooden  trestle was built  out to the  concrete abutment, and  thousands 
of cars of earth  dumped off   the  trestle.    [325]     At  all times,  mainte- 
nance of  an embankment ranks far below that of a steel bridge. 
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These steel  viaducts have  served  the  company well.      But   the need 
for   strengthening   the  Genesee   River   Viaduct   came   in  the   1940s,   as   it 
had   for the Moodna Creek   span.     The  work  in  1947  and 1948 involved 
taking  out the  old top   flange   cover   plates on   the deck,   and pulling 
new  pieces into place using  airhoists.     Along with rebuilding  the  side- 
walk,  the  company also painted  the span.     The  flange plates  had suf- 
fered extensive  corrosion  from farina dripping  off   the refrigerated 
fruit  cars  crossing  the viaduct.     Produce  for New York  City was  one of 
the  largest  traffic  items  on the  road.     The Erie  provided the major 
conduit for Pacific  and Midwestern  fruit  into   the  city.     The  cost   of 
repairs  reached $120,000.   [326] 

Apart  from these  repairs,  the  spans  have  needed little  attention. 
But   the end may be  in  sight  for the  Rush  Creek and Genesee  River 
Viaducts,   as   Conrail closed  the River  Line  in   July,   19 77.     With   the 
availability of  the  old New York   Central  lines,  the River Line became 
a redundant  facility. 
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Chap car VI. 

Erie  Railroad Shop Facilities 

Maintenance  of  locomotives  and rolling stock has always been one 
of  the  primary headaches  for railroads.     Providing for  the mechanical 
failures  and breakdowns with  adequate shop space  and necessary  tools 
became  a constant battle.     In  the case  of   the Erie,  with its  continual 
money problems,   maintenance needs  often  threatened to turn  into true 
bottlenecks.    Fred Westing observed, 

When  there is no money in the till, locomotives have  to 
be maintained and run  far beyond their normal life 
span,   so Erie's   fleet  of power could boast  the  greatest 
average  life of  any engine  of any  Class   I   roads  in the 
entire United States  of America.   [327] 

But  the price of  age was more  frequent   repairs   and greater  expense, 
which meant larger shops.     Yet when  the company lacked money for 
locomotives,   it  certainly had no  additional  resources   for improving 
its shop  facilities.     The  lack of shop  space in turn worsened  the 
condition of the   rolling stock.     The vicious  circle  continually re- 
peated  itself on  the  Erie,   and  the annual  reports of the  company pro- 
vided a running account of  this  cycle. 

Just as  the maintenance capabilities  of the Erie reflected the 
company's   internal money problems,  the  development  of  Erie  shops  re- 
sponded to  the  internal influence of maintenance  practices   and 
facilities  on other American railroads.     Initially,   the Erie served  as 
the pacesetter in the development of  railroad maintenance  facilities. 
The  Erie had always made some provision for repairing its  locomotives 
and  cars,   unlike many other early railroads.    The Erie's  president 
would never say,   as   the president of  the Philadelphia, Wilmington & 
Baltimore Railroad  did,   that his  company   in  1842  did not  own facilities 
to fix  up  even  a wheel and  axle for  a  car or locomotive.   [328] 

The Erie had from the start made  a small  provision  for repair 
buildings  and  tools  in its expenditure plans.     In this regard the 
company was  unusual,  since most  roads  never considered the need  for 
repair space.     The B..  & 0.,   the Pennsylvania,   and other  larger railroads 
had  begun  to grapple with  this  problem by  the   1850s,   and  larger machine 
and  erecting shops  slowly  developed.     For example,   the Pennsylvania 
built  a machine  shop,  erecting ship,  and engine house at Altoona in 
1850.     But  the Erie probably made the most  comprehensive effort  of  any 
of the Eastern  railroads   to develop   adequate repair facilities and made 
that effort earlier  than  its  counterparts.     By 1851,   the Erie boasted 
three  main machine shops—Piermont,   Susquehanna,   and Dunkirk—worth 
$136,248,01,  and outfitted with  $59,133.00  in   tools.   [329]     As  the 
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company noted  in  its Annual  Report  two  years   later,   these shops were 
"fitted up with  Che  most   complete   set of   tools   and conveniences   for 
repairing  and   fitting up   locomotives,  etc.,   and extensive  shops   and 
buildings  similarly  equipped,   for  repairing  and manufacturing cars." 
[330]    By  1853  the  company  also listed  five smaller machine  shops,   at 
Paterson,  Newburgh,   Port  Jervis,  Owego,   and Hornellsville,  and a car 
shop  at Elmira. 

The Erie   required extensive  planning for  such  facilities because 
of its  size;   the Erie was  the  longest railroad in  the world and had 
the  largest number of  cars  and locomotives of   any railroad.     In this 
light,  most of  the  early  efforts  of   the Erie  in the  area of  mainte- 
nance served as pioneering examples   for other  railroads.     Thus when 
the Erie began building its  own locomotives,  prodded to this  course of 
action by the  large numbers  of locomotives needed,  and  perhaps by  its 
broad gauge,   the  Erie helped set  precedents   followed by many  large 
railroads until the  end  of   the nineteenth century.     Likewise,   the 
manner in which the Erie  scattered  its  shops     became  the standard dis- 
tribution pattern.     The  Erie was  not the only  railroad wrestling with 
the problems  of maintenance on a new scale.     But  the Erie had  a stage 
of   action larger  than most  other  railroads  until  the 1870s.     Also',   the 
efforts of Daniel fctcCallum, whose organizational  framework greatly 
improved the  ease and speed of information transmittal,   the vital factor 
in  running and maintaining  a railroad,   first  tied maintenance  responsi- 
bilities  into  the overall company hierarchy.     With major facilities  at 
either terminus  on  the line,   another roughly  in  the  center,   and with 
smaller shops  scattered  for making minor running repairs,  the Erie's, 
arrangement proved  adequate to the   task. 

The Piermont Shops   deserve  special notice  for  they stood  as   one 
of  the larger repair complexes in. the   country  in  the late 1840s.     By 
1850,   the machine department  employed  70 men,  while  30  others worked 
in  the car department  that  constructed 200   cars   that year,     A 28-stall 
engine house,  with  Gothic styling, dominated the  scene.     Engravings 
portrayed the shop buildings  with bat elemented walls  and a, turret 
tower.   [331]     Such grand architectural details  clearly befitted the 
shops   of  the   largest irailroad in the world. 

By  1857,   the  listing  of buildings  at Piermont was  quite impressive 
for the  time, but now numbers, and not styling,   reflected the  facility's 
status  as  the main building and  repair shops  of  the Erie.     As  should be 
clear  from Table IV,   the buildings   represented a potpourri  mixture of 
types,  materials  and sizes,  added  on  an  ad hoc basis whenever the  rail- 
road  found some  new problem to meet. 
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Table IV 

Piermont   Shops ,  1857  [332 

Buildinz Dimensions Material Date of Construction 

Car Shop 29  x 52 Brick July,  1841 
Car Shop 29 x  201 Brick July,  1841 
Car Shop Sawmill 45  x   70 Brick July,  1841 
Lumber  Shed 12 x  30 Wood July,  1841 
Lumber  Shed 23 x  110 Wood July,  1841 

Machine Shop 24 x 62  1/2 Stone July,  1841 
Machine  Shop 28 x  72 Stone July,  1841 

Engine House 95'  diam. Brick October, 1841 
•Turntable 25 f   diam. Wood October, 1841 
Machine Shop 21 x  31 Stone October, 1841 
Machine Shop 24 x 62  1/2 Stone October, 1841 
Machine  Shop 28- x   72 Stone October, 1841 
Brass  Foundry 21 x  31 Stone October, 1841 
Wheel Shop 29 x  52 Brick October, 1841 
Machine Shop 29 x  201 Brick October, 1841 
Offices,  etc. 41 x  45 Brick October, 1841 
Freight House 12 x  18 Wood October, 1841 
Passenger  Depot 26  x  41 Wood October, 1841 
Freight Depot 12 x  26 Wood October, 1841 

Dwelling 16 x  31 Wood October, 1843 
Dwelling 32 x  100 Brick October, 1843 

Boiler  Shop 35 x  192 Wood October, 1848 
Engine House 138*   diam. Brick October, 1848 
Seven Projections 

to  Engine House 16 x 18 Brick October, 1848 
Tire  Shop 18 x  32 Wood October, 1848 
Turntable 46'   diam. Wood October, 1848 

Iron  Foundry 36 x  61 Wood October, 1849 

Paint  Shop 35 x 325 Wood July,  1852 
Oil & Sand House 22 x  50 Wood July,  1852 
Car  Shop 22 x  37 Wood July,   1852 
Car Repair Shop 24 x 189 Wood July,   1853 
Blacksmith Shop 22 x 45 Wood July,  1853 
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Building 

Table   IV   (continued) 

Piermont  Shops,   1857  [332] 

Dimens ions Material 

17 x 63 Wood 
18 x 20 Wood 

10 x 65 Wood 
11 x 26 Wood 

16 x 26 Wood 

50 x 121 Brick 

Date of Construction 

Supply   Store House 
Car  Shop 

Iron Shed 
Iron Shed 
Box  Grinding 

Supplies 

Blacksmith Shop 

July,   1855 
July,   1855 

October,   1855 
October,   1855 

October,   1855 

October,   1857 

The Erie was not  the only railroad- to  facilitate maintenance  in 
such an unplanned fashion.     The railroads were  learning  as   they went 
and making changes  and additions   as   needed.     But  the  impact  of poor 
finances  obviously limited how the  Erie could make  those additions. 
The  most striking evidence  of   this  hindrance     lies in the material 
used for  construction.     Nearly all of  the earliest Piermont  shops 
had been stone or brick,  but wood predominated in all additions made 
aftar 1843.     The  use of   timber for buildings  offered an initial 
savings,  but wooden buildings   deteriorated far more quickly.     Usually 
their decay  added to the  space problems  in only a few years. 

The Dunkirk  shops  exhibited   the same manner of  random growth.. 
By  1857,   this   site,   too,   boasted   a   large  group  of buildings.     (See 
Table V.)    Likewise,  the  same   type  of  random growth was  evident at 
Dunkirk.    The   initial  cluster  of brick buildings  was  soon flanked by 
wooden  frame structures,   added to meet  unexpected maintenance needs. 
Although   the Erie had  exercised some semblance of  planning' for shop 
locations, within the  individual  shop  complex no  such, forethought 
existed,   as  everything was   too new. 

The  sheer size  of  the  company  compounded matters  and  forced de- 
centralization.     It must  be  counted  a  fortunate  circumstance  that   the 
railroad had developed its  divisional  operating structure by  this   time. 
The breakdown  in  responsibilities brought about by McCallum represented 
a major advance in business management  and corporate structure.    This 
organization also meant,   though,   the reduplication of locomotive 
repair  facilities  at each division point,  and  the scattering of car 
repairs  in a similar fashion.     Thus, by 1855,   along with  13  repair 
shops,   the Erie owned  35   engine houses  scattered  over the  line. 
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Tab »le   V 

Dunkirk Shoos,   1357   [333] 

Building Dimensions Material      Date of  Construction 

Tank House 20 x  20 Wood October, 1850 
Turntable 46'   diam.. Wood October, 1850 

Depot,   Saloon 85 x 300 Brick October, 1351 
Offices 30 x  180 Brick October, 1851 
Engine  House,   21 

Stalls,  each 14 x  65 Brick October, 1851 
Machine Shop 100  x 297 Brick October, 1851 
Wing,  Blacksmith 

Shop ■52 x  100 Brick October, 1851 
Wing,  Engine Room 28 x  43 Brick October, 1851 
Wing,   Gar  Shop 50 x  100 Brick October, 1851 
Foundry 54 x 75  1/2 Wood October, 1851 
Foundry Storehouse 20 x  27  1/2 Wood October, 1851 
Carpenter  & Paint 

Shop 30 x  75 Wood October, 1852 
Ice House 20 x  30 Wood October, 1853 
Wood  Shed 40 x 500 Wood October, 1853 
Blacksmith Shop 16  1/2 x 

65   1/2 Wood October, 1853 
Watch House 10 x  12 Wood October, 1853 

Store Room 18 x 29  1/2 Wood October, 1854 

The Erie  tried  to develop  a comprehensive maintenance  policy in 
the  mid-1860s:,  but  the distraction of   the management by  financial 
manipulation prevented the implementation of all  the necessary steps. 
The   company never  followed up  on  the beginnings   it had made.     As a 
result,   the railroad  found itself in the  midst of a nearly  continuous 
program of piecemeal expansion and upgrading of  its shop facilities. 
Occasionally,  however,  significant  results  emerged. 

The program begun during  the Civil War deserves  special  attention 
since   the Erie began  its   shop  improvement effort with this   1863 
announcement: 

...the shops  of  the  Company were  found inadequate  to 
repair  engines when  they  could be spared   for that 
purpose,   and it has been  found  absolutely necessary 
to provide more shops  and  larger  accommodations   for 
the  repairs  of  engines  and cars.   [334] 
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The   rail   traffic  generated  fay   the war   released money  for  improvements, 
and  out of   this  expensive program emerged new   shops   at   Salamanca  and 
Susqueharma.     The Susquehanna  shop   represented a  major   advancement  in 
shop design and practice.     At   this   same  time,   the Atlantic & Great 
Western Railroad was building  through  northwestern Pennsylvania and, 
Ohio.     Included in  that   construction were shops  at Meadville,  Pa. 

Meadville and  Susquehanna faced similar  difficulties  and were 
meant   to  solve identical problems.     A  comparison of  the  two  shops 
offers  an interesting  insight  into   the manner  in which  the   two rail- 
roads  chose to handle  their maintenance needs,     This comparison also 
points  up the  great advance represented by   the Susquehanna  facility. 
An  interesting sidelight is  that with   the Erie's  purchase of  the 
A.   St G.  W,   in 1896,  after years  of  on-and-off  leasing,   the Meadville 
shops  became  part of the Erie system.     Two  of  the earliest  coordinated 
railroad shops in  the United  States  thus  ended up on the same railway. 

However,   one or  two new shops   did not  constitute  a maintenance 
policy.     Like all railroads in the  post-Civil War era,   a decentralized 
network  of  repair  facilities   remained  the primary means  of  providing 
needed service.     The Erie was not  alone  in  failing  to  centralize  its 
shop  and maintenance  facilities   (large coordinated shops were a late 
nineteenth  century development).     Because of  their money difficulties, 
keeping up with  the enormous   growth in mileage and  tonnage  occurring 
at  this  time  should have meant the inclusion  of new repair facilities 
in  the expansion programs.    The  shops needed  to  grow with  the railroads, 
but only rarely  did they keep pace with  the  growth  in  track mileage. 
The concern  all  too often was for  more  crack,  and not  for care of 
property already owned   (only with  profit problems  at  the end of  the 
century  did most railroads begin to realize  the value  of a  good  shop 
system) .    Thus,   the Erie,  which  had 40  shops   and engine-houses  in  1867, 
had grown  to  include  eight car shops   and an equal number of machine 
shops,  along with  44  engine houses only seven years later.   [335] 
Unfortunately,   this expansion in numbers was  not coordinated and  con- 
tained no  changes   in organization.    Nor did  Susquehanna,   the logical 
candidate  for central shop on the- line,  increase in size or capacity. 
Instead,  the old pattern of  piecemeal growth  continued.     Gould boasted 
of the  improved shops opened during his  tenure  as  president.     By and 
large,   the shops suffered  from the same benign neglect during this 
period  as   the rolling stock  and roadbed.     Although the  company  called 
Susquehanna  its main shop,  a truly centralized  repair organization 
never developed at that pioneering facility.     The other shops re- 
mained small, old,  redundant, and  uneconomical.    As the 1876  report 
of the  company  counted,   the  44  engine houses held  321  locomotives, 
bu.t.:the.company owned 469.     Most  of   these houses were wooden,  com- 
bustible,   and in the wrong places.   [336] 
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The  revived New York,   Lake Erie & Western Railroad  of   1878 
immediately  embarked  upon  a  program   to   remedy   these  problems. 
Paralleling  its  bridge renewal  program,   the new  administration began 
a major shop construction program, with the  following  announcement: 

the Repair Shops  are not adapted  to   the present 
requirements of  economical management,   and a radical 
rearrangement will have to be made,   which will involve 
the  erection of  a principal  shop with   all the  modern 
facilities  of improved machinery,   for   the accuracy  and 
promptness  of work,   and the  saving of   labor. 

Some changes will also  have   to  be made in the  secondary 
shops.     Safe and  commodious   buildings   must be   erected 
to house and protect  from injury  the locomotives when 
not  in service.     The  round houses,  imperfect as   they 
are,   are  insufficient to  hold the locomotive engines 
now  in use.    The  result is not   only   injury  to   the 
machines  from the  continued  exposure  to  the weather 
in summer and winter,  and  therefore  greater costs of 
repairs,  but increased  costs of repairs  in keeping 
up fires  during  the winter months.   [337] 

The  company might have copied  this   statement  from the 1863 report, 
which had pointed out  similar difficulties.     In   15.years,   the company 
had  come  full  circle. 

The new company embarked  upon   a large  program,  expending 
$226,160.14 on shops  and  $70,191.82 on machinery in 1880 and  1881. 
Buildings went  up  at Bergen City, Buffalo,   Dunkirk, Jersey City, and 
Homellsville,   [338]  while  the company purchased tools  for Elmira, 
Jersey City,  Salamanca,  East Buffalo  and the  Buffalo  car shops.   [339] 
By  1884,   the  company seemed  to be in relatively  good  condition vis-a- 
vis  maintenance.     But  the pioneering  advantage  gained by  the  success- 
ful  Susquehanna shop had been  lost-     The Erie's   facilities now were 
typical,  not  exceptional.     Advances  in layout  and  tools  came   to the 
Erie  from outside rather  than  from within.    The  goal  of  establishing 
a principal shop was not met. 

The Erie made continual efforts  to  keep  up with  the maintenance 
headaches  caused by rapid growth in both the  size  and amount  of equip- 
ment.     But changes  in rolling stock and   locomotives came  so quickly 
that  the company had  to  initiate yet  another  upgrading  effort by the 
1890s  just  to  stay even.     The bankruptcy of the New York,   Lake  Erie  & 
Western had also caused neglect  of   the existing  facilities at a 
critical time,   aggravating  the problem.     The   1896   report  noted  a 
major facility was  under construction at Kent,   Ohio,   including a round 
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house  and repair  cracks.   [340]     But not  until the  administration  of 
Frederick Underwood did  major improvements  begin.     The   old pattern of 
decentralization continued  in practice,   even  in  1900.     That year   the 
Erie's  1,500   locomotives were serviced in sizable  repair shops at 
Jersey City,   Susquehanna,   and Dunmore,  Pennsylvania.     Other shops  in 
use were in Buffalo,  Meadville,   Cleveland,  Galion,  and Huntington, 
Ohio,   while major  car shops were at Port Jervis,   Buffalo,   and Kent. 
[341]     The   shop   system had become  unwieldy  and expensive. 

The Railroad Gazette  in   1904  announced  the beginning of  the 
Erie's effort  to enlarge and  replace  old facilities.     The Erie 
awarded   to  outside  contractors,   including  the Baldwin Locomotive 
Works,   [342]   the job  of  repairing  600   locomotives.   [343] 

The company utilized   the relatively profitable years between 
1904  and 1906  to update  several  shops,  mainly by additions  rather 
than new construction.     The year 1906 was   typical.    The annual report 
noted,  "The increase  of  $111,109.81 in ""Repairs  and Renewals  of  Shop 
Machinery and Tools'"* was  largely  caused by  extraordinary  expenditures. 
in  connection with improvements  of  round houses  and shops."   [344]     Sus- 
quehanna,  for example,   and Hornell,  received major attention at  this 
time,   in order to  reverse  years  of minimal attention. 

Yet the  Underwood  years   also  saw major  problems.     In 1908,   in 
the wake of  the  Panic of 1907,  the  shops closed  completely  and the 
company  laid  off mechanics  and by   the end of  the year  all  track 
laborers.   [345]     The  company  still had not surmounted  its money 
problems.    Then,  with the  upsurge  in  traffic  in  1917 and 1918,  Under- 
wood  authorized  major expenditures   of  $460,013.85  and  $795,292.85 
consecutively,   for additions   and betterments   to  the shops.   [346] 
The shops  rode  on a yo—yo with Underwood.     In  the  1920s,  he  again 
reversed the   shops'  status  by contracting the work of  servicing 
locomotives  to private   firms   that  used  the railroad's   facilities. 
Although labor costs - shrank,   which  pleased  the Erie's  president,   "The 
loss   in morale apparently  did not  come  into  his  reckoning.     While  the 
road was making  some  money,  no substantial improvements  either in 
methods, motive  power,   service,   or  facilities were being made  to   it." 
[347] 

As  always,   the lack of money was behind  the Erie's problems.     The 
situation by   1920 was such that   the Erie,  which had once enjoyed  great 
prestige from ownership  of  the Susquehanna and Meadville shops,  was 
reduced  to  the  roll of   a follower   in  implementing new  shop practices 
and facilities.     The  Erie  shops  weren't bad.     Dunmore,   for example,  was 
an excellent, modern facility.     But the railroad also   continued  to use 
50  and 60 year old buildings   that  became smaller and less  adequate as 
motive power  became longer and heavier. 
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Among the other changes Che Erie later adopted was Che ins tall a- 
tion of electrical drive equipment for powering machine cools.  Few 
railroad machine shops readily adopted Che new source of power.  For 
one thing, Che cost of a complete generating station proved a deter-~ 
rent to the introduction of electricity.  Nonetheless, articles chat 
pointed out the potential advantages of eleccrically driven machine 
tools appeared in The Railroad Gazette after 1900.  But in 1906, that 
journal still fait required to write: 

...it may be well to call attention once more to 
a few points in which an extension of the system 
will be profitable.  A railroad shop is particularly 
well suiced Co Che electric drive, and Che case 
described in another column is only one example in 
che long list of shops where the management has 
decided Chat conditions are favorable to its 
adoption.  In this class of work, large buildings 
are invariably required and, when the power is 
transmitted mechanically from a central source, long 
lines of shafting with the resulcanc high frictional 
resistance are required.  Rush repair jobs are of 
frequent occurrence, demanding overtime and Sunday 
work, in which but a few machines, requiring a small 
amount of power, are used.  Under chese conditions 
the mechanical transmission of the power is wasteful, 
in that heavy weights of shafting and hundreds of 
feet of belting have to be kepc in motion in order 
to reach the single point where the work is being 
done.  It is here that Che electric drive manifests 
its great superioricy, since che losses from crans- 
mission are small, and the amount of power generated 
can be closely adjusted co chac actually used.  More- 
over, railroad repair shops usually consist of a 
number of separate buildings in each of which, under 
old conditions, it was necessary either to install 
boilers and incur the expense of special attendance, 
or to convey steam long distances Co the engines. 

The cost of power is not, however, the ranking item 
in railroad shops, and were this to stand alone, the 
rate of introduction of the electric drive would 
probably have been much slower than it has been. 
The advantage of the new method lies in its adapt- 
ability or flexibility to all the requirements of a 
varied service, and particularly to che fact that 
the machine can be taken to the work instead of the 
work to the machine, as in the case of most old style 
machine shop operations, [348] 
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A.  1907   publication by  Railway   Master Mechanics   also  observed   that 
railroad  shops,  until  recently, were  "extremely conservative   in the 
matter  of  taking  up  new  ideas,   and   [were]   probably working  to  less 
advantage  Chan, any other  manufacturing  establishment,   for  the 
reason  that:  railroad repair  is  practically devoid of competition." 
But  by  1907,  some progressive   roads   had made great strides  in  the 
use  of  electricity  to power machine   cools,   following  the  lead of 
other industries.     The Erie,  like most   railroads,  began using 
electricity   to  drive machine   tools  during  this   first decade   of   Che 
twentieth century,  only  after  electricity had  proven itself  suitable 
to  their needs. 

In the  matter of  centralizing  repair facilities,   the story was 
somewhat  different.     Here  the  Erie  lagged even further  behind  the 
other comparable  railroads.     Comparing  the individual Erie shops 
with the Altoona  Shop  of  the Pennsylvania Railroad is  instructive 
in  this regard.     The Erie was  nor as big  a railroad as   the Pennsy, 
so  one  would not  expect   the Erie   Co   need  a  facility   the  size of 
Altoona.     But  nonetheless,   in  1926   the  Erie had only begun  to  develop 
a centralized  repair and  erecting shop.     Altoona,  with  its  five 
separate  sections—The Altoona Machine  Shops,   Altoona Car Shops, 
Juniata Shops,   South Altoona Foundries  and the Test Department— 
handled the majority of   the heavy repair and  erection work for the 
entire  Pennsylvania system,   four  times  larger  than the  Erie.     By 
1926,   the Pennsy was one of  the few railroads   still erecting its  own 
motive  power,   and the  only  one building its  own prototypes.     Altoona 
employed  14,800 men, sprawled  over  217.82 acres  in 122  buildings,   and 
used 4,391 machine  tools  and 94 overhead  cranes.   [349] 

No other  railroad in  the world had a repair  shop  like Altoona in 
1926,   and the  Erie,   for  one,  did  not require  such a  complex.     But   the 
Erie's   archaic shop system could  have  been much better.     In  1922,   the 
Handbook of American Railroad Repair Facilities  listed  13 engine houses 
or shops  in New Jersey,   17   in New York,  and nine  in Pennsylvania.   [350] 
The  same  decentralized structure  of  eight major and minor shops still 
existed.    The  Erie  simply had  no   facility comparable.to Altoona where 
the  concentration of most heavy repair chores  was  in one complex.     The 
obvious benefit gained  from a  central  shop was  the reduction in the 
number of tools,  buildings,  and men to  perform those jobs. 

The  early Erie managers  attempted some developments  in  the 
direction of  large  shops  to handle  heavy or  large scale  operations. 
Susquehanna,   discussed  further below,   was the  outstanding effort   to 
centralize heavy  locomotives'   repairs   and erecting work.     But  Susque- 
hanna never became   the  company's  main  repair  center.     Elmira became 
the  company's   facility  for maintenance of its  passenger car  fleet.     A 
70  x 70 foot addition in 1865   to   the original  car shop,  41 x 198   feet, 
served as the   quarters  for  this  effort.     By  1870,  a single building 
housed a wood  shop,   225   x 75  feet,   and a 73 x  75   foot  paint  shop. 
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Improvement plans  called   for erecting  a separate dry house,  store 
room,   and store  room for  castings.     Because its   output was  the deluxe 
passenger cars,   it attracted more attention from a visiting New York- 
Herald reporter  than  the   Susquehanna repair shops. 

Yet  the Elmira facility never worked very well,   perhaps   because 
of  its  distance   from Jersey City  and Buffalo.     The  improvements  of 
1882 centered on the engine house,   which provided service   for trains 
on  the Tioga Division.    The  car shops  received new  tools about  this 
same time,  but subsequently neither facility  received any  attention 
until  they closed  in 1927.     After 1884,   the company did  not mention 
the Elmira shops  in the Annual Reports.     Susquehanna and Hornell as- 
sumed   the car  and  locomotive repairs,   respectively,  eliminating  the 
value   of   the Elmira Shops.   [351] 

The Owego Bridge Shop was  a far more successful venture   into  a 
central  shop  arrangement.     This  facility was   the earliest   central 
facility,  and by 1855,  the bridge shop was  housed  in  an 80 x:  218 foot 
wooden structure with a 40 x 150 foot wing.     This   facility served   the 
vital  purpose  of framing  and fabricating the  company's  lumber for  its 
numerous  timber bridges.     The Erie,   like all  railroads,   consumed 
prodigious  quantities  of wood  for structural  and roadbed purposes   in 
this era before  creosote.     A central sawmill  offered  great potential 
savings,  as well as  a uniform product.     Thus   in  1866   the mill turned 
out: 

10,004,000  feet of  sawn timber 
5,852,000  feet planed 
3,609,000  feet buraetized 

11,581,000   feet  lath sawed 

That year the Owego carpenters  framed 35 truss bridges,  collectively 
4,067  feet  in length.    The  recollection  of an employee   at  Susquehanna 
that  the roof  trusses  for the big shops   there came from Owego seems 
very plausible. 

Owego  lasted only as  long as   the use  of  wooden bridges  was pre- 
valent.     The  lessons  learned  there  should have  demonstrated   the value 
of   concentrating similar  activities under  one roof.     But  not until  the 
twentieth  century would  the Erie again successfully  implement a cen- 
tralized shop  policy.   [352] 

With the arrival of  the Van Sweringen management to   the Erie, 
however,   the  company  finally began  to move in that direction.     Various 
minor repair chores,  like signal maintenance, had  already been coordinat- 
ed by 1928,  but  little else.     The Hornell  shop   that was upgraded  in  1924 
received new  tools  and more up-to-date  equipment as  part   of   the 1928 
improvement program.    Also  included in   this  retooling were Port Jervis , 
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Buffalo,   and   Meadville*    [353]     But   aot  until   the  changes made under 
Charles   Denney's  direction  in 19 35   did  the  Erie  really begin  to 
develop  a comprehensive  shop   policy.     Hornell thus became  the main 
locomotive  shop  handling all  heavy  erection  and  repairs.   [354]    Car 
shops  remained scattered and  as   late  as  1942  eleven different  loca- 
tions performed  car repairs.   [355] " 

As  the Erie railroad  entered   the  1940s,   a new kind of motive 
power,   the  diesel,   appeared on the   line,  with  a  completely  new set 
of  servicing  needs.    Diesel-electric  locomotives  operated on an 
installment-type maintenance  program,  with  the  replacement  of  parts 
at  set intervals  to eliminate downtime.     Diesel maintenance  followed 
a  100,000 mile cycle of scheduled  repairs, with  a four-day check at 
500,000 miles  to replace  the  engine,   generator,   and air compressor. 
[356]    These  requirements   represented a radical change  in engine 
service.    Unlike  the  steam locomotive  that needed constant  small  ad- 
justments,   the  diesel could  run  for days with little attention. 

The Erie discovered  that the  old shop  arrangement did not always 
suit  diesel  locomotives  and  the  new structures  designed by  the Erie 
for diesel service made  them an  innovator  in shop  facilities. 

Marion,   Ohio,  was   the site  of the Erie's  first all diesel shop, 
the first  in  the United States.   [357]     The Marion facility was  a 
$450,000 facility,  220   x 100  feet,  of steel with brick and glass- 
block walls.     With cleaning  and reconditioning bays,   a sanding and 
fueling tower,   a 25-ton overhead crane,  a 60-ton Whiting drop  table, 
and a complete  array of machine  tools,   the shop  "is  considered  to be 
the most complete and modern shop  of  its kind,   containing several 
novel features   and has  been  entirely  practical  and efficient  in 
operation."   [358]     With additions  made in 1948,  and again in 1950,  the 
Marion  repair center became   the  largest diesel maintenance  facility  in 
the country.   [359] 

Some  idea  of   the differences   in  the repair requirements  of  steam 
and diesel locomotives   can be gained by comparing'the  list of tools 
at Marion  in 1948,  and   those at  the older steam shops,   listed in 
Appendix A.     The  diesel appeared  to be a simpler locomotive to main- 
tain.     But in a different  fashion  it was  an  even more  complex machine. 
The story goes   that  if  a steam  locomotive  failed,  it  required fifteen 
minutes  to  find the  problem  and eight hours   to  repair,  while with a 
diesel,  a  failure  led  to  eight  hours  of work finding  the difficulty 
and fifteen minutes  of  repairs.     By  and large,   the maintenance  require- 
ments of diesels  emphasized  greater  cleanliness  and far greater pre- 
cision  than  steam locomotive repairs, while  less heavy shop work and 
fewer machine  tools  were  involved. 
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Ironically,   after finally  developing  a  central  locomotive shop 
during   the 1930s,   the  introduction of diesel-electric   locomotives 
made  decentralized shop organization  economically feasible  again. 
Because diesels   required  almost no daily  maintenance,   fewer  total 
shops were needed, but those  that were had to be  able  to handle similar 
problems.     The  distinction between running repairs  and overhauls  almost 
disappeared;   likewise,   the  differences  between minor and major diesel 
shops were not  the  great  gulf  found  in  the case of  steam  locomotive 
shops. 

By  the mid-1950s,  only one old   freight  car shop and  one passen- 
ger  car shop existed with  the  four new diesel  shops.     These changes 
also  reflected  the new realities  of  American railroading.     Passenger 
service was  dying.     Also,   and as  part of   that   trend,   the  number  of 
locomotives  declined.    Whereas   in 1945,  Glass   I American railroads 
operated  42,669  steam and  diesel  locomotives and  in 1954  the number 
had  dropped  to  32,181.    By 1963,  only  27,971 .locomotives  operated 
on American railroads. 

The  Erie  ended  its  days  in the   19 70s with  the  repair  situation 
relatively unchanged from  that  of the mid-1950s.     With steam  loco- 
motives  gone,   the shops  looked more   commonplace  and less  spectacular, 
but  remained as  important  as  ever*     The bankruptcy  in  1972,  followed 
by consolidation under Conrail,  presented a potentially more damaging 
prospect  to  the  remaining  repair  facilities  than had dieselization, 
Marion was symbolic in this  respect.     In  1976,   this  first all-diesel 
shop  closed when Conrail  decided not  to utilize   that  facility.     In   . 
1977,   the Erie-Lackawanna receivers   still retained  control over  the 
now unused Marion shop. 

Susquehanna Shops 

One  of the  key determinants  in  the proper location  of' railroad 
repair facilities, has been  the  running range of   a locomotive.     The 
earliest  railroad organizational structures were based on  the division 
of  100  to 150  miles,   the  distance a steam locomotive  could run before 
it required attention.     Susquehanna grew up at one  of  these points 
where  a natural dividing  line occurred.     Situated 200 miles from 
Piermont,  and  at  the end  or beginning  of  the steep  grades   over  the 
Randolph Hills   that  caused much wear and  tear  on the  locomotives,   the 
company needed a shop  in  that  location.     In February,  1848,  the Erie 
purchased the  land  for what became  Susquehanna,   and began  the erection 
of its  first shop buildings,   as shown in Table VI.     There was nothing 
outstanding about  them—the only brick building was  the  station 
engine house.   [360]     But  the facility was ready when  the first  trains 
ran  through to Binghamton after the  Starrucca Viaduct opened. 
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Table VI 

Susquehanna Shoos,   1857 

Building Dimensions      Material      Date of Construction 

Repair  Shop 30 x 60 Wood February, 1848 • 
Machine Shop 39 x 69 Wood Feb ruary, 1848 
Machine Shop 40 x 153 Wood February, 1848 
Machine Shop 33 x 169 Wood February, 1848 
Painter Shop 20 x 52 Wood February, 1848 
Spring-Making 

Shop 20 x 30 Wood February, 1848 
Scation Engine 

House 30 x 41 Brick February, 1848 
Blacksmith Shop 36 x 127 Wood February, 1848 
Boarding House & 

Wings - Wood February, 1848 

Five Dwelling Houses 
w/Wings Added Wood 

October, 1849 
October, 1850 

Circular Engine 64'   deep 
House 28 stalls Wood 

Turntable 46'  diara. Wood 

Boiler Shop 25  x 60 Wood 
Bioler Shop IS x 60 Wood 
Office 22 x 28 Wood 
Store & Drawing Room 

Coppersmith Shop 30  x 69 Wood 
Foundry 66 x 67 Wood 
Storehouse  & 

Pattern Room 30 x 25 Wood 
Storehouse for 

Cas tings 20 x 40 Wood 
Lumber Shed 20 x 71 Wood 
Lumber  Shed, 

Addition 12 x 20 Wood 

Tool House 12 x 14 Wood 
Hide House 25 x 49 Wood 
Tank House 18 x 18 Wood 
Oil Room 18 x 25 Wood 
Two Wood Sheds 40 x 185 Wood 
Car Repair Shop 30 x 60 Wood 

Addition to 
Blacksmith Shop 28 x 36 Wood 

January, 1850 
January, 1850 

February, 1850 
February, 1850 
August, 1850 

October, 1852 
October, 1852 

October, 1852 

October, 1852 . 
October, 1852 

October, 1852 

December, 1852 
May, 1853 
Nay, 1853 
May, 1853 
October, 1853 
October, 1853 

September, 1857 
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Like   ics   counterpart   at Dunkirk  and  Piermont,   the Susquehanna 
shops  grew quickly  in  an  unorganized   fashion.     By  1854,   the  facility 
spread  over  five   acres, with  double   the number of buildings.     From 
60 people  in 1851,   the work force had  grown  to  350  by  1859.    An 
1858 map  shows   the  facilities  included  the  3/4 circle  of  a  round 
house with a long extension off  to  the  east, housing  the  actual  repair 
shop.   [361]     The  most  interesting  feature added   in   the 1850s  was   Che 
foundry,   built  in October,   1852*.    The  presence of a  forge  shop meant 
that  the Erie had already begun manufacturing  its own materials,  al- 
though  the  company had not yet begun to build   its own  locomotives. 
Apparently the  first Erie-built steam locomotive rolled out of Sus- 
quehanna  in" 1866.   [362]     By  1856,   though,   the  company had  installed 
its   first steam hammer,  with a second added a year  later.   [36 3]    The 
two hammers  gave  the shop   the  capability  of dealing with larger, 
heavier forgings. 

The organizational arrangement worked out for  the railroad by 
McCallum in the  1850s  certainly  aided  the railroad's  repair efforts, 
if by nothing  else  than speeding up   the  flow of   information about 
what had  to be done,  where,  and when.     But McCallum had  little to do 
with  the  internal organization of the  shop buildings.    The economic 
downturn of  the  late  1850s   that precipitated  the company's bankruptcy 
presented only another stumbling block to further additions at Susque- 
hanna. 

The  Civil War revived not only   the  company  but also emphasized 
the  shortcomings' of  the haphazard arrangement.     An historian  of  Sus- 
quehanna County  observed  that,   "The  increasing business  of  the road 
required  greater and better  facilities  for keeping   the motive power 
in order than  these shops  provided."   [364]    Also,   the Erie's  penny- 
wise choice of wooden buildings necessitated  replacement of many of 
the buildings,   as  the danger of  fire was very high.     By 1962,   the 

^company's  revenue  flow permitted  the expenditure of considerable sums 
to  improve its  shops.    The company  focused those efforts  at Susque- 
hanna,  primarily because of  its  location near  the  geographic  and 
traffic center of the Erie.     James  B.   Gregg,  master mechanic  of the 
shops,  claimed credit for developing  the plans  and  supervising  the 
work of building an entirely new shop  facility  at  Susquehanna.     But 
in  1909,   Angus  Sinclair,   an Erie engineer himself,   credited John M. 
Derrick  and Major Thompson Brown,  chief  engineer of the Western 
Division, with  the  ideas behind  the  Susquehanna Shops.     Both  accounts 
agreed that Charles Minot,  superintendent at   the time,   asked   for the 
plans.     Minot,   a wise railroad man,  probably  deserved more credit 
than any man.     Sinclair,  who  seemed the more  impartial judge,  placed 
Gregg  in charge  of  the  actual construction,  a responsibility more  in 
keeping with his  title.   [365] 

Between 1863 and 1865,   the Erie railroad expended $1,250,000  on 
a main building and an additional $500,000 for  tools  at Susquehanna. 
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The  resulting  structures  were  impressive  architecturally and repre-' 
seated  a major step  forward in the  shop design.     This was  the  first 
integrated railroad maintenance complex in  the United States  that made 
some provision for  coordinating the movement  of  locomotives  and parts 
within the facility.     Equally  important was   the permanent construe-. 
tion.     The buildings were constructed with solid brick or stone walls 
and wood  and  iron roof  trusses.     Roof   coverings were slate,   tin,   or 
iron.     The  company  built  the shops   to   last,  by greatly   improving 
their  fire resistance.   [366] 

Especially  interesting is the  manner in which the  designers 
dealt with  the problems   imposed upon  the Susquehanna site by geography. 
[367]     The key geographic determinant was the narrowness of  the site, 
which  lay between the main  street of Susquehanna  and the river.     So 
the largest building of   the complex,   the erecting shop,  was  laid  out 
with the  long axis  paralleling both the river and the main line 
tracks.     This  building  then served  as  a central  core about which  the 
remaining structures were  clustered.   [368]     Without  any similar 
facility  to  turn to for  guidance,   the  designers  had managed to create 
a plan that would provide  the precedent  for 40 years. 

The erecting shop was  called   the Long  Shop because of  its 
dimensions,   711  feet  long by  133. feet wide.   [369]    The designers 
divided  the building into  three  long aisles.     The central bay was  53 
feet wide and topped by  the curved  lantern roof.     A line of wooden 
posts  divided the shop   into rooms while  at   the same  time supporting 
the iron and wood roof   trusses.     The  span of  the roof  at Susquehanna 
over  three bays was not exceptional.     Nonetheless,   these Howe trusses 
with  curved  top   chord running in rank after  rank for more  than 700 
feet  presented an  impressive  sight.   [370]     Flanking the main  room 
were  two 40-foot side aisles   running  the length of  the building.     The 
south bay,  paralleling   the town's  main street,  carried the steam- 
propelled transfer table,   the key   feature  of   the shop's  operation. 
Use of a transfer  table permitted   the central bay to be divided  into 
a row of 28  erecting pits  perpendicular to  the building's.: long axis. 
Without  the  table,  a wide   fan of  tracks would have been needed to 
provide  access   to  each   pit.     Arranging the  pits   along  the building's 
other axis would have wasted space and made  it  impossible  to  move a 
single locomotive without  disturbing  a whole line of  engines.    The 
transfer table  solved  that problem.   [371] 

Three features of   this building became  standard  elements in 
railroad shop design through  the nineteenth  century.     The primary 
element copied  elsewhere was  the use  of  the   transfer   table as  the 
means of moving locomotives within the  shop.     Railway  Shop Up To Date, 
a volume published by Railway Master Mechanic in 1907  noted that,   "In 
earlier shops  the use  of  the  transfer table was   the principal factor 
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in  determining the most   practicable layout  in providing communication 
among   che buildings."   [372]     Until   19G0,   the  importance  of  the 
transfer table remained  undiiainished.     The  Susquehanna  Shops were  the 
first  to make an attempt  to logically  group  the  structures within  the 
limits of the geography  of  the site. 

Secondly,   the actual design of the Long  Shop established a pat- 
tern that other  shops subsequently  followed.     Railway  Shop Up To  Date 
commented that,   "Modern  [locomotive erecting]  shops bear no resemblance 
to  the antiquated  structures   once  used for  locomotive  repairs."   [373] 
Susquehanna1s erecting building,  although old,  began the development 
of  the three—bay erecting  shop with the  transfer table connecting a 
transverse row of  erecting pits.     This style became the closest  thing 
to  a  typical  locomotive shop - 

Finally, Susquehanna's designer  successfully dealt with a problem 
that  later designers   found crucial to successful shop  operation— 
lighting.    With dormer windows  on   the roof,  multiple windows,  sky 
lights,   and monitors,, the Long Shop exhibited every element used  until 
the introduction of  electric  lighting reduced  the dependence upon 
natural light.     The  only variation widely  adopted by  1900 not utilized 
at Susquehanna was the  sawtooth  type  of roof.   [374] 

The other major buildings   at  Susquehanna were built off  the 
north wall of the Long  Shop,  toward  the river.     The boiler shop  and 
blacksmith shop were at  the west  end of the   facility.     Along with  the 
machine shop set  up  in  the north bay  of the Long Shop,   [375]   these  two 
buildings handled all   the heavy repair  and machining  operations   for: 
steam locomotives.    The original boiler shop was a brick structure 
84 feet by  190   feet, with wooden   trusses,   like  all of the wings  off 
the  erecting shop.    The interior  photograph   taken in  1971 demonstrated 
just how well  lighted   these buildings were with skylight-s  and cleve- 
story monitors.   [376] 

The blacksmith shop was a slightly smaller copy  of the boiler shop, 
This brick building was  170  feet  by  68  feet* with similar windows and 
monitors.     An undated  photograph  depicted  the  interior of  this  shop. 
The  dominant features  were  two  large steam hammers,   and forges  and 
anvils  for  smaller work.     Jib  cranes moved materials within the shop. 
[377] 

The power house  and boiler room stood  almost half  the way  down 
the  length  of  the Long Shop.    The boiler room was  about 95  feet by 95 
feet, with   the 45 foot by 25 foot engine room between it  and the Long 
Shop.    A 112-foot masonry stack  towered over  the  low buildings.     The 
size of  the original  engine is not  known,  but   the 80 horsepower engine 
and  two boilers  shown in an 1885   Sanborn Company Map may be the same 
source of power  used   in  1866.     The  power house also  provided the space, 
alongside  one wall,  for  the wash room and  lavatory facilities. 
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Kext   Co   Che  power house  stood.  Che   rod shop,   a brick building 
about  116   feec by  50  feet.     This  shop became  che   first  facility  to 
open,   in 1865—a  full year before  che rest of the shops.   [378] 

The stone  carpenter shop and brick paint shop were the other 
main buildings.     The  carpenter  shop was  124  feet  by  68  feet,  while 
the paint shop was 20  feet narrower.     Both were two—story structures 
with  slate roofs.   [379]    Why  the  company used stone   for the Long 
Shop  and  the carpenter shop  and brick  for   che paint  shop  and loco- 
motive  auxiliary  shops  at  the  opposite  end is  curious.     Possibly  che 
woric  force completed  che stone buildings   first,   as   the Annual Report 
in 1863 said chat  the shops were put  up  the next  year, when  che 
report  listed the  following buildings as  finished:   [380] 

Boiler shop 
Blacksmith shop 
Foundry, sand, and annealing house 
Round house - 4/5 compleCe 
Gas house 
Hide house 
Dispatcher's office 
Ice house 
Brakemen's room 

The provision made at the west end of the Long Shop for the 
round house represented another practice which later became wide- 
spread on other railroads.  Almost invariably, the large erecting 
shops of the various railroads came to be sicuated at division points 
already having engine houses to provide the daily running repairs for 
steam locomotives.  To prevent inundation of the large shops with the 
small maintenance chores, these division facilities were kept for 
running repairs.  At Susquehanna, the old round house assumed che 
responsibility for daily repair work. [381] 

Probably one of the last additions to che shop facilities was the 
hammer shop, located approximately 200 feet east of the Long Shop; its 
foundation of piles and dry masonry went in during 1866. [382] The 
foundry was another building disconnected from the main complex. In 
the latter case, the 200—foot long building stood between the shops 
and the main line tracks just north of the shops, shown as it existed 
in the 1930s in photograph 155. 

By 1866 the Susquehanna Shops surpassed ail other repair facilities 
in the country, except perhaps the Meadville Shops of Che Atlantic & 
Great Western.  The new Susquehanna complex represented a major advance 
in railroad shop engineering.  Mr. Gregg, never afraid to pound his own 
drum, but correct in this instance, said in 1873, "The buildings, cov- 
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ering eight acres, are acknowledged to be the most extensive of their 
kind in the country., and also the most complete in their arrangements 
for economizing labor and facilitating work.  This is the testimony 
of railroad men from all parts of this country, as also of our visitors 
from England." [383] 

This was high praise.  It was also Che closest the Erie came in 
the nineteenth century to having a central shop complex,  Gregg ob- 
served, "In the construction of new locomotives, the rebuilding and 
repairs of old ones and, indeed, for the care of the road in all 
particulars, this shop has now become largely responsible." [384] 
Within five years of completion, between 650 and 700 men worked at 
the shop, and the foundry was turning out materials for use system- 
wide.  Again, to turn to Mr. Gregg, 

"The number of steam hammers is now increased to six, 
and with these I am now supplying forged work, axles, 
etc., and all iron work for bridges for all parts of 
the road and its branches.  I have also very largely 
introduced the manufacture of cast-iron drilled wheels 
for engines and cars for the whole line of the road, 
the annual number supplied from this shop averaging 
about 11,000 wheels." [385] 

With the removal of the foundry located at Jersey City to Susquehanna 
in 1873, the foundry built in 1865 was a true central facility. [386] 
An output of 16,000 wheels annually entailed the use of a truly 
sizable quantity of iron.  But one large foundry cost far less to 
operate than two smaller plants. 

But while the foundry functioned as a system-wide facility, 
other shops duplicated the equipment and operations at Susquehanna. 
Elmira had the largest car shop, while Jersey City, Buffalo, and Dun- 
kirk all built locomotives.  In short, the repair facilities remained 
scattered along the Erie much as they had been before 1865. Only some 
manufacturing operations were concentrated at Susquehanna. 

But if the facility there did not become the Altoona of the Erie, 
Susquehanna did serve a very important role in the railroad's main- 
tenance effort.  Susquehanna was the largest shop and probably deserved 
the title of the main Erie maintenance center.  The shops played the 
major part in the conversion of rolling stock and locomotives to 
standard gauge during the early 1880s. The enormous task had to be 
accomplished quickly, and Susquehanna bore the major burden, beginning 
in 1879. A partial accounting indicated that in 1882 Susquehanna 
built 38 locomotives and rebuilt 31 locomotives, while the following 
year 61 new and 15 rebuilt engines rolled off the transfer table. The 
conversion work included providing new boilers, frames, cylinders, 
and fireboxes. [387] 
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It is,   perhaps,   too  severe  to criticize the  Erie   for nor 
developing Susquehanna into  an Altoona-cype  complex.     No  other rail- 
road moved in   that  direction  for  25   years.     The  point   does   remain, 
however,   that  the Erie had an excellent basis   upon which  to build a 
complex for all heavy  repairs.     But   several  factors  conspired   to 
prevent that occurrence.     One,   as usual,  was lack of money.     Another 
was  an  unawareness  of  the  economics  of  scale offered by  a larger 
central facility.    Most problematic  were   the geographic  limitations 
of the  site  at  Susquehanna,  where  the hill and the  river squeezed the 
shop  onto  a narrow  flat. 

The   first major changes  in  the  Susquehanna  shops  did not  come 
until  the management■of  the newly-reorganized  New York,  Lake Erie & 
Western initiated its  improvement program.    The  1884 report cata- 
logued  the  following  changes   at  Susquehanna: 

Important and expensive changes have been made in the 
location  and arrangements   of existing  structures-    A 
liberal supply,  of  improved modern cools has  been 
added,   and  these  shops  are now well  equipped for  the 
economical building and repairing of locomotives, with 
a capacity of 12 new engines per month.     An electric 
light  plant has been put  in of  sufficient capacity  to 
light  the main  shop.   [388] 

Among the  changes were  a large  coaling platform,  with  three feed 
tracks,  and narrow-gauge hopper cars  to  fill  the tenders.    [389] 
Another feature notable at  the  time was  an oil-mixing house. 
Operating  from June,   1885,   to March,   1888,   Che facility  allowed  the 
Erie  to mix its  own  lubricating mixtures.     The oil house was   the kind 
of installation advocated by Walter  G.   Berg and  other railroad 
economists.     But  the Erie  abandoned  the  idea in   an  effort   to  move out 
of  the material manufacturing aspect of operations.    The  facility was 
intended  to serve  the whole system,   and was equipped with  steam pumps 
and  a hoist for handling  liquid and barrels,   and automatic mixing 
paddles.     Gas  light illuminated the  interior.   [390]     But the  operation 
apparently  saved  little,   if any,  money for  the Erie. 

The  efforts  at improvements  continued  chrough  Che later  1880s be- 
cause  the shops  needed a major overhaul.     The  Railroad Gazette  in  1888 
announced  that  the Erie planned "extensive  improvements,"   including  a 
large  iron foundry  to serve  the whole  system.     The  company had bought 
new land,  perhaps  along  the  river.   [391]     There  was no record of the 
construction of  a new foundry at  chat  cime, and  it may be   that  che 
failure of  the New York,   Lake Erie  & Western  stopped  any plans  for  the 
foundry.     But   the need for new  facilities  and improvements  to  the  old 
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shops   remained.     Just  as with bridges,   the  increasing  length and 
weight of the   locomotives  made the   old shops   obsolete.     The   38-foot 
transfer  cable could not handle  all of  the  locomotives   on  che 
company's roster by 1900. 

Upgrading had   co wait, however,  until   the latter half of  che 
1890s  brought  renewed prosperity.     As   always,   the  tempo of  Erie 
construction  depended upon  the Erie's   financial status.     The company 
managed  the  first step  in  189 8 and  constructed an office building. 
The structure had stone basement walls,  with  two upper  floors  in 
brick.     The office was  almost square,   a little over 40   feet  on a  side.. 
The peak of the   four-cornered roof was capped by  a clock and bell  tower. 
[392]     The' company  located  the building  against  the southwest end of 
the Long Shop, blocking   the transfer  table's  exit at  the  far end  of 
the shop. 

The next improvement became the  first  structural addition to 
the actual  repair capabilities of  the  shop  since  1866.     The company 
filled the  space between the  old boiler  shop   and the blacksmith  shop 
with an  extension  to  the boiler  shop.     Constructed of  brick like  the 
other  shops  around  it,   the structure  differed little in appearance 
from the older buildings on either side  of  it.   [393]     What  did change 
was  the  height of  the building.     The walls were built   to permit   the 
installation  of  an overhead crane,   51  feet  across.     The runway,   set 
on  girders  at 26-foot intervals,  was  erected by American Bridge  in 
Elmira.    The  Shaw Electric Crane Company installed the lift, which 
had a 40-ton  capacity,   and a  five-ton auxiliary hoist.   [394]     This 
type of  installation was  typical,   and Shaw supplied a  great many 
cranes  to railroad shops. 

By  installing  the   crane,   the  Erie was  making an effort  to over- 
come  the inability of  the  shop  to  move  long,   heavy  loads.     But  the 
Long Shop,   not the boiler  shop,   was in even more desperate need of 
such  a crane.     In  talking  about   the shop's   layout in  1909,   Angus 
Sinclair observed,   "...the cross pit plan  first  introduced in these 
Susquehanna shops  has more than held  its own.     If  the  roof of these 
shops  could be  raised to provide room for overhead  travelling cranes, 
the establishment would compare  favorably with any  railroad repair 
shop  on  this   continent."   [395]     Unfortunately,   the  company  could not 
feasibly raise  the roof,  so  the  shop  remained outdated.     An indication 
of  the  difficulties caused by Susquehanna's  shortcomings was  the huge 
2-8-8-8-2 Mallet triplex locomotives  used  in pusher service between 
Susquehanna  and Gulf  Summit  that had  to  go  to Dunmore  or  the Lehigh 
Valley Railroad's  Sayre Shops for  overhauls   in  the  19 20s.   [396]     The 
inability  to   install overhead cranes  was  the  single largest structural 
failing of  the  Susquehanna Shop.     As  Railway Shop Up  To Sate observed, 
travelling cranes   allowed  a  completely new type  of layout  that dis- 
pensed with  the  transfer  table  as   the primary mover of engines  and 
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cars.  Cranes replaced the cable as the key component about which shops 
were arranged.  "The introduction of the powerful overhead travelling 
crane, capable of lifting the heaviest locomotive, is shown to have 
modified the arrangement of buildings.  This is especially noticeable 
in the locomotive department, though the variation is evident in repair 
and building plants as a whole." Railway Shop Up To Date accorded the 
crane a high place, along with electricity as one of the "prominent 
features in the evolution of the railway shop to meet the demand- of 
the constantly growing motive power and rolling equipment." [397] 
Susquehanna, though, would never have such a piece of machinery in 
the Long Shop. 

Still, the continuing improvements did benefit the shops. The 
power house received a major reconstruction during 1906.  The new 
440 horsepower Babcock & Wilcox boilers—the standard installation— 
went in one room of the expanded boiler house, while a second room 
housed the pumps, compressors', and heating coils.  The heating system 
for the shops consisted of a 210-inch blast fan, housed in the compres- 
sor room.  The building itself was altered to include 22 louvered 
monitors of yellow pine over the boilers. Large coal bunkers on the 
second level, coal conveyors, an ash tunnel and electric traveller for 
the ash cart, and a crane for the cinder car track completed the 
alterations. 

The one unusual feature of this steam plant was the installation 
of mechanical draft equipment. The power house had a 120-inch fan to 
provide the necessary boiler draft.  Railway Shop UP To Date observed 
that, "Comparatively few power stations operated in connection with 
railway shop plants are equipped with apparatus for providing arti^ 
ficial draft." Yet the advantage of such equipment lay primarily in 
the capability of burning more coal, hence generating more steam, from 
fewer boilers.  Mechanical draft equipment needed shorter stacks; the 
one at Susquehanna was only 20 feet high.  Lower grade fuel burned in 
the stronger draft, offering further savings.  Innovations- of this 
kind, in fact the entire layout and machinery complement of the Sus- 
quehanna power house, made this particular installation one of the 
most modern railroad steam plants. [398] ""■ 

Other improvements made in 1905-1906 included the rebuilding of 
the round house adjacent to the Long Shop. [399]  Of greater importance 
to Susquehanna was the construction of a new 29-stall round house.  The 
Railway Gazette commented that "the buildings are all of the standard 
type adopted by the Erie for intermediate engine terminals." The Erie 
had just finished a similar facility at Hammond, Indiana, and basically 
followed a standardised plan.  The company built this structure, known 
as the Hew Engine Terminal, between the main line tracks and the river. 
The only novel features were the ventilating and heating systems, sup- 
plied by Buffalo Forge.  A large system of ducts in the ceilings and a 
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pipe network in the pics could change ail Che air in Che building in 
twenty minutes, moving 1.43 million cubic feet.  The shop also used 
the standard Erie smoke jacks chat were among che best designed. [400] 

The final additions to che Susquehanna shops included a general 
storeroom built in 1908 and a modern cinder handling plant probably 
put in a year or so earlier. [401]  A track hopper with sloping sides 
and water trough received the clinkers. A special Brown Hoiscing 
Machinery Company crane scooped out these ashes for loading into 
hopper cars.  "Work that was formerly regarded as a nuisance moves as 
automatically as a well-regulated clock. Several other railroads have 
adopted the system and it is growing into popularity." [402] This 
equipment represented another example of the Erie's tendency to re- 
place men with mechanical apparatus. 

New additions and improvements made during the first decade of 
the twentieth century by Frederick Underwood- improved the capability 
of the Susquehanna Shop to accept longer and larger locomotives; 
geographic limitations of the site hampered total expansion of the 
facility. The narrow width of the bays in the erecting shop also 
precluded a total redesign of the shop. The clear span under the 
wooden trusses used in 1865 had become much too short by 1910.  Be- 
cause the company could not rectify this problem, the future of the 
shops was limited. 

Over the next twenty years, the maintenance work at Susquehanna 
represented efforts to keep the shops from decaying.  The Erie 
renovated ten pits with concrete in the New Engine Terminal in 1916, 
[403] and the USRA put in a brick oil house, rest house, and tanks 
in front of the old terminal in 1919. [404]  The shops' capacity 
remained about the same. The old round house handled basic repairs 
and boiler cleaning for 32 locomotives daily, while the new terminal 
serviced 50. [405] 

Increased locomotive size rendered the engine houses, as well as 
the erecting shop, progressively inefficient. New turntables solved 
this problem in the round house.  In 1928, a 100-foot steel through 
girder table was installed at the New Terminal by American Bridge. 
Electrically driven by a Nichols tractor, [406] the turntable could 
accommodate any locomotive on the road. 

Minor alterations to the pipe and wheel shops in 1924, and an 
extension to the tool room at the new terminal, were the only changes 
until 1928, when, in June of chat year, the company eliminated Susque- 
hanna as a standard turning point for locomotives.  Salamanca, Kent, 
and Huntington were similarly downgraded, leaving only Port Jervis, 
Hornell, Meadville, and Marion as division points. The economic re- 
organization of maintenance facilities on the line had begun. [407] 
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In 1929   "he   locomotive   shop was   formally  closed.     However,   the 
construction improvement  program for  1929   included plans   co  enlarge 
the  car shops  at   Susquehanna,   using   the  Long Shop.     The plan was   "to 
include  rebuilding several existing units  and  the construction of 
additional buildings   to cost,  with equipment,  about  $378,000."   [408-] 
Finally,   more  than 60  years   after  it   opened,   the   Susquehanna Shop 
lived up  to  the promise it had offered,  by becoming  a  centralized 
repair  facility. 

Ironically,   though,   it became  the  passenger   coach repair   shop, 
leading  to  the  elimination  of   the Elmira Car Shop,  and other shops 
at Buffalo,   Kent,   and North  Hawthorne,   New Jersey.   [409]     The' loco- 
motive  repairs  went   to Hornell. 

The major  reconstruction  feature  at   Susquehanna was   the  instal- 
lation of  a new electrically powered  transfer  table.   [410]     The  23 
cross  pits were  filled in  and  replaced by  tracks   running   the length 
of the Long Shop.    The short  transfer  table  in  the south bay was 
removed and  the new   table   ran perpendicular  to   the Long Shop,   which 
it entered between  the old rod shop  and the paint shop.     For a dis- 
tance of some 80   feet,   Che  roof and walls  of the  Long  Shop  were  torn 
out  to  provide  an entrance   for  the new  table.     The design effectively 
divided the old erecting shop  into  two  separated  sections.     George P. 
Nichols  & Brother of Chicago,   orm-ofr-the -largest  suppliers   of 
electric drive  units  for  turntables   and transfer" platforms,   supplied 
the motor for the new  table.     The  table at  Susquehanna was   79   feet 
six and one-half  inches  long and  15   feet   ten and  one-half inches wide, 
with  a  213-ton  capacity.   [411] 

The west section of  the  erecting shop now housed  the new  car repair 
shop,  while   the  east  end became  the   paint  shop.     The boiler  shop  became 
the wheel,  pipe and  tin shops,  while  the  rod shop changed  to  the wood 
mill   and  cabinet   shop.     The blacksmith  shop  added welding  at  one  end 
and  the  tool room and machining at  the  other.     The old paint shop 
became   the battery  and electrical shop   and   the   carpenter   shop  became 
the  sash  shop,   the varnish  and brass  rooms,   and paint  storage.    The 
foundry-turned-store house  changed yet  again into  the  upholstery shop. 
A new sprinkler system went  into use  in 1930,   provided by  the Automatic 
Sprinkler  System of America.     The removal of the  old engine  Germinal  in 
1929,   and  the  installation of  a 123-foot  high water  tower in 1930, 
completed  the alterations.     The Chicago Bridge  &  Iron Works of Green- 
ville,   Pennsylvania,  built   the  100,000  gallon  tank,   28 feet eight inches 
in diameter and 16  feet high.     Emblazoned with  the E in a diamond,   the 
tower became the  shop's new landmark.   [412] 

The new coach repair  facilities  required  new tools   (see Appendix A). 
The work  force  dropped to  300  men, who  turned out two  passenger cars 
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daily.     The  standard repair procedure  called  for  the  removal of all 
cushions  ac   the upholstery  shop.     Next,   Che  cars  entered  the  truck 
shop.     The old boiler  shop   had two  Whiting car  lifts,   one   four-jack 
lQQ-ton hoist,   and one  two-jack 50-ton hoist.     These hoists  raised 
the   car body into  the  old Long Shop,  now shortened  to  525  feet. 
Placed  on shop  trucks;,     the  car was  repaired,   primed  and painted, 
cleaned,   and inspected.     Then Whiting jacks  again lifted  the car 
clear so   the old   trucks,  with   their wheels  and journals  serviced, 
could be  reinstalled.     Each car received  an  overhaul every  18  to   28 
months,   [413] 

Steam locomotives still pulled the passenger cars  and made their 
presence  known at Susquehanna.     In October,   1930,   the  last steam- 
related addition   to be built  at  Susquehanna went   in,   just west  of 
the  shops,  across Bridge  192.22.     Roberts &  Schaeffer Company of 
Chicago built   a 2,000-ton reinforced concrete  coaling plant  on that 
site, with a number of novel  features.     Erie Railroad Magazine claimed, 

In keeping with the  modern tendency  toward larger 
power,   and the consequent demand  for larger  and more 
complete  facilities   for servicing  locomotives,   the 
Erie Railroad  operates   at Susquehanna,  Pennsylvania, 
a plant which   is  probably more complete,  and  contains 
more up-to-date features  than  any other  locomotive 
coal,  sand,   and cinder handling plant  in existence. 

The plant included  the 50-foot diameter coal pocket,   two Norfolk and 
Western-type  ash handling plants,   and  two ten-ton overhead dry sand' 
bins,   fed by   three  steam dryers.     Locomotives  used four separate 
service  tracks,   and could  take on  coal,   sand,   and water without moving. 
Two  two and one-half  ton "Simplex" buckets  supplied  the  coal from a 
stockpile at  the rate of 125   tons each hour. 

After  the coach shop began  operating,   things  stayed fairly quiet 
at   the Susquehanna  Shops.     In 1941, The Work Equipment  Repair Shop, 
just west of  the  place where   the old  engine  terminal.had been, put  in 
a two—ton Miles  electric hoist and monorail  crane,   transferred from 
the power house.   [414]     But the  shop's  importance was  decreased-     The 
New Engine  terminal had been  reduced  to  under  ten stalls,  an indication 
of  reduced  importance.     There was  a flurry  of  activity  as  32 cars  came 
out  of  the  shop  in  1947   and 1948  to go with  the new passenger diesels. 
[415]     But by  1953,  only 79 cars  remained to be serviced at Susquehanna, 
[416]   and in   1954 it  closed.     A.  small  facility at Jersey City  took its 
place. 

The Erie kept  the  shops   until  1968,  although  they stood empty and 
unused,  when   the company gave up  the  title  to  the property,   and  the 
Erie left Susquehanna.     The buildings  remained,  however,  prompting  the 
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Susquehanna-Oakland-Lanesboro   Industrial  Development Agency   to buy 
them.     Solida,   as  it was  known,   in turn leased  the shops   to  Fab-Weld, 
Inc.,  which built shipping   containers   for   Che  Army   in Vietnam. 

Certainly  the shops were  under-utilized and  poorly maintained,' as 
the   1971  interior views made by  HAER demonstrated.     The  inevitable 
occurred  on November 5,  1975,  when a welding spark started  a fire in 
the  old  truck shop.     The   fierce blaze destroyed both boiler  shops  and 
the blacksmith  shop,   and .damaged  the  roof  on both surviving sections 
of the  Long  Shop.  . The  stone and brick bearing walls,  badly damaged, 
were  torn down  the next day,   [417] 

In 1977,   the shops were abandoned.     The rubble-strewn  gaps where 
the   fire  raged  stand out  like missing teeth.    The handsome  stone walls 
on  the   remaining buildings   seem in good shape,   but   the  roof   trusses 
and joists on the Long Shop  stand open  to  the  sky since  the galvanized 
roofing  is  gone.     In  all,   the   faded   Erie  symbol on  the water  tank,   now 
almost  invisible,  is  symbolic of  the  fate of the  Susquehanna Shops. 
Before  the Erie arrived,   there was no  town of  Susquehanna,   and since 
the  railroad left,   the same  statement seems  applicable. 
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Chapter VII 

Shops  - Part  II 

Meadville Shops 

As  the  Erie  Railroad began to  build  its  shop  facility at 
Susquehanna,   the  Atlantic & Great Western Railroad,   running from 
Salamanca to Dayton, Ohio,  was finishing  the  construction of its 
line.     The A.&G.W.   had an even more  checkered  financial career 
than the  Erie.     As  Mott   related in  his  narrative,   the history of   the 
two   companies  was closely interwoven.     The A.&G.W.  had begun 
construction  in 1860 after   a fitful nine-year  money-raising  effort. 
In  1863,'the broad-gauge line   opened.     Periodically  leased by  the 
Erie during various later receiverships,   the A.&G.W.  reorganised  as 
the  New York,   Pennsylvania  and Ohio  in  1880  and  finally became an 
Erie-owned addition to  the main-line in 1896..  [418] 

Part of  the  initial A.&G.W.   construction  effort involved  the 
erection of shops  in Meadville for   the road's  Eastern  Division. 
These  must have been  frame  structures,   for   the First Annual  Report 
of  the A.&G.W.  said the   temporary shops  then in Meadville were due to 
be  replaced shortly by  "large  and permanent structures"  already under 
construction.   [419] Two   main  structures  comprise  this new shop 
set-up..    The  largest structure    was  the brick erecting shop 
180  feet wide  and 248 feet  long.   [420]    The  shop  consisted of  a  center 
bay,  51  feet   3 inches wide,  under a gambrel-type  roof   66  feet  10   inches 
high at  the peak.     Two  flanking aisles,   64  feet wide,  were  covered by 
sloping  shed  roofs,  giving  the structure a  decidedly barn-like 
appearance.     Wood and iron Howe  trusses  spanned  the  three sections, 
carrying the   3/4-inch wooden  sheathing on the  roof.    The steeply 
sloped roof provided much  clear  space.     At  one  time,  a row of dormers 
ran down  the  length of  both the  shed roofs  to provide  the light needed 
for operations,   but by  1971,   the  dormers remained only on  the north 
side shed.     Also,  no   trace  remained of the  skylights once set into  the 
sloping  sides  of  the  gambrel  roof. 

The walls were plain,  unadorned brick,  with  round-arched windows. 
The only stylistic  details were   the quoins  on  the building's  corners, 
perhaps  reflecting the  influence of Renaissance revival architecture. [421] 
More  interesting were the   two types of columns utilized to  carry  the 
roof  trusses   over  the center bay.     On  the north aisle of the shop, 
three-point columns with cast iron cores were  spaced at  12  feet* 
9-1/2  inch  intervals.     By   the 1860s,   the strength of iron  columns had 
long been proven,  but wooden  support posts  may have been added to make 
the connection of   the column  with   the truss  easier.   [422] 
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On the  opposite  side  of  the bay,   the builder adopted another 
type  of roof support,   using a  four-point   cantilevered   column   to 
carry  the  large  cross   timbers  and trusses.   [423]     These  12x12  wooden 
columns were spaced  at  25-1/2-foot  intervals-     Only  9   sets   of   these 
columns were needed,  while  17  columns  supported   the north bay's 
roof.     Perhaps   the  location of  the erecting pits   in  the  south bay 
led  to  the use of fewer columns on that side of  the shop . 

Locomotives  entered  the building on   IS tracks   along  the whole 
south wall.   [424]    A broad  fan of tracks   led to  wooden doors,   perhaps 
like  those  shown  in 1971  photographs.   [4251    The erecting shop 
utilized  the south and center bays.     The  machine shop  occupied the 
north bay.   [426] 

Adjacent   to  the erecting shop was  the blacksmith shop.   [427] 
This  single-story brick building offered a more   striking appearance 
than its  hulking neighbor.     The designer  again adopted stone  quoins 
on  the corners,  and  continued that  motif  in the   round-arched windows 
and  doorways.     Such architectural detailing had become increasingly 
unusual on industrial buildings.    Especially on  a railroad with  the 
money problems  the A.&G.W.   had,   this attention co stylistic detail 
was   surprising.     The  designer  used   the same wood and  iron roof  trusses 
as   the erecting  shop.    The  original blacksmith building  was probably 
about  245  feet long and 56  feet wide,   with  a wing off the   center 
forming a T. 

These two main buildings are the only 1866 structures currently 
standing. [ 428] There was no record of a power house or round house- 
being built in  1866,  but both  must  have  existed. 

The Erie had such close  connections with  the  A.&G.W. ,  that a 
comparison between Meadville and Susquehanna  is   inviting,   but there 
seems  to have been little sharing of  information between sites;   the 
designers  at Meadville copied very   little  from Susquehanna.     The 
builders  at Meadville did not  confront the severe  geographic 
constraints the  Erie  faced.     Perhaps  for this reason, the   erecting 
shop  at Meadville was built without a transfer  table.    The simpler 
expedient of  fan tracks  sufficed.     The designer  at Meadville  also 
left  the shops  completely  disconnected in  separate buildings.     There 
was no movement  toward the coordinated shop arrangement as at 
Susquehanna.     Even the  construction of the buildings  and  their 
appearances differed. 

There were  isolated similarities between Meadville and 
Susquehanna.     The erecting shop  at  each  site  consisted of  three bays, 
although  the Long Shop  at Susquehanna had better lighting.     In both 
cases,  the increasing weight and size of motive power would  ultimately 
render them obsolete.    But  fundamental  differences outweighed the 
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common   points.     Meadvilie was   smaller,   and designed without   the 
forethought   for coordination that   enabled  Susquehanna   to   continue 
operations  even as   that   shop was  outgrown.     Meadvilie,   on   the  other 
hand,  was forced   to   expand in   the  older   fashion of adding facilities 
when needed,  where  there  was  room.     Thus   the  superiority  of  the 
Susquehanna  design appears,   indicating how radical  a shift  the Erie 
shop signified. 

Perhaps   the   first- major addition to   the Meadvilie shops  was a 
car  shop.     An   1866 promotional  pamphlet warned  of   the pressing need 
for more   car  shops  on   the A.&G.W..     But  they   suffered  from the  same 
financial constraints  as   the Erie.     The  shakey   finances  may have 
accounted for   the  lack of a  coordinated shop   in  the  first place. 
But Meadvilie   soon had its  car  shop.     Captain Tyler,   in his Report  on 
the  Erie  Railway   and its   Connections, wrote  in   1874  that,   "There are 
good and efficient brick  car shops at Meadvilie erected   two years  ago."   [429] 
An  1875  county atlas showed  the car   repair facility situated  directly 
east of  the'^blacksmith, shop. 

The  car shop was not as elaborately  styled as  the earlier 
structures.     Built  of brick,  it lacked   the quoins  on  the  corner and 
the round-arched windows  on the second   floor.     The only  similar details 
were the  stone sills,   and the   use of  stone jamb  up   to  th-e  springing line 
of   the door arches.     But  the stonework was not as  elaborate,   nor was  it 
carried all   the way over   the arch,   as at   the blacksmith   shop.   [430] 

Cars entered the base  of   the  shop   through  six arched doorways,   or 
through, similar entrances from the  long wings.     The key  design problem 
was how to  support   the  second   story while leaving  clear   space  for  six 
car repair bays.     To achieve  this end,   a wood   column was  employed  that 
differed from those in  the  other   shops.     Perhaps   the  designer  took a 
lesson from the  cars repaired  in   the shop.     Seven sets of U-shaped, 
three—section  columns   carried   the  ceiling beams  that were  trussed   like 
the old wooden railroad   cars.   [431] 

Other^structures were  added over  the next  ten years,   including a 
wing off  the  north wall   of   the erecting shop  and  sheds  north of  the 
blacksmithishop.   [432]     The 1882  bird's eye view  that depicted these 
additions reveals  that   the   shops  had come to  dominate the local 
landscape of Meadvilie. 

The Meadvilie Shops,   just like the Susquehanna repair shop, 
played an important role in converting  locomotives  to standard gauge. 
The Nypano,   as the   road was known after 1880,   finally reduced to  the 
standard gauge at  the   same   time  as   the  Erie,   and  faced  similar 
headaches.     Between 1880 and 1883,   Meadvilie   turned out  at least 25 new 
and 101  rebuilt   locomotives*   an  amazing number  for a shop  this  size.   [433 3 
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The shops  changed over  Che years with minor  additions  and 
repairs,   like  those noted  in the Erie's  1887 report  -  the walls and 
foundations  of   the shops  had required extensive repairs.   [434]     But 
Meadville was one of   the  five  small  repair facilities  and did not 
attract major attention  (see  1922 Sanborn Map  Company Plates of 
Meadville). 

The  22-stall roundhouse on a c.   1880 map  remained,  and a  machine 
shop  with  a boiler room had been added off  the back.    This   addition 
represented the  typical provision of handling running repairs   in Che 
engine house.     All of  the  shops had been  altered,  or added  to.    The 
wing off  the erecting shop housed a  rod and tire  shop, while in the 
front,   several  sheds housed air brake,  machine,   and  cool  shops. 
Between the blacksmith and erecting  shops  stood a five-boiler power 
house,   flanked by an iron-clad machine  shop.     The blacksmith shop now 
included a high,   steel-framed shed for   Che boiler shop,   and sported 
a 35-foot  addition added  in 1906.    The biggest change had occurred 
with  the  elimination of  the  car shop .     The  company had converted that 
building  into  a  storehouse  and office space, while  the wings housed 
a carpenter shop  and a tank shop.     The  company also built  a second 
storehouse in 1909,  north of  the blacksmith shop.   [435]    Meadville 
continued  to serve as  an  important running repairs   facility,  servicing 
60 locomotives  daily,  while the erecting shop had expanded  to  24 pits. [436] 

But  the Meadville Shop was entering an era of  changing times  that 
saw some very  interesting developments  in the  operations  there.    The 
first  indication had come with the establishment of a signal repair 
shop  in 1916.     Established  in  a small  single-story   frame building,   that 
department  repaired and rebuilt relays,  interlocking mechanisms, and 
mechanical equipment and motors  for  switchers   and signals.     The  shop 
also prefabricated  signal poles  and machine tools and met  any problems 
encountered,   (437 ] 

The signal repair shop represented an effort to economize by 
handling more  repairs  and by reducing purchases  of  nev materials.     The 
company also established a central scrap  plant.     Equipped with a 15-ton 
overhead  crane,   an  alligator shears  and  a 4-ton  electro-magnet,   Che 
Meadville plant  served the entire system.    The resemblance of these 
two   facilities  to  the earlier Owego   shop  was  obvious.    And despite  its 
age  and space  limitations,   the Meadville  shop  remained a locomotive 
repair facility. 

The  1928  and 1929 improvement programs helped  alleviate  some 
problems  caused by  the shop's  age.     The  additions  included a number  of 
new machine tools,   such as a 36-inch Ohio heavy-duty shaper,   a 90-inch 
wheel  lathe and  a 48-inch Lodge  and Shipley lathe  from Susquehanna,   and 
a 4-inch  upsetting machine from Kent.     A second 90-inch motor-driven 
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wheel  lathe  from the Putnam Machine Works arrived  in 1929,  along 
with a new 15,000 cubic   foot air  compressor.   [438] 

The  improvements  also   called  for  a new  coaling  cower like  che 
one  at Susquehanna,  and  a 120-foot  turntable by American Bridge. 
The  $90,000  coaling station,  built by  Roberts  & Schaefer,  had a 
1000-ton coal  capacity and  che same sand and  cinder handling 
arrangements  as   the Susquehanna unit.   [439]     The  turntable  replaced 
a 7Q-*foot installation in front of  the roundhouse,  constructed in 
1904.     Both of these moves  stemmed   from the  purchase or  the  new 
2-8-4vBerkshires.     Without  these enlargements,  Meadviile would have 
been unable  to service these  large   locomotives. 

The  final change  of the  late  1920s was  the  construction of a 
new six-stall  enginehouse  for  finishing up  engines as   they emerged 
from the  erecting shop.    [440]    The  new,   smaller house  stood directly 
opposite  the  old 22 stall house  that  the company  retired in  the late 
1930s. 

The result was that the Meadviile shop  outlasted  Susquehanna for 
locomotive  service.    The slightly wider bays   and  the access  over  fan 
tracks instead of a transfer  table   explained why.     Ironically,  the 
lack of a transfer  table,  a symbol  of  advanced design  at Susquehanna 
in 1865,   enabled Meadviile  to continue maintaining longer locomotives 
while  Susquehanna reverted  to passenger  car repairs.     The only 
limitation on  the size of  locomotives  that Meadviile could repair was 
the size  of  the  pits  themselves.    Yet,  even Meadviile's  days were 
numbered,  for Charles Denney had made  the reorganization of the Eriefs 
shop  system one  of  his   goals. 

Beginning in 1935,   heavy locomotive repairs  slowly ceased at 
Meadviile and, by  1941,   the company had  converted the  complex into 
a production  unit  for railroad operations, tools.   Shovels and lanterns 
were  two of the  items manufactured  there.    [441]    This   type  of 
economizing traced  its   origin, to  the  Susquehanna  foundry and oil 
mixing house.     Many railroads developed in-house maintenance and scrap 
reclamation departments   to reduce  expenses,  but  the Erie's  program 
probably was   more  far-reaching than that of  any other  line. 

The effort  paid  off during  the Second World War when metal  became 
a precious  and vital  commodity.     In March 1943,   the Erie opened a 
coupler  repair shop that welded  and annealled the forgings   in the 
coupler knuckle  to permit  their reuse.    [442]    Like the scrap  and 
reclamation shop,   the company located  the  coupler reclamation depart- 
ment  in one of  the wings of the old car repair shops.     The equipment 
included a straightening press and a knuckle  straightening press,  also 
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a shaper for re—machining  the ends-     These  tools  enabled the Erie to 
reuse coupler assemblies  that previously would have been discarded 
as scrap. 

The production  unit hit  full stride during  the  early  1940s.     Four 
separate units  made  up  this  department,     k. crane  repair shop in the 
old boiler shop  serviced derricks,  pile drivers,   locomotive  cranes, 
and boilers,  as well as providing heavy plate work.     The  old erecting 
shop  manufactured materials  mainly for the Homell Shops,   such as 
general  tool,  gauge  and die work,  jock repairs,   reclamation  of  electric 
generators,  and  service of  oxy-acetylene  torches,  welding,   and  cutting 
equipment.     The blacksmith  shop  continued  to produce heavy   forgings 
for locomotive  parts  and smaller drop hammer and  forgings  for  the 
machine  shop.     The forge shop also reclaimed track tools,   and worked 
jointly with the  crane shop   to  fabricate  a variety of  items  requiring 
welding and hammersmith work.     Finally,   the  air brake  unit  handled  all 
such work  for  the whole railroad from the  first  floor of  the old car 
shop. 

An added bonus  for Meadville came because of war-time   traffic 
loads.     The shop  as  a whole reconditioned  two  locomotives per week,   to 
relieve the load on Homell,   the main locomotive  shop.    Such overhauls 
included  frames,  boxes,  shoes  and wedges,  wheels,  tires,   springs, brake 
rigging,  valves  and  cylinders,   guides  and cross heads.   [443]     The 
capability of handling such work at   the shop proved to be a great boon 
to the Erie. 

Meadville  received this  added work,   and not  Susquehanna,  because 
it was  situated  almost at  the  geographic  center of   the Erie system. 
Like Susquehanna  in  1851,   Meadville   sat in  che right  location. 

Additional  locomotive service was not  the only  duty that came  to 
the old A.&G.W.   shop because of its   location.     In 1945,   the scrap and 
reclamation plant installed facilities to salvage worn rails   for branch 
line  use.     The  ends  always  wore out   first,   so   the plant  cut off  18  inches 
on each  end, and produced satisfactory rail.     An oxy-acetylene  torch  on 
a carriage  chopped off  the rail.     Grinders  next  smoothed the  line of 
the   torch.    An existing overhead crane and a feeding table with 
automatic rollers moved the rail.     The table had five stations,   one  for 
wire brushing,   two  for cutting,  one  for a three—unit  gang  drill for 
drilling-holes  for splicing,   and a  final  section into the  storage pit.   [444] 

Then in  1947,   the Erie opened  a central wheel  shop   in the six-stall 
roundhouse built in 1929.     With the pits  filled  in  and glass  blocks 
filling in the doorway,   the wheel shop  turned out nearly all  the wheels 
for  the system.     Older wheel  shops  at Homell and Port Jervis  closed 
down,   and instead Meadville shipped assembled wheels  and axles  to   those 
shops.     The only exceptions  were Jersey  City  and Susquehanna,  both of 
which still turned some new wheels   and conditioned a  few journals. 
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The  production  capability of   che wheel   shop  was  enhanced by 
efforts   to minimize handling.     Railroad shops  had not always   adopted 
the  best machine  shop practice,  and materials'   flow was  one area  that 
shops often handled badly.     But overhead  tramways  and conveyors helped 
solve  those  problems at  Meadville.     The  shop's   capabilities   included: 

Dismounting   90-95   pairs  of wheels   in  8 hours 
Turning  60-65 axles on  three axle  lathes  in  16 hours. 
Boring 60-65  cast   iron wheels in  two  boring mills  in  8 hours 
Mounting 60—65 pairs  of wheels  in  8 hours. 
Turning 5-6  pairs  of  steel wheels   in  8 hours. 
Turning journals  on 5-6  pairs of wheels  daily. 

Erie Railroad Magazine had  cause   to  boast when  it  called  this  facility, 
"one of  the  most modern wheel  conditioning plants  in the world."   [445] 
The  key  to  the. successful operation of   the wheel  shop  lay in  the planned 
arrangement  of  the work.    The   tools  stood in sequence of operations, 
connected by  tramways,  conveyors,   and jib cranes.     The work  could  then 
flow from one  specialized tool to  another with little interruption. 

In the  case of many old steam locomotive  facilities  like Meadville, 
its   life-expectancy  in  1950 would have been  low.     The normal pattern was 
for  the old steam facilities to wither away.     Ironically,   the coming of 
the  diesel locomotive instead brought new life  to   the  old shop.     The 
1949 Report  told of plans for a new car repair shop at Meadville,  with 
the  car yard  to be replaced.    [446]    About 1950,  an addition  to  the 
coupler shop permitted consolidation of  straightening  and guard work in 
one  area.    Also,   the company  installed  two new  furnaces  and  a jib   crane 
for  that  shop,   [447] 

Even closing the production  unit  in 1949   did not hurt.     Instead, 
the  company modernized  the  old erecting shop  and  turned it  into  a repair 
center  for the maintenance  of way equipment,   signals,   switches,  and 
frogs  for the whole line.     Using  assembly line methods,   all heavy- 
equipment,  air tools,  and diesel  and gasoline  engines  were serviced 
during the winter,     a 25-ton Gantry crane helped move  materials. 
Another wing of  the old  erecting  shop  became a locomotive drive wheel 
shop for mounting diesel wheels,   traction motor gears,   and wheel 
storage.    [448]    The signal  shop moved  into   the old cab  shop  in 1950, 
with welding and blacksmith equipment,   a monorail crane,  and fluorescent 
lighting.   [449]    Finally,  the company  chose Meadville  as one of  the 
sites  for a minor diesel service unit,  built  in 1952-1953.    [450] 

Meadville's  survival, and successful rebirth hinged on three  factors. 
It was  ideally situated  Co  provide  many services  in the manner of a 
central shop.     And with its old,  but commodious,  buildings,   conversion 
into shops  for light repairs  and renewals was  feasible.    Many duties  did 
not need overhead cranes,  nor did they require the newest buildings. 
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Secondly,   the  introduction  of  the diesel-electric  locomotive  changed 
the whole service requirements  of -the  railroad   and, equally important, 
the outlook of the   road*     New  technical   changes   were   readily   adopted 
in areas  from track maintenance  to   the wheel  shop  and scrap  yard." 
Automation became increasingly  important.     But in order to work, 
semi-automated shops meant  concentrating repair work,  and Meadville 
was in  the  center of  the system,  an important consideration. 

The  final  factor must have been  financial.     The  conversion of Che 
entire motive power fleet,   and constraction of  three new heavy  repair 
shops   for  the diesels  meant  a heavy drain on  the company's  finances. 
Building new  shops   for all  the  other maintenance needs was out  of  the 
question.     So,'the old buildings  at Meadville remained  in  use,   for the 
same  reasons  the company had converted Susquehanna in 1929. 

Meadville  fared better  than Susquehanna and remained  in use  into 
the 1970s.     The wheel shop   continued  to  attract nationwide attention 
in rail  circles  as  the  company upgraded it  throughout the  early   1930s. 
Railway locomotive  and Cars   commen ted, 

"While  the Erie  Railroad began  its centralized  car 
wheel production at Meadville,  Pa.,  ten years   ago, 
today's shop has  changed  greatly from the*facility 
that went into  operation  in 1947.     The Erie was  a 
pioneer in consolidation  of wheel shop  facilities 
and  from the beginning equipped  the shop  for a 
high degree of semi-automatic  production.     Even 
with all  this,   the Erie has poured well  over a 
quarter-million  dollars  into  the Meadville  shop 
in  the past five years.     This  was a shop  that 
already  could have been  cited  for the  completeness 
of  its  facilities  and  its production  rate."[451] 

The change  consisted  of  improved machine  tools   that  upped  the 
production  figures  and permitted total  consolidation of all wheel work 
at this one site.     In 1954,   a Sellers dual end-drive journal lathe 
eliminated 11 engine  lathes  used  for  refinishing journals at shops  from 
Hammond to Jersey  City.    A year later,   a Sellers  profiling contour 
tread-truing lathe released  three older tread lathes in other  shops. 
Only   two  others  remained in  the  company's  shops,   at  Hornell  and Marion, 
for emergencies.    The facilities in  the erecting  shop had also grown, 
so that along with diesel- wheel-and-gear  sets,   it could inspect  Spicer 
drive  gears  and traction motors,  as  well as   car roller bearings. 
Production capabilities had  reached  2,600 pairs of wheels mounted each 
month,   100 journals  cut daily,   and 90 pairs  of new wheels bored in 
8 hours.     The shop used eight special cars  to  transport the wheels  to 
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Hornell,  Marion and Jersey City.     A Yale  fork lift and an Austin h 
Western. 5-con mobile hydraulic   crane  eliminated hand  lifting   in the 
yard.    [452] 

The  last  addition to Meadville  made  this  facility  as  close to 
the  Erie  central  shop  as   any other  repair shop  ever came.     In 1955, . 
the  Dunmore  Car Shops was destroyed by severe  floods.     (See below: 
Dunmore)    The  company chose not to  rebuild at  the old site,   as  it 
was   too  far   removed  from the main line,   especially the  western 
reaches of the system.     So,   the company chose Meadville as  the site 
of the  replacement car shops.     Although planned for 1956,  the steel 
frame building with galvanized sheet siding  did not open until 1958, 
when the  company  announced   that an  "Ultra-modern car repair  shop  at 
Meadville,  Pa.,"  began operations  in September.   [453] 

It is  interesting that  the opening of  the Marion diesel shop  in 
1945 seemed  to mark a  revelation  in the Erie's outlook,  toward 
maintenance.     After years of unremarkable facilities,  by 195Q the 
Erie had  become a pacesetter    with  numerous  facilities worthy of  note. 
Many of these  were  at  Meadville,   and the newest was  the car  shop. 
It cost $4 million,  but   gave  the Erie  a shop  "which makes it possible 
to keep  close   control  over  car repair  costs  in the years  ahead."     The 
main car  shop  was 600  x  100 feet  and two  96-foot  bridge cranes served 
it.     Each had  a 15-ton main hoist with 5-ton auxiliary  lifts.     Three 
Gantry cranes  were  also  mounted in  the area.     Opening  off the main 
shop were a stripping yard,  set  up  with permanent scaffolding,  and a 
fabricating room and steel  yard serviced by a  70-foot,   10-ton 
overhead  crane. 

The  company salvaged most of  the  tools  in the shop  from Dunmore. 
They were placed in a blacksmith shop,  machine shop,   tool-room,  pipe 
shop,   storeroom, and truck  repair area with wheel storage.     All  these 
facilities  stood to one   side  of  the main shop. 

Car  servicing was  completed  in a sand blast  shop,  pits  for 
undercoating,   and a paint  shed.     The paint  shop was equipped with one 
hand booth  and one  fully automatic  Binks travelling spray paint booth.    [454 ] 
The shop was   the equal of any freight  car repair facility in the 
Nation. 

Unfortunately,  the  Erie  opened the  shop  in the midst of problems, 
after  delays   caused by  financial difficulties.     At the time    of  the 
merger,   the shop  had apparently been  closed as part of  the deferred 
maintenance program.     The 1960 Report  of the new Erie-Lackawanna said, 
"In January,   1961,  Meadville  Shop was  reopened to begin reconditioning 
725 box cars "    [455 ] 
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Because of these additions to its plant, Meadville has outlasted 
Susquehanna.  But the years have taken their toil.  Although they 
survived the era of dieselization and became the central repair 
facility for everything but locomotives, the shops fared less well 
under consolidation.  Conrail closed the signal repair shop, and has 
decided to phase out the wheel shop as well. The maintenance of 
way repair shop does remain in the old erecting shop, though, and the 
new car shop has been upgraded into a major facility. Under Conrail, 
only the newest shops have been kept, as further centralization in 
more suitable locations has been pushed.  But Meadville, once 
Susquehanna's stepsister lives on. [456] 

Hornell Shops 

During the Erie's heyday in the 20th century, there were two other 
large repair shops besides the two already mentioned. Hornell, 332 
miles from Jersey City and 128 miles from Dunkirk, sat at the junction 
of the Susquehanna, Buffalo, and Western, or Allegany Divisions. The 
railroad had to locate a shop there.  The first repair building went 
up in 1849 and only a year later the company had to enlarge it to hold 
three engines. [457] From this humble beginning grew a major shop 
complex. 

The company erected an addition in 1352 to hold machinery for 
engine repairs, and the usual pattern of continual expansion of wooden 
buildings began.  In 1855, the company's shops at Hornellsville consisted 
of a.  carpenter shop and machine shop, each 127 x 30 feet; an engine house 
with seven stalls each 61 x 61 feet; a 46-foot turntable, and two tank 
houses 20 x 20 feet. [458]  The new facilities were "imperatively 
required," the annual report for 1855 noted.  So, the company had 
broken ground for a new engine house and shops in 1854, and on 
September 4, 1856, these opened. But fire plagued the wooden buildings 
and destroyed the old facilities in 1856.  The new facilities, listed 
in Table VII were damaged by fire on January 20, 1857. 

The company was not enthusiastic about rebuilding the shops, and 
until the 1870s, Hornellsville remained a small, minor shop. 
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Table i  VII 

Hornell  Shops, 1857 [459] 

Building Size Material Date of Completion 

Turn Table 46'   diamet er Wood March,   1850 
Tank. House 20 x  20 Wood December,   1850 
Tool  House 12 x  16 Wood December,   1850 
Wood  Shed 30  x  397 Wood May,   1853 
Circular  Engine 

House 13  stalls Wood February, 4^56 
7  Extensions to ■ 

Engine House 18  x  60 Wood February,   1856 
Blacksmith Shop 

off Engine House 32  x  42 Wood February,   1856 
Machine Shop off \ 

Engine House 35  x  62 Wood February,  1856 

But  the location at the junction of three, divisions was  too  important 
to  continue with  small wooden buildings.    A. humorous  incident  in  1875 
demonstrated^ the  importance of the  shop.   [459a] 

"Some  embarrassment in the operation of  the road was 
caused by a curious  incident at Homellsville,  where 
the  turn-table  pit was   filled with water during the 
thaw of February 3.     The water did not run off and 
during the cold weather which immediately succeeded 
the  thaw the water frozen solid,  and the table could 
not be  turned.     Eighteen locomotives were thus 
imprisoned in  the roundhouse,  which the operatives 
were unable  to extricate until Saturday." 

An engine house of at least 18 stalls was not small,  and represented 
an enlargement over the 1856  structure.    let,   as The Railroad Gazette 
observed in 1879,   "the  present buildings are  insufficient.      [460 ]    The 
company had put  in a new iron turntable in 1876,   and  installed the water 
tank in 1878.    [461]    But Homellsville required a major renovation,  and 
the reorganized New York,   Lake Erie & Western made shop improvements  a 
key priority.    With 31.42  acres  of land,  the company planned a major 
effort.   [462]    The 1880 Report notes  that   the shops, 

"which being old and of wood,   are  of little value, 
and located where they greatly interfere with the 
proper management of the yard,  -  should be torn down, 
and new shops,  suitable  for the needs of  that 
important point,   should be erected upon ground which 
has been acquired for  that purpose,   and the yards 
should be rearranged and enlarged." [463] 
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Work began with Che contract to C. Berrick & Co. for the major brick 
construction work. The largest single.project of the reconstruction 
program of  the NY,   LE & W had begun. 

The new Hornellsville shops proved to be quite extensive. [464] 
The company erected brick buildings with iron and slate roofs. The" 
shops  consisted of: 

Machine  and erecting shop,   470'x 110 feet 
Transfer  table in  front  of  the shop,  520 x  50  feet 
Boiler  shop,   155  x 80  feet 
Smith shop,   155 x 70 feet 
Tool room,   70 x 54  feet 
Light  repair shop,   100 x 64  feet 
Stationary engine house,  80 x 36  feet with  80-foot  chimney 
Two Coalsheds,  100  x 15  and  130  x 15  feet 
Wash house,   30 x 16  feet 
Storeroom and offices,   120 x 60  feet 
Oil house,   50 x 30  feet 
Dispatcher's  office,   30 x 20  feet 

. Roundhouse,   44 stalls,   316  feet  in diameter 

The layout of  the shop followed the scheme that had been pioneered  at 
Susquehanna, with one change.     At Hornell,   the designer arranged the 
location of the transfer  table,connecting the  cross-pit  erection shop 
so  that it moved between  the pits and  the other shops,  further smoothing 
the  flow of work and materials.     At  Susquehanna,   the  transfer table 
occupied  the bay at  the very rear of  the  shop,   so that communications 
between the table and the auxiliary shops was only  through  the erecting 
shop.     The Hornell  arrangement put  the  table between  the  auxiliary  and 
the  main shops,   further  increasing  the importance of  the  transfer 
table.     Since  Susquehanna had been built,  other  railroads had begun to 
develop shop layouts,  but the  impact of  the Susquehanna design remained 
visible. 

The  shops  entailed a major expenditure,   $106,637.36  in 1881,  and 
$158,854.78 total by  the  time  the facility opened in  1882.   [465] 
Building the Hornell repair center was the result of  several  factors. 
The primary impetus was the desperate need for a large repair shop  at 
this major division point.     Each division had  facilities  at the other 
end - Susquehanna,  Dunkirk,  or Buffalo - but Hornell needed improvement. 
The  inclusion of  the erection  shop  reflected  the increase  in  traffic 
on the road.     At  the  same time,   the need for a  facility  as large as 
Hornell's shop provided evidence of Susquehanna's  inability to expand 
to meet  the needs of  the company.     The inclusion of the  erection shop 
emphasized no  development  in the consolidating of  all heavy repairs at 
one  shop.     The Hornell shop was,  at  the  least,   the Erie's   third 
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erecting shop,   the fourth  if Meadville is counted,   as it should be 
by 1880.     Hornell,   though,  represented a  fine example of railroad 
shop  practice of the  1880s-     The only potential problem was  the 
short transfer  table. 

Transfer tables were not the only equipment railroads outgrew. 
The Erie had  Co make continual  improvements  to  enable its   fueling 
capabilities   to remain consistent with the needs of its motive power. 
In 1881-1882,  a gravity flow coal  trestle went  up  at Hornell,     Two 
high  tracks  carried  dump   cars  raised by  a stationary steam engine 
that  filled  the hoppers.     Engines  loaded  coal  through counter weighted 
chutes   and aprons  on either  side of   the  trestle.     The facility 
represented a new  arrangement  to  accommodate  a  thorny problem and 
potential bottleneck. -"Water G.  Berg commented,   "The system can be 
very highly  recommended..."   [466] 

Nonetheless,   by 1888,   the company had commenced grading for  a new 
set  of  coal  pockets   to hold 12,000  tons.     The old pockets had burned, 
so  the  railroad resorted  to a new plan  to facilitate larger locomotives.   [467] 
Ten years later,   new coaling stations would be built at Hornellsville 
and Port Jervis.    [468 ]    This repeated effort demonstrated the inability 
of the  railroads   to  keep  their service capabilities tuned to changing 
locomotive technology. 

ks during the 1850s,  the  shops  coped with piecemeal additions. 
In 1899,   a new ice house and 10-ton house crane became  part  of Hornell's 
equipment.   [469]     (By  1900,  Hornellsville had been shortened to Hornell.) 
The  crane was  a significant attempt  to bring  the  shop'in line with modern 
practice.    As  Railway  Shop  Up  To Date  indicated,   overhead travelling 
cranes had  emerged  as  the  single most  important machine used in a repair 
shop.     In 1901,   further   changes  took place,   with the conversion of  the 
turntable to steam power,   the  construction  of  three drop  pits,  and the 
construction of  the new  coaling  facility.  [470] 

These  isolated efforts had to  give way  to a major renovation;   they 
failed to keep up with the growth of locomotives.    The improvement work 
began  in 1906. as part of Underwood's  reconstruction effort.     Railway 
and Engineering Review observed, 

"When the present management took charge  of  the Erie 
Railroad,   it adopted broad and comprehensive plans 
for  the development  of  the entire  property into a 
modernly  efficient railway system.     These plans 
embraced extensive alterations and additions  to 
the  several  shops of the  system in order to  enable 
them to respond rapidly and efficiently  to  the 
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increasing demands  made upon  them by  the 
necessary additions  to  the  rolling equipment. 
...  This work  ...   has been  carried on at many 
different points  on the  system.     But   the most 
extensive  single  installation of modern shop 
equipment  is  at   the Homellsville,  N.  Y.,   shops. " [471] 

For  the second  time  in 30 years,  Hornell  stood at Che focus of the 
Erie's  effort   to  upgrade   its  shops. 

The primary additions  consisted of  a 7-stall erecting shop with 
120-ton  travelling  crane,   a new power house,  and a wide  variety  of 
machine  tools  with electric drive.     The  electrical  installation  and 
powerhouse  received the largest share  of  attention.    The new erecting 
shop was  relatively small,   and the old transfer  table continued  to 
service  it.   [471a]   The overhead  crane,   though,   insured the continued 
operation of  the plant.     The company  added  the new erecting shop to 
the end of  the old machine shop directly behind  the roundhouse.   [472] 

The power house was  a large fireproof brick structure with a 
concrete  roof  and floor.    [473]    Coal was dumped outside   the building 
onto  a conveyor  running up  the outside wall.     This  Exeter Machine 
Company  unit,   capable of  elevating  60  tons  of coal an hour,  dumped 
into  a coal crusher.     In  turn,  an endless  chair carried  the 
pulverized coal into bunkers  over  the boiler  room.     From the bunkers, 
coal  fell into hoppers in front of  the boiler,   and hence onto a chain 
grate.     Four Babcock & Wilcox 400-horsepower boilers   fed  steam at 
150  pounds  into  mains equipped with Holley drip  systems. 

The generating equipment consisted of three Ball & Wood cross- 
compound,  high-speed condensing engines.     Two  500^horsepower engines 
were  direct-connected to  300-kilowatt,   250-volt 3~wire DC Westinghouse 
generators  run at  150 rpm.     The third engine,   400  horsepower,   turned 
a similar  200-kilowatt generator at  200  rpm.     The  engine room also 
housed  two  Xngersoll-Sargeant  compound air compressors   for pneumatic 
shop  hammers. 

Another  significant  feature of  the new Hornell  Shops was  the 
introduction of electricity  in the machine shop.     The use of 
electrically-driven machine tools  was becoming a well established 
practice by 1900.     The railroads,   with  their large repair facilities, 
found central power generation particularly  suited to their needs. 
Railway  Shop  Up To Date  commented, 

"Until about fifteen years ago,  power  for a railway 
shop was  generated  in several  boiler  and engine 
rooms  situated at different points  about  the shop 
plant.    At some shops,  a  single boiler house provided 
steam for several engines situated at different points. 
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The  latter were  usually  located  in  annexes 
to   Che principal shop buildings  and  belted  to 
line- shafts....     It  is only within  comparatively 
recent years  that a single power house has  been 
installed  as   the center of generation and 
distribution  of  all power   for a railway  shop 
plant."[4743 

Hornell was  not a pioneering installation in the  use of 
electricity,  by any means,   nor was  it  the Erie's  first.     The Dunmore 
shop had an earlier installation.     In  all its particulars,   the 
Hornell  Shop   followed what  Railway  Shop Up  To  Date  considered to be 
standard practice.     The   construction of  the building,   its  size,   the 
type of boilers,   the- use of direct  current,   the  type of stoker,   and 
unforced draft were similar to those of other railroad power plants. 
Likewise, the size, number,  and  type of boilers, and engines  followed 
practice at other railroad shops.     Only  the  lack of an overhead  crane 
in  the engine room, and   the choice of condensing steam engines 
represented departures  from the norm.     The Railroad Gazette 
characterized the power  plant this way. 

"This installation is an interesting and instructive 
illustration of the  latest engineering practice for 
a  railroad shop where  the largest  proportion of 
power is  required at short distances from the power 
house and a  large proportion of variable speed and 
crane  load is   required." 

The company chose   direct-current after a joint study by 
Westinghouse  and the  engineering  department,   primarily because of the 
compactness of  the shop.     The study also led  to building in a 
provision for future  expansion.     Yet,   the  future options proposed 
made  it apparent  that the  study realized the long-term advantages of 
alternating current.     Along with  foundations  for future boilers  that 
would double  the steam  capacity built into   the plant,   the design 
left  room for either a  new AC generator or a DC unit with an AC 
transformer. 

The large machine   tools were driven by  individual motors,   and 
smaller tools were driven  in groups.     The  fitting shop  in one wing of 
the  erecting shop,  the  old erecting  shop,   and the boiler shop all had 
group-drive  tools.[475] 

The machinery roster was very extensive,  demonstrating the wide 
array of specialized tools  that had  come  into  use.     In every regard - 
numbers,  types,  manufacturers -  the  equipment installed at Hornell 
gave the Erie a plant   to be proud of.     A number of railroads built 
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shops  at the  turn of  the century,   and  Railway Shop Up To Date 
inventoried several of  them.     Comparisons of  those shops with 
Hornell  are difficult,   as  that  publication noted.     "The peculiar 
local  governing  conditions  affecting  the operation of each shop, 
together with the  fact  that most.shops do  a certain amount of 
manufacturing work  ...   render it almost  impossible to present a 
list  of  tools which will provide  for  any given or  individual shop 
chosen  at  random."    But a  good  guideline mentioned was  between 
6  to   8  tools  per pit.     Hornell had 17  erecting  pits,   and housed 
158 machine tools  in the erecting,  machine,  blacksmith,  boiler, 
and tank shops.     This  ratio of more than nine tools   for each pit 
indicated  that Hornell  ranked with the best-equipped  shops  on any 
American railroad.   [476] 

The Hornell shop was   the most up-to-date shop on the system 
after 1906.     Only  the smaller Dunmore shop was  as modern.     Traffic 
demands and the  standard problem of increasing  locomotive  size 
forced  further  changes  at  Hornell only  15  years  later.     By  1922,   the 
30-stall roundhouse  serviced 82  locomotives  daily,  and the  17  stalls 
in the old and new sections of the locomotive shop were not enough.   [477] 

Outside contractors  assumed control over Hornell's operations  in 
1921,  but  this  abortive experiment never worked as Frederick 
Underwood had hoped.   [478]     By 1922,   the Erie had reinstated its own 
maintenance crews and had awarded a contract to Bates & Rogers 
Construction Company  for an extension to  the erection  shop.   [479] 

The  company  cited the  two  reasons  for enlarging the  shop   in its 
1923 report:     "To increase the capacity for locomotive repairs and 
for  greater economy,  a new machine shop,   and an extension of the 
erecting  shop  at  Hornell,   N.  Y.,  were  completed,   at an approximate 
cost of $500,000."  [480]     Although the project  seemed  less  ambitious 
than the  1906 reconstruction,   the addition of   this  one building 
insured the future operation of  this  facility.     Hornell,   after 
construction of the erecting shop  in 1923, was  a modern railroad 
repair shop  in  every sense. 

The addition was 408 x 108  feet,   of brick with a steel  frame and 
steel roof  trusses  fabricated  by American Bridge  Company.    [481]    The 
new shop housed 19 concrete pits,   each 45  feet  long and 3  feet 11 inches 
wide.     The shop had  the same dimensions as  the old building,  and  the 
total  length now reached  586  feet.     Abundant natural light   filtered 
through many windows  in three stories,   a roof monitor  on  the new 
section,  and a clerestory on the old.     The floor was paved with 
2-1/2  inch Kreolite wood blocks. 
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The layout of  the new shop necessitated   the removal of  the old 
transfer  table,  which was  far  too  short by this  time.     Without the 
transfer  table,   the 10 pits  in the machine shop had  to  be removed. 
In  the process,  much-needed  room was created  for  the machine  room. 
The  length of  locomotives  and  advances  in crane  technology rendered 
transfer  tables obsolete  in erecting shops.     The older   seven-stalls_ 
in  the  1906  erecting shop had been  serviced by a  120-ton crane  that 
was  becoming  outdated by  heavier  locomotives.     The Erie  installed a 
massive  250-ton gap  crane built by  H.   K.   Ferguson Co.   of Cleveland, 
with the assistance of Morgan Engineering Co.   of Alliance,  Ohio. 
This unit,  powered by eight  220-volt direct-current motors by General 
Electric,  had  two  trolleys,   each capable of  lifting 125  tons.     These 
hoists,   supported on four 2-wheel  trucks, ran laterally on the crane 
track.    Using a yoke and sling hitch,   the locomotives  could, be lifted 
into any pit,   or out onto  the access  track,   without disturbing  the 
other pits.     Running on  a separate  craneway  above  the  gap crane were 
two messenger hoists,  of  the  same  72-foot span as  the  large unit. 

The crane installation was  "contrary to  common practice," 
according to Engineering News-Record,   but offered superb  flexibility. 
The gap  crane,  with two  separate hoists  could lift any size  locomotive 
easily with  the yoke and sling tackle.     At  the same time,   the messenger 
lifts  could  shuttle unhindered even when the  large hoist was moving 
locomotives.     The gap crane was also an economical unit  to  install. 
The old 1906,   120-ton crane ran on reinforced track 40  feet off  the 
floor,  which could hold a 150-ton crane.     But the new gap unit used a 
track only 24  feet high,   to allow room for the messenger hoists above 
it.     Because  it  ran at  the  lower  elevation,   the new crane,   although 
able  to  lift  twice the  load,   could use  the old  runway  girders.     Only 
a gap  crane  could run at  this low height and still  lift a locomotive 
high enough  to  clear  the work area.     With its separate trolley hoists, 
there was ample  clearance  for the  crane  to  lift  steam  locomotives  into 
the gap between  the trolleys.     Hence,   the name  "gap crane.11 

All told,   this layout offered excellent service   to  the shop. 
Engineering News-Record observed, 

"The advantages of  this new layout,  other than the 
increase in  the area of the machine  shop and  the 
elimination of  the transfer  table are  twofold. 
In the first place the use of a  gap  type locomotive 
handling crane results  in a considerable economy in 
the structural  steel required for the columns 
supporting  the crane  runway due  to  the reduction in 
the necessary height of such a  runway as compared 
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with  the height of  runway  for a suspended 
type  crane.    Also,  as  che  new crane will be 
able  to  lift  the heaviest   engines  in the 
Erie  service,  drop pits will  no  longer be 
necessary.     In  the second  place the 
advantages from an operating viewpoint are 
that with  the small  cranes operating above 
the  large  crane,  materials can  be moved 
from.end  to  end of  the shop without  interfering 
with the operation of  the  large crane.    The use 
of  ti^e  traveling crane  in place of a transfer 
table  for all engine movements  will  reduce  the 
time  required for  this operation  from  38—1/2 
minutes to 4-1/2 minutes."[482 ] 

Hornell now boasted  the most modern  shop on  Che  system,  and  a  shop 
whose standards and capabilities would match any  other such facility 
in the United States. 

The Hornell  facility worked  so  well  that  a new storehouse became 
the next addition,   added  to meet  the  enlarged  demand of  the shop 
facilities in 1924.    [483]    Almost all new additions  to shop facilities 
came because the  railroad's  equipment,   such as  transfer  tables and  car 
shops,   outgrew the buildings. 

In 1927,  with the purchase of  the new 2-8-4 Berkshires,  Hornell 
required  a longer  table to  turn the  longer engines.     Bethlehem Steel 
fabricated a 115-foot  twin-span table  in  1927.     General Electric 
motors  drove the  unit.    To  give some idea of the rapid growth of 
locomotives,  the original  table at Hornell  in  1850 was 46  feet across. 
In 1897,   the company  installed a 65-foot  American Bridge  table,   only 
to replace  that  unit  in 1905 with an 80-foot diameter  table, [484] 
which only  lasted 22 years. 

Railroad  shops  can be viewed as a constantly changing, set of 
structures  and  processes,   and  this  conception  fit Hornell  perfectly 
from 1900 on.     The major  programs of 1906 and  1923 were  crescendos 
of a gradual activity.    The turntable was part of  this gradual change; 
as were seven new stalls  on the roundhouse  also  added in 1927.     The 
1928  improvement program likewise led  to  the  installation  of  modern 
tools.    [435] 

By  1929,   Hornell ranked as  the Erie's  largest  shop,   a "modern 
up-to-date  shop   in every  respect,"  while Meadville and Susquehanna 
ranked second and  third.    [486]    Nearly  1,500 men worked in the Hornell 
Shops,  using the latest  equipment.     Hornell had installed Whiting 
50-ton Drop Pit  tables by 1930,   another  instance of  the  company's 
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effort  to keep  the  shop  fully  equipped.     Susquehanna and Meadville 
also used  this  piece of  modern  technology, which  eliminated  the 
manual  labor of blocking  up   the locomotive and  laboriously jacking 
down the  desired  axles.   [487] 

All  of   this   effort  culminated  in  Charles  Denney's   reorganization 
of   the maintenance  system.    'Hornell  became the Erie's main locomotive 
shop,   intended to  serve  as   the system's only shop  for heavy  locomotive 
repairs.   [488]    This facility,  however,  was  not a  true  central shop 
because Meadville and  Susquehanna performed  other  tasks.     Hornell 
handled the  locomotive work,   the   job one  usually  associates  with  the 
term railroad  shop.     Between 1937 and  1941,   the facility overhauled 
1,521  locomotives,   344 in 1941 alone.   [489] 

Heavy  locomotive  repairs  was a fascinating job.     Pulled into  the 
stripping pit,  Che  locomotive  was   sandblasted    to  remove  scale,  oil, 
and grease,   and given a  hydrostatic boiler  test to  1-1/2  times normal 
pressure:    Next,   the gap crane lifted  the whole body off  the wheels 
and set  it  onto  blocks  for  dismantling.     All parts,   including  the 
wheels,  were numbered  and sent for   inspection and repair.     Pneumatic 
and power tools  were relied on for  jobs  like  removing  staybolts. 
Journals were  trued and  burnished,   while hydraulic presses  removed 
the wheels  and magnaglo  machines X—rayed them  for cracks.     The most 
skilled  job involved  reassembling  the valve gear. 

One part of a  thorough overhaul was cleaning the  flues.     For 
example,  an S-type  Berkshire  had 292  flues,   and  only 35  could be 
cleaned  per hour.     As with other shop  processes,   the Erie had mechanized 
this  operation as much  as  possible  beginning  in  1941.     Cleaning 
75,000 flues   annually became  a major chore.     The  flues had  to be cut 
out of the boiler and the  ragged and worn firebox removed.     An 
automatic rack gravity   fed  the dirty  flues   to  a  cleaner  that  removed 
scale.     The cleaner consisted of ball bearings inside  a cylinder 
"rattling"   the  flues  clean as the  cylinder  revolved.     After a check 
for pitting,   the shop welded  new ends onto  the flues.     The  ends  were 
heated in an  oil furnace,   and swaged   to  size.    When fit into   the boiler, 
the old  end was  cut off  at the proper length  and  it too was annealled 
and shaped  in a pneumatic  clamp  die machiner.    About  the flue shop, 
Erie  Railroad Magazine   commented, 

"The new Hornell flue  shop  incorporates new 
machinery  and original  methods  developed by Erie 
men,  which are not in use by any other railroad. 
Methods such as the screw  feed of  flues  through 
the  furnaces and  the  application of  three 
electric eye controls as well as  complete  design 
of the  cutoff saw and numerous new applications 
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of usual practice were devised... following 
a survey of other plants doing this type of 
work." 

The 1942 Annual  Report observed   that   the new  flue  shop   "improved 
the quality of  the work and  effected  economies   in  the concentration ■ 
of  this work at  one  location."   [490]     Only with central shops  could 
these economies be attained,   and it  took the Erie until the  1930s to 
begin developing  its own central facilities.     In  the meantime,   the 
structural changes of  individual sites  continued,  with the  installation 
of power carts,   a power rotator  for use during   swagging,   and a dust 
and scale  collector  for the Hornell  flue shop in  1944.   [491] 

The comment of Edward Hungerford made in 1946 nicely summarized 
the status of the shop. 

"Hornell shop is one of  the real prides of the  road. 
...No  longer are  there seven locomotive  shops  of 
varying  types  and efficiency on the Erie.     Hornell 
today does all of  the heavy work of  the  system,   and 
does  it well, with vast economies. 

It  is  a highly modern  shop,   with  twenty-eight bays 
in which an equal number  of  locomotives may be  in 
all  the processes of taking down and  setting up 
again.     There  is not a locomotive shop in the land 
that  surpasses  it in the  extent and variety of 
equipment."[492] 

All  of  this  effort would have been for naught   if  Hornell had not 
been able to cope with the arrival of   the diesel locomotive.     At first, 
the  diesel!s coming meant only the  installation of   some minor 
facilities  to  service the new locomotives.   [493]     Marion became  the 
main diesel repair shop,   and  the new locomotives simply   turned around 
at Hornell,  or stopped for  fuel on  their  passenger  runs  between Jersey 
City and Chicago.     On many roads,  the writing  would have been on the 
wall.     But Hornell still had its fine  location,   so   the company named 
Hornell as one of  the three sites to receive  secondary diesel 
maintenance shops.     The  decision  to  convert the  shop  to  diesel work 
began  in  1950,   [494]   and by 1951,  diesel facilities occupied  half   the 
floor  space.     The  revisions began in what had been  the 1906 erecting 
shop,   with multi-level service pits,   a water purification  plant, and 
fueling and sanding  facilities.     The number of  tracks was  reduced  to 
four entering  the wing.     Four new 216-foot platforms  permitted  access 
to   the diesels,   and a new drop pit   table was   installed.     The  existing 
cranes remained  a vital part of  the shop's  operating  capability. 
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Other buildings changed  their   functions  to help  service  the new 
locomotives.     3y  dismantling  the  roundhouse,   direct  access  to   the  old 
wing of the  erecting shop was  provided.     What  had been  the air brake 
shop became  the diesel  storehouse,   while  Che  air brake  department 
moved  into  tank shop.     The blacksmith  shop shared  its quarters with, 
the  steam heat plant.     Similarly,   the  battery  shop and  a new wheel 
machine moved  into   the roundhouse machine shop.     The flue shop gave 
way  to  the maintenance of way  shop-     Only the  boiler shop remained 
undisturbed. 

By 1951,   the fact of the  shop  had changed completely.     The 
facility  had  the  unique   distinction of  serving as a main diesel 
locomotive  shop  and the  main  steam  locomotive  shop  for  about  two  years. 
When the  1952  report said,   "Hornell Back Shop,  where steam locomotives 
were overhauled,   was  closed on June  1,   and  has  been  converted   into  a 
modern and efficient diesel shop,"  [495]   it was commenting on an unusal 
phenomenon-     Rarely did   a major  steam  plant manage  to  retain any useful 
purpose after  the coming of diesels.     Hornell,  however,  occupied  too 
busy a junction  to  be bypassed.     And equally  important,   of  the Erie's 
three main shops,  Hornell was the newest, most flexible,  best  equipped, 
and the only  old shop with overhead crane service,  a must for diesels. 
Hornell survived;   it was cheaper  to change  than  to build another 
Marion-style   facility. 

The diesels gave continued  reason for  the shop's  existence,   but  the 
days of  continued growth were gone.     The Erie  finished  its  dieselization 
program just  as  the Korean War years ended.     The Erie's money problems 
prevented any further growth.    Perhaps  the most  excitement  of  the diesel 
era was  the demolition of  the old power house stack in 1956,  after the 
Erie had replaced  the  "antiquated  costly power houses," with modern 
boilers  in 1954.  [ 496] 

By  1970   the company had  reduced  the shop's  responsibilities.     The 
E 8 diesels,   EKD switches,   and the  Baldwin diesels  received attention 
at  Hornell.  [497]     But   the end was  in sight,   for Marion assumed more 
and more of  the  heavy diesel  work.     In 1976  Conrail  took control of  the 
shop,   and in  one swoop,   accomplished what  the  transition to diesels had 
not.     As part of its  effort  to eliminate redundant  facilities,  Conrail 
closed the Hornell shop. 

Hornell  had served as the Erie's main  locomotive   shop  for 30 years, 
and it represented the  culmination of shop  design on the Erie.     Hornell 
had pioneered unique-procedures   in repair operations.     But,  by and large, 
Hornell  represented the typical  and the norm in shop design.     Hornell 
accomplished  its objectives with foresight  and  flexibility which enabled 
it  to meet  the  challenges  of  changing  technology better  than any other 
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Erie shop.  Only Meadville survived longer, but it had not retained 
its original locomotive servicing function.  In the final analysis, 
location may perhaps be the most important factor in the longevity 
of railroad shops. 

Dunmore Shops 

Location also influenced the fate of the fourth largest locomotive 
shop on the Erie.  The shop at Dunmore, outside of Scranton, Pa,, was 
the last shop developed by the company, and it clearly stood off Che 
beaten track of the main line.  But with Erie expansion of the 
Honesdale Branch into Scranton, and acquisition of the New York, 
Susquehanna & Western Railroad, logic dictated the establishment of 
an engine repair shop near the western end of those lines. 

The N.Y., S. & W. ran from Jersey City to Scranton and Wilkes-Barre. 
By leasing that line, the Erie gained a hefty increase in commuter 
traffic from the New Jersey portion of the Susquehanna & Western. At 
the same time, the western end of the property tapped the coal fields of 
northeastern Pennsylvania.  With three lines into the Poconos, the Erie 
became one of the dominant Eastern coal haulers.  To service the 
locomotives for this coal traffic, the Erie established the shop at 
Dunmore. 

The railroad apparently acquired the nucleus of the shops from the 
Duiunore Iron & Steel Company near the turn of the century, [498] and the 
main reinforced concrete structures proved ideal for the Erie's needs. 
The walls were 2-1/2 inches thick and the roof 7—1/2 inches; in both 
cases, the plans specified poured concrete on wire netting.  The 
buildings utilized a steel interior superstructure.  About this design 
by George Hill, a New York consulting engineer, Railway and Locomotive 
Engineering commented, "It is needless to say that this is new in wall 
and roof construction.  It looks like a lasting job, and certainly is 
neat in appearance." [499] Skylights of indurated fabric - a transparent 
composition - over wire netting let in plenty of light, although why 
the designer chose this material over glass was not specified. 

The two main structures were the car and paint shop and the machine 
and erecting shop.  The car shop was a low building with six tracks, 
each holding five cars, running its length. The 140x200 foot interior 
held two tracks for the paint shop on the north side, three down the 
center for car repairs, and a single pair of rails through the framing 
shop.  A partition separated the car and paint sections.  The entire 
shop had a concrete floor. 
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The machine shop sat right in line with  Che car shop,  and was 
slightly larger in size.     The  building was 191  feet,   2  inches wide 
by 24 feet,   2  inches long,  and was  constructed  in  the standard  3-bay 
style,   with  the center section roof  raised for a crane  runway.     The 
north wing housed  the machine  shop  and  tool  room,, especially  the 
lighter tools,   while the  boiler shop and blacksmith shop  split  the 
south wing between them.     Three continuous pits  ran through  the 
erecting shop, in  the center bay,  with a line of heavy tools  spaced 
along a partition separating  those  tracks  from the  south wing. 

The  tool  complement  ranked with any shop  in the country,  with a 
mix  of  New England and Middle  Atlantic  tool-makers  represented.     But 
of greater import was  the shop's  use of  electricity.     The  turn of 
the  century marked  the beginning  of widespread experimentation with 
electric motors    as prime movers   in machine  shops,  as noted  above. 
The  Dunmore  shop was early  enough  to be  interesting,  but  it  still 
could not be  called a pioneering  installation. 

Perhaps because electricity  remained a new factor,   the  company 
gave a great deal of thought  to  the layout of   the  tools within the 
shops,   to the   great benefit of the  facility.     Many of  the small tools 
were group-driven from a single motor,  with only  the largest tools 
needing individual  drive units.     Such an approach remained  standard 
machine shop  practice  in almost all areas of  industry until  at least 
the 1930s.     Railway Shop Up To Date was urging the installation of a 
separate motor on every   tool,   regardless of  size  in 1907,  but  this 
step was  rarely taken early in the  century.     The use of  individually 
driven  tools was  still some years  away  in 1902 - Dunmore's  installation 
reflected the  common manner of introducing  electricity into  the 
machine  shop. 

In the machine shop at Dunmore,   the designer put   the heaviest tools 
in  the  central bay where the   35- ton Shaw travelling crane could  service 
them,   an arrangement more  railroad  shops would use as   time went on. 
With a 70-foot span and  a  5-ton auxiliary hoist available,, the 48-inch 
lathe;  a 36-inch lathe;   30-inch lathe;   37-inch boring, mill;   78-inch 
driving wheel  lathe;  42-inch  steel-tire;  a  48-inch boring mill;   an 
8-foot boring mill;  and a 300-ton driving wheel press  were  far more 
easily used.    [500] 

Other buildings on  the property  included a  roundhouse with  at  least 
10  stalls;   2  store houses;   a  heavy  stock bin;   an oil house,   and 
separate boiler and engine houses provided power to the shop.     The power 
house  used  a  100-kilowatt  engine  turning at  250  rpm to  generate 
electricity,   with a smaller  reserve 62-1/2-kilowatt engine.     This 
equipment was small in  size and  capacity compared to generating  apparatus 
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in shops on other railroads.     An Ingersall-Rand air  compressor 
furnished  460 cubic feet of  air  per minute at 9.0  psi  to the  wide 
variety of  air  tools  used  in  the shop. 

A foundry was  the other main  installation  at  Dunmore,  boasting _a 
daily capacity of  8  tons.     Although small,   the   shop  had an automated 
shaker  to  sieve  the  sand.     One observer commenced,  "...  some of  the 
smoothest  castings we have  seen are made."  [501] 

Railway and Locomotive  Engineering made an interesting  comment 
about  the  shops.     "Up  in the mountains  of   Eastern Pennsylvania  there 
is a  railroad repair  shop   that  in point of completeness of  equipment 
to readily handle  and economically turn out   the work usually assigned 
to the average  railroad shop  is  conceded by  those competent  to  pass 
on such matters as approaching close to the  ideals of  Best -modern 
practice."   [502]     In nearly eyery respect,   this shop represented  the 
culmination of  35 years of  shop development  on  the Erie. 

A number of  features  already mentioned  bear   further  emphasis. 
The shops were  arranged in line,  and  tools were thoughtfully placed 
for  the best flow of work possible.     The  electric drive embodied  the 
best  ideas  then in use.     The  three-bay  erecting shop with. 35~ton crane 
emulated  standard design.     More importantly,  the  crane way  extended" 
beyond the shop  into  the yard,   leaving ample provision for-expansion,of 
the  shop.     The  crane had an ample capacity to  lift  individual  components, 
This  type of hoist was never intended  to   lift  the whole locomotive  off 
the wheels.     But  it  did facilitate repairs.     The   company arranged the 
pits  along  the main axis of  the shop,   a practice  evolved  after the 
introduction of overhead cranes.     This layout  continued to   gain  favor 
over  the older  system of  transfer table and  transverse pits-.     The 
Dunmore plan followed  the  lead of some of  the  country *s most progressive 
railroads  in abandoning the  transverse  pit  arrangement,  as Railway- Shop 
Up To Date observed. 

The  design also  included a 10xl4-foot drop  table  on  the center pit 
that  greatly eased wheel work,   and became a piece of "standard 
equipment  in 2Qth century  shops.     At Dunmore,   the drop taEXa was 
essential,  because of  the  small overhead  cranes-. 

The main reason Dunmore boasted so many modern features derived 
from  the newness  of  the structures.     Every other major engine  erection 
and  service facility was  in a building at least  25 years old by- the time 
the Erie built   the Dunmore shops.     And unlike   the Jersey City shops 
built  20 years  later,  Dunmore faced  on spatial or geographic  limitations, 
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Clearly,   Che  Erie  had  learned much about  shop  design and Dunmore 
embodied all  the  key features,     A.s  Railway and   Locomotive Engineering 
observed, 

"These shops   ...   are a practical illustration of 
the   theory of   evolution,   if   such  theory can be 
applied to  things inanimate,  being   the result 
of  progressive steps from the  early  inconvenient 
buildings and  unsatisfactory methods of  getting 
results,   up  to the  fine new shops ox  to-day, 
with the best   labor -  cheapening  devices 
obtainable. "[503] 

Dunmore represented what   the Erie might have done  had money problems 
not   forced the railroad   to  adapt  its facilities  to older structures 
with far less   flexibility than the Dunmore plant. 

Dunmore also represented  the Erie's best  efforts- to  combine  car 
and  locomotive repairs in one  plant.     Susquehanna and Meadville By and 
large  left car repairs  to  the  several  specialized  car shops,  while 
Hornell had no car repair facilities.   [504]   But Dunmore had one major flaw— 
it was not centrally located.     Instead,   it was  situated at  the end of 
single-line branch divisions that had   the worst grades  on the  system. 
That fact doomed  any hope of expanding the facility into  the Erie's 
central shop.     The  shop  had all the proper elements But  this most 
essential one.     By  1922,   only  25   locomotives received  daily service,[505] 
although  the locomotive  shop had only one stall fewer  than Jersey City. 

Largely because of   its location,   Charles  Denney removed locomotive 
repairs from  the  shop's   duty roster when he reorganized  the maintenance 
program in  1935.   [506]   But   the property was  too valuable  to  be 
abandoned.     So,  Dunmore  became,  along with Port Jervis,   one of the two 
freight car repair  shops on the  system,   an -ideal  position for "Dunmore 
with its by now relatively  light-weight cranes.     The roundhouse,  up  to 
24-stalls,  had 6 retired in 1935,  and  a half dozen more  in 1939,   [507] 
reflecting  this  sniff to car  repairs. 

The car  shops  in 1942  employed 99 men who had repaired  1,192  cars 
between August 1941 and   July  1942.     The  facilities  included  the  large 
erecting shop,  a machine shop, a riveting and stripping yard,   and a 
finishing yard.     Overhead  cranes  served  the  last  two,   one on the old 
craneway built for  the  possible  shop  expansion that had never occurred.   [508] 
But in 1948,   the company finally exercised  that  option and enclosed 
the outdoor runways.     By covering   the  craneways  at either end of  the 
old machine shop,   a continuous building  620 feet  long  resulted.     1509 ] 
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The shop also added a second car shop between the roundhouse and the 
old shop. 

The high point of the Dunmore plant came the following year when 
the Erie concentrated all heavy freight car repair work there. The 
shop was assigned the construction of numerous special cars, ranging- 
from cabooses in 1945, to 125-ton Heavy-duty depressed center flat 
cars and hopper cars in 1950 and 1952. [510]  In 1951, Modem 
Railroading observed the modern asserablyline layout used for construction, 
with a side track utilized to move materials into position.  General 
repairs could be made at a rate of nine hopper cars and seven box cars 
daily, because the flow of materials did not interrupt the repair work.. 
In 1953, the shop dealt with the majority of the 3,064 cars painted 
and 583 repaired by the company. 

Unfortunately, that operation survived a very short time*  In the 
summer of 1955, Hurricane Diane deluged the East Coast, and heavy 
floods damaged the shop severely. [51l]  Other shops, notably Hornell, 
were submerged as well.  Because of Dunmore's location, the company 
decided to rebuild the heavy car shop at a more central site.  The 
site chosen was Meadville, and the shop opened there in 1958 was a model 
of efficiency, utilizing many of the tools from Dunmore.  While still 
planning that new facility, the Erie sold the old shops to the Pine 
Brook Iron Works in January 1956*  The Erie did maintain some of the 
property for the diesel facilities installed in 1951. By 1961, the 
company began closing that operation, but not until 1973 did the 
company retire the last tracks in the roundhouse. 
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Chapter VIII. 

Minor  Shous 

The  gradual  trend  in  railroad  shop  development  toward  large   central 
erecting shops for heavy repairs  culminated in large shops  like Hornell. 
Yet: even railroads   that  moved faster in  this  direction  than  the  Erie 
still  faced  the  problem of keeping  steam locomotives  running on    a day 
to   day basis.     Round houses and  engine houses  were  necessary  for   that 
purpose   at   frequent intervals,  especially on  a line   that covered  as 
much  territory as  the Erie.     The steam locomotive was   a demanding 
machine.     Steam buffs   today "can ponder   the   'monkey motion'   as   the 
aggregation of links,   levers,.bars   and rods  dance everywhere across 
the huge drivers  in orderly fashion,"   to borrow  the words  of Ron Ziel. 
BuC while a steam engine in motion  is  spell-binding—"...what  action 
compares  to  the  opposed motions  of  main  rod and  eccentric,   or  the 
combination lever chasing  the crosshead back and  forth  along the  cross- 
head guide?"   [512]—all  of  these parts must be maintained in order for 
the engine  to  run.    The story of  the  four main Erie shops does not - 
finish this  tale of the  company's  maintenance  system. 

We have  already discussed the railroad's  earliest shops,  Piermont 
and Dunkirk.     Only  their counterpart  at  Susquehanna lasted  beyond 
1880.     These  shops   found themselves in the  reverse of   the situation 
which   favored Hornell and Meadville.     By 1860, both of  the  original 
facilities were  on branch  lines.     The company's  charter placed  the 
main line from Piermont to Dunkirk, but Jersey City and Buffalo  served 
as   the main termini.     The  shops   at Piermont were  closed  first.     By 
1869,   the tools   and work of the  old shops with  their  fine architectural 
details had shifted to  Jersey City.     Then  on August 20,   1874,  after 
"falling into decay,"  the  shops   and old  round house burned.     The  company 
tore down the walls and used  the brick elsewhere.   [513] 

Dunkirk  lasted about   15   years  longer in  the company's  service 
and came to  a happier end.     In 1865,   as  part  of  the same  improvement 
effort that  led  to  the   Susquehanna shop,  extensive  repairs  were  made 
at   the machine shop and a new blacksmith shop and building  for wood 
planers  were  built.    The New York,  Lake Erie  & Western management  also 
expended large sums  there  during  the  late  1870s,  but  in 1883  the 
Brooks locomotive works purchased  the shops  for  $33,069.35.   [514] 

Jersey City 

The shops that replaced Piermont on the eastern end of the line 
were located around Jersey City.  The Erie had inherited three small 
facilities from the Paterson and Hudson Railroad in 1855, in Pater- 
son, Bergen City, and Jersey City. At first, Paterson served as the 
main facility, as shown in Table VIII. jjut Jersey City gained more im- 
portance with the completion of the Long Dock complex and the Bergen 
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Location and Character 

Table VIII 

1357 Shops [515] 

Dimensions      Material Date Built ■ 

Bergen 
Engine House 
Machine Shop 
Blacksmith Shop 
Office 

Jersey City 
Store House & 
Blacksmith Shop 

Turning Table 
Turning Table 

Paterson 
Engine House 
Blacksmith Shop 
Carpenter Shop 
Storeroom 
Blacksmith Shop 
Carpenter Shop ' 
Machine Shop 
Turning Table House 
Turntable 
Station Engine House 
Station Engine House 
Paint & Car Repair Shop 

69 x 172 
40 x 101 
19 1/3 x 40 
8 x 13 

Wood October, 1853 
Wood October, 1853 

1/3  Wood July, 1857 
Wood July, 1857 

34 x 48 1/2 
44 feet diam. 
45 feet diam. 

29 x 121 
20 x 32 
12 x 14 
16 1/3 x 61 
25 x 47 
30 1/2 x 94 
28 x 95 
47 x 47 
40 feet diam. 
18 1/2 x 30 
50 x 63 
27 x 136 1/2 

Wood April, 1837 
Wood April, 1850 
Wood    April, 1853 

Wood May, 1838 
Wood May, 1838 
Wood May, 1838 
Wood May, 1838 
Wood May, 1838 
Wood July, 1840 
Brick May, 1850 
Brick May, 1850 
Wood . May, 1850 
Brick Augus t, 18 50 
Brick August, 1850 
Wood July, 1857 

Tunnel.  With the increased volume of traffic into Jersey City, it 
became increasingly inconvenient to service engines and cars 15 miles 
away in Paterson.  So in 1865 the Erie Railway, as part of its shop 
renewal program, erected a new blacksmith shop and a car shop, 70 feet 
by 200 feet, at Jersey City.  [516] 

Further expansion in 1869 preceded the closing of the Piermont 
shops, as Jay Gould made perhaps his only constructive contributions 
to the property.  A large brick machine shop was begun, until winter 
stopped the work.  An extensive car shop also was included in the plans, 
intended for both passenger and freight car repairs, and the construc- 
tion of 20 coal cars per day.  Gould labelled the facility, "one of the 
largest and best appointed shops in the country." [517]  Unfortunately, 
the building stood for only three years before a fire ripped through the 
structure. The description of the building provided by The Railroad 
Gazette in 1872 after the fire gave a good account. 
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"The   building  destroyed  had been in use  hardly   chree 
years,   and was of brick.     It consisted  of a  front 
building   two  scories high,  with  two wings  or  exten- 
sions  in  the  rear o£ the main building.     On  the  first 
story of  Che main building were  the heavy planers   and 
some large lathes;   Che  second scory  containing  che 
lighcar lathes and other  tools.    The office  and 
drawing room were also  on this  floor.     One of  the 
rear extensions was   cwo  stories  in heighc,   the  first 
story being  the erecting shop,  or  repair shop  proper. 
This shop contained  twenty-eight  pits  in two  rows,   a 
large  traversing  Cable being used  Co convey   che loco- 
motives  to and from the pics.    The carpenter and 
pattern shops  were  on  the second   floor  of  this build- 
ing.     The other rear extension was  of one story and 
was  used  as   the blacksmich  and boiler shop.     In the 
shop were twenty-four  locomotives,   all of which were 
more or  less  damaged.     The  tools  were  all damaged so 
touch as   to be worthless,  with  the exception  of  the 
steam hammer  and,  perhaps,   one or  two of  the  large 
planers.    The   large wheel lathes  were  in a separate 
building, which was saved.     All the books and papers 
were destroyed,   also all  the drawings.     This  last was 
a serious loss." [518] 

The Jersey  City  shop bore  an amazing resemblance  to  the  car shop built 
by   the A.  & G'. W.   in Meadvilie about  1871.    'The U-shape was a common 
arrangement for  this   type  of  structure.    The  combination of  locomotive 
and car  repair work in   the  same  structure,   and the use  of a cransfer 
table  represenced other evidence  of  good shop  practice,   1870s  style. 

The manner  in which the  railroad coped with  the  loss of this 
new facility  demonstrated how great a factor  finances  played in  deter- 
mining railroad  construction.     Initially,   the  company decided  to  re- 
build  using wooden structures.     But  the Jersey City Fire Commissioners 
stopped  chis   plan.    So   the company,   prodded by  the  space limitations 
at  Jersey City,   decided  Co move  the shops up  the line.   [519]    The 
company  reopened the Paterson shops  and in  1874  apparently  sold  some 
of   the property  adjacent to  the  undamaged Jersey City machine shop. 
[520] 

But the  Jersey City site was  too convenient  and important to 
ignore for  long.     Even  with a large,  new,  brick  round house with  29 
stalls built  at  Bergen  City  in 1879-1880,   the company needed an  in- 
town  shop.     That  320-foot  round house had  cost over $60,000,  but 
serviced primarily  che   freight engines  using  the new yard at  the west 
end of the Bergen Tunnel.   [521]     By 1880,   a report on the  terminal at 
Jersey City showed car  and repair shops, with a  turntable  and  cwo 
machine shops.   [522] 
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The big  problem  at Jersey  Cicy was   Che  lack of   real  estate.     With 
a major freight  yard  required  to hold  the  cars  moving by  car  float in 
and out  of New York City,   land was   at  a premium.     The company  re- 
sponded by moving  the shops  within the yard  to best utilize   the 
available  space.     In  1885,   the  shop was  located  on the  north side of 
the property.     But during  1903,   the company shifted  the facility  to 
the south  end.   [523]     The  entire Jersey City  terminal was  undergoing 
an improvement program of  major proportions  at   the  turn of  the 
century  to  eliminate  several bottlenecks.     The  Penhom Creek Railroad 
served as  the main vehicle  for  the changes,  and  the  Bergen Cut  came 
as  the last step in that program.     Apart from track  relocation,   im- 
provement  of  the shops  and coaling facilities represented  one of  the 
more  important phases  of  the work. 

The  company began  construction of  a new coal  and ash   plant  in 
1899,   as one of  the first   features of  the  Jersey City Terminal  Improve- 
ments.     Both structures stood on  the  south side of the yards  approach- 
ing the  terminal,  where the  repair shops had been relocated.     Link Belt 
Engineering Company designed both plants  along  the most modern  lines. 
The  coal plant moved  coal  from a  track hopper by bucket conveyor  into 
the house,  where a second  conveyor distributed   it  to  the  14  individual 
pockets.   [524]     Each pocket  consisted of  a double V-shaped bin,  with 
a chute off each V.     Locomotives  could  load on  either side of  the 
building,  with  a mix,   if necessary,   of anthracite  and bituminous  coal. 
As  the photograph  showed,   the coal chute was controlled by a hand 
wheel,  while a lever opened or shut  the  gate controlling  the flow of 
coal.     (See photograph 201.)     A 36-horsepower Otto #8  gas  engine 
operated the conveyors, with a capacity of 90 tons per hour. 

The  ash plant operated  in a similar  automatic fashion,   handling 
a persistently  stubborn problem.   [525]     Two   tracks crossed each of 
the  two  track hoppers  25  feet  long into which locomotives  dumped 
their ashes.     By means  of  inclined screw conveyors,   the pits emptied 
into  a central  tunnel equipped with  an endless  bucket conveyor  that 
ran up  to  the top  of  the ash house.     The buckets  emptied  into a 
single  steel hopper that held  the clinkers until  the -hopper  could be 
emptied  through  the  four chutes  over   two  tracks.     The hopper could 
hold   the ashes  of  150  locomotives,  but  usual procedure called  fcr 
emptying it  daily.     A single,   19-horsepower  gas  engine drove the 
conveyors. 

Frederick Underwood's  administration  continued  the terminal  im- 
provements,   a major  feature  of which  was  a new  engine house  on  the 
south side of the  Jersey City  lot.   [526]     The main building,  241 feet 
by 240  feet, had a 75-foot  transfer table  off  to  one side connecting 
it with the  round house built nearby.     The engine house could hold 
29  locomotives   that  entered  over a 65-foot  turntable powered by a 
six horsepower  Fairbanks-Morse  gasoline engine.     The company called 
the new plant  the  South Side Shops. 
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With  the   new buildings   and other   improvements  completed by  1910, 
Jersey  City's   terminal seemed  complete,   but   World War  I  forced a  re- 
evaluation of   the repair needs  in  the   terminal.     The United  States 
Railroad Administration,   which operated   the   railroads  during  the war, 
set   abouc enlarging  the   facilities  at  Jersey City.   [527]     Sot only  did 
the  USRA rebuild   the South  Side round house,   they  also  reopened the 
old  North Side  facility.     Apparently that old machine  shop was  already 
in use  as  a  locomotive shed,  but  an explosion destroyed  it on March  26, 
1918.     The USRA rebuilt   the structure,   [528]   and  added  three additional 
shop buildings  as well. 

The  site,  although  compact,   contained all necessary  features   for 
engine maintenance  in  its U-shaped  cluster of buildings.     The machine 
shop,  200 by 63  feet at   the north,   and  77  feet  10  inches wide at   the 
3outh,  was brick, with  a  clerestory monitor  that formed  the base of 
the  U.     The  blacksmith and  boiler  shops,  332 by 60  feet  4 inches,   formed 
the  north leg  of   the shops.     An engine pit  98  1/2  feet  long  ran into 
the  building,   with  a truck,  pit extending off  it.     The  erecting shop 
occupied  the south  leg of the  U.     This  last  shop,   319  by 52  1/2 feet, 
was brick,  like all  the  other buildings,  with  the same  type  of  clere- 
story monitor.    A transfer  table  provided access   to  this  shop with  its 
13 bays.    Three drop pits—one extending over  three  tracks—provided 
for wheel work.     A craneway within  the shop  completed  the shop's   tool 
complement.     Between the legs  of   the U was  a power house 88  by 37   feet, 
and  a  tank shop  75 by 40  feet.    The latter building had wooden roof 
trusses,   the- only shop  on  the  site  so  constructed.     A  carpenter shop 
stood  at  the far  end of   the erecting shop.     The  fact  that  the Erie had 
to have  two  redundant  sets  of shop  buildings  at Jersey City  indicated 
the  severe problem  the  company had with  space  at   the terminal.     Evi- 
dently  two  small  sets  of buildings  occupied  less   ground  than a single 
large  shop would have. 

As  it  turned out,  having a second shop  at Jersey  City proved a 
fortunate occurrence,   as  the  South Side round house burned on 
September 11,   1921.    The company  began immediately to  rebuild  the brick 
structure on October 28,  but  not  until November 3,   1922,  did the  con- 
tractors  finish the new  shop.   [529]     F,   D.   Brown Co.  redid  the 
foundations, which  consisted  of  308 piles driven by a  double-acting steam 
hammer.   [529a]     The Austin  Company constructed  the actual building,  with 
23  stalls and   an  80-foot  turntable.     The structure was rectangular, 
contrary  to  the  design of every  other  round house on the property,   in 
order  to  occupy as  little  land as  possible.     Thus,  some  stalls were 
shorter  than others.    The building was  493   feet  long,   109  feet 7   inches 
wide on  the  east side,   and  195 feet  2  inches  on  the west end.    Austin 
used brick and concrete   to  rebuild  the round house,  with a  timber roof 
and wooden  posts.     The pilastered brick walls   fronted  directly on 
Pavonia Avenue,  supporting  a monitor  roof with slag surface,   for  light 
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and  ventilation.     The  company  also  installed alternate Johns-Manvilie 
and  Dickinson smoke   jacks   for  a comparative   test   co   see which   style 
performed better. 

Lack of space for expansion proved to be the biggest design con- 
straint facing the builders. The result was a novel building for the 
Erie.     The Railway Age observed, 

"Because of  Che  restriction as   to  location and 
space and  the necessity of non-interference with 
the motive power movements,   the design and con- 
struction are both novel and  interesting-     The 
new building is   a combination of a radial type 
105-foot  engine house and  a rectangular building," 
[530] 

The  design  chosen also enabled   the company   to  reuse a number of 
the  old shop facilities,   even during  the  construction process. 
Specifically,   this meant continued use of the  turntable  in  front,   the 
transfer  table on the west  end,   and  the  general  interior layout  of 
pits.     The  repair shop facing  the transfer  table housed   the drop pits. 
The  table in turn provided access  to  the Long  Shop,  the  1903  engine 
house.     As   the  fire had not damaged  the  engine house,  Che  construction 
work, had  to proceed in such a manner  that access  to  the  Long  Shop  and 
transfer  table were not blocked.    Also,   once  the debris  had been 
cleared,   the company had  to use  the  tracks  in  the shop for locomotive 
storage.     The  Railway A.ge noted, 

"It  became  imperative  that  the utmost  speed be 
developed in erecting another structure with a 
minimum of  interference  to engine movements and 
motive power repair  requirements  since,render the 
circumstances,   the  old tracks  had to be  continued 
in use.     The result was  that construction and 
design proceeded almost simultaneously and both 
were  largely prescribed by  the existing  conditions, 
predominant among which was  the  location of the 
turntable."  [531] 

That  combination of  restraints  forced the  contractor  to  rebuild 
the house in sections.     The builders  could block only three  stalls  at 
a time.     All material needed  each day came in on cars early  in  the day, 
to   cause a minimum of congestion.     A major effort  at coordination 
between  the operating and  construction departments characterized  the 
work.    The need  for speed had  to be balanced  by  the need  to keep  the 
Long Shop open. 
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The   company was,   however,  able Co make   some   changes   in   Che 
facilities.     The   fire  had extensively   damaged   the  old   timber engine 
pita,   so   che   company built  modern  concrete  pits   as   replacements. 
The  eight-pit  repair bay stayed in  the same  location,   but gained  four 
new concrete pits.    This section also  received a new super-structure 
of  steel beams to carry   a 15-ton overhead crane,   [532]     The  crane 
greatly  improved  the  repair capabilities  of  the shop,     A 200-ton 
Whiting' hoist  on one of   the drop  pits  enabled  the whole body of a 
locomotive  to  be lifted   off  the wheels,   again  increasing  the shop's 
capabilities.     Along with six 16-foot  radius post cranes*   the rebuilt 
shop boasted  modern lifting apparatus   that  amounted  to a drastic  re- 
vitalization. 

The company  tucked   the small but well—equipped machine shop  into 
the back, corner  of  the building  on  the west end.     This  shop housed 
all the machine  tools,   the  Ingersoll-Rand air  compressor,  and heating 
equipment and blowers.    [533]     Two welding machines  also  stood  in this 
area,   but the outlets were  in each pit.     Four men could  tap  into   the 
cables and work simultaneously. 

The drive system for   the machine tools  showed  the advances   that 
electrical  technology had made.     The  company was  able  to buy power 
from operational lines   rather than provide  electricity  from an 
internal plant.     A single  50—horsepower,  220-volt,   two-phase motor 
drove almost  all the   tools via a line shaft,   although  the  larger 
machines had   individuaX motors.     The  kreolite wood block floor pro- 
vided the  company with   the flexibility  to  rearrange the shop when 
necessary,  while giving a  long-lasting  surface. 

By  the  time  the  contractors  finsihed  in  late  1922,   the  facility 
stood as a good example of the  railroad's  adaptation  to a difficult 
situation.     The  company had  to be  pleased   that  the confusion of  con- 
struction had ended,   for Jersey  City was providing service  for  194 
locomotives  daily  in. only  40  round house stalls   and 12  erecting  pits. 
To  ease congestion,   the company centered running repairs at the  South 
Side  round house,  with,  heavy  repairs  made  at  the North  Side shops. 
To  this  end,   the Long  Shop was  retired  on May 8,  1923,   although  the 
transfer table  and 11  of  the pits   formerly in the house remained  in 
use.     To compensate  for the  loss  of  the Long Shop  the company erected 
a  34  by 19  foot lathe house  on  the North Side of  the  yard.     In  this 
manner  the Jersey City  shops  operated throughout  the  1920s, with  the 
brief leasing to  outside  contractors  in 1923.   [534] 

The 1928 improvement  program led to major  adjustments.     The 
North Side shops  came   in  for the  greatest  alteration,   as  the folly 
of operating a 13-stall erecting  shop proved too costly,   especially 
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with   the   superb   facilities   available at Hornell.    [535]     The company 
rearranged  the  machine and erecting  shops by installing new floors 
and   new scale  pits,   retiring   the   transfer  cable   and redoing  the   roofs, 
Further,   the wheel lathe  shop was retired August  30  that year,  fol- 
lowed  the next year by  the  turntable,   a track  scale,  and ash pits. 
The  economic problems  led  to  the  complete closure of  the North Side 
shop by 1930,  when  the  company  remodeled   the shops   and then leased 
the  machine, boiler,  and  erecting shops   to  an  outside  firm. 

The  South  Side  shop  became  the  only  operating  repair  facility 
in Jersey City  after 1930.     But  the  only  improvements  after 1928 
consisted of rebuilding some of  the  old  timber pits  formerly  in  the 
Long Shop with  concrete.     This work  continued  slowly  through  1934. 
But with  the Depression,   there were  few locomotives  to keep the  shops 
busy.     The  company did put  a Motor  Car Repair  Shop   in the  old black- 
smith  shop,   on the North  Side,  and by  1940  had taken back part of 
the  erecting shop  there for a maintenance of way shop. 

However,   not until 1949  did  the shops   come   in  for any type of 
significant additions.     Ironically,   the  diesel locomotive was  the 
agent  responsible for some  of  the new construction.     In  line with 
the  continuing dieselization of  the  line,  Jersey City was   allotted 
facilities  for service and minor repair of  the new locomotives.   [536] 
But  the larger effort  came  as   the line neared  the  complete changeover 
to  diesel-electrics  in 1950-1951.     As  was usually  the case,  the old 
round house on  the  South  Side  proved  unsuitable   for diesel service, 
primarily because of  the  lack of sufficient crane  capacity.     So  the 
company put up  a modern structure on  the site of the  1899   coal and 
ash  plant.     A more  ironic  location   could not have been found. 

Under  its  roof,   this  new  shop  housed a repair  track and  a truck 
repair track,   with  a Whiting drop  table  and 30-ton Whiting bridge 
crane  for lifting.     Outside,   a service track with  a high platform 
completed the  facility.     The building was  a steel   frame with  concrete 
block and brick walls.    High service bays were modeled on  these at 
the Marion  Shop  built in  1945.     Power ventilators  dealt with  exhaust 
fumes, while  a  large window area provided  plentiful lighting.    This 
shop exemplified  the new diesel  service  buildings  built  by American 
railroads,   as  pioneered  on  the Erie. 

The  primary  tasks which  the company equipped  the shops   to  deal 
with included  the cleaning and repair of engine parts,   air brakes, 
cylinders  and  cylinder heads;   the grinding of valves;  overhaul  of 
trucks,   including wheel  changes;  and  repairs   to  steam generators  and 
electrical equipment.    Apart  from  the drop  table and  large crane, 
the  tool complement  included  the standard machine  tools,   a Universal 
valve  and tool  grinder,   two one-ton travelling  cranes in adjacent 
parts  repair rooms,   a valve degreaser,  an  oil reclamation  room,  and 
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an Ajadip cleaning  tank..    Along with  two 6,800-gallon  fuel  tanks , 
a sand house   served the   running  needs   of  Che   locomotives.     The sand 
house was another modern,   automated operation.     Electric eyes monitor- 
ing the  sand   level  in the  shoppers  saw to it   that  the  storage bins 
remained full.     Similarly  controlled vibrating belts  and a  spiral 
elevator carried sand to the  drying units.     Overall,   this  facility' 
possessed all the elements  of a modern diesel repair shop.   [537] 

By  1949,   the  company had revitalized  the North Side shop  as.well, 
by making  it   an  intermediate  conditioning station for  passenger  car 
service.   [538]     Susquehanna still  performed all heavy work and 
modernization.     But a new  inspection pit with room for seven cars 
enabled  the  shop  to check  and repair  air conditioning  and running 
gear.     The economies  of a  central  shop had  to be balanced against 
the ease and  convenience of making minor repairs  right  at  the 
terminal.     Also*  a Whiting car washer kept  the equipment clean on 
the exterior. 

Apparently,  the old blacksmith shop housed  the entire operation 
until 1955,  when the  company  added new  facilities.   [539]     A 40 by'80 
foot  steel-panelled building provided space  for  the dope room,  air 
brake shop,   battery and electrical shops,   and welding room.     A jib 
crane in the air brake  room and a monorail crane overall provided 
lifting service.     A larger 40 by  180   foot building of  similar con- 
struction  served  for the machine  shop,  welding and painting rooms, 
a storeroom,   lockers,   and office  space.    The  facilities were  com- 
pleted between-February 1,  1955,   and May  31,   1956,   replacing Susque- 
hanna as the central car repair facility. 

The diesel shop and  new car  repair plant completely replaced 
the  older shops on either side  of  the yards.     In 1953,   the company 
did  install  some  diesel service apparatus   in  the old  South Side 
round house, mainly  several  service  platforms-     This  expediency 
proved  to be less expensive  than adding a new addition to  the diesel 
shop as originally planned.    As a diesel shop,   the round house machine 
shop was  reduced  to half   its original size,   and a. locker room replaced 
stalls  one  through eight. 

Shortly,  however,   the round house went  the way  of  the old North 
Side shops.     With the   closure of   the Jersey City station to commuter 
traffic in  1956,   and its   subsequent  abandonment on December 31,   1958, 
neither shop had much  purpose.     The  old Delaware,  tackawanna & 
Western facilities  adjacent   Che Hoboken Terminal were more conveniently 
situated. 

In 1977,   the diesel shop presented the  only existent  structure  on 
the  once busy  Jersey  City lot.     The  older shop  sites both appeared on 
the  1967  U.   5.   G,  S,   Jersey City  quadrant,  but shortly thereafter,   the 
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Erie-Lackawanna demolished both sets  of structures.     Between  the time 
the  company closed  the  two  shops  and  their demolition,  the buildings 
had  served as   storage space.     But by 1970,  even   this was  no longer 
necessary,  and  the  Erie-Lackawanna had  the  old buildings  removed. 
In 1977,   the new diesel shop still stood,  for  Conraii had  taken pos- 
session of  it.     But  it could not be  used,  since  no   tracks  entered 
the building. 

The  later history' of  the Jersey City repair shops served as an 
apt  illustration of  the  fate of most older  repair buildings on 
American  railroads.     Even in cases where  the location demanded the 
continuance of  service,  old structures  often could  not be  converted 
to serve  the new units.     The Erie more than most railroads  tried to 
modify the steam facilities,  but Jersey City was one  place where the 
management  could not adopt  the old  to  the new.     Likewise,   the fate of 
the  car shop symbolized  the demise  of  passenger  service  in this 
country.     Even new car repair shops  had no  place on railroads with 
a dying passenger business. 

Buffalo  Shons 

The western terminus  of  the Erie was never represented by  just 
one  city,  as Jersey City  did on  the  east.    While Buffalo came to 
overshadow Dunkirk,  the  demise of the  old main  line occurred  slowly. 
Also,   the A.&G.W.   from Salamanca,  southwest,   grew  to  become even more 
important than Buffalo by  the  end of  the century.     But  the city on 
Lake Erie remained a major center of  traffic,   thanks   to  lake  traffic. 
The  railroad owned  the Buffalo-based Union  Steam Ship line operating 
across Lake Erie.     So Buffalo  remained an important  terminal. 

Like Jersey City,   the city required shops  since  it stood at  the 
end of a busy division.     And like its  eastern counterpart, Buffalo's 
earliest repair center was not built by  the Erie,   but by  a line the 
company  later purchased.     In  1355,   the New York h Erie  listed a minor 
repair shop for the city.   [540]    The parallel between the  two cities 
on  opposite ends of  the main line continued,   with  both  receiving new 
car shops  in  1865  and 1869,  under the Erie Railway's  shop  improvement 
program.     Also,   Buffalo's  original brick warehouse had  a  large wing 
built on to it.     But as  Jay Gould's report for  1869 observed,  car 
repairs  became  the most  important  feature of  the Buffalo  shops,  for 
a "large and well  appointed"  shop was erected.   [541] 

Like all  the Erie's  shops,   the next  time the  Buffalo  shops be- 
came  the  target of  the  company's  attention was   under  the  New York, 
Lake  Erie  & Western's  reconstruction effort.     Brick  and iron shops 
went  up  at East Buffalo between 1879   and 1881,   including: 
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Machine Shop,   64  by   254  feat 
Blacksmith Shop,   70  by  200  feet 
Store house,   40 by 90   feet 
Oil  and waster house,   30  by  50  feet 
Boiler house,   25  by  45  feet 
Engine house,   holds  41 engines 

These  structures  replaced a smaller engine house  and machine shop 
that the  company  converted  into  a freight house.     The  round house 
and new machine  shop opened lace  in 1379, but  construction was not 
wrapped up  until  1881 with  the installation of  the last  tools.   [542] 
T^ie  1884 Report noted that  this  complex was  similar  to  the new Hornell 
shops. 

At   the  same  time,   the  Buffalo   Car Shops   received   an upgrading. 
This was  about the  last  attention  the  car shops were to have.    By 
1910,   The Railroad  Gazette  commented  that  the  shops were  "very old," 
but were still the  largest  on the Erie,   for both  coaches  and  freight 
cars.     One key feature  of   the operation at  that  time was  the exten- 
sive use of oxy-acetylene   torches   to  facilitate  steel  car repairs. 
The journal observed,   "As   far as we have been able to   find,   this   is- 
the first place where oxy-acetylene apparatus has been  used  for  steel 
car repairs,   if  indeed  it  is  not the  only place where  it is  used  for 
this purpose   at   the present time."   [543] 

The Erie in this  shop  again demonstrated its penchant  for adopt- 
ing new  technical  innovations.    The road could not always  afford  the 
largest  civil engineering  or  structural  improvements,   but many 
mechanical  inventions were more  quickly  adopted.     Many processes were 
automated as   soon  as  possible.     Perhaps  this   effort at mechanization 
represented the management's   attempt   to  compensate  for  its  inability 
to  stay  up   to date in other areas.     Thus,   the Buffalo  shops  also  con- 
tained automatic hoists  for moving  lumber and car wheels off  railroad 
cars,   spray paint  apparatus,   and spring  testing equipment. 

Buffalo,  unfortunately,   was not one of  the  shops  renovated  during 
the Underwood reconstruction  program.     Instead,   isolated items  that 
were  in dire  straits were  singled out for work.     In this manner,   the 
company  expanded the  heating  system in  the round house  at East Buffalo 
in  1917,  and   two years   later put on a new  roof while  replacing one 
fourth of  the support columns.   [544] 

The most interesting  feature  of   the work was  the  installation of 
a new coaling station in 1918.   [545]     The  design of this  facility was 
a wholly original  idea9  representing  a creative approach  to a dif- 
ficult problem.     Like many railroads,   the  Erie had engine service 
plants in locations  that could not be expanded  to provide needed 
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storage space for Che greater quantities of coal needed.  Often, the 
space available could not be used for that purpose because the Land was 
located far from the main tracks.  The standard coal plant at this time 
consisted of trestle with pockets holding L,00O tons. [546]  To keep 
Che trestles filled required 25 cars daily. 

During wartime, this number of cars proved to be a severe drain 
on the company.  In 1917, the need for a steady flow of cars from 
mine to terminal had .caused serious congestion with resulting delays. 
The biggest difficulty was finding adequate space to store all the 
cars, since the coaling plant could hold approximately 1,000 tons. 
An equally difficult situation arose from the sheer number of coal 
cars needed by the Erie for internal supply. The company could have 
conceivably found itself without an adequate number of cars for its 
paying customers' freight.  So in 1918, the railroad attempted to 
remedy the problem.  The Railway Age announced, 

"The Erie is now engaged in an extensive program 
of reconstruction of engine coaling facilities 
at various terminals along its lines.  These pro- 
jects are a part of the general improvements under- 
taken this year to avoid the transportation diffi- 
culties experienced last winter to which inadequate 
facilities for coaling engines contributed to a 
great, extent." [547] 

The Buffalo portion of this program called for a storage area- away 
from the actual coaling tower to solve the supply problem.  Cars dumped 
into a track hopper located on a downhill slope so that the cars rolled 
away from the hopper without need of an engine for power.  A conveyor 
emptied the hopper and piled the coal into two stacks. A conventional 
coal stacker ran on an aisle between the piles, and could either stack 
the coal, or feed another conveyor system that supplied the engine 
coaling plant directly. A reclaimer with a movable arm knocked coal 
onto a conveyor when the company wished to draw coal out of the stock- 
piles to serve the engine plant. The International Conveyor Corporation 
built the plant, which utilized the Stuart system of storage.  All 
electric, the plant could stock 300 to 400 tons of coal per hour, and 
reclaim 250 to 300 tons.  All manual labor was eliminated from the 
process.  More importantly, the plant could stockpile coal in the 
summer to eliminate winter congestion. This plant epitomized the 
automation of labor-intensive processes that had presented potential 
bottlenecks to the smooth operation of the railroad. 

Buffalo needed an assured fuel supply, for it was servicing 51 
locomotives daily in 1922, the third highest total on the system. 
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The   car shops   also  remained active.   [548]     But   Che company made little 
effort   Co  overhaul  the center.    A 2,600-ton wet  sand station by 
Fairbanks-Morse went in during 1930,   using a  skip  hoist   to  carry  sand 
from a  crack hopper  into   che building.     A 20-foot  extension had to be 
put  onto  the  round house  in  19 35,   along with a new 100-foot   turntable 
from American  Bridge.   [549]     Only  the most essential repairs  qualified 
during   this  time,   and repairs   necessary  to handle  the longer  locomotives 
were about all  that mattered..    The reason was  very simple—with the 
beginnings of   the establishment of  a central shop  system,  Hornell  and 
Susquehanna  assumed most of  che duties  of the  cwo  shops   in Buffalo. 
The  car shop closed in 1930,  and by  1941 the blacksmith  shop at East 
Buffalo had vanished from company maps. 

The  company  continued  to  require  a  facility  at Buffalo,  but  for 
running repairs only.    Then with   the onslaught of  the diesel,   the 
whole  framework shifted   again.     In  1947,   the  company began altering 
truck pits  and building  platforms   for diesel service.     But  the site 
chosen was in  Buffalo,  noc  Ease Buffalo,   and by 1951 only the coaling 
station remained  at  the   latter site.   [550]     The demise  of the old East 
Buffalo round house was   a classic example of   the  impact  of  the new 
locomotive upon older  facilities  built  for power.     The  company made 
the point clear in its  1953 report.    New "...facilities  provide for 
more efficient servicing and maintenance of  diesel locomotives  and 
made it possible  to  tear down old wooden structures  and  round houses 
which were costly to maintain and not adaptable to diesel operation." 
[551]     Thus  the round house and  coaling station both closed in 1952, 
as  diesels  completely supplanted  the steam locomotives  on  the Buffalo 
Division. 

The  shop  activity   that remained  consisted of minor diesel service 
and repairs  after the  company erected  a small  facility  for  this pur- 
pose in  the early 1950s.    Yet the older buildings  at East Buffalo 
lingered on,   reminders  of  an  age  of railroading long since gone.     The 
round house was  demolished by the Erie-Lackawanna in 1972.     The 
concrete coal  tower,  a more  formidable structure,  still stood in  1977. 

Port Jervis 

Another of the other early repair facilities that grew with the 
railroad was Port Jervis.  Since the Erie terminated in Port Jervis 
in 1847, a repair facility had to be established. This shop served 
as one of the most important shops until Susquehanna assumed many of 
its duties in the 1860s.  But like Susquehanna, Port Jervis was at 
the foot of a major grade—one in each direction—that Cook a toll on 
the steam locomotives.  A provision for running repairs is still nec- 
essary in this location. The location of the shop again accounted for 
its longevity. 
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By 1855,   the company had recognized  that  adequate structures  to 
shelter  the engines were  "imperatively needed,"   as  had been true at 
Hornellsville,   [552]    The  company  thus  erected a 30-stall round house 
65 feet deep.     This  structure was one of   the largest engine houses   on 
the  Erie.     With   the  engine house were  the usual  structures  housing , 
machine tools  and other repair equipment,  as shown  in Table   IX. 

Building 

Table  IX 

Port Jervis  Shops,  1857   [553] 

Dimensions Material Date  of Construction 

Tank House 18 x 18 Wood 
Car Repair Shop 20 x 54 Wood 
Tool House 18 x 20 Wood 
Car Repairs 22 x 38 Wood 
Machine Shop 40 x 157 Wood 
Addition to Station 
Engine House 37 1/2 x 28 Wood 

Blacksmith Shop 18 x 25 Wood 
Circular Engine House 30 stalls Wood 
Carpenter Shop 22 x 25 Wood 
Sand House 14 x 30 Wood 
Waste Washing House - 34 x 50 Wood 
Car Repair Shop 30 x 150 Wood 

September,   1846 
May,   1850 
October,   1850 
August,   1851 
August,   1853 

August, 1853 
August, 1853 
September, 1854 
August, 1854 
January, 1855 
August, 1855 
September,   1857 

It becomes  apparent   from the list  that Port Jervis  had become  a 
major  car repair center.     This newest  shop had  to be  the  one  referred 
to   in  the  1858 Report;   "A considerable addition has been made to the 
Car Repair Shop  at Port  Jervis,   and a Stationary Engine, with saws, 
planing machine,  bolt cutter,   and mortising machine erected therein." 
[554] 

With car and locomotive  repairs,  Port Jervis was a busy  place  for 
the Erie,   although  it still ranked  as a minor shop.    One of  the reasons 
for the  shop's  importance  lay  in the  milk  trade  developed  along the 
railroad,   supplying New York City.     In the days before  refrigeration, 
Port Jervis was   the  furthest point   from which milk could  reach  the 
City without  spoiling.     So  this   traffic, which  grew in  importance, 
began at Port Jervis. 

The shop had  its share of money  allocated  to  it under the Erie 
Railway's building program of  1865,  in the form of a large brick engine 
house.     The company  finished  this  structure in  1866,   at a cost of 
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almost S32,000.  The old wooden house was also repaired. With the 
40-engine capacity of the new house, Port Jervi3 boasted room for 70 
engines, more Chan any other location on the road. (555] 

By the 1870s, the shop seemed to have reached its peak.. An 1875 
Beer's Atlas shows the shops had not changed since 1866, but they 
dominated the town from their position between the Delaware and Hudson 
Canal and the Delaware River. [556] With an announcement in The Rail- 
road Gazette in 1874, Port Jervis seemed on the verge of becoming the 
railroad's largest shop complex. 

The Port Jervis (New York) Gazette says, "Plans have 
been made for new shops in Port Jervis, which were 
drawn last summer, we are told, with the intention 
of the speedy erection of the following buildings 
on. the unoccupied ground known as the Germantown 
flats: Three new round houses with 52 stalls each; 
machine shop 104 by 600 feet; car shop 80 by 60 feet, 
with a transfer table running the entire length 
between the latter two shops; copper and boiler 
shop 80 by 150; store house 60 by 120; blacksmith 
shop 80 by 240; oil and waste house 40 by 60; wood- 
working and machine shop 70 by 200; paint shop 70 by 
200 feet.  On the north side of the track, about 
where the car-repair shops now stand, the coal chutes 
are to be placed. The grounds now occupied by the 
shops, round houses, and other buildings, will be 
cleared and used for tracks and switches." [557] 

Unfortunately, the dreams of grandeur never materialized as the 
Erie Railway defaulted the next year.  Instead, the shops were to go 
without a significant addition until the next century, although Port 
Jervis remained an important part of the maintenance system. As at 
Buffalo, the old buildings had to suffice.  By 1878, Jersey City had 
transferred all but the most indispensable repairs to Port Jervis, no 
doubt the result of the Jersey City fire. [558] Thecompany was still 
hoping to move onto the land across the tracks from the older shops, 
and the report for the year noted, "The shops and other buildings at 
this point are old and inconvenient, but may serve their purpose until 
suitable shops can be erected on other grounds now owned by the 
company." [559]  As a later Beer's Atlas showed, the old shops served 
a longer time than even the Erie might have expected. 

Except for a new coaling station modeled on the one installed at 
Hornellsville a year earlier, the Port Jervis shops received no notice 
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in Che  company's  reports  after 1890.   [560]     Company  drawings indicate 
an effort   to  rebuild  the engine house  in October,   1894, buy  by  the  turn 
of  the  century,  Port Jervis was  most   important   to  che  railroad as a  car 
shop.   [561] 

UnderwoodTs  reconstruction effort had an impact on the shops and 
reversed their  general decline.     A 1903 plan showed  only  a   ten-stall 
section of  the  1866   round house existing  and the  car shop  and machine, 
blacksmith,  and boiler shops remained in  the same structures  they 
occupied  thirty hears  earlier.     But  additions were under way.     Another 
coaling station with an ash handling plant had gone  up during  1901, 
along with an air brake plant  for  freight  cars.     The blacksmith shop 
moved into a new building 95   feet  long, while   the old boiler shop was 
torn down in 1905,     The same year,  six new pits were added  to  the 
round house.   [562] 

Despite this effort  at renovation,   the shops remained  a minor 
facility until  the  1930s.     In 1913,   a frog shop   for  the maintenance 
of way  department had been  added,   and  a new 115-foot  turntable and  a 
new  complement  of tools marked  the impact of the  19 28  improvement 
effort  on Port  Jervis.   [563]     Not until Charles  Denney reorganized 
the whole  repair program in  1935  did major  changes   take  place.     Com- 
pared  to   the changes  at Hornell,   the renovation  seemed small.     But   for 
Port Jervis,  the  renewal  of  the buildings brought new  life. 

At long last,   the company expanded its  car  shops  onto   the lot 
south  of   the  tracks, building a steel yard,  stripping  tracks,  wheel 
shop  and  auxiliary car shop  for steel  freight  cars.    These were  small 
facilities but  they  enabled  the shop  to perform  its  functions well. 
Also,   the car  shop  north of  the  tracks,   75   feet  by  565 feet,  was redone 
at  this   time.     A paint shed,  paint  shop,   dope   room,  oil house,  and  tool 
room with welder and journal machine rounded out  the list  of  structures 
at Port Jervis.   [564] 

The  revitalization of  the  car shops  lasted  about  15 years,  until 
the  company continued its  efforts to consolidate and-centralize shop 
repairs.     In 1949  the company  terminated heavy repairs at  Port Jervis 
so  that  all freight  car repair work could be  shifted  to  Dunmore.    Only 
the  intermediate conditioning of box cars went on at  the site by 1951, 
in  the older shop north  of  the  tracks.     In  1955   the Erie closed  chat 
facility.   [565] 

Port Jervis  remained  on the company's  roster,   though,  partly  as 
a minor diesel service center,  utilizing the old frame round house. 
But more  important   to  the  railroad was  the  continued  operation of  a 
facility whose  founding  at Port Jervis had gone  unremarked in 1926. 
[566]     At that  time,   the Van Sweringen management had returned to  the 
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idea of a centralized bridge  shop  for   che system.    Not   since Owego's 
bridge  shop   closed  had   the   Erie maintained  such   an operation.     The 
advantages,   however,   remained  the  same—it was  less expensive  tor  the 
railroad  to  repair  and erect  its  own bridges   than  to  let contracts. 
The buildings  were  simple steel  frame  sheds with  corrugated sheet 
siding.     The bridge renewal program of 1928 proved  the value of  the 
shop,   and also led  to  its expansion.     Bridge   reconstruction work  con- 
tinued all   through   the  1930s,  with   the Port Jervis  shop  in  che middle 
of   things.     As Railway  Engineering  and Maintenance observed,   "In  ad- 
dition to the working of steel required in  the bridge-reinforcing 
program,   the  shop continued to turn out  fabricated members  and parts 
for miscellaneous  regular  and emergency bridge repairs." 

The materials  shortages  of World War II  tested  the bridge shop's 
ability.    To   counter  the lack, of  steel,   the  facility cannibalized  old 
bridges  on  abandoned branch lines   for needed  structural members. 
When one considered the magnitude  of  the task of bridge maintenance 
on  a railroad the sise  of  the Erie,  the  facilities at  Port Jervis 
seemed woefully  inadequate—three  small buildings  and  a set of racks 
to  hold  the steel.     The  large tools  in 1944  consisted  of a punch  to 
make rivet holes,   an eXectrical press  for shearing steel,   an Airco 
Radiograph  for cutting   steel   to  patterns,   and a 60-ton  locomotive 
crane.     Grinders,   jacks,  air  tools,  and forges  rounded out  the  tool 
complement. 

As   inadequate as  this layout  may seem when compared  to  the  solid 
brick car shops,  it continues to  fabricate  steel for bridge repairs. 
Tucked in  a corner of the  back lot (south of  the tracks,   the diesel 
fueling  tower and  the half-dozen stalls  of  the  frame  engine house 
still standing) , these are   the only buildings  left at  the once bustling 
Port  Jervis  shop site.    [567]    The  survival of the bridge plant demon- 
strates , however,   the  continued validity of   the effort  to  centralize 
shop   functions. 

Salamanca 

tn 1977, Salamanca had  only  a 105-foot   turntable   to  show that it 
used  to be a major repair  facility for  the Erie.    The  initial shops had 
gone   in along with the  Susquehanna shops  in  1865-1866.     In fact,   Sala- 
manca was   the second most  important  improvement undertaken at that  time. 
The foundation was laid during  1864;   an 11-stall engine house,   a machine 
shop,  68 feet by  200  feet, a 60  foot by 100   foot blacksmith shop,  a  tank 
house,   and freight house were completed in  1865.   [568]    No doubt  Sala- 
manca received  such extravagant attention because of  the newly-completed 
Atlantic and Great Western Railroad's connection with  the Erie  at that 
point. 
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By 1883,  both  the NYPANO,   as  the Atlantic  and Great  Western was 
then  known,   and   the  Erie  had separate  shops   in  Salamanca.     The Erie 
had  the round house,  machine  shop,  coal  track.,   tank, and  freight 
facilities,  while  the SYPANO maintained its  own  tan-stail engine 
house,  blacksmith and repair shops,   a coal platform,  ice house,  and 
depot.   [569]     But Salamanca never served  as more  than a running  repairs 
center,  especially after  the Erie bought  the NYPANO  and consolidated 
the   two shops,     Salamanca was  a heavily travailed intersection,   though, 
and provided service  for  the freight  traffic that developed between 
the Mid-west and New York.     The Handbook  of American Railroad  Repair 
Facilities noted  chat  the  16-stal4 round house there served some 60 
locomotives  each  day during the  1920s. 

The  Salamanca shop provided a graphic example  of  the headaches 
that  the  railroad experienced  in keeping  up with  the  growing motive 
power.     A 65-foot  turntable  installed in  1902  had to be  replaced 
shortly  thereafter with an 80  foot-diameter table.   [570]     But  that 
unit served only until 1945, when the Erie  shifted  the S-class Berk- 
shires   to  the  Allegany Division.     A  105-foot   turntable was   required 
to handle these monsters,   as  Photograph  196  illustrated.     The huge 
steam locomotives  filled  the whole platform. 

The  actual process  of  erecting  the   table was rather interesting. 
[571]     The key constraint was   to keep   che  round house out  of  service 
for  as  short a time  as possible.     Beginning in October,   the company 
took out  the old table,   rebuilt the  circle wall  and installed the 
new unit  in only  three days.     The  trickiest part of the work was 
placing the table on  the pivot.     The  longer table had originally been 
installed at Meadville by  the American Bridge  Company.     At Port Jervis 
the bridge shop  crews lengthened the  table and then installed it. 
Using  the Department  of  Structures  steam crane  from Port Jervis  and 
the  Salamanca wrecking crane,   the table was successfully placed.     The 
main difficulty had been  in controlling  two cranes with different 
rates  of lift.   [572] 

With  the  new table  in place,  Salamanca was  equipped to handle  the 
longer locomotives.     The  shop  continued   to perform only  running repairs, 
but  the  tool complement,   although minimal,  was modern.     A  lathe,  rod 
press,  and planer were  the only  large  tools.     Special equipment included 
a concrete  jacking pad,   a  15-foot gantry crane,   a one-ton  crane,  and a 
Whiting Transfer Table between two  pits. 

The shop managed to make  the  transition   to  diesel power,  as  the 
company needed  a diesel  fueling and minor service  repair center there. 
[573]     In 1971  the company demolished the old frame round house,  leav- 
ing; only the  turntable and fueling   tower.     Both were being used by 
Conrail in 1977. 
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Chanter IX. 

Erie SCations 

Erie Railroad stations present little-opportunity for flights'of 
extravagantly descriptive prose.  Almost invariably, the company erected 
small stations reflecting the nature of the countryside through which 
the line traveled. The few larger towns boasted stations of more sub- 
stantial character, but only one large metropolitan station existed in 
the old Erie states of New York, New Jersey, and Pennsylvania. These 
structures thus represented the most typical designs used by railroads 
for freight and passenger stations, rather than the occasional grandiose 
palaces which have usually received the attention of writers on the 
subject. 

The station buildings of the Erie offered other features that make 
them worthy of notice.  The railroad's financial problems meant the 
company utilized its holdings to the fullest extent.  The extant struc- 
tures span the entire life of the railroad, although most date to the 
turn of the century.  One can, therefore, compare the changing styles 
utilized by station designers over time. The differing functions, as 
well as architectural treatments, that shifted as stations evolved can 
be found in various examples on the Erie.  By and large, the passenger 
and freight terminals of the railroad emerge as typical examples of 
station design. 

American Railroad Stations in General 

Carroll Meeks [574] has observed that like so many other structures 
and practices on American railroads, the station as a form did not emerge 
full blown with the appearance of the railroad.  Instead, the forms 
changed as the railroads learned just what was required in the architec- 
ture and design of a station. The earliest stations were extremely 
simple, and those on the Erie resembled those structures erected by 
other early railroad companies.  The Erie began operations in 1851 with 
14 passenger stations and refreshment saloons, 29 freight houses, and 
46 combined buildings.  But as Harper's Erie Railroad Guide Book ex- 
plained, most were small shops, "little more than a platform for idlers 
and milk kettles.'1 [575] Just as in other facets of American railroad- 
ing, station architecture quickly developed a peculiarly American style. 
Many railroads "feebly imitated European stations, vainly struggling to 
equal them.  It was not until the 1870s, when enough large cities existed 
relatively close enough to one another...that comparable stations began 
to rise in the United States." [576] The reasons- for the new American 
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style were, as usual, matters of economics and time. Meeks described 
English practice in this way: 

"Just as English engineers dominated the railroad 
field for the first half-century of railroading, so 
the English stations established patterns for the 
whole world.  In that compact country with abundant 
capital, pioneer lines were lavishly built. The road- 
beds were straight, level, and permanent; tunnels, 
bridges, and viaducts were constructed solidly of 
good masonry.  Similar pains were taken over the 
terminal stations." [577] 

American stations, on the other hand, resembled their bridges and 
roadbeds.  They--were often rough and ready structures built with wood 
in a very short time.  "An architect was rarely employed.  Generally 
the company engineer provided the plans, which were then used repeat- 
edly, sometimes for forty years without change.  Such shelter as was 
provided over the platform came from the overhanging eaves extending 
much farther than usual; these eaves became an identifying character- 
istic of stations." [578]  Such a description certainly characterized 
the majority of American railroad descriptions.  J. L. Ringwalt, in 
the Development of Transportation Systems in the United States, pub- 
lished in 1888, found little reason to change that analysis, calling 
most"stations "rough sheds." [579] 

By and large, there was little architectural treatment in these 
early structures, except for some ornamental detailing on the stations 
put up in larger towns.  After the Civil War, however, a greater concern 
for style began to appear in the larger towns.  Attention to architec- 
tural detail spread slowly to include stations further and further 
afield from the main eastern metropolises. This was an age of great 
expansion on the railroads, and an age of impressive buildings reflect- 
ing the booming business age.  It was an age when appearances mattered, 
and the railroads felt this same pressure to produce structures be- 
speaking success.  One impact of this pressure was Che adoption of 
architectural styles and features then in vogue for railroad structures. 
One of the main elements borrowed was the tower. 

As Meeks noted, towers assumed a significant role in European 
station design during the 1850s, and spread to this country the fol- 
lowing decade.  After 1865, the railroads built few stations without 
towers over the next 30 years. Meeks observed how strong a feature 
of station design this element came to be, 

"In the English-speaking world the virile tower rose 
from every building of importance, including stations, 
in response to contemporary fashion; at this same time 
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man was adorning his person with a towering beaver 
hat.  Later when cowers went out of fashion and the 
dome was revived, he made a parallel substitution of 
the lower, more spherical bowler for the top hat; the 
latter he reserved for special occasions, just as 
towers were'3till resorted to from time to time.  Now- 
adays, to the man in the street an elderly building 
with a tower is automatically Victorian, but in the 
late 1880s, America was second only to England in her 
enthusiasm for them." [580] 

The tower was not the only element of Victorian style copies by 
station designers in the United States, although towers remained the 
most easily identifiable. Marcus Whiffen, in American Architecture 
Since 1780, described the prevailing architecture of the late eight- 
eenth century in this way. 

"The aphitet High Victorian may be used in a general 
way of all the architecture of the 1860s and 1870s 
as well as, more narrowly, of the Gothic and Italianate 
of these decades. Height in the literal sense—tall 
proportions—-was one. quality common to most buildings; 
others were variety of color and surface textures 
and a calculated restlessness. Forms from different 
sources in the past were often brought together in a 
single design." [581] 

All of these features could be found in American stations at this 
time, especially when the railroads began commissioning stations from 
architects later in the century. 

The key determinant of a station's appearance remained its 
location. All railroads developed a hierarchy of stations, determined 
by the population of the surrounding area. [582] The lowest rank be- 
longed to flag stations, variously called second, third, or fourth 
stations by the railroads, that served as minor passenger depots. 
Often this type of structure stood on small branches with few trains, 
where passengers flagged down the train, hence the name. The name 
flag depot applied to buildings ranging from plain, open platforms 
to structures considered local passenger stations. As a result, a 
wide variety of materials and a number of designs were employed in 
building these minor depots.  Walter C. Berg, in his volume on American 
railroad structures, observed that in the East flag depots were often 
more lavishly done than those in the North or West.  "In the majority 
of cases, frame structures are used, sheathed on the outside with plain 
boards or ornamental siding and shingles, and roofed with shingles, tin, 
or slate.  For a substantial building, however, a brick structure with 
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stone trimmings, slate roof, and ornamental gable-ends, cornices, ridge 
'cresting and finials, is used extensively." [583] 

Many of the Erie depots could be considered flag depots.  There 
was no firm dividing line between this class of stations and the next, 
local passenger depots, for the two types shaded imperceptibly together 
Both, on the Erie at least, received the kind of artistic treatment 
Berg was calling for in his description of local passenger depots. 

"...much stress has been laid within recent years on 
providing artistic and picturesque structures for 
local passenger depots, especially at suburban points 
where the travel consists largely of wealthy patrons 
of the road. The artistic depot designs prepared by 
the late Mr. H. H. Richardson, the well-known architect, 
of Boston, Massachusetts, and a gradually increasing 
demand for artistic structures at passenger stations 
have given an impetus to the designing of more artistic 
buildings, with the result that architects of established 
reputation have been called on by railroad managers ror 
designs.  The architectural effect should be obtained 
by bold and original but graceful treatment..." [584] 

By the 1890s, the Erie was one of the railroads making the effort 
to incorporate artistic elements in their stations.  Even combination 
depots, which handled both passenger and freight services in areas 
unable to support separate installations, received architectural treat- 
ment incorporating stylistic features of the time. 

It seems possible to identify the influence of two main- architec- 
tural styles upon Erie stations during the later nineteenth century, 
although eclectic features from numerous other styles also could be 
found.  The first of these was the Stick Style.  Marcus Whiffen 
described that style in this way: 

"Stick Style buildings have tall proportions with high 
steep roofs, frequently of complex plan and irregular 
silhouette; the eaves are of considerable projection 
and are supported by large brackets; often there is 
exposed framing in the gable end of a roof. Verandas 
are extensive, their roofs being carried on posts with 
diagonal braces.  Diagonal "stickwork" is one of the 
most characteristic features of the style. Walls may 
be faced with vertical boards and battens or (in the 
final development of the style) with horizontal clap- 
boards having an overlay of other boards—vertical or 
horizontal, and sometimes diagonal too—that suggest 
or symbolize the unseen structural frame," [585] 
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The  Stick- Style flourished  from 1850 to  1876  in general use,   but 
remained  current  on many railroads  until the  end  of  the  century.     On 
the Erie,  nearly  every  small   flag  depot  and   local   passenger  depot   re- 
flected the influence of this  design.     The  style  lent  itself easily 
to  the  incorporation of   all the  ornamental  details mentioned above • 
by Berg.     One  of  the most  interesting examples  of  this  style was 
shown- in a July,   1888,   design for a four by  six foot gatekeeper's 
house   in Paterson,   New Jersey.    This   tiny building incorporated every 
main feature  of   the Stick Scyle,   from  the ridge  cresting to   the 
ornamental siding.    Another structure which also  showed  the same 
influence could be  seen  at  a  crossing  gate  tower  at Union City, 
Pennsylvania,   built near the   turn of  the century.   [586] 

With the  larger  stations,  the Erie  tended  to build structures 
showing  the  influence of the  Queen Anne Style.     Again,   to borrow  from 
Marcus Whiffen, 

"Irregularity of plan  and massing and variety of 
color  and texture  characterize the Queen Anne 
Style.     Several  different wall surfaces may occur 
in one building;  brick,  for the ground story with 
shingles or horizontal bands  above  is  a common 
combination.     There may be some half  timbering— 
perhaps  only  in a gable or two.     Upper stories 
may project beyond  those below.     Windows  are  of 
many forms,  straight-topped or round-arched 
(never pointed-arched);   they may be glazed with 
plate  glass  or,   sometimes  in  their upper parts 
only,  with small panes  set  in lead or wooden 
sash.     Bay windows  are much employed.     Roofs  are 
high and multiple,   their ridges  meeting at  right 
angles;   the  rand or polygonal turret  is a feature 
of  the later phase of  the style.     Although  hipped 
roofs  are seen,   the A roof  is  the  predominant  type. 
Gables,   often, including a large  porch  gable,   con- 
tribute much  to   the overall effect  and are given 

- many different  treatments.     Chimneys  also are 
treated as  important  features,   frequently being 
panelled or  otherwise modeled in cut or molded 
brick.."   [587] 

After 1876  and  into   the 1880s,   the Queen Anne Style became popular, 
perhaps  as  a reaction  against the high Victorian Style.     But  on  the 
Erie,  many of the Victorian ornamental  features  appeared on both  the 
smaller flag depots  and the  larger,  more solid stations  in the  Queen 
Anne  Style. 
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The influence of the Sticic Style could also be found in the one 
remaining category of station found on the Erie—the separate local 
freight house.  These buildings served larger towns that promised to 
generate enough freight traffic to justify two separate facilities. 
Walter Berg observed, "It can be said that the design almost universal- 
ly adopted consists of a single-story frame structure, surrounded by 
high freight platforms on several or all sides." [588] The Erie 
structures of this class followed this dictum to a tee. Where the 
Stick Style influence appeared was in the choice of materials.  These 
were warehouses, but often the company added ornamental touches such 
as finials, gable brackets and decorative scrollwork.  Board and 
batten construction characterized most of these depots. 

Norval White has noted in The Architecture Book that battens also 
commonly appeared on Queen Anne housing as-a purely architectural 
feature. [589]  Whether the construction was functional here is not 
clear, but from the other features of the structures, it would seem 
that the designers were concerned with-appearance, not function. 

The company built very few passenger stations after 1910. Those 
that did go up were primarily located in New Jersey and suburban New 
York, and served the commuter traffic into New York City.  The company 
found it financially expedient to remodel old stations rather than 
replace them with new structures. The Erie existed as a freight road 
by the turn of the century, and the railroad husbanded its resources 
to upgrade roadbed, not stations. So while the Pennsylvania and New 
York Central entered the era that Keeks called "Megalomania," the 
Erie continued to make do with its older frame or brick stations. 
Many of the turn-of-the-century depots showed more eclecticism, as the 
Erie borrowed from the many styles prevalent at the time. 

Largely because of financial constraints and a comparatively small 
passenger traffic generated by small towns instead of cities, the Erie 
stations still standing in 1977 represented one of the larger groups 
of late-nineteenth century structures on any Eastern railroad.  In this 
respect'the Erie stations resembled many of the Erie's steel bridges, 
and even its motive power.  All of these elements of railroad property 
represented typical practice at the time when they were built, or used. 
As Meeks and Alexander showed in the illustrations in their books, any 
number of stations similar to those on the Erie were erected by 
American railroads, many utilizing identical ornamental details. Those 
stations surviving on the Erie, then, were not unique. The Erie main- 
tained them long past their normal lifetime.  As a result, the extant 
stations of this railroad, although most often out of service in 1977, 
may represent one of the largest surviving groups of late—nineteenth 
century stations on any Eastern railroad. 
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Susquehanna  Station 

The  Susquehanna Scation at  Susquehanna,   Pennsylvania,  was  one  of 
Che  few stations  on the   Erie  that boasted an imposing  structure of any 
architectural   consequence.     In 1977,   this building was  one  of  the  very 
few surviving  examples of a railroad station with a dining hall and 
hotel.     Normally,  a hamlet   the size of Susquehanna would never have 
enjoyed  a structure like this  one.     The  town owed its   existence  to 
the  railroad;   in  fact,   the  railroad owned the  town.    A thriving 
freight  or passenger service never developed  there.     Nonetheless,   the 
town remained one of  the most  important on  the line until the turn of. 
the  century,   thanks  to   the  shops  in town. 

Actually,  the  shops and  station  should be considered as  integral 
elements  of a single  system.     The  first  station,   a combined  freight and 
passenger depot,went up   in August,   1849,  a  27  foot by  152 foot wooden 
building.    The shops  date  to  February,   1348,   [590]    Once the road 
opened for  service  through  to Binghamton,   the  two  facilities grew  to- 
gether.     Fire destroyed  the frame  station in  1862,  so when  the company 
began  construction of a major repair  facility  in 1863,   the  passenger 
and freight  facilities   also came  in for upgrading.    The new passenger 
depot  and a separate  freight  station were designed on  the same scale 
as   the shops.    The imposing size of the stations  in such a small  town 
emphasized  in a very  direct fashion the  importance of  the shops  and 
hence  the town.   [591]     As   a result,  Susquehanna in 1866 could claim 
one of the   largest complexes  of  railroad structures  in  the  country. 

On  a railroad of small stations,  the Susquehanna stood out. 
Preliminary drawings of the structure closely resembling the station 
as built bear the name E, J, M. Derrick, Architect, [592] apparently 
an Irish architect who had worked extensively in England. If indeed 
the Erie did commission Derrick to design the station, that event rep- 
resented an early example of architectural station design. Not until 
the 1880s did the work of Richardson and Furness make the acceptance 
of  railroad commissions by architects an acceptable practice. 

The station was  327 feet long and about  40  feet wide.   [593]     The 
brick building on stone foundations had  two  stories,  with a third 
floor under  the hip roof  lighted by numerous  dormers.     Two  large 
gables on  the track side of  the station sheltered the main  entrances 
to  the building.     Two Lombard towers  capped  the  roof,   and according to 
Carroll Meeks,   these were  disguised water  tanks.    The use of towers 
fit the pattern of the   age;   they were needed  for self-respect,  said 
Meeks.   [594]    The Neo-Gothic  architectural detail represented perhaps 
the most eye-catching  feature.     The  dormers were constructed with 
trefoil windows,   [595]   while the main windows  employed  lancet arches. 
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The corbel table cornice continued the same pointed-arch motif, [596] 
as did the towers.  Interior details also utilized Gothic elements. 
The main section of the station consisted of a dining hall 120 feet 
long and occupied the full two and one-half story height and 40 foot 
width of the building. A stone ledge supported a round arch that , 
carried the rafters for the roof of the room.  A New York Herald 
reporter wrote in 1870 that the dining hall reminded him of a "baronial 
banqueting hall or the transcept section of a Gothic cathedral." [597] 
Carved wooden balconies stood at the second floor level on the end 
walls, while lancet arches supported by stone columns marked the door- 
ways, [598] 

The station was the architectural highlight of the Erie railway's 
building program of the mid-1860s.  In addition to the dining hall, 
the building housed the actual station, some offices, and a large 
hotel, the Starrucca House.  Such a grandiose structure with overnight 
accommodations was not especially common on American railroads, al- 
though English stations frequently incorporated hotel facilities. 
As in so many other cases, American railroads shied away from the con- 
struction of such large palaces, primarily because of expense. More 
often, the railroads relied on a local entrepreneur to provide over- 
night lodging.  The station at Susquehanna became one of the best 
examples of the few American railroads that adopted this particular 
English pattern. Who the company intended to patronize at the hostelry 
remains a mystery, but the inclusion of the hotel followed the delusions 
of grandeur shown by constructing such a structure in Susquehanna in 
the first place. 

The dining room was a far more characteristic feature of American 
stations. As soon as the railroads found themselves extending long 
distances, dining facilities became a necessity. Many Erie stations 
had included dining saloons from the start. But Susquehanna's mammoth 
hall stood head and shoulders above any other eating place on the Erie 
in terms of size and grandiose character. Perhaps for th£s reason 
the dining hall became a very popular feature on the line, with as 
many as twenty trains daily stopping at the facility.in 1880. [599] 
However, the slow installation of dining cars by the 1870s removed the 
need for lavish dining facilities, and Susquehanna's popularity dimin- 
ished.  In 1884, the company partitioned off a portion of the dining 
hall. [600] 

The hotel also suffered from a lack of guests through the same 
period, as Pullman Palace cars and sleepers rendered railroad hotels 
equally superfluous.  In 1903, the Starrucca House closed its doors 
completely, and the company began converting the hotel and dining 
facilities into office space.  By 1905, the Susquehanna Division 
offices had moved from Port Jervis.  Likewise, the offices for the 
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superintendent of  Che  Jefferson and Delaware Divisions were  located 
above   che actual  station chat  remained at the  eastern  end of  the 
building.     The old  Starrucca House  became a railroad YHCA,  with  the 
cavernous dining  room subdivided  into   three  floors,   for use  as a 
gymnasium.     The building provided  sleeping  quarters  for  135  men.   [601] 

The  general  decline in passenger  activity at Susquehanna    paral- 
led the  demise of the nearby shops.     The structure received minor 
attention occasionally,   as,   for  example,   in 1927  when   the company 
removed  the old wooden  floor  in  the waiting  room and put in  a concrete 
replacement,   [602]     At  some point,   perhaps when  the station began  to 
serve  as offices,   the  two bay windows  on che east wing of  the  station 
were added.   [603]     The   final  addition  came with  the installation  of 
flourescent lighting  in   the reading and  recreation rooms  of  the YMCA. 
[604] 

In  1977,   che station remained standing,  but in badly deteriorated 
condition.     Along with   the  shop  structure,   the  Susquehanna-Oakland- 
Lanesboro Industrial Association purchased  the station in  the  late 
1960s-     But the  pace  of  decay continued unabated.    Now empty,   long 
sections of  the   cornice  have  fallen onto  the  platform.     Although 
placed on the National  Register of Historic Places  in 1972,   the 
crumbling building was   plastered with signs  declaring  "This  Building 
Condemned." 

Meadville 

Although,  as mentioned above,   the Erie did  not actually own  the 
Atlantic &  Great Western Railroad  until  1896,   the station at Meadville 
certainly deserved consideration as an Erie structure.     Amazingly,  just 
as   the Meadville shops   could  compare with  the Susquehanna Shops,   so 
could the Meadville Station compare with the Erie station at Susque- 
hanna.     Both were  grandiose architecturally;  both included hotels  and 
dining rooms;  both were located at major division points with shop 
facilities;   and both were  erected  at   the same'time.   -But while  the 
Susquehanna  Shops may have been  the better of the two,   the Meadville 
Station probably received  more kudos   than  its  Susquehanna counter- 
part.     Whatever,  after   1866  the  Erie  and its  system had  two of  the 
very  finest examples of railroad station-cum-hotels in the United 
States. 

The Meadville Station opened  in  1864 with  the completion of  the 
A.   &  G.  tf„  main line.     The station itself  sprawled over both sides of 
the  three-track line,   and  included a huge  engine barn,   66   feet wide, 
with  large ventilators   capped by  tall finials.     The Crawford Democrat 
had reported on December 16,   1862,   that,  "the whole building,  at  least 
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the main part of  it,  will be 327  feet  in  length by  127 feet in 
width,.."   [605]     Meeks  called  this,   "the  most  celebrated  station 
of the  two-sided  type."  [606]     The actual structure was  board  and 
batten construction,  such  as was  "frequently and  creatively used for 
Gothic revival buildings,   including  many  stations of  the  nineteenth' 
century."   [607]     A six-foot overhanging cornice  of wooden gingerbread 
ornamented  the  buildings,  which  were surrounded  by  a 14-foot  station 
platform. 

The dining room was   "somewhat sketchily embellished" by  thin 
pilasters  carrying ornately carved wooden trusses on  cusped brackets.. 
The  dining area was   'as  long as  a train,'  and windowed and  roofed like 
the  nave  of an English cathedral."   [608]     Some  600  people  could  sit 
in  the dining  area at one  time,   in  the splendor  of black walnut 
finishing and  stained  glass windows.   [609]     The  hotel had more than 
100  rooms on two  stories,  with  a ten-foot balcony around both floors. 
The  structure  dominated  the Meadville  scene-^only  the huge  erecting 
shop  a short distance away  could dwarf the  station. 

As might be  expected,   the station and  its hotel,  the McHenry 
House,  commanded a great deal of attention.    The New York Herald con- 
sidered this station "to  rival in the  style and beauty of  its surround- 
ings any of those you may notice in the best  railroads of England..." 
[610]     This was  as   the English investors  planned,   and no doubt  their 
presence within  the company led to   the construction of an English- 
style station. 

Erie Railroad Magazine wrote in  1934  that  the Meadville  station, 
"was  for many  years  the most  noted building west of New York."   [611] 
But  in 1891-1892 the New York, Lake Erie & Western,  at  that  time 
leasors  of  the  line,   tore  down the  old wooden station and hotel. 
The  company replaced  it with a fine example of  the Queen Anne Style 
they had adopted  for several  stations.     Plans dated January,   1893, 
[612]  showed the brick building with all the ornamental regalia of 
the  time—finials,   dormers,  ridge cresting,  gable brackets, wide plat- 
forms with carved roof supports,  and  terra cotta belts  in  the brick 
work.     The elaborate  carved panels   in the  gable ends  and  the wooden 
doors with  tiny-paned windows  completed  the Victorian appearance. 

Unfortunately,  the  second station enjoyed   the same  fate  as  the 
first.     Apart  from repairs in 1912,   [613]   the only other mention of 
changes  came  in  1951.    Although passenger service would shortly end, 
the company remodeled the  station extensively.     Meadville was only 
one of several stations  granted this  facelift,  which lowered  the 
ceilings,   changed the layout,  and installed flourescent lighting and 
new toilet  facilities.   [614]     No doubt  this  remodeling  also  resulted 
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in  the  new  roof  chat completely  altered  che  structure's  appearance. 
Like a once well-dressed lady  reduced  to poverty,   the  station seemed 
far  too  plain with   the  cowers,  gables,   and  decorative  details  removed, 
[615]     But in  1977,  even that  did not matter,   as   the company had 
razed  the station completely  in July,   1972, 

Other Stations 

The  listing of Erie stations was  quite  large,  even though  the 
road was  primarily  a. freight  line.     The Historic American Engineering 
Record owns  a  large number  of old photographs,   and many were taken in 
1971 as well.     These views  provide an adequate record  of Erie stations. 
The  format will be  to discuss  the  stations working from East to West, 
with the exception  of  the  Jersey City  terminal,  which will be discussed 
in a separate  chapter. 

New  Jersey  and   Suburban New York 

Rutherford»  ETew Jersey 

Built  in 1897,   [616]   this station presented an interesting varia- 
tion on  the Queen Anne  Style.    The circular  turreted pavilion stood at 
the end of  a covered walk.     The brick courses were interrupted by  a 
belt of  stone  at  the  level of the  bottom,  and at  the  top of  the 
windows.    The windows also received decorative gratings,  although 
there was little ornamentation remaining by  1971.     Vandals   tore out 
the pavilion wall in 19 71,  which  the  company repaired with reinforced 
concrete.     Rutherford Station remained standing  in 1977  as   a Conrail 
station. 

Clifton,  New  Jersey 

In  1890,   the  old Clifton Station burned and  the Erie  replaced it 
with one of the more  interesting stations on the line.     The Railroad 
Gazette  noted, 

"The Clifton   Station will be  54  feet long and  26 
feet wide,   and will be broken by  several extensions. 
It  will be one story high,   surmounted by a ventila- 
ting cupola,     the roof will be slate,  with  terra 
cotta  cresting,   and will contain a number of odd 
gables.     The   general design of the building is 
irregular,   and it  is  perhaps   the most  artistic 
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little station  on  the Eastern division.     The 
general waiting room will  be 19  feet by 26 
feet;  ladies'  room,   12  feet  by  13 feet;  ticket 
office,   17  feet  by 11 feet;   toilet room,   8  feet 
by 5  feet; baggage room,  96   feet  by  14  feet. 
It will be built of  the same material  as   the 
Delavan Avenue   (Buffalo)   Station, both exterior 
and  interior.     The ceiling in  the general wait- 
ing  room will be  decorated with a galvanized 
iron  center piece done  in  fancy colors.     The 
cost  is  estimated at $4,000.     Both stations 
will be heated by  furnaces  in  the cellar."   [617] 

Without any major alteration,   this  depot  stood on the Erie  for 
62 years.     Then in  1952,   the Erie chose  this  station  as   one of  three 
to be  replaced by new structures.    Gorry, Pennsylvania,   and Corning, 
New York,  also  gained new stations   at  this   time,  although  passenger 
service had only  a  few years of  life  remaining on  the Erie.     Clifton's 
demise came on December  17,   1969, when.the  City  of  Clifton purchased 
the  unused station.   [618] . 

Paterson,  New Jersey 

Paterson had a long history of  railroad  stations, beginning with 
the Paterson St Hudson,  a  17  foot by 51 foot wooden station built in 
May,   1838.    A new depot put up in 1860 lasted until a new brick station 
house,  178  feet by  72 feet,  was  erected  at  a  cost  of  $13,704.74  in 1877 
This  station had a pergola  and   covered waiting  room,  which had  to be 
removed  at  the  time of  the  grade crossing  eliminations  through Paterson 
in  1926,  when  the company built  new 1,000  foot  platforms.    [619]    The 
brick station,  with  its   tile  roof,   survived until  1950,   when  the 
company put up  one of  its very few  post—war stations.    The new station, 
which opened August 10,   1950,  was  a boxy building with glass—block 
windows   [620]   and remained in use by  Conrail   in  1977. 

Ridgewood,  New Jersey 

The Erie  station in Ridgewood was a nice example of Mission Style 
architecture  transplanted  3,000 miles  east of its  usual  locale.    Built 
in  1916,   this  was one of  the  later  commuter stations  built in New 
Jersey,   and it remained  standing in 1977.   [621] 
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Sparkill, ??ew  York 

Opened   in 1872,  Spark.il!  Station stood  on  the Northern Railroad 
of New Jersey   line  between  Jersey  City and Nyack.     This  small brick 
station exemplified all  of  Berg's   ideal  traits  of a flag depot—gable 
end brackets,   finial,  wide  eaves,  bay window.     When the  Northern 
Branch commuter service   terminated in December,   1965,   [622]   the station 
was  closed.     The  company retained ownership  of the building until 
June 13,   1972, when the   Erie  retired  and razed  the  small depot. 

South Nyack,  New York 

Also on   the Northern Railroad of New Jersey,  this  station was 
rebuilt  in   1915,   although  the photograph shown probably dated  from 
cl913.     A frame  structure,   the closest  stylistic  identification might 
be  Stick Style.     Like the  Sparkill Station,  and Nyack as well,  the 
station has been closed since 1965,   [623]  and never came under 
Conrail's jurisdiction. 

Nyack, New York 

Nyack  served  as  the terminus  of  the Northern Railroad,  and  as 
such  once boasted an 30  foot  turntable  and  a  five-stall engine house. 
In  1922,  17  trains still received  daily servicing  there.   [624]     The 
station  employed half-timber wall construction,   and extremely long 
gable brackets  to  support   the accentuated  eaves.     Rebuilt  about  1917, 
the photograph may show the newly reconstructed building.     Closed in 
1965,   the  town of  South Nyack purchased the structure and  then tore 
it down in 1968.   [625] 

Harriman,   New York 

The station at Harriman, on  the original main line between 
Newburgh Junction and  Graham, was built by  the  Erie  in  1911.     It 
resembled   the Nyack depot  in its  adoption of half-timber construction, 
but  like many Erie stations   of  this  period,   the company used  tile as 
the  roofing  material.     Although  the  Graham Line replaced the old 
main line  for through   service,   the line through Harriman remains  in 
use as  a spur in  1977,   and the  station still stands.     The  station 
may have  taken  its name from Edward H.  Harriman,  a railroad magnate 
who built  a  system that included  the Illinois Central,  Union Pacific, 
and  Southern Pacific just after  1900.     Harriman served as  a valuable 
member of  the Erie's Executive Committee as  a director,  from 1903 
until his  death in 1909.     The Harriman Station stood not  far from 
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Harriman's  estate near Arden,  New York.     [626]     In  1977,   infrequent 
passenger service continued  to  operate   from the  small  station. 

Chester,  New York 

The Erie built  the  small board-and-batten station of Chester,   on 
the  old main line in 1915.     The  style  illustrated Meeks'   statement  that 
once a railroad had found a satisfactory  design,   they used  it  for many 
years.     Used at Meadville  in 1865,   the same materials were  repeated 50 
years  later at  Chester,     The demise  of  the  old Erie main line had 
slowed  traffic  through Chester.     Finally  on July 21,   1971,   the company 
retired  and removed  the  old building-   [627] 

Goshen 

The Erie has had a passenger station at Goshen since 1842, when 
the town was the Erie's western terminus. That wooden depot, 67 feet 
by 120 feet, and a 34 foot by 90 foot freight depot, went up in July, 
1842.  The company built the existing 140 foot by 22 foot brick 
station in 1866-1867. The Annual Report for 1866 noted that the work 
was nearly complete, and a local newspaper reported on February 7, 
1867, that the company had occupied the structure a week earlier. 

The relatively plain brick wall was interrupted by a decorative 
belt course of brick with a row of dentils supporting it. This course 
served as the springing line for the window arches.  Other ornamental 
features included an octagonal ventilating tower that resembled those 
on the Susquehanna Station built at the same time, finials, gable 
brackets, and decorative brick chimneys. The interior was typically 
paneled with tongue and groove wood sheathing. 

The Goshen Station stood on the west side of the tracks, and in 
1975 still housed a maintenance of way office. But by 1977, Conrail 
no longer made use of the facility, although it remained standing. [628 

Middletown, Mew York 

Middletown1s first station was one of the few early brick stations 
on the original line when put up in July, 1844. This structure, like 
the short stretch of line between Goshen and Middletown, may have been 
built by the local citizens, hence the more solid construction.  Dur- 
ing the late 1880s, the station had to be replaced, as it was worn 
out.  The Annual Report for 1889 noted that the new station was up. 
Yet only seven years later, in 1896, the Erie began the present 
station, also of brick, which it completed the next year. The eclectic 
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styling reflected a variety of influences,   for  the  tile roof and ex- 
posed  roof  joists showed a Mission  influence,  while  the Romanesque 
arch prevailed in the main body  of   the structure.     The resulting 
station,   126  feet long and varying  from  20   to   31  feet wide, was  quite 
striking in its  appearance.     Especially  aye-catching was   the  arched 
entrance way with its  Bellville  stone  footings,   terra cotta window sills, 
and belt  course -     This fine treatment continued with  the  interior orna- 
mentation,     the   chimney,   the  decorative  arched  trusses,   and the detailed 
paneling    at the ticket office,   produced a unique appearance  for an 
Erie, station. 

Because   the Erie-Lackawanna and Gonrail have maintained passenger 
service  through Middletown,  the  station has fared far better  than most 
Erie  stations.     In  1977,   the  station  continued  to  serve   the very few 
passenger  trains still run by Conrail.   [629] 

Pine  Bush,  New York 

This  small board-and-batten structure went  up  in 1897 on the Mid- 
dletown  &  Crawford Branch   the Erie had  leased  in 1883.     Pine  Bush was 
located  at  the  end of the  branch,  but survived  the end of passenger 
service  in the  1950s.    Apparently  a  freight office remained in  the 
building.     But on August  21,  1974,   the Erie retired the  station and 
re-moved it.   [630] 

Fort Jervis,  New York 

Port Jervis became the  Erie's western terminus  in  1847,   and with 
that  exalted status  came   a 26  foot by 177 and 1/2  foot wooden station, 
complete with a dining  saloon and offices an  the  second  floor.    Re- 
modeled in 1866,   that station served the railroad  until  1889, when  the 
company purchased  a  three-story brick building  already  standing-     The 
old station was torn down,  as it obstructed the freight yard.     The 
company added a new railroad front  to  the brick structure,  and housed 
the passenger services, baggage room,  express  service,   and offices 
inside. 

Unfortunately,   a fire completely destroyed the new  facility in 
December,   1890,  so  the  company erected yet another depot.    This brick 
station,   109  and 1/2 feet long and  33  feet wide,was one of the better 
examples of   the eclectic  designs  that affected the Queen Anne influence. 
The  tower, ridge  cresting and finials,   the stone belts,   and  terra cotta 
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ornamentation exhibited the continued importance of High Victorian 
features.  The railroad's designer took equal pains with the interior, 
as shown by the elaborate ceiling panels in the general waiting room. 
As in previous stations, the company put its operating offices on 
the second floor. 

The station was altered somewhat over the years.  A new flagstone 
platform replaced the original planking in 1901, and a restaurant was 
added in 1912.  Port Jervis was one of tour stations to receive an 
eating facility, after dining cars had led to the closing of older 

-dining rooms in other stations.  Perhaps the restaurant accounted for 
the other wing that appeared on the station.  After the second World 
War, the company "completely renovated and modernized" the interior, 
a treatment granted to a few stations. 

Because of this work, the station has remained in excellent 
repair. Many of the ornamental features still.remain, as does the 
decorative woodwork under the eaves and gables.  But Conrail, although 
providing twice-daily passenger service into New York City from this 
point, did not take possession of the station, and in 1977 it stood 
empty and for sale, [631] 

Shohola, Pennsylvania 

The Erie constructed the Stick Style station at Shohola in 1886. 
Company drawings dated May, 1886, show a design for a Stick Style 
station with the usual decorative panels, ridge cresting, and a finial 
on a rectangular tower. Whether this station was actually built is not 
clear, for the currant station, which could date to 1886, was for 
plainer building.  The depot's most notable feature was the half-timber 
construction of the walls.  As was usual for the time, the company 
used tongue and groove interior sheathing. With the end of passenger 
service, this station fell on hard times.  On August 20, 1964, the 
company retired the depot, and the 1971 Survey found the building 
abandoned with all of the windows broken.  By 1977, it. had been razed. 
[632] 

Callicoon, New York 

The Erie reached Callicoon during 1848 without, great 
celebration. The station in 1850 was half the size of the freight 
depot.that was 56 feet by 30 feet, indicating the size of the town. 
The current station dated to 1896-1897. The old station burned on 
November 6, 1895, but work to replace it did not begin until almost 
a year later, probably because the company again lay in the hands of 
a receiver. The frame station was a combined passenger and freight 
depot, with a raised freight platform at one end, and a short, 40-foot 
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pergola for passengers at   the other.     The plans  called for  Che shingled 
walls,  indicating the influence  of  Shingle Style.     But there were no 
dormers,   cowers,  or other  decorative  features  on the 103  foot by 25 
foot station.     A better example of a  combined depot as described by 
Berg did not exist,  except:  for  the  lack of ornamentation.     Because  the 
company has maintained offices  in the building,   the depot remained in 
good shape  in  1977.   [633] 

Hancock,  New York 

The passenger station at Hancock may be   the oldest  surviving 
structure on  the line.    The Hancock Herald once  ran an article about 
the early days  of   the Erie,  based on the  diary  of  a Hancock citizen of 
the 1850 era.    The  article said the   "present  and only passenger depot" 
was built  in  1846  as  a whiskey  and grocery store.     The Erie bought it 
in  1849. 

But the  1857 Report  of  the New York & Erie described a depot with 
offices  over  the passenger waiting area,   34  feet by 36   feet,  built in 
October,  1849.     Whichever is correct,   the station still standing in 
1977 was the  original depot  for the Erie in Hancock.     Conrail has 
continued  to  use the structure  as  a  tool house.   [634] 

Deposit, New York 

The Deposit  depot was one of  the structures  the Erie railway 
built in the mid-1860s.     The kinship between  this  building and the 
Susquehanna  station marked the  date  of  the structure as  1865.     The 
Fourth Annual "Report confirmed  this   estimate,   and  also  said  the 
building cost  39,584.66.     The brick structure  replaced an earlier 
wooden  facility,   and the   lancet arches  demonstrate the  Gothic in- 
fluence in this long,  narrow station.     Although not as  ornamental as 
Susquehanna*   the  link between  the  two  structures  is  clear. 

The Deposit  Station has continued to serve the railroad to the 
present day,  although by  1977  it housed only maintenance of way offices 
in the original tongue and groove sheathed interior.   [635] 

Binghatnton,  Hew York 

Binghamton served as a major rail junction for the  Southern  tier 
of New York  counties,  with   the Erie,  Delaware,  Lackawanna & Western, 
and Delaware & Hudson Railroads  all maintaining terminals  there within 
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two blocks  or each other.     The Erie  remodeled its  original station in 
1866,  but  ten years later  the  company  reported the depot was  worn out 
and needed, to be renewed or  replaced.     The new station,   222  feet by  30 
feet,   went up In the  1880s  as part of  the New York,  Lake Erie & Western's 
improvement effort.   [636]     The relatively plain Queen Anne Style  station 
boasted a four-sided ventilation tower,  with  two  long wings  off the 
central section.    The elaborate ridge  cresting,   and  corbel table  cornice 
around the gabled main section provided the other decorative elements. 
On the street that crossed the  tracks  just'west of the station,  a 
covered iron platform offered shelter for passengers and a stairway  to 
the tracks. 

In 1903,  the  company planned major renovations  at the depot, in- 
cluding replacement of  the iron cresting with terra  cotta tile cresting 
on the  two wings,   and a new brick chimney.     In  the 192.0s,   the  station 
existed relatively unchanged,   and had become a Union Station,   as  both 
the Erie  and the Delaware.& Hudson used  the  station  as  their Binghamton 
stop. 

At some point,   the company extensively altered  the building's 
appearance with the  addition of a second story  on the west wing*  with 
four dormers.    No  doubt the changes were  effected at the  same   time  the 
tower was removed,  and three garage  doors  replaced the windows on the 
first  floor.    Then,  with  the merger of  the Erie  and  the D.  L.   & W.   in 
1960,   the new company  chose to utilize the Lackawanna station.    The 
Erie  facilities,   unused,  were  torn down in  1974.   [637] 

Endicott,  New York 

The Erie built a combined passenger and freight depot  at Endicott 
in 1905,   the Shingle Style  structure shown in photograph  265.     Apparently 
the  traffic outgrew the small depot,   so the company erected a separate 
passenger station in 1913.     By 1935,   that passenger depot had been 
retired by the  company,  no  doubt from lack of  traffic.    A second station, 
at Nanticoke Avenue in Endicott,  proved to be more  than  sufficient  for 
the   town.   [638] 

Owego, New York 

This  town that boasted the Erie's  first bridge shop  also claimed 
a large  combined depot with a dining  saloon when the  company  reached 
the  town in 1848,     But  this  232  foot by  28  foot  station apparently 
burned in  the  early 1870s,  and the   financial  straits  of   the Erie rail- 
way prevented  immediate  reconstruction.    Not until 1878  could the 
company begin work on the brick structure  that opened the next year. 
The  long station was  capped by  two   square  towers  and broad gables. 
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But by  the time the  1933  photograph was   taken,  much of   the ornamenta- 
tion must have  been  removed.     The  station, amazingly,   is  still standing 
in 1977,   as   it  approached the  century mark.     The  company had retired 
the platforms  in  1970,  but still housed offices in the  station.   [639] 

Elmira, New York 

The  largest  town on the Erie's line for many years was  Elmira. 
The   company  built  its  initial  station there   in December,   1848,  with 
a separate baggage house.    Yet not until 1375,  after Binghaiaton had 
eclipsed Elmira as  the largest town in  the  Southern Tier, did Elmira 
boast a station commensurate with  its  status as a major junction 
point and site of an important car shop.    The  1875 brick station was 
250   feet  long  and only  33  feet wide.    Passengers   entered  the two-story 
waiting area through one of  four  tall Romanesque   arches  supported on 
brick pillars.     Stone  and  terra cotta  trim highlighted the windows. 
A long  freight house later   tied into  the station  so that it ran  for 
a whole city block. 

Apart  from new stone platforms in  1902,   and  a restaurant added 
in  1912,   the  large waiting  rooms  and  the brick exterior experienced 
little  change   until the   grade  crossing elimination project  of 1934- 
1935 altered the  track layout through the city.    New 1,100—foot 
platforms protected by butterfly wooden-deck sheds  served the  tracks 
that stood  10   to  13 feet above the old grade.    With the  exception of 
new paint and  a redecoration,   the  station itself  went  unharmed. 

But Elmira was not  the important city  to railroad operations  it 
had once been.     The car  shop   closed in  1927,   and after the  work  in 
the mid-1930s,  Elmira had only a new  two-stall engine  house,  a 
50,000 gallon water tank,   a 100-foot  turntable,   and a new  coal and 
ash plant.     This Roberts & Schaefer facility was  of the newest design, 
like the Meadville and  Susquehanna plants.     Its   coal,   cinder and sand 
handling features met the needs  of the newer equipment in  use.     With 
the introduction of diesel locomotives,   even  these structures became 
expendable. 

The company remodeled the ticket office and waiting room in 
1945,  like  the Hornell   station.     But passenger service soon ended, 
leaving only   the offices and a shell of  the  coaling plant   standing in 
1977.   [640] 

Horseheads, New York 

The board and batten  combined depot at Horseheads was  another 
good  example  of the use of that  style  for  a relatively minor stop. 
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As shown in  the   c.1913 view,   the station was   to  receive a  remodeling 
the next year,  although  the  appearance  probably  changed very little. 
Surprisingly,  it has been  the plain and unadorned depots  that have 
survived the  ravages  of  time.     The company retired the platforms   sur- 
rounding the Horseheads depot in 1970,  but a section must still have 
used  the building in 1977.   [641] 

Corning,  New York 

The Erie station at Corning stood  for many years  on  the  town's 
main  street.    Like many small  towns,   the double-tracked rails  divided 
Corning in half.     The original  1849 wooden depot   soon  gave way  to a 
stucco  station with a large rectangular ventilating  tower on its  roof. 
The building lacked any other ornamentation  except  for the  graceful 
sweep  of  the eave braces. 

But in 189 7     the company greatly  enlarged  the  station,   redoing 
the  old exterior with half-timbered walls  in a mission-type structure. 
With a completely new facade that did away with  the wooden bay window, 
five  gables now commanded  the  roof where  the tower once stood.     That 
station served  Corning until 1952, when the Erie  relocated  its  tracks 
to avoid running  down Erie Avenue. 

The  new Erie station was  a shiny model of the   concrete and  glass 
brick school of  architecture,   and its boxy physique  could not   compare 
with the  character of  the  old station.    The removal of the  old depot 
took with it the  tongue and groove paneled waiting  room and the 
delightful  rack of  timetables  from all over the  Nation in  the   ticket 
office.    The new station,   one of  the  few built by the  post-war Erie, 
opened during the death throes of long-haul passenger service.     In 
1977,   like most surviving Erie  depots,  maintenance  of way  forces made 
their offices  in  the building.   [642] 

Painted Post,  New York 

The Painted Post Station provided another good example of  the 
Mission Style architecture  that bloomed on  the Erie about 1910.    The 
company remodeled the building in 1913,   and it  served as a  combined 
station.     But  on August  31,   1953,   the  Erie  abandoned   the  facility, 
which had been closed by  1950.    A state-run grade crossing elimination 
led  to  the  destruction of  the building,   and the  lack  of passenger 
traffic  did not warrant  the  construction of a new depot.   [643] 
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Hornell,   New York: 

The  Erie  Railroad probably cook better   care  of   the Hornell 
Station than any  other depot except   for Jersey  City.     Again,   like 
the  shops,  this attention may have been a function of  the strategic. 
location of  the station  at  the junction of three  divisions.    Hornell 
had  always had a  large passenger  station.    Of  the  24 by  327-foot 
wooden station put  up   in December,   1850,   Harper's  New York & Erie 
Railroad Guide Book commenced,  "The depot buildings  are  rather large 
and  imposing in their appearance."    The building housed  the passenger 
station,   saloon,   and dwelling.    With its  separate  freight house, 
Hornell seemed more than adequately equipped.     Yet in  1865,   the 
railroad enlarged the  passenger  station,   thoroughly  repaired it,   and 
installed steam heating   and gas pipes. 

The station continued  in use until  a fire destroyed it on 
November 3Q,   1879.     The   recently  revived railroad company immediately 
began   to  reconstruct  the depot.     The Railroad Gazette   reported that 
A.  A.  Berrick  and Joseph Churchy  &  Son won  the masonry and carpentry 
contracts for  Che new building.     At 424  feet  long by only 32  feet wide, 
the station looked somewhat awkward.     For 184 feet,  a second story- 
rose above  the passenger area, housing company offices.    Begun some- 
time in late August or  early  September,   the  contractors  finished  the 
work in  1881. 

The new building was  relatively plain,  but the corbeled brick 
chimneys,  the decorative pilasters  set in line with those  chimneys, 
and  the  gabled roof showed the Queen Anne  influence.     This  depot 
has  stood for nearly  a   century," housing  the  company offices  and 
passenger waiting  rooms.    The depot came in  for- extensive  remodeling 
in 1900,  and  two years   later  the company extended the platform.     Further 
repairs   followed in 1912.     One of   the memorable  features of  the station 
was  its   restaurant.    Edward Hungerford,  writing  in 1946,   remembered, 

"Old-time travelers still have nostalgic memories 
of  the station restaurant at Hornellsville  and the 
quality  of waffles   chat  it  served.     With maple 
syrup  down from Dale on  the Buffalo Division  and 
sausage  up   fxom  Saegertown  on the main stem,  Hornell 
Station  cooked its  way  to  a firm place in the gusta- 
tory  annals of America."  [644] 

Hornell  continued   to  service  the passenger  trains  until the 
Erie  derailed all  such   traffic.     In  line with three or  four other 
main  stops,   the company remodeled  the interior  in 1948 by  installing 
better  seating,   flourescent  lights,   and bright  interiors.     Perhaps 
at this time a new roof went on and the chimneys disappeared, 
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although chose renovations might have taken place earlier. But the 
end' of passengers left only division offices there by 1977, a clear 
under-utiiiaation of   this   long,   low structure.   [645] 

Wellsville, New York 

Wellsville  on the Western Division was  originally known as 
Genesee,   and had its  first Erie station in October,   1850-     This wooden 
combination depot stretched  for 24 by  133  1/2 feet.     The brick station 
still  standing in  1977 was built by   the Erie in 1911,   one of four 
stations put up   that year.     The  station somewhat  resembled  the Middle- 
town Depot,   in its  combination of Romanesque arches   and tile roof. 
The  stone  brackets  for the eave braces,  the  stone belt course  and 
brick quoins completed the handsome  architectural treatment.   [646] 

Salamanca,  New York 

The  town of Salamanca did not even exist when  the Erie's  tracks 
searched this area of western New York in 1850.     But in 1864,   the 
Atlantic & Great Western arrived and made  the  town  an  important 
junction for eastbound  traffic  from  the mid-West.     In  1865,   the Erie 
Railway company put  up  its   first  station  there,   and replaced it only 
seven years  later,    Until 1904  that  long building with sheet metal 
siding and two-story end sections served  the railroad's purposes.    The 
overriding feature of the station was   the tower with  four dormers. 

In 1903,   the company drew up plans   for a new depot  in  Salamanca 
that showed a  station 216  feet  long,  with a second  story on the  center 
section.     The  symmetrical structure had two dormers on each end of 
the upper floor.     In some respects,   the  station  resembled  the Hornell 
station,   although the Salamanca Depot was less ungainly. 

Remodeling in  1948,   as at Meadville, Hornell and elsewhere,  did 
not  stave off  the end of passenger  traffic, and by  1977. only  offices 
remained there,   along with  a minor diesel repair facility.     But the 
station has at least been spared the  fate of  the old round house that 
once stood nearby.   [647] 

Warsaw,  New York 

Warsaw stood on the old Attica & Homellsville Railroad that 
became part of  the Buffalo  Division.     Built about  1850,   the depot  was 
extensively repaired in  1865.     The company completely rebuilt the 
freight house,  wood shed,   and water  tank the  next year,   following  a 
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fire.     This   frame passenger station has  stood   for over  100 years, 
probably with  only minor  attention.     In 1977,   the building still 
housed  the signal office.   [648] 

Avon,   New York 

The  town  of Avon  stood at an important  junction on  Che 
Rochester Division,   for   the Attica  and Mt.  Morris Branches  split 
off at  that point,   while the main  line continued on to  Rochester. 
By  the 1860s,   the Erie Railway had  assumed operating control of 
this branch,  and during   the renewal efforts  of 1865-1866,  the  company' 
undertook extensive repairs.     As  part  of this work,   the  Erie rebuilt 
the station platform.     The  hard times  of the  1870s were  felt especial- 
ly  at  Avon.     The station burned  during 1874,   and not until 1879  could 
the reorganized company  begin construction  of  a new building. 

The structure  the  company built  still  stood in very good condi- 
tion in  1977,  with  the  Stick Style  design apparent.    The  carved grill 
under the gable  on the  platform  side  of  the  station was  the most 
striking detail.     Smaller  gables  repeated the same motif.     A new roof 
no  doubt removed any  roof  ornaments. 

At  the turn of the century,  Avon bustled with activity,   as  a new 
five—stall  round house with drop pit  and truck pit,  a separate machine 
shop,  boiler house,  ash pit and oil house serviced the branch lines' 
locomotives.     In 1922,   13  locomotives still received both light and 
heavy repairs there.    But  the passenger service  subsequently declined 
and the shops were torn down  in 1950.    Nonetheless,  the station still 
existed  in 1977 as a  tool house.   [649] 

Suburban Buffalo,   New York 

Buffalo had four of  the nicest small passenger stations on the 
entire Erie  line located on the track that  circled the  city as  it ran 
to  the  International Bridge.    Two  of  them dated  to 1887,  and almost 
certainly a  third did  as well.     Those three were excellent  examples 
of  the  Stick Style as  used on the Erie, while a fourth showed the 
continuing board and batten  style. 

East Buffalo, New York 

Built in 1887,   the station was  only 24 by  16  feet, but still 
contained all of  the features of  the Stick Style,  although the plans 
called for horizontal   and vertical panels  rather than the horizontal 
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siding  shown in   Che photograph.     The   interior housed only  a waiting 
room. 

In  1913,   Che  company  divided  the interior  to   include  a   ticket 
office,   and built  two  27 by  13   foot platforms,   only one of which was, 
evidenced in the photograph.     The ridge  cresting  continued to dominate 
the exterior appearance.    The station eventually  succumbed to the  end 
of passenger service  and the  company   converted  the building  to  a 
truck  supervisors'   office.     By  1956,   the Erie had  retired  the old 
station but not  until  1971  did  the company remove   the structure.   [650] 

Kensington Avenue 

Kensington had  the most  decorative  of the  Buffalo  stations.    When 
the company built  it  in 1887,   the design earned a write-up  in Railway 
Review,   June 4,   1887,   as well as  in Berg's Buildings  and Structures 
of American Railroads.    The  station was  rectangular,  with  two  short 
projecting wings and a covered porch.     The dimensions were  71 feet by 
21 feet.     The four-cornered  tower with  dormers   capped  the  roof  that 
also boasted cresting and another dormer.     The  ornamental  tongue  and 
groove  siding bespoke Stick  Style,  and  the elaborate brackets  and 
columns on the porch  even  indicated the  influence of Eastlake.     The 
great pains  taken to  achieve a decorative  appearance made this 
station a  good  illustration of small  commuter passenger stations. 
Yet on September  21,   1926,   the  Erie  retired  the depot,   perhaps  due 
to the  rise of  the automobile.   [651] 

Walden Avenue 

The station at Walden Avenue,  although  smaller,  exhibited the 
same  types of motifs  evident at East Buffalo and Kensington Avenue. 
The ornamental paneling and  the carved  fan under  the gable,   along with 
the  stained glass window,   were  the notable features.     Like  the other 
depot,   this  one,   too,  no  longer exists.   [652] 

Main  Street 

The  station at Main Street  represented  the only, deviacion from 
the Stick Style  stations on  the road around Buffalo.     A fine example 
of the board and batten construction,   this  combined  depot,   the only 
one on  this  stretch,  handled freight  and passengers*     Perhaps   the 
double duty accounted for  the lack of ornamentation.    Yet this plain 
structure lasted in Erie service until retirement on May  13,  1964. 
[653] 
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North Tonowanda and LaSalle,  New York 

The Erie had a branch  line chat: ran  up  to Niagara Falls,  serving 
largely as a commuter  line.     The North  Tonowanda and LaSalle  Stations 
were both board and batten  combination depots  like the  Main  Street 
Depot in Buffalo.     The company enlarged North Tonowanda in 1913. 
The  semaphore  signal there  could be  controlled from the bay window, 
much  to the  station master's convenience- 

The LaSalle  depot was  razed between 1958 and 1963  when   Che 
Niagara Falls  Branch was  relocated.     But  the North Tonowanda station 
received  internal improvements in 1957.     As  a result,   the building 
still stood  in 1977 and housed company offices.   [654] 

Niagara Falls,  New York 

Niagara Falls went   through a number of Erie  stations in the  last 
decade  of the  nineteenth century.     In  1887,   the  company extended its 
tracks  further into the  village and erected a new station.     Opened 
in 1888,   the depot  lasted until 1890,   when  the building burned and 
a new one had  to be built.     Again  in 1901,   relocation  of  the tracks 
caused by a grade crossing elimination program led to  another 
station.    This must be  the  depot  shown in a 1913 photograph. 

The resemblance  to   the Kensington Avenue Station  in Buffalo 
was  striking.     Similar cresting,   gables,   a  tower with  dormers, 
Stick Style  construction,   all were  similar  to  the earlier Buffalo 
station.    The  Niagara Falls relocation project of  the  early 1960s 
also accounted for this  building's  destruction,  as  it had the 
LaSalle  depot.   [655] 

Suspension Bridge,  New York 

When rhe  company extended the line  through Niagara Falls at 
the turn of the century,  the  tracks ran on  to  Suspension Bridge,  just 
a short  distance to the north.    The town took its name  from Roebling's 
bridge over the Niagara gorge.    The station,   21  feet by  40   feet  on 
an undated company plan,  sat between West Ontario and North Avenues, 
very near the junction   into Canada.    Like  the other Erie stations  in 
populated sections,  Stxck  Style,  with tower,   cresting,  shaped chimney 
and gables    marked the   appearance  of  the station.    The depot was 
constructed at about  the same time as Kensington Avenue  in  1886. 
The relocation project   on  the Niagara Falls Branch also  accounted 
for the  removal of this depot about 1960.   [656] 
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Collins and South Dayton,   New York 

These passenger stations were on  the  Buffalo and  Southwestern 
Railroad between Buffalo and Jamestown.     The company erected both 
within a year of each other,  in 1910  and 1911,   using nearly  the same 
pattern.     These  are  among  the best examples  of  Shingle Style influence 
on the Erie's station architecture.     The Collins  Station,   although 
built  first,  was  retired on August 1,   1966.     The  South Dayton  depot 
remained standing.   [657] 

Jamestown,  New York 

Jamestown  stood on the Atlantic  & Great Western,  which built the 
first  station in the  early  1360s.    After  the Erie bought  the Nypano, 
as the A&GW was  known after  1880,   the  company began  the construction 
of a new depot  in 1897,    Plans  dated  that year showed a brick  station 
115   feet  long by 32  feet wide,  with a  ten-foot bay in  the  center on 
the  track side.    A second floor housed offices  and an  elaborate 
dormer-trimmed  tower topped  the roof-     Two shorter  turrets  capped 
either end;   one  mounted a  copper windvana,  while  the other  sported  a 
chimney with stone coping.     Terra cotta details   characterized  the 
decoration,  while passengers entered  through a large Romanesque  arch- 
way.     When completed in 1898,   this Queen Anne-influenced station 
rivaled any other station of  the period. 

This  station served  the Erie  through the  1930s, but  the  grade 
crossing  elimination program of the  1920s had made  access   to  the 
depot awkward.     The  company  chose to build a new terminal  and Erie 
Railroad Magazine  commented, 

"It is  of  stone  and brick  and thoroughly modern 
in equipment and appointments.     Its  most  attractive 
feature  is  the  commodious waiting room with its 
wainscoting of Verde Antique marble  and walls  of 
Roman Travertine."  [658] 

The   designer seemed  to be  influenced by the Modernistic Style   that 
predominated in  the large  cities  in  the  1920s.     The  fluting in the 
two-story facade,   the  lamps,   the use of large  blocks,   and  the 
verticality of the  facade  all were elements of that style.     The 
result was  that, 

"Jamestown realized  its dream of  a modern passenger 
station on June  7th,  when  in  the  presence of a large 
crowd of its citizens,  officers of  the Erie Railroad 
opened  the handsome  structure with simple exercises." 
[659] 
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The Jamestown Station had no  imitators  on  the Erie.     In fact,   ic 
was  the only new station  built between  1927  and 1952.     The Erie also 
installed che  first  escalator in any of its  stations  at  Jamestown in 
1944. 

Because  the building was  so new,   it has  remained in use,  housing 
company offices after passenger service ended.    But in  1977,   the 
company closed  off most  of  the building as  the  ceilings, were  collaps- 
ing  and the   large waiting room made  heating  the building expensive  and 
difficult.   [660] 

Mt.  Jewett,  Pennsylvania 

The  Bradford Branch  served mainly as an Erie  coal-hauling route. 
However,   the line also had passenger service  until the  middle of  this 
century.     The Mt.   Jewett   station  demonstrated, the primacy of  freight 
by the  dominance  of the   freight section in the combined depot.    The 
company enlarged  the depot  in 1900,  but.did not add any architectural 
details beyond the  steep   gable over the waiting room.     The board and 
batten structure  served  the  railroad until the  late 1960s.     A. derail- 
ment damaged the  structure,   so  the  B & 0, which used the line jointly 
with the  Erie,   replaced  it with a steel office.     Conrail did not  take 
over the  station,   and  the Srie-Lackawanna Trustees retained ownership 
in 1977.   [661] 

Cambridge Springs>   Pennsylvania 

Another original Atlantic & Great Western station,   the Erie 
replaced  the depot  at  Cambridge  Springs  in  1891,   after the  old 
structure burned.     The broad eave-covered platform was  the  dominant 
feature of this station, which appeared to be of  frame  construction. 
The  decorative details were consistent with  Stick Style  stations 
built  elsewhere. 

The  station stood until 1964,  when  the  company demolished the 
s tructure.   [662] 

Cochranton,  Pennsylvania 

The Erie  combination depot  at  Cochranton was one  of the earlier 
surviving structures.     The board and batten  construction resembled 
that used by the A.  & G. W.  at Meadville, but this structure probably 
dated  to c.1880.     This pleasing building was a nice example of this 
type  of station  architecture  in  its earlier phase,   as   the brackets were 
still  gracefully curved, and a finial marked the peak of  the roof.    The 
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structure  remained standing in  1977,   somewhat surprisingly.     Although 
it went out of Erie service  in  1963,   the  local Agway  continued  to 
lease   the  building  from Che Erie-Lackawanna Trustees.   [663] 

Freight Houses 

The Erie utilized separate freight houses in many locations that 
could furnish enough business to the railroad. Berg commented on che 
design of  local  freight stations  in 1893. 

"It can be  said  that  the design  almost  universally 
adopted consists  of a single-story  frame structure, 
surrounded by high  freight platforms  on several  or 
on all sides."  [664] 

The Erie followed this  formula quite  strictly.     The Erie also  served1 

as an example of a railroad  following Berg's ideas on  the  construction 
of local freight  facilities. 

"...it can be said that a substantial brick or stone 
building is not essential,   as  the  increased cost  of 
the large number of similar structures  along a line 
compared with the value of  the small  amount  of 
freight  stored in  one building...would hardly 
warrant  the extra expense  unless a road is in a 
very flourishing condition...     Frame  structures, 
therefore,   sheathed on  the  outside with 
galvanized corrugated iron  and roofed with tin 
or slate,   or sheathed on the  outside with weather- 
boarding or upright boards  and battens  and roofed 
with  tin,   slate,   shingle or roofing felt  are 
warranted according  to  the  importance  of the 
building,  the class  of material  in general use  in 
each  section of  the  country,   and the  financial 
status  of  the road."   [665] 

On the Erie, board and batten construction appeared in almost all 
local freight houses. In small towns all over America, this type 
of building probably  represented the   typical railroad  depot. 

Hancock,  New York 

The  freight house at Hancock was  an  early example of the  type, 
built at  a time when prestige  overcame cost  factors.    The brick 
building clearly resembled the  architectural style  used on  the 
Susquehanna Station and Freight House   (see below)  and the Deposit 
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Station.     The building must  data  from the mid-1860s.    The pointed  arch 
doorways  and windows under the eave  provided   the  clearest  clues, 
although  the  other decorative elements were  lacking.     In 1977,   the 
building  remained  standing and in use by Conrail  for a   tool  shed.   [666] 

Susquehanna,   Pennsylvania 

The  freight house  at Susquehanna showed a clear resemblance  to 
the  station next  door.     The  same  ornamental motifs  and  forms  appeared, 
including the corbelled cornice and  lancet arched doors  and windows. 
Built in  1864,   the brick  building with  slate   roof measured 45  feet by 
152  feet.    A high platform provided access on the  track side.     In  the 
southwest corner stood an office  25 and 1/2   feet by 14  and 1/2  feet, 
heated with a stove. 

At a later date the   company added two wings  on the east side,   one 
apparently in  1889.    But   the need  for  the  facility declined with the 
fall in Susquehanna's  importance,   so that in  1971.the  structure was 
demolished.     The  loss  of   this  building, that  blended so well with  the 
station in both purpose  and design  reflected  the  sorry  state  of the 
Susquehanna  site.   [667] 

Binghamton,  New York 

Binghamton had boasted a  freight  depot   from  the time the  first 
trains  reached the city  in 1848.     In 1869,  the  company put in an 
enlarged  facility.     The Erie  apparently built  the existing  freight 
facility  at   the turn of   the  century,   as an addition to  the large build- 
ing already  there.   [668] 

The  freight  house consisted of a long brick building with a  row 
of bays on each side for the reception and shipment of freight by 
wagon,   rail,  or later by  truck.    The  importance  of Binghamton to  the 
company,   and amount of freight generated, was  indicated by the 
company's adaption  of   che more solid and substantial brick instead 
of the more  usual frame  building.     Likewise,   the  attention to 
architectural   detail marked this  structure as  a more prestigious 
facility.    The office  with  the arched doorway,   the scalloped cornice 
and  the  fancy  iron stairway all helped lend  a handsome air to the 
building. 

The  freight house survived all the  tribulations of  the Erie- 
Lackawanna merger,   as  the two  railroads had  already combined their 
Binghamton  freight  operations  in  this building,  sharing quarters 
since  1955.     Likewise,  Conrail spared  the building by moving offices 
into it in  1976.   [669] 
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Union City,   Pennsylvania 

The Union  City  freight house showed  the difference between a small 
town  and an important  city,  when compared  to Binghamton's   freight depot. 
Both had second story offices  in front  of  long  sheds,  but  the  board' 
and batten structure  at Union City lacked  the architectural  details   of 
the Binghamton  facility.     The building went  up   in 1900,  and survived in 
1977,  although   the  company retired  the platforms   in  1971.     Apparently 
the Erie maintained offices  in  the Union City building-  [669a] 

• 
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Chanter X. 

The Termini 

The main termini of the Erie, at either end, were always more 
spectacular than the stations along the line.  Fronting on the Hudson 
in one direction and on Lake Erie at the other, the dominant features 
included not only passenger terminals but also piers, wharves and 
large warehouses and freight storage facilities. "The growth and 
evolution of the Erie's various waterfront facilities paralleled the 
development of such centers of trade by other railroads, especially 
in Jersey City.  The Erie's harbor-front activities were in every 
respect typical of its contemporaries' efforts. 

Piermont and Dunkirk 

The initial Erie terminals were Piermont-on-Hudson and Dunkirk, 
as prescribed in the charter. The difficulties in bridging the 
Hudson on the east meant the railroad would have its facilities on 
the west bank, of the river, and as charter-stipulated, in New York. 
Piermont became the site of the initial facility, largely because 
Eleazar Land, the company1s first president, had his estate there. 
The key disadvantage to the site was its distance from New York, 26 
miles downstream. 

Nonetheless, Piermont served the railroad until about 1900-  The 
shops, station and freight houses, all built on 90 acres of filled 
ground, were primary centers of activity.  The most striking feature 
was the mile-long stone pier, 300 feet wide, covered with railroad 
tracks. The construction of this wharf had been necessitated by the 
need to transfer passengers from company-owned steamships to the 
trains,  the shallowness of the river forced the company to extend 
the pier into the river. [670] 

By 1855, the company had seen the need for a main terminal closer 
to New York City, and the Long Dock Company was chartered to give the 
railroad access to the Hudson at Jersey City.  Piermont remained in 
use for a time after the new site opened, but the disclaimer at the 
end of this comment in the 1855 Report did not prove correct. 

"It is not, however, the policy of this company to 
abandon the Piermont terminus, as that will undoubt- 
edly be required as a depot for a large portion of 
the freight traffic of the road, and the immense 
quantities of lumber, coal, iron and other heavy 
and bulky commodities will be carried.to and from 
that point as heretofore. 
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The character of Che business which will be 
done at Piermont will be changed, but the 
extent of the same will not be diminished, nor 
the importance of the place in the slightest 
degree impaired." [671] 

Instead, the site was little used from 1869 until the end of the 
1880s.  But after 1880, the New York, Lake Erie & Western realized 
the value of a second Hudson terminal for bulk freight. 

The Erie had evolved into a heavy freight hauler by the end of 
the century, especially carrying coal from northeastern and north- 
western Pennsylvania- Handling these shipments from Jersey City 
proved difficult, so the company made use of the abandoned pier at 
Piermont for coal storage.  By the 1890s, a large-scale operation 
had been assembled on the pier.  In 1889, a travelling steam hoist 
with three conveyors went into use.  The new equipment enabled storage 
capacity to be increased from 50,000 to 90,000 tons, and handled all 
ship loading. 

In 1890, the company reconstructed the whole north side of the 
pier, rip-rapped the breakwater and built up the gravel floor of the 
pier.  When planked over, and after cantilever spans were installed on 
the Brown hoists, the capacity of the pier was 250,000 tons. These 
hoists had a trussed boom running over three stocking piles.  Coal 
carried on conveyors could move directly from pile to ship. [672] 

The company had converted Piermont into an "immense coal storage 
yard at tide water." [673]  But the facility did not operate very long 
because new equipment installed nearer Jersey City proved more conven- 
ient.  Around 1900  the company sold the pier and surrounding land.  A 
paper company bought the property and, in 1977, Continental Container 
Company maintained a facility there.  The advantages of a convenient 
waterfront site remained. 

Dunkirk enjoyed a very similar career in its service as an Erie 
terminal. Like Piermont, the most important feature was the pier, later 
joined by two other wharfs, that gave the railroad access to the lake 
steamers. A dredged channel made the route for those ships easier. 
The original pier had become a coal pier by 1881, while two other docks 
with freight houses had been added. [674]  But no such latter-day 
revival characterized Dunkirk's history, and its story was marked by 
a gradual decline as Buffalo became the leading western terminal for 
Erie operations.  The facility continued in service in 1901—in fact, 
the Erie's charter read for many years as "Piermont to Dunkirk." In 
both cases, almost as soon as the railroad began operations, the emphasis 
of traffic began to shift.  Jersey City in the east and Buffalo in the 
west quickly bypassed the original terminals in importance. 
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Buffalo   and Jersey City 

The new  cities had  much  going  for them  chat   Che  original terminals 
lacked.     3oth were established centers  of commerce before  the  railroad 
was  constructed—Jersey  City because  of  its  position  on  the Hudson 
River in close proximity to New York  City and Buffalo  because It stood at 
the end of Lake Erie  on the western terminus  of  the Erie Canal.     The 
Erie  Railroad's   choice  of  Piarmont  and Dunkirk,   although  required by 
charter  stipulations,  could never have worked.     The company had  to 
gain  access  to  those   two larger  cities. 

Buffalo  was reached first when.the company  gained control of  the 
Buffalo  & New York. City Railroad,   constructed by Silas Seymour.     The 
move proved more than satisfactory for the Erie,  and   the terminal 
facilities  in Buffalo grew quickly  to major proportions.     By  the  1880s, 
Buffalo was  a railroad   city,  honeycombed with miles of  tracks.     An 
article  in The Railroad Gazette  in 1886  showed  four major  railroads 
with  yards  and terminals in the  city—the New York, Lake Erie & 
Western; Delaware, Lackawanna 5c Western; New York Central & Hudson 
River;   and Lehigh Valley Railroads—while many smaller lines  also 
ended there.     The main   commodities handled were  grain and  coal. 
Buffalo had 38  grain elevators holding seven and one-half million 
bushels, while  its coal tonnage  in 1883 was  3.3 million.   [675J 

The role of  the Erie  in all   this was  typical of   the larger roads. 
As mentioned above,  a large shop   complex existed in East Buffalo,  with 
car shops  in the  city proper,  comparable to  those of  other railroads. 
The freight handling facilities  there were  also  typical.     The annual 
reports of the  company  documented steady growth in both yard and 
storage space,   from  the addition  of  stock yards  in 1865  to  a yard 
enlargement  at East Buffalo  in  1831.   [676]     The stock yard grew 
throughout the  century,  and  even  as  late as   1927  the  company built a 
new feeding-iu-transit  station,   527   feet by  138  feet, with a corn 
barn, hose house  and hog drenching room, watering platform, hay barn, 
stock pens  and ramps.     The new plant  could handle  150  cars  every  24 
hours.   [677]    The expansion of  the yard represented a solution  to 
another constant  problem faced by the railroads—lack of adequate 
storage tracks.     The 1881  expansion  included a yard with 50 miles of 
sidings.   [678] 

The Erie also maintained a passenger station    for main line 
traffic in Buffalo.     Located on  the  corner of Michigan and Exchange 
Streets,  the company erected a  three-story brick station with stone 
columns and  decorative  trim,  capped by a mansard roof.    Three covered 
platforms,   350  feet   long,  protected  the passenger boarding area.     The 
station was  109  feet by 46  feet,   housing waiting and baggage rooms,   a 
ticket  office,   a  restaurant  and -two  floors  of offices.   [679]     Repaired- 
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in 1910  after a  fire,   and again in 1912 and  remodeled  only  ten years 
later,   this  station remained  the main Erie station  in Buffalo  until 
the end of passenger service in the  1950s.   [680] 

But Buffalo's main duty  in the  eyes   of  the Erie remained  the 
shipment and trans-shipment of coal,  iron ore and grain.     The Erie 
spent  almost $19,000 on a  coal dock  in 1883,  and  in 1888   the railroad 
gained control of a  500 foot by 200  foot  area known as  the Minnesota 
Docks,   for  iron ore  shipments.     Five McMilar steam cranes,   running  on 
parallel  tracks,could unload  1,000  tons  in a ten-hour  day with 2,800- 
pound buckets.   [681] 

The  coal  plant was similarly equipped by   the railroad  the follow- 
ing year  to maintain its   competitive position.     William S.   Grattan 
won  a  contract   to  add  56   coal pockets   to   the 1,600-foot  long dock, 
giving it a capacity of  110,000  tons,     A  transfer trestle  and Brown 
Hoisting and Conveying Machine,   and  a Harrison conveyor moved  the  coal. 
By  1890,   the Erie had spent  $232,786.39  on  the  Buffalo and Piermont 
coal plants.     The western plant could stock 230,000  tons,  while the 
pier  in the Hudson held 175,000  tons.     The  results  more  than justified 
the  expense, however.     In 1891,   receipts  from coal  traffic  rose 
$923,220.95,  and the company reported,   "the facilities for storing 
coal,  both at Piermont and Buffalo,   have proved  a great  success  and 
account in a great degree  for the large  increase in traffic."  [682] 

Further additions came with the 1896 addition of a Dodge Coal 
Storage Company system,   including nine piles  of  17,000 tons,   serviced 
by  a  complete haulage system built  under Dodge patents.     Finally,   an 
anthracite handling plant built by Robbins was  added  in  1905.   [683] 

The heyday of   the Buffalo  coal and  ore facilities passed shortly 
after  the  turn of  the century,   as Cleveland,   closer to  the iron and 
steel belt of western Pennsylvania and Ohio,   passed the  city further 
north on the Lake.     The  revived Erie Railroad had  started  improvement 
work on  the existing North Randall,  Ohio,  docks  just  outside of 
Cleveland in 189'6,   a preview of  things  to  come.     In 1899,  a coal 
unloader there dumped 23,435  cars holding  561,319   tons  of  coal.    By 
1940,   the North Randall dock held 900,000  tons  of  coal.     After World 
War I  the Buffalo  coal operation was  doomed.     In 1926,   the Erie 
retired both  the Dodge and Robbins  Coal  haulage systems  in Buffalo 
because of reduced  traffic.   [684] 

The Erie's  other strong suit  in Buffalo had been grain shipments. 
But  the grain trade proved troublesome because  of  the hazard of fire. 
An  1879  elevator with a  capacity of  700,000 bushels  lasted only until 
1882, when a  fire destroyed it.   [685]     Similar problems,   and the loss 
of  the grain  trade  to all-rail connections  that bypassed Lake Erie, 
reduced the Erie's  importance  in  this  type of haulage. 
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The real blow to Buffalo's  status as an Erie  terminal,  however, 
was  the  gradual  extension of  the Erie  into   the Midwest,  via the 
acquisition of the Nypano   (Atlantic St Great Western)  and Chicago  & 
Erie.     The New York,  Lake Erie & Western lavished much attention on 
the Buffalo  terminal  at   the same  time  the management began  to  extend 
the company's  track mileage.     The  advantage  of  through line service 
soon  left  the Buffalo branch almost as behind as  the old Western 
division to Dunkirk.     The new main line became  the  line  from Salamanca 
to Meadville,   and  on  west.     The  Erie  ultimately bypassed its  Buffalo 
terminal. 

Jersey City 

The Erie terminal at Jersey easily ranked as the largest and 
most interesting Erie station point, on both the old and subsequent 
systems. The initial development there began in 1855 on 212 acres 
purchased privately by the president of the company.  The old 
terminal of the Paterson & Hudson stood on land now owned by the 
Pennsylvania Railroad, and could be reached only by a long round- 
about route at the vest end of the Bergen Hill.  Despite the problem 
of access, the property offered great potential. As the Annual Report 
observed, 

"The proposed terminus in Jersey City will not 
only supply the conveniences desirable at the 
principal passenger station of a great railway, 
but will also furnish the requisite area for 
sheds and standing tracks for the required 
number of freight cars." [686] 

The Long Dock Company thus formed only assumed importance to the 
Erie after the Bergen Tunnel opened an easy way into Jersey City. 
From 1861 on, Jersey City became the Erie's main eastern terminus. 
Like the Buffalo terminal, freight handling was one of the main pur- 
poses of the station complex, and some of the same commodities passed 
through Jersey City.  A coal pier built in 1865, 690 feet by 34 and 
1/2 feet, represented an early effort to handle bulk freight through 
the Hudson Terminal. [687] A grain elevator with a 1.5 million bushel 
capacity built during 1879-1880 offered the other parallel with the 
road's western terminus, [688]  The General Freight Agent announced, 

"This grain elevator is without question the 
most complete and substantial building of the 
kind in the world. Every known modern improve- 
ment of practical merit which would add to the 
convenience of working has been attached.  The 
water pipes and hose are so systematically 
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distributed through the building, and connected 
as they are with an immense tank located in the 
dome, which will always be kept full of water, 
renders the protection against fire almost 
perfect. 

The scales in the building on which all grain 
will be weighed are so perfect in their con- 
struction and working that we do not hesitate 
to assure our patrons of their receiving 
correct weights at all times. 

This elevator has a storing capacity of 
1,500,000 bushels, and its facilities for un- 
loading cars and for loading vessels are not 
equaled by any other elevator in America." [689] 

The elevator was situated on the middle of its own pier, with 
track space on the river side to allow for the transfer of grain 
directly to lighters, or for the storage of cars after unloading. 
In the latter case, this provision minimized the shifting of cars. 
Normally, 150 cars could be unloaded each day, with the help of two 
yard engines.  For internal power, the company provided two upright 
low-pressure beam engines, one held in reserve.  Economical cut-offs, 
boiler dampers and controlled boiler settings led to efficient 
operation of this facility. [690] 

There were significant differences, nonetheless, between Buffalo 
and Jersey City. No better evidence of those distinctions appeared 
than the improvement program which included the new grain elevator. 
The New York, Lake Erie & Western was rebuilding the whole line— 
Jersey City and Buffalo were not alone in receiving attention.  But 
the focus of the Jersey City alterations showed the differences 
between the two terminals, 

For one thing, Jersey City, operated on a larger scale than 
Buffalo, because it received freight from a larger geographic area. 
Also, Jersey shipped more of their freight by ship, and on larger 
ships, than Buffalo. Thus, Jersey City had a large ship basin and 
dock installed in 1879-1880 to handle ocean-going grain shipments. 
The 1,100 foot long pier, 105 feet wide, gave a berth for the largest 
ships of the time. [691] The trans-shipment of grain from rail to 
ocean-going ship required far more extensive facilities than Buffalo 
ever needed, with its smaller Lake steamers. 

On top of this difference, the Erie's eastern terminus handled 
a more varied group of commodities.  Of special interest was the 
shipment of perishable commodities into New York City.  In 1878, the 
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company built a atilk station with pier access and, by 1885, a bulk 
vegetable depot had been built.  The most propitious development at 
the terminal was the arrival of a fast refrigerator car of the 
Central Pacific on June 28, 1887.  The car, with 806 boxes of plums, 
apricots and peaches, arrived from Vacaville, California, thereby 
inaugurating a trade in California fruit (which the Erie dominated ' 
throughout its life). [692] 

Growth in ventures like che perishable foods trade and in 
freight traffic in general forced the New York, Lake Erie & Western 
management into an almost continuous building program at Jersey City. 
The map in The Railroad Gazette showed the station area in 1885, 
located on five main piers, each over 700 feet long, with large car 
yards and other special facilities on land.  The annual reports read 
like a litany with all the changes, including the installation of the 
company's own gas works. 

But despite these efforts the 1890 Report observed that further 
accommodations for freight storage were vitally needed. Unfortunately, 
the business conditions in the early 1890s were unfavorable for the 
expansion.  Not until 1898 did the necessary funds become available 
to start the work. Other features of this project included the grade- 
crossing eliminations in the city and the new repair shop.. The 
company also raised the level of the entire yard.  In 1898, a new 
electric turntable and a steam heat and electric light were added. 
But the key project, the new tunnel through the Bergen Hill, did not 
begin. The new access route provided the central focus to the 
terminal improvements and without the cut .the other projects seemed 
like disjointed fumblings. That was unfortunate, for concomitant to 
the expansion of freight traffic had been increased congestion. Not 
until 1908 could the major effort needed to bring about the new 
Bergen Hill Cut be marshalled. [693] 

Some parts of the proposed improvements never materialized, 
primarily because of the expense. A tentative master plan, published 
in The Railroad Gazette April 24, 1903, had called for expansion of 
yard facilities, removal and replacement of the passenger.station to 
a position that would offer less interference with freight traffic and 
conversion of the old passenger ferry dock into freight lighterage 
slips. [694] Of these suggestions, only the first actually happened. 
But the alterations that did take place, primarily rearranging the 
freight and passenger coach yards, did increase the terminal's ability 
to handle the many cars that passed through on "heir way into New 
York City, or to one of the Erie's freight yards in Brooklyn or Queens. 

One reason the railroad could affort to scale back its terminal 
improvement plan was the development of a second freight facility on 
the Hudson. 
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This   terminal  at  Weehawken had  been  in  existence  since   the 
1870s,   but by 1900  its  importance was  very obviously apparent.     The 
Erie  had begun development  of  the  terminal,   located  two and 1/2 miles 
north of  Jersey City,   in  1873 with  the  construction  of seven oil 
tanks  at Weehawken to  store  the  flow of petroleum beginning  to move 
over  the Erie's  tracks.     Especially with  the Bradford Division and 
the Atlantic &  Great Western's  lines  into northeastern Pennsylvania, 
the  Erie had become  the primary carrier of  the  new  fuel to   the Jersey 
coast.     The  Railroad Gazette observed  that  the new  tanks  gave   the 
Erie,   "greater  capacity for storing  oil than exists  at any  other 
railroad  terminus  in the  country."   [695] 

Fire  all but destroyed  the new  facility the  next  July,  when 
lightning struck  an iron  tank  filled with oil.     With $150,000  in 
damage   to   tanks,   tracks,   trestles  and   the dock,   and  a  $70,000   loss   in 
oil,   the  company was hard-pressed  to  rebuild because of  financial 
limitations.     But  the New York,  Lake  Erie & Western's  administrators 
realized  the value of  the  location,   especially as  the oil  tonnage kept 
rising.     In  1877,  433,500  barrels  of  crude and  refined oil  traversed 
the Erie,   and 409,860 barrels  followed  in 1878.     With  the  addition 
of a coal-loading trestle  for ships,   1878 offered a portent of things 
to come.   [696] 

The key move for Weehawken's  future  came  in 1881, when the 
company exchanged property elsewhere for  500 feet of waterfront on 
33 acres  adjoining  the old oil dock.     Plans  called  for the  expenditure 
of $1,094,800  for piers,   bulkheads,   tracks  and a  large stockyard.    . 
During  the  1880s ,  Weehawken resounded  to   the echo of hammers  and saws 
as a major complex appeared on  the marshland.     The  new facilities 
included  a 15-acre stockyard,   two piers,   one 650   feet  long,   the other 
680   feet  long,   a  200  foot by 185  foot  cold storage warehouse,   improve- 
ments  on  the oil  dock,  a brick cooper  shop  and a pump  and boiler 
house.     By 1885,   the oil   tanks  and stockyards   each  occupied ten acres. 
The  shorter pier was  covered,  while  the other  had steam hoisting 
apparatus  in its   two-story shed and  could store  30,000 barrels of 
flour.   [697] 

By 1890,   further improvements had begun primarily to  expand the 
shipping  capabilities  of   the  terminal.     At  a projected cost of $1.5 
million,   two more long piers  100  feet wide were under  construction 
and  two 800  foot  long covered piers  were  planned.     One of  the  latter 
was  slated to have heavy  cranes  and  derricks for  freight handling. 
Some  1,200  feet  of bulkhead and a new coal pier,   1,040 feet by 66 
feet,  had to be  constructed.     The company also hoped to reclaim 14 
acres  of  land  then underwater. 
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Because   Che  Erie  had completed all of   this work by   the   end of 
1892,   the work did  not gee  stuck, when  the Depression brought the  rail- 
road to its  knees  in 1893.     With   the dredging of 900,000  cubic yards 
of materials  from the  slips,   the  terminal had ooened just in time. 
[698] 

The  construction  of  the warehouses  on  the  five covered  piers 
drew the  attention  of  Walter C.   Berg,   in his  Buildings  and  Structures 
of American Railroads.     The actual  building was  sheathed with white 
pine horizontal  siding,   and zinc  castings were used  around  the doors 
and windows  tor resistance  to  corrosion.    A tarred felt roof kept out 
the  rain, while  iron trusses  supported  the  second story and  its^load  - 
of  goods.    A wrought iron plate girder carried a center track  trolley, 
which  along with a barrel elevator  provided  lifting capability in 
the warehouse.   [699] 

The Weehawken  terminal proved  its worth by  1900,   handling 
10,590 freight cars over its   float bridge in'1899 and  shipping more 
than 900,000   tons  of  coal  two years later.   [700]     For more  than  fifty 
years   the Erie Railroad made use of these facilities  to excellent 
advantage,   overcoming much of  the disadvantage  the Erie faced because 
of  lack of  direct  access  to Manhattan,   the  Bronx and Queens. 

The only real  setback occurred on November  3,   1921, when fire 
destroyed four covered piers  and a brick warehouse.     To replace  the 
piers  and accompanying warehouses,   the Erie built.a single  pier  828 
feet by  100  feet to replace the  750 foot pier.     With a two-story 
shed,   the new pier had nearly the  same space  as   two of  the  old piers. 
Built  on 4,300 Georgia pine piles,  as well as  the old piles,  The Railway 
Age noted, 

"Pre-cast concrete, extra large  timbers of 
Douglas   fir and  zinc sheathing in  a design  that 
departs  somewhat  from  the ordinary,  are the 
unusual  features  incorporated  in a new pier 
that the Erie has  recently  constructed on the 
North River at Weehawken, New Jersey."   [701] 

The pre-cast  concrete blocks   formed  the outer pedestal wall,   the 
Douglas  fir served for  floor supports  and  the zinc afforded resistance 
to  salt-water corrosion.     The fir beams were  as  large  as  24 inches by 
34  inches  around and  21 feet  three and  1/2  inches  long.    A central 
bay carried lifting devices,  while eight elevators  provided easy move- 
ment within  the building.     A second pier followed on  the same general 
lines.   [702] 
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Changes  continued over  che years   Co  allow  che Weehawken piers 
to handle  Che heavy  freight  loads  thac  came  their way.     Gentry cranes 
on an open pier in  1924;   che  reconstruction of  a warehouse   co  permit 
three stories on  a  two-story foundation;   alterations  in 1949  to  extend 
the team  track area,  pave   the  driveways  and  add  two  locomotive cranes; 
all helped improve  the  terminal.   [703]     But  che  facility became out- 
moded as   the economy and  che railroads  changed.     Pipelines,   crucks  and 
containerizacion were only  three faccors  thaC  led the Erie   to  close ouC 
its Weehawken operation completely in 1968.    The   two long piers 
remained a tribute to  their durability,  but che rest of  the site lay 
abandoned  in 1977. 

As extensive as  the Weehawken docks were,   the Erie had still been 
forced  to base  certain freight  operations  at Jersey City.     In  1924  a 
live  stockyard,   live poultry yard,   team tracks  and  a less-than-carload 
freight  terminal  existed with  the passenger station.   [704]     Freight 
storage space declined somewhat,   as   fire destroyed piers  five and six 
on November 16,   1924,   causing  a loss  of  $1.5 million.   [705]     But with 
the  construction of a new pier in 1926-1927,  the company more  than 
made up  for the  loss. 

The  new pier,  number nine,  replaced a dock  that had been entirely 
rebuilt in 1901,   [706] with a  fireproof  double deck steel warehouse  to 
serve both lighters and steamships moored alongside.    The pier,   1,250 
feet long and  150  feet wide,   straddled the Holland Tunnels  and this 
location complicated the  construction.     The contractors had to drive 
the  piles  in three  closely-packed tiers,   rather  than in  the usual 
equidistant groups.     The  unusual spacing  required longer piles  than 
normally used,   85  feet to  110  feet  in length,  which then bracketed 
the  Holland tubes.   [707]     The piles   consumed 845,000  lineal feet of 
timber.     The connection between  the pier and  the Holland Tunnel was 
clearly indicated by  the  placement  of  one of  the ventilating   towers 
for  the. tubes  at  the end  of  the  tunnel. 

On this foundation,   the company built a six by six-inch  timber 
deck to  support  a poured-in-place concrete wall.     In its  turn,   the 
wall supported  the  side wall  columns  and structural steel beams  for 
the main  floor.     The building itself  consisted of  a steel  framework 
covered by steel siding.     For easy  access  to   the ships  a  total of  188 
fully opening  cargo doors  punctuated the sides of  the building.     Three 
firewalls partitioned the  structure into quarters,  while  17  cargo 
elevators served the  two  floors of  storage space.     The Railway Age 
commented  favorably about  the huge warehouse,   observing  that,   "This 
pier...is worthy of special notice  for a number of  reasons,   including 
its  size  and  the effectiveness  of  its  arrangement,   its  favorable 
location,   the permanent  type of  construction  employed,   and the 
special problems encountered  in its  construction."   [708] 
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Pier  nine   and an older  facility next door,  number eight,  served 
the  railroad  as  long as  Che  Erie maintained  an  intensive  operation "at 
Jersey  City.     In  fact,   by  1977,  these  two  docks were  the  only  remnants 
of the  Jersey City terminal  still  standing,   although they were  out  of 
use.     Having been  retired in the 1960s,   these were almost the last 
features  of Jersey City to remain  in operation.   [709] 

The operation of  the  freight   complex had   led  to the  construction 
of auxiliary  facilities  that made  the functioning of  the  terminal 
feasible.     First  and foremost was   the power house.     Initially located 
near pier  five,  adjacent   to   the passenger station,   two Westinghouse 
gas  engines  powered  three-phase 60-cycle generators producing 2,300 
volts  for  the  depot  and milk platform.   [710] 

This  small plant quickly proved inadequate,   so  the   company 
replaced  it with a central facility  that consolidated several smaller 
power plants.     By the  1920s,  the  power plant was  needed  only for steam 
and  compressed air,   rather  than electricity,  which the  company could 
purchase  from  utilities.     So,   unlike powerhouses  elsewhere on the 
system,  this new plant at Jersey City contained no electrical generating 
equipment.    With  contracts  let in 1924,  construction work began on 
August  18 that year  and  concluded July 8,  1925.     Bates  & Rogers of 
Chicago constructed  the  steel  and brick powerhouse,  98  and 1/2 feet by 
60  feet,  with  a 30   foot  by  76  foot  machine room.     The boiler room was 
72  feet by 26   feet,    A 12 foot inside diameter draft  stack 200  feet 
high provided   the draft.     The  building itself  was constructed of 
brick,   with stone quoins  and concrete  lintels  over the  doors and 
windows,     the  exterior matched the  radial brick design  of  the Alphonse 
Custodis  stack.   [711] 

The  equipment  for steam generation consisted of  ten Foster marine- 
type boilers  rated  at  237.5 horsepower;  each was  equipped with super 
heaters.     Dutch oven type furnaces  with a Detrick flat  suspended  arch 
formed the  firebox  for the  combustion  of pulverized coal.     The Economy 
Equipment Company supplied  the crushing equipment  that was- fed by  an 
R.   H.   Beaumont & Co.  skip hoist.     The  hoist raised 40- tons  of  coal 
per hour  in a 60  cubic-foot bucket   that dumped directly into  the 
crusher.     From the  crusher  the coal traveled   through a Cutler- 
Hammer magnetic  separator into a 500-ton bunker.     A lorry car drew the 
coal out of  the bunker and  fed ten  pulverizers with a one-ton hourly 
capacity.    Four  of   these units were electrically driven while Westing- 
house  steam turbines powered  the remaining six. 

The air  compressors were  less   involved.     The  two  largest were 
Ingersoll-Rant units,   rated at 2,200  cubic  feet  per minute.     One was 
steam driven,  while a 265 horsepower synchronous motor  ran the reserve 
compressor.     The whole plant  gave  the Erie a modern efficient  facility 
that remained in service until the   terminal closed in  the  late 1950s. 
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As lace as 1953 the company redid some of Che boiler foundations, 
although not all tan remained in use by that data. [712] 

The other auxiliary installation at Jersey City consisted of a 
trio of electrically-driven float bridges.  Two went in during 1927, 
with a third added later, to replace old pontoon-type bridges.  The' 
float bridges provided the means of loading freight cars onto the 
company's fleet of car floats. This tricky operation required 
extreme caution for the maintenance of proper balance, lest the 
whole barge tip.  The bridges were movable to compensate for the 
movement of the tides on the Hudson.  The Erie, without direct access 
to New York City, had to maintain a massive fleet of tugs and barges ■ 
to transport its freight cars around the harbor. Although complicated, 
this system remained far more economical than breaking bulk, and was 
universally used in a number of ports.  The Erie maintained a similar 
operation in Chicago, but the New York fleet dwarfed the inland city's- 
maritime outfit. [713] 

Each double-track bridge consisted of a pair of 110—foot long 
plate girder ramps projecting from a 30 foot apron, so that each 
track could be raised independently.  The design had to contend with 
an 18 foot rise and fall of the tides and was built to carry 170 tons. 
The driving mechanism utilized a 100 horsepower motor for each pair 
of ramps.  The motor powered phosphor bronze nuts that actuated two 
forged steel screws by means of worm and worm wheel hoisting units. 
Designed by J. B. French, a New York consulting engineer, the float 
bridges provided a long-*lasting solution to the problem of decaying 
timber structures that had to carry heavier freight cars.  Not until 
the early 1970s were the three bridges scrapped. [714] 

All of these structures-warehouses, float bridges, the livestock. 
yards, grain elevators and pier—spread over two separate sections of 
riverfront—gave the Erie one of the best equipped freight handling 
complexes on the New York harbor. The layout was by no means 
exceptional, as a glance at the Jersey City quadrant map of the 
United States Geological Survey presents a picture of continuous 
rail facilities on the Jersey shore of the Hudson. The Pennsylvania, 
Lehigh Valley, Central Railroad of New Jersey and Delaware, Lackawanna 
h  Western all maintained waterfront complexes like the Erie's.  But 
the Erie's facility was one of the first to be established, and one 
of the most porgressive over its lifetime-. As well as being the 
largest Erie terminal, Jersey City included a passenger station that 
was the Erie's only claim to fame in terms of large-scale passenger 
depots. 
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Jersey  City  Passenger Depot 

The  Erie,  as  the  above chapter should make  clear,   existed 
primarily as  a freight  line.     Partially because of its   route  through 
the  sparsely inhabited Southern.Tier,   and partially because  the 
road lacked direct  access  into Slew York City,   the Erie  attracted 
fewer  long distance passengers than its  competitors.     The Erie never 
had  any incentive  to build  grandiose passenger depots, that 
characterized  many  larger American  cities,  with one exception—Jersey 
City.     As the  Largest  city on  the Erie,  and  located directly across 
the Hudson from Jfew York,  Jersey City merited a terminal building 
befitting the  city's  stature. 

In 1857,   the station at Jersey City consisted of  a typical 
Erie-built  station,  a 24 foot by  60  foot frame building,  flanked by 
wooden freight,   express   and milk depots,   [715]     Not until  the 
completion of  the Bergen Tunnel had the station assumed any role 
of   importance.     The Long Dock Company realized the value of  the  site 
for both freight and passenger service.     Expansion of   the passenger 
station formed an integral aspect of  the Erie's plan,   under  the Long 
Dock Company's aegis,   to develop  a Jersey terminal. 

The key  feature of  any passenger  terminal located on the New 
Jersey side of the Hudson was its  ferry terminal.     The Erie initiated 
construction  of   the ferry slip at  the  terminal during  the period 
1859-1861 as   part  of  the Long Dock program.     The  railroad purchased 
three  ferries from the  Brooklyn Ferry Company and on May 1,  1861, 
inaugurated service to   Chambers   Street,  Manhattan.    With the expansion 
of  service  to a  terminal on 23rd Street,  also in Manhattan,   in May, 
1868,   the Erie was running six boats  across  the Hudson from three 
slips  out of   the Jersey terminal.   [716] 

The rail terminal  and the ferry house acted  together  to funnel 
a large  flow  of  commuters  into and out  of New York City.     The Greenwood 
Lake  line,   the main line to  Suffern,   and the Northern Railroad of Hew 
Jersey to Piermont,  all carried substantial numbers of people in and 
out of Jersey City.     The  terminal burned on March 21,   1873.     The  fire 
began in the  passenger  depot  and spread to  the  ferry house  and  freight 
houses.    Naturally,   the wooden structures were  completely destroyed. 
[717] 

The loss came at  a bad  time for  the railroad company,  which went 
under the  next year.     Temporary structures had  to serve the company 
until the mid 1880s.     In  1878-1879  the  company began  rebuilding  a 
new set  of ferry slips,  just below the old ones.    Not until 187'9 was 
work on the  new passenger station begun,  as  reported  in The Railroad 
Gazette. 
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"Work is not actively in progress on the new 
passenger station in Jersey City.  The main 
building, which will contain the ticket office, 
waiting rooms, etc., has the frame all up, and 
will be enclosed in another week.  It is close 
to the ferry house and cannot fail to be a 
great improvement on the rickety and dirty 
shed which has served, for a depot for several 
years.  The new station is of wood and is a 
temporary building only, not being expected 
to last more than two or three years, or until 
the company can build, a suitable permanent 
structure." [718] 

The immediate question of the construction of a permanent pas- 
senger station remained unresolved until after 1885, but this situation 
was not true of the ferry houses.  In 1884, the company had opened a 
new ferry house in Jersey City, its Pavonia Station, so named for 
Pavonia Avenue that ran into the station. At that time, the Chambers 
Street Station in New York was only sis years old, having been rebuilt 
in 1878, while the original 23rd Street house still stood. These 
facilities proved very adequate for the time. 1719] 

The Pavonia Terminal was a long frame structure with three slips 
for the ferries, with elaborate wrought iron gates.  Gables with glass 
panels marked the entrance gates for each particular route. The build- 
ing was basically a shed, supported by metal roof trusses. [720] 

The two and 1/2 story Chambers Street Terminal was more imposing, 
as the designer adopted the Second Empire Style with its characteristic 
mansard roof and dormers. [721] But compared to the passenger station 
about to be built in Jersey City, the ferry house paled.  The company 
let contracts in 1886 to begin construction of the long-delayed 
permanent passenger depot.  By this time, the building was badly 
needed. The Railroad Gazette wrote that the company planned "to replace 
the present very shabby temporary structure, which has long been 
insufficient for the business and was indeed never fit to be used as 
the terminal station of a road with the business of the Erie." [722] 

No such statement could be made about the permanent structure 
built in 1886-1887. [723]  The station represented one of the finest 
examples of American Stick Style as carried to its fullest development. 
Three rectangular towers, the tallest 115 feet high, were capped by 
copper finials, one of them 15 feet long. The decorative panels of 
frame siding, and the use of shingles and dormers all denoted the 
architectural details of the Stick Style. The building was 127 feet 
long by 120 feet wide, with a 24 foot eave all around. 
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The appointments were lavish.  The outside panels were painted 
"parti-color to accentuate the details." The tallest tower sported 
a six foot diameter clock tace lit by electricity.  The main waiting 
room was 100 feet by 66 feet, and 50 feet high in the clear.  Stained 
glass windows in a clerestory let in sunlight to the hardwood finish 
and maple floors of the main room. A gallery opened off the main 
room into offices for the operating department, car record clerks and 
depot master.  The company supplied electric lighting and steam heat 
came through 60 Burndy radiators. 

A large train shed covered the eight passenger tracks.  The shed 
spanned 140 feet, in sections of 37 feet, 66 feet and 37 feet.  Some 
600 feet long, the shed also reached a maximum height of 56 feet.  The 
framework was wrought iron with walls sheathed with wood and galvanized 
iron. 

This shed was the most interesting feature of the station. As 
Carroll Meeks has pointed out, the covered train shed was strictly a 
nineteenth century phenomenon and for him represented one of the 
greatest architectural and engineering achievements of the age.  In- 
novation and invention led to sheds of increasingly greater span 
throughout the century.  The inevitable competition developed, as the 
railroads vied to boast of the widest span train shed. Meeks said, 
"The railroad companies took pride in their colossal halls and lavished 
their funds upon the, presumably motivated in part by considerations 
of publicity and prestige." [724] 

The Erie entered this competition with its 1886 station. Although 
not the longest or widest of the train sheds built, it remained, none- 
theless, an impressive engineering accomplishment. 

The whole station, and not just the shed, was Che forerunner to 
a group of stations built on the Jersey side of the Hudson in the 
1880s. The Pennsylvania Railroad and Central Railroad of New Jersey 
both built stations with ferry connections into the city.  But as 
Meeks noted, the Erie's was the first. 

"Two of the three maritime terminals made no great 
effort at size or dignity.  There was little need 
to make a great architectural show, since all three 
stood in an industrial neighborhood and served 
primarily as a transfer point for travelers whose 
eyes were on more remote objectives.  The earliest 
was built for the Erie Railroad.  Its main span was 
constructed in the French manner." [725] 

Meeks was too harsh in his comments concerning the architectural 
features of the station.  But he was more correct in his earlier 
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statement that the layout adopted by the Erie—train shed, head 
house and ferry terminal in sequence—was the scheme used for the. 
other two stations built facing the Hudson River in the 1880s. [726] 
The station cost S200,000; the results, however, were striking.  As 
The Railroad Gazette wrote, "The Erie [was] in possession of the most 
commodious and best passenger station of the railroads terminating * 
[in Jersey City]." [727] 

The improvement program of the New York, Lake Erie St Western 
encompassed more than just the new terminal. All of the ferry houses 
came in for some attention.  The 1884 Pavonia Terminal had new landing 
bridges installed, with iron spans replacing the old Howe truss 
crossings.  Chambers Street received general repairs, but the greatest 
alteration occurred at the 23rd Street Ferry House.  Improvements begun 
there in 1886 led to a nearly new structure completed the next year at 
a cost of $51,000,  The company's comment about the 23rd-Street. . 
Terminal in 1887 could have characterized all of the Erie's ferry 
facilities:  "[This improvement] provides this company now with the 
most excellent freight facilities at that point, and is securing a 
large addition...to traffic " [728]- 

These buildings demanded constant attention and the annual reports 
plotted the company's efforts to keep pace with the decay caused by- 
salt water. In 1889, a new ferry waiting room at Pavonia Avenue 
completed the company's terminal improvements of trie 1380s.  By 1891, 
the extensive overhaul of the ferry racks at all three terminals had 
to be undertaken, while the station and shed also were repaired. 

The major alteration of the late 1890s was the removal of the 
train shed. The need for additional trackage and the heavy expense 
of maintaining the shed led to the installation of wooden platform 
sheds on ten tracks, an increase of two tracks over the original design. 
The company also renewed the floors, foundation timbers and gangways 
in the station. [729] 

One of the interesting features of this post-Depression expansion 
was the inclusion of an emigrants' waiting room. The Erie had started 
direct service between Castle Garden and Jersey City in late 1878 or 
1879.  This connection enabled the new arrivals to bypass New York* 
By 1900, and almost certainly earlier, the company had set aside a 
special area for their reception. 

Apparently the railroad felt that the emigrants could not share 
quarters with the normal passengers.  According to a 1906 photograph, 
the waiting room was placed on the second floor of pier five and was 
furnished with rows of wooden benches. The company had rebuilt this 
dock in 1896 after a fire and perhaps installed the waiting room then. 
The other guess might be that as part of the terminal improvements of 
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1903 onward,   Che  company   redid  the pier for  the emigrant:  room.    The 
1906  photograph does show a  nicely  done,   very  fresh looking  corrugated 
iron shed on pier five,  so  1906 might be  the year  the company opened 
that particular facility.    When-it  opened,  on November  16,   1924,  piers 
five and six burned and the  emigrant waiting  room was  completely 
destroyed.   [730]     By 1927,   the  freight  float bridges went in there.- 
(See below.) 

The  increasing traffic  that  accompanied  the return of business 
confidence in  the late 1890s soon caused  the company to begin efforts 
to  replace most of  these waterfront: facilities with new modern 
structures.     These  plans  came  as  part  of  the newest terminal improve-. 
iaent project  that included  the Bergen  Cut.     But as noted above,   the 
company's plans,   as announced  in  the April 24,   1903,  Railroad Gazette, 
proved too ambitious.     Of the  proposed  three new  ferry houses and   the 
replacement  of  the  Jersey station,   only  the  two Manhattan ferry 
terminals were actually   reconstructed. 

The  company prepared plans  for the Chambers  Street  ferry house in 
1902 that resulted  in a   structure  resembling  the Pennsylvania Railroad's 
terminal  there.     The structure fronted on the river for  160 feet,   held 
two ferry slipss  and extended back, off the  river  282 feet.     The main 
waiting room was 82 feet wide, with a second floor waiting room that 
had ramps reaching the upper decks  of  the boats.   [731] 

The 23rd Street Terminal underwent  a similar,  equally  thorough 
rebuilding.     The company chose to  construct  a new steel  frame building 
that was part of a four—railroad ferry complex.     The Central Railroad 
of New Jersey,  the Delaware,  Lackawanna & Western.and   the Erie all 
shared a complex designed by Kenneth M.  Murchison of New York, while 
the Pennsylvania had  its own  adjoining  terminal.     All  four  separate 
structures were  grouped on a broad cobblestone plaza.     The concentra- 
tion of  ferry landings  made 23rd Street  the center of  such activity 
on Manhattan.    The Erie house, with two  slips,  stood on the upstream 
side of  the Lackawanna house  that   formed the  center of  the grouping. 
Like  the others,  ornamental sheet  copper sheathed the  steel framework. 
This  type of  construction was common  in New York ferry  terminals—the 
1904 Hobcken Station of the Delaware, Lackawanna & Western also used 
these materials. Likewise, they can still be seen on the Governor's 
Island ferry house at the Battery. The copper lent itself easily to 
shaping  for the ornate   designs  used  for ornamentation.   [732] 

The houses were designed to  eliminate  a hood and  the  ferry  ran 
into  the house  itself.     This  arrangement simplified  the construction 
of the  ramps  for  access to the  second deck of  the boats.     With the 
construction of a shed   6-00 feet  long and 50  feet deep  that extended 
along the  front of the   terminals,   ample provision was made  for 
inclement weather protection of passengers. 
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The  company   let bids   in June,   1904,   and by   the next   February, 
the  23rd Street Terminal was  in service with large waiting  rooms on 
two  levels  and  the  usual  baggage  and  ticket facilities.     Interior 
decoration consisted of sheet metal,   painted and trimmed with wood, 
while  the floors were maple or pine.     The team gangways  were made of 
three-inc    spruce boards. 

One  of  the  advantages   to   the new  ferry terminals  on the New York 
side was  the provision for an upper deck  transfer bridge  that allowed 
for  faster  turn around,   as  passengers   could exit on two more  gangways. 
This  design forced  the Erie  to build new boats with a second  deck,  which 
the  company began to do  in  1903,   [733]    Up  until that  time,   the boats. 
used by the railroad probably differed very little  from  this  one,  built 
in 1873, 

"A new ferry-boat, with iron hull,   for the  ferry 
from New York  to  Jersey City,   has just been 
completed.     The boat,  which was designed by 
Mr.   Theodore Allen,  naval engineer,   and built by 
John Roach & Son,  of New York,  is of   the follow- 
ing  general dimensions:     Length between perpen- 
diculars,   180   feet;   length  on  deck,   193   feet; 
beam over hull,   36  feet;   beam over  guards,   64 
feet.     The hull has been designed to  give great 
stiffness,  with unusual  strength to  resist  ice. 
The  longitudinal  framing  is much heavier than 
is  generally used in iron vessels of   this  size, 
and  at the ends   the plating of the hull  is made 
thicker,   intermediate  frames  and breast—hooks  are 
added, with the  intention of rendering it  so 
strong that even when  the  full force  of  the 
engine is  exerted it will be perfectly safe to 
drive  the vessel into  the  thickest  fields  of.   fresh- 
water ice.    For additional safety there  is,  about 
twenty-five feet  from each end of  the vessel,   an 
iron water-tight bulk-head.     The boat is driven by- 
a beam engine  of 46 inches diameter of cylinder and 
11  feet stroke of piston,  driving paddle-wheels of 
22  feet  diameter;   the steam is supplied by a boiler 
of   the drop-return  flue   type,   the  engine is hand- 
somely finished,   the engine room neatly painted,  and 
the  floor laid with encaustic  tiles  of neat design. 
In  addition to  the  usual steam pump   for feeding the 
boilers,   there is  a large  size Woodward steam fire- 
pump, with hose  connections in hold,  on main deck 
and hurricane  deck.    A vertical tubular boiler of 
sufficient capacity,  in which steam can be quickly 
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raised, is provided for use when the boat is not 
running, thus affording great protection in case 
of fire, both for the boat itself and also for 
the company's wharves and property. The cabins 
are roomy and high; the floors and seats are of 
black-walnut and ash in narrow strips. The boat 
is to be lighted with gas and has the usual 
provision of life-boats, life-preservers, etc." 
[734] 

This boat, in terms of size and propulsion equipment, differed 
little from some of the standard Hudson River steamers.  The beam 
engine and covered side guards also marked the ferry as an Eastern 
steam boat.  The Susquehanna, a noted Erie ferry, seemed to match very 
closely the ferry described by The Railroad Gazette. 

^e Susquehanna was built in 1864 for the Erie as the fifth 
company ferry, and the second new one.  She was a typical ferry on 
New York's harbor, with, single deck, twin pilot house's and coal 
burning boilers.  In 1897, the company" rebuilt her as one of the 
earliest renewal efforts by the newly reorganized railroad. 

At the turn of the century, the Erie had amassed a sizable fleet, 
as had all the railroads terminating on New York harbor. Not only did 
the Erie use eight ferries to conduct its passenger service, but the 
railroad also had to provide the means of transporting all its freight 
cars across the Hudson and East Rivers.  In 1899, this effort required 
12 tugs, 24 car floats* 3 steam hoists, 29 covered barges, 18 open 
barges and 3 steam barges.  By 1904, three new ferries and four tugs 
had been added to the roster. The Susquehanna, with its beautifully 
decorated passenger area, remained in service, although after 1907 
she served only as a passenger ferry.  Only with the end of ferry 
service was the Susquehanna retired in 1958. 

The maintenance of this fleet required a dockyard repair facility 
which, until the 1940s , was at Weehawken.  But the Navy requisitioned 
it during the war. After a fire destroyed pier one and the grain 
elevator at Jersey City in May, 1941, the marine repair unit took over 
that space.  By the late 1940s, a drydock floated in Harsimus Cove, 
alongside the standard shops—carpenter, machine and boiler, store- 
house, mooring rack and lumber yard. The company considered this shop 
with its 400 men "one of the most efficient units of the system." It 
is well this was the case, for by 1946 the Erie owned 236 floating 
units, the third largest fleet on the harbor.  Among these were 111 
covered barges, 82 lighters, 26 car floats and 12 tugs. [735] 
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The  growth  in  river   traffic  early  in  the  century  guaranteed  che 
Jersey City  station's  importance and assured its  maintenance.     The 
company never built  che new station  it had planned  in  1903,  but  the  old 
one  remained more than adequate.     In 1912,   extensive repairs  at  the 
station were undertaken,  while a similar  effort  in 1925 raised the 
level  of   che floors  and platforms,  and  installed new platform gates 
and  train indicators.    An interior remodeling  followed in 1939,  with 
a new  toilet using  chrome-plated  furniture of   the latest  style,   paint- 
ing,  new light  fixtures and a new newsstand capped  this  renewal.   [736] 

The  new ferry  terminals  came in  for  far lass attention.     The only 
exception was   the reconstruction of   the Chamber  Street structure after 
fire destroyed  it on March 26,   1913,   [737]    The  other problem arose 
from the gradual decline  in ferry ridership as   the  century progressed. 
From a total of  24  million commuters  in  the mid  19 20s—about  100,000 
people a day--the number  of people passing  through  the Jersey City 
station dropped  to  21,000  in 1946.     The  station  remained very busy 
even then,   as  a c.   1939 photograph  illustrated.     During  the rush hour 
peak  from 5:05  p.m.   to 6;05 p.m.,  30  trains pulled  out of  the  terminal 
on five different routes.     But  the number of riders were not adequate 
to  support  the  23rd Street  Ferry, which discontinued  service on 
July  5,   1942.   [738] 

The continued  decline in commuters—down  to 8,769,842 in 1950— 
led  the money-conscious  company to  push for the  discontinuance of 
ferry service  over  th.e lone remaining route.     By 1955,  the company 
hoped  to marge  its   terminal operations on  the Jersey  side of  the river 
with  the Delaware,  Lackawanna & Western's  in Hoboken.    The Erie 
terminated its  trains  there in 1956,  but the New York.,  Susquehanna & 
Western  also shared the Pavonia Avenue Terminal,   forcing  the  Chambers 
Street boat to  run until December 31,   1958.     Only 1,200  people used 
the  ferry daily by  then,   so  the ICC  gave permission for   the Erie to 
close the station completely.     The Erie hoped  to save $185,000 
annually,   [739] 

With the  closing of  the Erie's  Jersey City station,   the  only 
ferry service  across  the Hudson was-operated by  the Delaware, Lacka- 
wanna & Western from Hoboken.     The  Jersey City  terminal  survived only 
nine  months after it was  closed before  the company demolished the 
1888  station and all but  two piers  and a water  tower.    By  the end 
of  October,  1959,  only bare tracks   and  rubble marked  the station's 
site.   [740] 

The Jersey City Terminal remained in use  as a freight handling 
center after  the railroad demolished  its passenger  terminal.     But 
even  that  use was  jeopardized.     The  St.   Lawrence Seaway  altered 
certain  traffic patterns,   and geographic and demographic  shifts also 
altered  shipping routes.     Overall,   the Erie's  freight tonnage dropped. 
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By the mid 1960s, not only'was che Erie's utilization of its Jersey 
City terminal lower, the railroad had retired and sold its Weehawken 
complex. The whole Jersey City waterfront, not just the Erie section, 
entered a period of sharp decline through the 1960s.  By 1977, 
abandoned piers outnumbered those still in use. The Erie still used 
a part of the yard as an entry point for foreign automobiles, and the 
Bergen Tunnel remained in use in 1977.  3ut like the E-in-a-diamond 
symbol of the Erie on the water tank behind pier eight, the railroad 
has faded from the Jersey City scene. 
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FOOTNOTES 

[1]      Edward H. Mott, The Story of Erie (New York., 1890) , remains 
the most thorough source for the early history of the 
company.  Less detailed and relying heavily upon the work 
of Moct is Edward Hungerford, Men of Erie (New York, 1946), 
which is much shorter but also more readable.  Because of 
the adequacy of these works, there is no need for this 
survey to go inco great detail concerning the events lead- 
ing to the founding of the railroad.  Most of the material 
for this chapter was drawn from these two books. 

[2]     Moct, The Story of Erie, pp. 15-19. 

[3]     The company's charter required the railroad to serve New York 
State and prohibited the road from connecting with any out- 
of-state rail line.  This clause was  fatal to the route up 
the Delaware River, for such a route necessitated crossing 
over to the Pennsylvania bank for long stretches.  The 
Delaware and Hudson Canal Company occupied the New York bank. 

03     Mott, The Story of Erie, p. 27. 

[5]     American Society of Civil Engineers (ASCE), Biographical 
Dictionary of American Civil Engineers (New York, 1972), 
pp. 132-134.  (Hereafter cited as Biographical Dictionary.) 

[6]     Mott, The Story of Erie, p. 31. 

[7]     New York & Erie Railroad Company (NY & E RR), Report of the 
Directors for the Year 1835 „ p. 17  (Hereafter cited as 
NY & E RR with the year of the report.) 

[8]     ASCE, Biographical Dictionary, pp. 98, 115-116.  Johnson had 
been Chief Engineer of the Auburn and Syracuse. Railroad 
before coming to the Erie.  Along with him came Simeon S. 
Post.  Captain Andrew Talcott was an 1818 graduate with 
fortification work for the Army before superintending con- 
struction of the Dismal Swamp Canal from 1826 to 1828. 
By 1830 he was a Captain in the Engineering Corps and had 
developed a means of determining terrestial latitude. 
After resigning his commission he went to the Erie but only 
worked there until 1837.  Talcott went on to work for a 
number of other railroads and for the Delta improvement 
project at the mouth of the Mississippi. 

[9]     Mott, The Story of Erie, p. 313. 
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[10] Ibid. .   p. 314. 

[11] Ibid. 

[12J Ibid. »  p. 333. 

[13] Ibid, ,  p. 44. 

[14] , ■   Ibid. 

[15] Ibid. »  P* 315. 

[16] Ibid. ,  PP .   315-316. 

[17] Mott, The Story of Erie. pp. 44-46.  This choice aeed not have 
been made.  In 1845 Major Brown traveled to Europe for the 
specific purpose of learning the newest English advances in 
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of   Erie   stations   taken by  J.   E.   Bailey of Meadville,   Pennsylvania, 
for  the   Company   between   1909   and  1911.     A number  of  these views 
are  reproduced with this  paper. 

Additional Material 

The   groundwork   of   this   paper  was  laid by the   1971  HAER  Survey Team. 
They   produced  the   drawings  of  the   Erie   structures   at  Meadville  and 
Susquehanna,   and assembled most of the  old photographs  accompanying 
this   text.     Chester  Liebs ,   Project Historian,   also  produced  a  first 
draft report  on Susquehanna  that led  the author  to several sources. 

Some   information,   including  several  photographs,  came from the DeGolyer 
Library,  Southern Methodist University. 

Perhaps   the most vital  source of all was William M.  Wehner,  Chief 
Engineer—Bridges   and Buildings, Design  and Construction  for  Conrail. 
Formerly with the Erie  in  Cleveland,   Mr.  Wehner now works out of the 
Philadelphia headquarters   of  Conrail.     Mr.  Wehner  supplied all  of   the 
information concerning   the  current  status  of   the  structures   studied 
in  this   report,   and  their   recent history.    Without his  endless 
patience and   constant willingness   to  answer a  stream of   questions,   the 
paper would have been entirely   lacking  in material  concerning  the 
present  condition  of  the Erie. 

Moreover,   Mr.  Wehner is  the  individual  responsible  for  the material in 
the NMHT collection,   alluded  to above.     As various structures were 
retired and the drawings no  longer needed, Mr.   Wehner funnelled this 
wealth.of  drawings  to Robert  Vogel in the  Smithsonian,  where  it remains 
available   to  scholars.     Without Mr.   Wehner's   attention,   all  of  these 
drawings would  have been  lost.     His   contribution to this  paper is 
greatly appreciated. 
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SHOP       TOOLS 

Tools, Marion Diesel Shop* 

Parts Room 

2 cleaning vats served by 1/2 ton jib crane 
Oil filter cleaning tanks served by 400 monorail crane 

Parts Conditioning Room 

Emery Wheel 
Small metal band saw 
Cylinder honing fixture 
Portable drill press 

Repair Shop 

60-ton Whiting drop table     0 
25-ton overhead crane 
Hydraulic pinion puller 
17-inch portable drill press 
4-foot radial drill 
14-inch portable metal band saw 
18-inch by 10-foot engine lathe 
36-inch by 16-foot engine lathe 
20-inch emery wheel 
2-inch pipe  threading machine 
70-ton  rod press,  hand-operated 
Spray paint  booth 
Armature baking oven 
Air blowing  cleaning booth 
Armature vacuum impregnator 
Combination  induction pinion heater and Magnaflux  transformer 
Armature horses 
Armature saddles 
Armature cooling stands 
Induction heater  for  applying and  removing roller bearing 

journal  sleeves » 
Storage for 57  pairs  of mounted  wheels 

*The Railway Age,   Volume   120,  no.   23,   June 8,  1946,   pp.   1130-1134. 
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Susquehanna" Tool List, Car Shop After 1929 

Cabinet Shop and wood Hill 

Heater room for gluing 
Glue press 
Stick and   moulder 
Jointer 
Variety   saw 
Grind stone 
Brand saw 
Rip saw ^ ■.. 
Cut-off   saw 
Morticer 
Wood   shaper 
Tennoner 
Borer 
Jointer  and sticker 
Double cylinder surfacer 
Wood   lathe 

■Sander 
Knife grinder 
Band  saw/sharpener 
Circle saw/sharpener 

Machine  Shop   and Blacksmith   Shop     . 

2 small grinders 
(1 forging machine 
'' 1  16" lathes 
1 24" lathe 
3 drill presses 
1 new emery wheel 
1 punch 
3 shapers 
1 swing grinder 
1 blacker hammer 
1 hack saw 
1 bolt cutter 
1 punch and shear 
1 bolt shear- 
1 bar shear 
3 double forges 
1 Bradley hammer 
1 single forge 

Company drawings; wiring plans show placement and layout 
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Machine   Shot;  and   Blacksmith   Shop   (continued) 

2  bull dozers 
1 steam hammer 
4  furnaces 
2 j ib   cranes 
X cooling tank 

Pipe and Tin Shop 

1  jib   crane 
Steel   tire   lathe 
Journal  lathe 
Shear 
Drill  press 
3 benches 
Layout  table 

Uphols tery  Shop 

4 cylinder planer 
Swinging Cut-off  saw 
Table rip saw 
Hollow chisel morticer 
Swing borer 
Dry kiln 
Large work benches 
Cushion repair and drying areas 
Sewing machines 
Cutting tables 
Moss picker 

Meadville Signal Shop* 

Equipment 

2 coil winding machines—home-made 
No. 2 Cincinnati milling machine with 1 tool maker vice 
Gould and Eberhardt 20" shaper 
14" swing lathe, 40" between center 
Dolton six lathe (accurate work) 
Marvel high-speed power hack saw machine 
Radial drill press, vertical traverse of spindles - 36" 
Sensitive drill press with 1/2" Morrow drill chuck - for 1/4 driil 

^Railway Signaling, Volume 19, 1926, pp. 352-353. 
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Equipment   (continued) 

1/8"   to   2   and  1/2"  pipe   threading  machine 
■    Brush wheel   (cleaning material) 

Grinder  -  1 and  1/2"   to  10" wheel 

Tools 

Air Compressor 
Blacksmith  forge 
Gas welding outfit 
Electric hand drill   -  1/3"  -   3/8"   drill 
2  electric soldering   irons 
2  Roller  Smith   ohm meter  type  SS,   reads  0-1000  ohms 
2 Roller  Smith  volt   meter 
1 Megohmeter 

Motors 

3 hp   220  volts   AC 
1/4 hp  110 volts DC 
1/2 hp  110 volts DC 
1/8-hp  110 volts DC 

Hornellsville Shops Tools* 

Old  Erecting  Shop 

Section  1,   Group-Driven Tools - 50 hp Constant  Speed  Motor 

100   ton wheel press 
300   ton wheel press 
Car wheel borer ^ 
Double  car axle lathe 
Single  car axle lathe 
4   spindle  drill 
Horizontal boring machine 
24"  engine lathe 
80"  engine lathe 
2  16" engine lathes 
18"  engine lathes 
13"  engine lathes 
10"   slotter 
No.   4 plain milling machine 

ARailway   and Engineering   Review,   Volume 46,   1906,   pp.   931-933 
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Section   I   (continued) 

53" vertical boring mill 
42" vertical boring mill 
37" vertical boring mill 
36" upright  drill 
28" upright  drill 
24" pillar   shaper 
32" x   32"  x  8'   planer 
1 and   1/2"   x   24"   turret   lathe 
90" quartering machine 
Duplex enemy   grinder 
7   spindle  nut  trapper 
40" upright  drill 
Small   flange   punch 

Section   2,   Group-Driven  Tools   -  30   hp  Constant   Speed Motor 

2 16" engine lathes 
1 and 1/2" bolt pointer 
60" x 60" x 19' planer 
5' radial drill 
41 radial drill 
18" slotter 
2 2" double bolt cutters 
1 and 1/2" staybolt cutter 
12" slotter 
2 spindle centering machine 
Slab milling machine 
40" drilling, facing and tapping machine 
Duplex emery grinder 
Triple head slotter 
40" upright drill 

Section 3» Group-Driven Tools - 50 hp Constant Speed Motor 

42" x 42" x IS* planer 
Ring turret lathe 
48" upright drill 
42" engine lathe 
30" engine lathe 
24" engine lathe 
Crank planer - 20" x 20" x 24' 
2" x 26" turret lathe 
2 36" engine lathes 
2 horizontal boring machines 
14" engine lathe 
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Section 3 (continued) 

2 161' engine lathes 
42" vertical boring machine 
40" upright drill 
32" x 32" x 8' planer 
5  foot radial drill 
Double head   traverse   shaper 
No.   4 plain milling   machine 
26"  engine lathe 
30"  engine lathe 

Section   4,   Group-Driven Tools -  30  hp  Constant   Speed  Motor 

16"  engine lathe 
24" engine lathe 
24" pillar shaper 
Friction  drill 
36" x 36"  x  10*   olaner 
36" x 36"  x 8'   planer 
32" x 32"  x  8'   planer 
20"  engine lathe 
18" engine lathe 
16"  engine lathe 
24"  engine lathe 
Cylinder boring machine 
No.   17  Landis  grinding machine 
42LI  vertical boring mill 
36"  upright  drill 
28"  upright   drill 
48"  upright  drill 
36"  engine lathe 
30"  engine lathe 
2  Fox turret lathes 
86"  vertical boring mill 
Duplex emery grinder 

Section 5,  Group-Driven Tools -  30 hp Constant Speed Motor 

2Q"  American brass   lathe 
24"  engine battle 
18"  slotter 
Key  slot  milling machine 
30"  engine  lathe  -  piston rods 
36"  x  36" x  10'  planer 
2" x 26"  turret lathe 
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Fitting Shop, Group-Driven Tools - 30 hp Constant Speed Motor 

28" upright drill 
30 ton Arbor press 
36" x 36" x 8' planer 
37" vertical boring mill 
3 18" engine lathes 
2 16" engine lathes 
1 30" engine lathe 
11" bench speed lathe 
24" pillar shaper 
20" x 20" x 2V crank planer 
40" upright drill 
15 ton Arbor press 
2 spindle centering machine 
Buffing wheel 
Small emery grinder 
Surface grinder 
Guide grinder 
Polishing tape and wheel 
Swing grinder 
Friction drill 

New Erecting Shop 

Individual-Driven Tools, Constant Speed Motors 

Planer - 20 hp 
600 ton wheel press - 13 hp 
Moves tail stock of driving wheel lathe [Niles] - 7 and 1/2 hp 

Individual-Driven Tools, Variable Speed Motors 

Vertical miller for side rods - 7 and 1/2 hp 
90" boring mill [Niles] - 20 hp and 6 hp 
Driving axle lathe [Niles] - 20 hp 
Crank pine lathe - 7 and 1/2 hp 
90" driving wheel lathe - 40 hp 
Truck tire lathe - 25 hp 

Tool Room, Group-Driven Tools - 20 hp Constant Speed Motors 

Yankee twist drill grinder 
Duplex emery grinder - 8" wheels 
No. 4 Universal milling machine - Brown & Sharpe 
No. 4 Universal milling machine - Cincinnati milling machine 
15" x 15" x 20( crank planer 
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Tool Room (continued) 

16" tool room lathe 
No. 3 Landis Universal grinding machine 
Sellars tool grinder 
Reamer and Cutler grinder 
Gardner disc grinder 

Carpenter Shop,   Group-Driven Tools - 50  hp Constant  Speed Motors 

Hollow chisel morticer  and boring machine 
Gaining machine 
2  spindle   shaper 
Moulding machine 
24" x 14" x 9'  Daniels'   planer 
Plain morticer and borer 
8"  x 14" planer  -  3   cutters 
18"   rip   saw 
12"   rip   saw 
48" band saw 
12"  cutting off saw 
Single horizontal borer 
Tenoning machine 
15"  turning lathe 
15" swing vertical borer 
4"  pipe  cutter 
3" pipe  cutter 

Blacksmith  Shop,  Group-Driven Tools -  30 hp Constant  Speed Motors 

2 power hammers 
Light bar shear 
Small bolt header 
1 and 1/2" bolt header 
2 and 1/2" bolt header 
Alligator shears 
Ear iron  shears 
Hot saw 
50 hp motor  direct  connected to No.  9  Sturtevant fan 

Boiler  Shop 

Group-Driven Tools - 7 and 1/2 hp Constant Speed Motor 

2 Hartz flue welding machines 
2 Flue cutting machines 
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Individual-Driven Tools,   Constant Speed Motors 

Flue  Ratler,   48"   diameter by   22'   long,   20 hp  motor 
20"  punch and   shears   [Hilles   and  Jones],   7   and  1/2 hp 
Plate  rolls,   25 hp 
Horizontal  punch,   10 hp 
Lenox bevel   shears,   7   and  1/2 hp 
36"  punch and  shears,   10  hp 

Tank Shop,   Group-Driven  Tools   -   20  hp  Constant  Speed Motor 

36" single shear 
36" single punch 
10  and 15 hp motors geared   to plate rolls 

Roundhouse  Machine   Shop,  Group-Driven  Tools,   20  hp  Constant  Speed 
Motors 

16"  engine  lathe 
26"  engine   lathe 
32"  x  32" x 8'   planer 
24"  pillar  shaper 
40" upright  drill 
Duplex emery grinder 
15   ton Arbor press 

Motors   in Miscellaneous  Applications 

Fan for  roundhouse heating  system,   70 hp,  constant speed 
Fan for erecting  shop  heating system,   10 hp,   constant  speed 
Roundhouse   turntable,   7   and  1/2  hp,  variable  speed 
Coal conveyor in coaling station,   50 hp,  constant speed 
Ash conveyor  in  ash pit,  30 hp,   constant speed 
Alligator shears   in scrap bins  in yard,   7  and 1/2 hp,   constant 

speed 
Transfer table,   25 hp,. constant  speed 

Dunmore  Shops Tool  List,   1902* 

Framing  Shop  - individual  motors 

Atlantic Works,   tenoning machine,   15  hp 
Gseenlee Bros.,  mortising and boring machine,  10 hp 
Greenlee Bros.,   cut-off  saw,   7  and 1/2 hp 

^"Locomotive and Car Shops  at Dunmore,   Pa.," Railway  and Locomotive 
Engineering,   Volume  15,   February,   1902,   pp.   65-68- 
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Framing  Shop   (continued) 

Greenlee  Bros.,   four-spindle boring machine,   10 hp 
H.   J.   Perkins,   saw,   gummer  and   grindstone,   1 hp 
Atlantic Works,  band   saw,   44",   7  and   1/2  hp 
Atlantic Works,   20"  jointer,   13  hp 
Greenlee  Bros.,   rip  saw,   15 hp 
Atlantic Works,   four-cylinder  planer,   12"  x  24",   30  hp 
Richardson,   Merriam &  Co.,   matcher  and planer,   17  hp 

Blacksmith Shop 

Hilles  &  Jones,   No.   3   combined   punch  and   shear,   5 hp 
Ajax bulldozer,   10 hp 
Ajax,  bolt header,   upsetter and  forging machine,   2   and 1/2",   10 hp 
Sellers,   bolt   and rod shear,   10 hp 
Oliver Bros.   & Phillips,  bolt header,   10  hp 
Bradley,   cushioned hammer,   60   lbs.,   10 hp 

Boiler  Shop -  Group-Driven Tools 

New York  Steam Engine Co.,   8"  x 32"  drill press,  5  hn 
Silver Mfg.   Co.,  19"  x 5" post  drill,  5 hp 
Hartz,  flue welder,   5 hp 
Bethlehem Shear Co.,   rotary shear No.  4,   5  hp 
Grindstone,  5 hp 
Boiler tube rumbler,   5 hp 
Industrial Works,   combined punch  and shear,   3  hp 
Long & Allstatler,   combined punch  and shear,   5 hp 
Hilles  & Jones,  bending  rolls,   10 hp 
Bending  rolls,   5 hp 

Machine   Shop 

J.  T.  Shaffer Mfg.  Co.,   300  ton hydraulic wheel press,   5 hp 
Sellers,   four-foot wheel boring machine,   3  hp 
Pond,  42"  car wheel   lathe,   7   and  1/2 hp 
Pond,  8!   x 4'  boring mill,  7  and 1/2 hp 
Sellers,   6'   4" wheel lathe,   5  hp 
Sellers,   30"  x 23  and 1/2" x  12'   lathe,   3 hp 
Niles,   37" boring mill,  3 hp 
Pond,  36" x 30" x 12*   lathe,   5 hp 
Pond,  49" x 41" x  24'   lathe,   5 hp 
Sellers,   160   ton hydraulic wheel press,   5 hp 
Sellers,   50" wheel boring machine,   15 hp 
Sellers,   16"  x 10" x 7"  axle  lathe,   15 hp 
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Machine   Shop   (continued) 

Niles,   10"   x  4  and  1/2"  x  20"  turret   lathe,   15  hp    ' 
Acme,   3/8   to   2"   3-head  bolt   cutter,   15.hp 
Acme,   6-spindle nut  tapper 
Sanders,   2and  1/2"  to   8"  pipe  cutter 
20" x 11 and   1/2"  x 6'   lathe,   15  hp 
24" x  13  and   1/2"  x  11'   6"   lathe,   15   hp 
Sanders,   1/4   to  3   and   1/2"  pipe   cutter,   15  hp 
30" x 21"  x   14'   6"  lathe,   10  hp 
Pond, 22" x 31" x 18' lathe, 10 hp 
Reed, 24" x 13" x 7* 6" lathe, 10 hp 
New Haven, 27" x 18 and 1/2" x 12' 6" lathe, 10 hp 
Pond, 5' radial drill, 10 hp 
Pond, 2' 6" x 30" x 8* planer, 10 hp 
Gould & Eberhardt, 24" x 18" shaper, 10 hp 
Pedrlck & Ayer, 12" x 36" x 16" milling machine, 10 hp 
Builders Iron Foundry, 18" emery grinder, 10 hp 
Diamond, No. 1 benchx grinder, 10 hp 
Sellers, 36" x 36" x 10' planer, 10 hp 
Gould & Eberhardt, 37" drill, 10 hp 
Dunmore Shop grinder, 10 hp 
Sellers, 8 and 1/2" x 14" x 18" slotter, 10 hp 
Challenge, 14" hack saw, 10 hp 
Sellers, 10" x 28" shaper, 10 hp 
Prentice Bros., 20" drill press, 5 hp 
Reed, 16" x 10" x 7' lathe, 5 hp 
Diamond, No. 1 bench grinder, 5 hp 
Atlantic Works, No. 2 knife grinder, 5 hp 
Gisholt, tool grinder, 5 hp 
Sellers, twist drill grinder, 5 hp 
Brown & Sharpe, universal tool grinder No. 3, 5 hp 
Gould & Eberhardt, 16" shaper, 5 hp 
Pond, 60" x 60" x 72" planer, 25 hp 
Silver Mfg. Co., 19" x 5" post drill, 10 hp 
Leonard & Clark, 12" x 18 and 1/2" x 7 and 1/2' lathe, 10 hp 
Fitchberg, 10" x 20" x 7 and 1/2' lathe, 10 hp 
Sellers, 12" x 24" x 20" slotter, 10 hp 
14" x 9" x 4' lathe, 10 hp 
American Twist Drill Co., 14" emery grinder, 10 hp 
Baker Bros., No. 3 key seater 
Yonkers, 8" x 26" drill, 10 hp 
Gould & Eberhardt, 32" drill, 7 and 1/2 hp 
Dunmore Shop grindstone, 7 and 1/2 hp 
Diamond, No. 1 bench grindstone, 7 and 1/2 hp 
Reed, 9" x 18" x 32" lathe, 7 and 1/2 hp 
Sellers, 20" x 4T lathe, 7 and 1/2 hp 
Prentice Bros., 18 and 1/2" x 13" x 6' 7" lathe, 7 and 1/2 hp 
Dunmore Shop, centering machine, 7 and 1/2 hp 
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Pattern  Shop 

Dunmore   Shop   grindstone,   10 hp 
Atlantic Works,   16"  rip  saw,   10  hp 
Atlantic Works,   16" jointer,   10  hp 
Atlantic Works,   small face-plate lathe,   10 hp 
Atlantic Works,   37"  band saw,   10 hp 
Atlantic Works,   19"   x 6'   planer,   10 hp 
Atlantic Works,   28"   x 33"   x 16'   lathe,   10  hp 
Atlantic Works,   saw   filer  and  setter,   10  hp 
Atlantic Works,   large face plate lathe,   10 hp 
Atlantic Works,   1/4'T  to  2" wood borer,   10 hp 

Miscellaneous Motors 

Coal  pockets,   20 hp 
Car shop heating stack,  20 hp 
Blacksmith Shop heating stack*   20   hp 
Blacksmith Shop blower,  10 hp 
Blacksmith Shorn exhaust fan,   10 hp 
Drop  table,   10  hp 
Machine  Shop heating stack,   10 hp 
Foundry rumbler,   3 hp 
Foundry blast,  15 hp 
Framing Shop exhaust fan,  25 hp 
Shaw electric  crane,  35  ton main hoist,   30 hp 
Shaw electric  crane.,  auxiliary hoist,   17 hp 
Shaw electric  crane, bridge motor,   25 hp 
Shaw electric  crane,  carriage motor,  5  hp 

Jersey  City   South  Side  Shop Tool List,  1922* 

Machine   Shop 

Group-Driven Tools  - 50 hp,   220  volt,   two-phase GE motor 

60   ton rod  press 
4 and  1/2 foot Mueller radial  drill press 
28"  Smith & Mills  shaper 
20" x  3"  double  end emery wheel  grinder 
42" drill press 
24" Bollard vertical turret lathe, 7 and 1/2 hp Westinghouse Motor 
42" Colburn vertical boring mill, 15 hp Westinghouse Motor 

*"Power and Lighting Facilities on the Erie," Railway Electrical 
Engineer, Volume 13, no. 11, November, 1922, pp. 373-376.  See map 
for diagram. 
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Machine   Shop   (continued) 

14"  x  6'   Cisco  engine   lathe 
17" x  8'   National  engine   lathe 
18" x  8'   National  engine   lathe 
28"  x  12 and  1/2   foot   Boxe   &  Emmes   engine   lathe 
36" x  20'   New Haven engine   lathe 
3   and  1/2"  Adams  bolt   threader 
Trip  hammer 
Buffalo   forge  blower 
Double blacksmith's   forge 
Two  anvils 
Two Wilson arc welders 
Ingersoll Rand air compressor 
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MEACMLLE WHEEL SHOP- 1957 
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DUNKIRK -  Ca. 1885 PORT  JERVIS  SHOPS 1875 

SUSQUEHANNA    SHOPS  !858 

SUSQUEHANNA CAR SHOP LAYOUT -   1928 
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TABLE 

When the report  for the Erie Railway Survey was prepared in  1977,  a  cardinal 
number system was used to refer to all  accompanying photographs and photocopies. 
Those made by HAER were later reassigned HAER numbers  (e.g.   "PA-8-1")  while 
those donated by the Erie or other sources retained their  old numbers and were 
placed in a supplemental collection entitled "Erie Railway:  Historic Photographs 
and Supplemental Graphic Materials" under Library of Congress Lot Nos.   12,008 
and 12,009.     "EC"   (for "Erie Collection")   in the table below indicates  photos 
filed in the supplemental collection;  numbers are inked on the photo backs. 
Photaswhich have been  lost  are noted  as  "missing".     Xerox  copies of all 
numbered "EC" photos appear in Appendix F   (pp.   302-463} for convenient refer- 
ence,  however,   the supplemental  collection contains  several  dozen old photo- 
graphs never given numbers  for use in the report.    An inventory of the  entire 
supplemental  collection is provided in Appendix G   (pp.   464-469) . 

Photo Present 
Number in Number or 

Report Collection 

1. EC 
2. NY-124-1 
3. missing 
4. missing 
5. PA-44-2 

6. PA-44-3 
7. PA-44-1 
8. EC 
9. missing 
10. missing 

11. EC 
12. EC 
13. EC 
14. PA-18-1 
15. PA-18-2 

16. See PA-18-1 
17. EC 
18. EC 
19. PA-6-1 
20. PA-6-2 

Photo Present 
Number in Number or 

Report Collection 

21. PA-6-7 
22. PA-6-8 
23. EC 
24. EC 
25. PA-6-12 

26. PA-6-14 
27. missing 
28. missing 
29. EC 
30. missing 

31. EC 
32. EC 
33. missing 
34. missing 
35. missing 

36. EC 
37. missing 
38. EC 
39. EC 
40. EC 

Photo Present 
Number in Number or 

Report Collection 

41. EC 
42. EC 
43. EC 
44. NY-21-3 
45. NY-21-4 

46. NY-46-2 
47. EC 
48. missing 
49. missing 
50. EC 

51. EC 
52. EC 
53. EC 
54. NY-25A-1 
55. NJ-25B-1 

56. EC 
57. missing 
58. EC 
59. EC 
60. PA-23-1 



# 

e 

Photo Present 
Number  in Number or 

Report Collection 

61. PA-43-3 
62. PA-43-4 
63. PA-43-5 
64. PA-43-1 
65. PA-43-2 

66. EC 
67. EC 
68. EC 
69. EC 
70. PA-24-17 

71. PA-24-18 
72. EC 
73. EC 
74. NY-28-2 
75. NY-27-1 

76. NY-27-3 
77. EC 
78. EC 
79. EC 
80. EC 

81. EC 
82. EC. 
83. EC 
84. EC 
85. EC 

86. PA-16-6 
87. EC 
88. EC 
89. EC 
90. EC 

91. missing 
92. PA-27-1 
93. PA-27-4- 
94. PA-28-3 
95. NY-95-1 

96. EC 
97. EC 
98. EC 
99. EC 
100 EC 

Photo    Present 
Number  in    Number or 

Report    Collect ion 
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Photo    Present 
Number in    Number or 

Report    Collection 

101. NY-54- -1 141. PA-10 A~2 
102. NY-54- -5 142. PA-10A-3 
103. EC 143. PA-10A-4 
104, EC 144. EC 
105. EC 145. EC 

10&, EC 146, EC 
107. EC 147. PA-10C-2 
108. EC 148. PA-10E-2 
109. EC and PA-7-27 149. PA-10D-3 
110. EC 150. EC 

111. EC 151. missing 
112. EC 152. missing 
113. EC 153. PA-10B-2 
114. EC 154. EC 
115. EC 155. EC 

116. PA-7-9> 156. EC 
117. PA-7-13 157, PA-10F-1 
118. EC 158. PA-10F-2 
119, EC 159, PA-10E-l 
120. EC 160, PA-10D-2 

121. EC 161. EC 
222, NY-29- -1 162. PA-10A-1 (See X40) 
123. NY-62- -1 163. PA-10G-3 
124. NY-62- -2 164. EC 
125. EC 165. EC 

126. NY-42- -2 166. EC 
127. EC 167. PA-11A-1 
128. EC 168. PA-11A-2 
129, EC 169, PA-11A-7 
130. EC 170. PA-11A-8 

131. EC 171. PA-11A-9 
132. EC 172. PA-12A-10 
133. EC 173, PA-11A-11 
134. EC 174. PA-11A-12 
135. EC 175. EC 

136. PA-10- -1 176. EC 
137. PA-10- -2 177. PA-11B-8 
138. PA-10- -3 178. PA-11B-9 
139. PA-10- -4 179, PA-11B-10 
140. PA-10A-1 180. PA-11B-12 
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Number  in    Number or- 

Report    Collection 

181. PA-HB-2 
182. PA-11C-3 
183. PA-HC-5 
184. PA-11C-6 
185. PA-11-1 

186. PA-11-2 
187. PA-11-4 
188. PA-11-3 
189. see 185 
190. EC 

191. EC 
192. EC 
193. EC 
194. EC 
195. NY-34-1 

196. NY-34-2 
197. EC 
198. EC 
199. EC 
200. EC 

201. EC 
202. EC 
203. missing 
204. EC 
205. missing 

206. NY-23-1 
207. EC 
208. EC 
209. EC 
210. EC 

211. EC 
212. EC 
213. EC 
214. EC 
215. EC 

216. EC 
217. EC 
218. EC 
219. EC 
220. PA-47-1 

Photo Present 
Number in Number or 

Report Collection 

221. See 220 
222. EC 
223. EC 
224. PA-8-10A 
225. PA-8-1 

226. PA-8-2 
227. PA-8-9 
228. PA-8-10B 
229. PA-8-20 
230. PA-8-4 

231. PA-8-5 
232. PA-8-6 
233. PA-8-7 
234. PA-8-8 
235. EC 

236. EC 
237. EC 
238. EC 
239. EC 
240. EC 

241. EC 
242. NJ-21-1 
243. EC 
244. EC 
245. EC 

246. EC 
247. NY-96-1 
248. EC 
249. missing 
250. NY-55-1 

251. NY-55-2 
252. NY-55-5 
253. NY-56-1 
254. NY-56-2 
255. NY-56-3 

256. NY-56-5 
257. NY-56-6 
258. NY-56-7 
259. EC 
260. EC 

Appendix C 

Photo 
Number in 

Report 

Present 
Number or 
Collection 

261. EC 
262. EC 
263. NY-22-1 
264. NY-22-3 
265. NY-22-7 

266. NY-22-9 
267. PA-42-1 
268. PA-42-2 
269. EC 
270. NY-65-1 

271. NY-47-3 
272. NY-47-4 
273. NY-26-3 
274. NY-26-4 
275. NY-26-9 

276. EC 
277. NY-30-1 
278. NY-30-3 
279. EC 
280. missing 

281. NY-36-1 
282. EC 
283. NY-76-1 
284. NY-76-2 
285. EC 

286. EC 
287. EC 
288. EC 
289. EC 
290. EC 

291. NY-33-1 
292. NY-103-1 
293. NY-103-7 
294. NY-37-1 
295. NY-49-3 

296. NY-52-4 
297. NY-52-5 
298. NY-71-1 
299. NY-72-1 
300. NY-74-1 



Photo Present 
Number in Number or 

Report Collection 

301. NY-73-1 
302. NY-94-1 
303. Ny-92-1 
304. NY-91-1 
305. NY-139-1 

306. EC 
307. missing 
308. NY-59-1 
309. NY-59-2 
310. PA-21-1 

311. PA-21-3 
312. PA-26-2 
313. PA-29-1 
314. PA-29-2 
315. EC 

Photo Present 
Number in Number or 

Report Collection 

321. EC 
322. EC 
323. PA-46-1 
324. EC 
325. EC 

326. EC 
-327. EC 
328. EC 
329. EC 
330. missing 

331. EC 
332. missing 
333* missing 
334.,EC 
335. EC 
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Photo Present 
Number in Number or 

Report Collection 

341. missing 
342. missing 
343. missing 
344. missing 
345. missing 

346. missing 
347. missing 
348. NY-86-6 
349. NJ-24-1 
350. NJ-24-2 

351. NY-86-2 
352. NY-86-4 
353. NY-86-5 
354. NJ-23-1 
355. NJ-23-2 

316. NY-53-1 
317. NY-48-2 
318. PA-9-1 
319. NY-31-1 
320. NY-31-2 

336. missing 
337. NY-85-3 
338. EC 
339. missing 
340. missing 

356. NJ-23-3 
357. EC 
358. EC 
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ERIE RAILWAY  SURVEY 

NEW JERSEY 

NJ-21 Clifton Station,  Clifton,  Passaic  County 

NJ-22 Bergen Hill Open Cut,   Jersey  City,  Hudson   County 

NJ-23 Ferryboat "Susquehanna", Jersey  City, Hudson County 

NJ-24 Pier   5   Immigrants Waiting Rood,   Jersey  City,   Hudson  County 

NJ-25A N^  Y.  Div.,   Bridge  8.04,  1871, Newark,   Essex County 

NJ-25B ..   N.  Y.   Div.,  Bridge 8.04,  c.   1910,  Newark,  Essex County 

NJ-3S Paterson Station,  Paterson,   Passaic County 

NEW YORK 

NY-21 Otisville Tunnel,  Otisville,   Orange County 

NY-22 Port  Jervis   Station,   Port  Jervis,   Orange County 

NY-23 Port  Jervis  Roundhouse,  Port   Jervis,   Orange  County 

NY-24 Port  Jervis  Rock Cut,   Port  Jervis,  Orange   County 

HY-26 Deposit  Station,  Deposit,  Broome County 

NY-27 Oquaga Creek Bridge,  Deposit,  Broome  County 

NY-28 Delaware Div.  Bridge,   175.53, Deposit,   Delaware County 

NY-29 Clear  Creek Viaduct,   Lawtons   vie.   Erie  County 

NY-30 Binghamton  Station,   Binghamton,   Broome   County 

NY-31 Binghamton Freight   Station,   Binghamton,   3roome   County 
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NY-32 Horseheads Interlocking Tower,  Horseheads,   Chemung County 

NY-33 Hornell Station,  Hornell,  Stsuben County 

NY-34 Home 11 Erecting  Shop,   Hornell,  Steuben County 

NY-3 5 Corning Side Hill Cut,   Corning vie,   Steuben   County 

itfY-36 Elmira  Station, Elmira,  Chemung County 

NY-37 Salamanca Station,  Salamanca,  Cattaraugus County 

NY-38 Salamanca Turntable,  Salamanca, Cattaraugus County 

NY-42 Allegany Div.-,   Bridge  367.33  (Rush  Creek Viaduct), Fillmore vie, 
Allegany  County 

NY-43 Allegheny Div.   Bridge 375.41  (Genesee River Viaduct), Belfast  vie, 
Allegany County 

NY-46 Dayton Tunnel,   Dayton,   Cattaraugus  County 

NY-47 Hancock Station,  Hancock, Delaware  County 

NY-48 Hancock Freight Station,   Hancock,   Delaware County 

NY-49 Warsaw Passenger  and Freight Station,  Warsaw,  Wyoming County 

NY-52 Avon Station,  Avon,  Livingston County 

NY-53 Avon Frieght Station,   Avon,   Livingston  County 

NY-54 Buffalo Div.,   Bridge 361-66   (Portage Viaduct),   Portageville vie, 
Wyoming/Livingston Counties 

NY-55 Goshen  Station, Goshen,  Orange  County 

NY-56 Middletown Station,   Middletown, Orange  County 

NY-59 Jamestown Station,  Jamestown,   Chatauqua County 

NY-62 Moodna Creek Viaduct,   Salisbury Mills  vie,   Orange County 

NY-65 Callicoon Passenger  and  Freight Station,   Callicoon,   Sullivan County 

NY-71 East  3uffalo  Station,   3uffaIo,   Erie  County 
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NY-72 Kensington Ave.   Station,   Buffalo,  Erie County 

NY-73 Main  Street   Station,   Buffalo,   Erie County 

NY-74 Walden Ave.   Scation,   Buffalo,  Erie County- 

NY-? 6 Corning Station,   Corning,   Steuben County 

NY-78 Central Avenue  Pier,  Dunkirk,   Chatauqua County 

NY-85 Chambers   St.  Ferry Terminal, New York   City,  New York 

NY-86 Twenty-Third Street  Ferry  Terminal,   New York City,  New York 

NY-91 Niagara Falls Station, Niagara  Falls,   Niagara County 

NY-92 La Salle Station,  Niagara Falls,  Niagara County 

NY-94 North Tonawanda Station, North  Tonawanda, Niagara County 

NY-95 Sawyer Creek Bridge,  Martinsville, Niagara County 

NY-96 Nyack  Station,   c.   1882, Nyack,   Rockland County 

NY-97 Painted Post Passenger & Freight  Station,  Painted Post,  Steuben County 

NY-103 Wellsville  Station,   Wellsville, Allegany   County 

NY-124 Erie  Railway:   (Miscellaneous  photos) 

NY-135 Collins Station,  Collins,   Cattaraugus County 

NY-136 Harriman Station,   Harriman,  Orange County 

NY-137 Sparkill Station,   Sparkill,  Rockland County 

NY-139 Suspension Bridge  Station,   Suspension Bridge,  Erie County 

PENNSYLVANIA 

PA-6 Delaware Div.,   Bridge   189.46   (Starrucca Viaduct), Lanes boro , 
Susquehanna 

PA-7 Bradford Div.,   Bridge   27.56   (Kinzua  Viaduct), Mt.   Jewett.   McKean  Count- 
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PA-8 Susquehanna Station and  Hotel  (Starrucca House), Susquehanna, 
Susquehanna County 

PA—9 Susquehanna Freight Station,   Susquehanna,   Susquehanna County 

PA-10 Susquehanna Repair  Shops,   Susquehanna,   Susquehanna .County 

PA-10A Susquehanna Machine and Erecting  Shop   (Long  Shop) ,  Susquehanna, 
Susquehanna County 

PA-103 Susquehanna Carpenter   Shop,   Susquehanna,   Susquehanna County 

PA-10C Susquehanna Balcksmith Shop,   Susquehanna,   Susquehanna  County 

PA-10D Susquehanna  Boiler   Shop,   1864-65,   Susquehanna,   Susquehanna County 

PA-10E Susquehanna Boiler  Shop,   1900,  Susquehanna,   Susquehanna County 

PA-10F Susquehanna Repair  Shops, Office Building,  Susquehanna,  Susquehanna 
County 

PA-10G Susquehanna Transfer Table,  Susquehanna,  Susquehanna County 

PA-11 Meadville Repair Shops,   Meadville,   Crawford  County 

PA-11A Meadville Machine & Erecting  Shop,  Meadville,  Crawford  County 

PA-11B Meadville Blacksmith Shop,  Meadville,  Crawford  County 

PA-11C Meadville Storehouse,  Meadville,   Crawford County 

PA-12 Meadville Station,  Meadville,  Crawford County 

PA-13 Meadville Roundhouse,   Meadville,   Crawford County 

PA—16 Delaware Div. ,  Bridge  190.13,  Lanesboro,  Susquehanna County 

PA—17 Delaware Div.,  Culvert  190.21,  Lanesboro,   Susquehanna  County 

PA—18 Site- of. Cascade Bridge,   Lanesboro,   Susquehanna County 

PA-20 Buchanan Junction Interlocking Tower,  Meadville vie,   Crawford County 

PA-21 Mt.   Jewett  Station,  Mt.   Jewett,  McKean  County 

PA-25 Delaware  River Bridge,  Millrift,  Pike County 
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PA-24 Delaware Div.,   Bridge  110.54,  Lackawaxen,   Pike County 

PA-25 Hawley Coaling  Station,  Hawley, Wayne  County 

PA-26 Cambridge  Springs  Station,  Cambridge Springs,   Crawford County 

FA-27. Diverging Trench Creek Bridges,  Cambridge Springs,  Crawford County 

FA-28. Parallel French Creek Bridges,   Cambridge  Springs,  Crawford County 

PA-29 Cochranton Passenger & Freight  Station, Cochranton,  Crawford County 

PA-30 Pond Eddy Side Hill Cut &  Fill, Pond Eddy,  Pike  County 

PA-42 Shohola Station,  Shohola Pike County 

PA-43 Shohola Creek Bridge,  Shohola,  Pike County 

PA-44 Shohola Side Hill Cut & Buttressed Revetment,   Shohola vie, Pike 
County 

PA-45 Union City Station,  Union City, Erie County 

PA-46 Union'City Freight Station,  Union City,  Erie County 

PA-47 Crossing Gate Tower,  Union City,  Erie  County 
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HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD 

PHOTO  INDEX  FOR SELECTED  PHOTOS FROM THE ERIE  RAILWAY SURVEY 

NT-124    (Sites  in New Jersey) 

ERIE  RAILWAY  SYSTEM:      New Jersey,   New York,   Pennsylvania 

NOTE  TO  RESEARCHERS:     The Erie system cues  through three states. 
Specific sites  along  the railway system have been assigned  a HAER 
number for  the state  in which they are located.     The negatives for 
the photographs  are located in the  state files,  even  though  the 
photographs  in  the project record  are maintained  as  one project  file. 

.To  order photographs   from  the project  file,  you must refer  to   the 
separate HAER number  for the  specific site  in the state.     If for 
instance you want  a photograph of  a site on  the Erie system which is 
located  in Pennsylvania,  you must  order it  by its HAER PENNSYLVANIA 
NUMBER,  not by its master project number NY-124. 

NOTE ON PHOTOGRAPHS:    Many original photographs and negatives of Erie 
sites were donated to HAER by the Erie Railroad Company and are credited 
by the initials "ERC" in parentheses.    Unless otherwise noted,  all other 
photographs of the Erie system were taken by Jack Boucher during 1971 and 
1972. 

NJ-21-1 General view of Clifton NJ  Station,  built  1890  (ERC). 
Photographer unknown,  date of photograph unknown. 

NJ-23-1 1906 photgraph showing Ferryboat "Susquehanna"   (ERC). 
Photographer unknown. 

NJ-23-2 1906 photograph showing  interior of Ferryboat "Susquehanna" 
(ERC).    Photographer unknown. 

NJ-23-3 1906 photograph of main  sitting room,  Ferryboat "Susquehanna" 
(ERC).     Photographer unknown. 

NJ-24-1 General view of Pier  5,  Jersey City, New Jersey  (ERC). 

NJ-24-2 General view of Immigrants'  Waiting Room in Pier 5, Jersey 
City,  New Jersey,   c.   1906  (ERC). 
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NJ-25A-1 Photocopy made September   12,  1925 of original F.D.  Pangbom 
photograph taken in 1876  of Bridge 8.04,  New York Division. 
Draw span in  shot was replaced in 1879 by second  draw span 
which was  itself replaced in the early 20th century   (ERC). 

NJ-25B-1 Undated copy of undated photograph of  Bridge 8.04, New York 
Division   (ERC).     A Strauss-type bascule trunnion   lift span 
built  in  1919-1922. 
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HISTORIC  AMERICAN  ENGINEERING RECORD 

PHOTO INDEX EOR  SELECTED PHOTOS FROM  THE- ERIE RAILWAY SURVEY 

NY-124     (Sites  in New York) 

ERIE  RAILWAY SYSTEM:     New Jersey,   New York,  Pennsylvania 

NOTE  TO RESEARCHERS:     The Erie  system cuts   through  three  states. 
Specific sites   along the  railway  system have been assigned a HAER 
number  for  the  state in which the  site is  located.    The negatives 
for  the photographs  are located in the state files,  even  though  the 
photographs   in  the project record  are maintained as one project  file. 
To order photographs   from the project file,   you must  refer to the 
separate HAER number for  the specific site in the state.     If,  for 
instance,   you want a photograph of a site  on the Erie  system which 
is located  in PENNSYLVANIA,   you must   order it by its  HAER PENNSYLVANIA 
NUMBER, not  by  its master project  number NY-124. 

NOTE ON PHOTOGRAPHS:    Many original  photographs and negatives of Erie 
sites were donated to HAER by the Erie Railroad Company and are credited 
by the  initials "ERC"  in parentheses.    Unless otherwise noted,  all other 
photographs  of the Erie  system were taken by Jack Boucher during 1971 and 
1972. 

NY-21-3 Aerial view of Otisville Tunnel.    Near Otisville, New York, 

NY-21-4 General view from east  of Otisville tunnel portal.    Near 
Otisville,  New York. 

NY-22-3 Passenger station, Port Jervis, New York.     General view from 
south, 

NY-22-5 General view of passenger station, Port Jervis, New York from 
southwest. 

NY-22-8 Tower  and pediment detail on southwest facade of Port Jervis 
passenger station, Port Jervis, New York. 

NY-22-9 Detail of northeast  front  entrance and sign on passenger 
station at  Port Jervis, New York. 

NY-23-1 General view from southwest of Roundhouse,  Port Jervis, New York- 
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NY-26-3 General view of passenger station, Deposit, New York..    View 
from north. 

NY-26-6 Detail of northeast  end of passenger station  at Deposit-,  New York 
showing bay window. 

NY-26-8 View of  southeast wall,   interior  of   waiting  room,   passenger 
station,  Deposit,  New York. 

NY-27-1 Aerial view  of bridge 176.88, Delaware Division,  Oquaga Creek 
Bridge  at Deposit, New York. 

NY-27-3 Detail of truss bridge  176.88,  Delaware Division,   Oquaga Creek 
Bridge at Deposit,  New York. 

NY—28-1. Aerial view  of bridge 175.53,  Delaware  Division at Deposit, 
New York.     Steel Lattice  bridge built 1903. 

NY-29-1 Aerial view  of bridge 20.18   (Buffalo  and   Southwestern line)   at 
Lawton    New York.    Built 1896. 

NY-30-1 General view  from northwest  of  passenger station in Binghamton-i., 
New York, 

NY-30-2 View showing  shelter and fence,  street  overpass  level,   at 
Binghamton, New York passenger  station. 

NY-31-1 View showing freight house under construction at Binghamton, New 
York  (ERC).     Photographer unknown,   c.   1910. 

NY-31-2 View showing freight house under construction at Binghamton, New 
York  (ERC).     Photographer unknown,   c   1910. 

NY-33-1 Aerial view showing Hornell Station,  EorneJX, New 5ork. 

NY-34-1 Aerial view showing Hornell Shops, Hornell, New York. 

NY-35-1 Aerial view showing side hill cut, near Coming, New York. 
Note:     Old D.  L.   & W« Line removed. 

NY-36-1 Aerial view showing Elim'ra Station,  Elmira, New York. 

NY-37-1 Aerial view showing Salamanca Station,  Salamanca, New York. 

NY-38-2 Aerial view showing Salamanca Turntable and debris  from 
Roundhouse after its  destruction in July 1971. 
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NY-42-1 Aerial view showing bridge  367.33,  Rush Creek Viaduct,  River 
Line,  Fillmore, New York.     Viaduct was built  in 1906-08 and is 
1921  feet  long. 

NY—46-1 Aerial view of Dayton Tunnel, near Dayton,  New York. 

NY-47-3 General view from west  showing Hancock passenger station, 
Hancock, New York. 

NY-47-4 General view from north showing passenger  station  (note 
freight station in background),  Hancock, New York. 

NY-48-1 View from west showing  freight  station, Hancock, New York. 

NY—49—1 Aerial view showing  combination freight and passenger 
station, Warsaw,  New York. 

NY—52—1 Aerial view showing Avon passenger station,  Avon, New York. 

NY-52-4 General view from east  showing passenger station at Avon,  New York. 

NY—53—1 General view from southwest of Avon freight house, Avon, New York. 

NY-54-1 Aerial view of Portage Viaduct,  bridge 36'1.66,  Buffalo Division 
after strengthenings  in 1903 and  1944. 

NY-54-2 Second  aerial view of Portage Viaduct, near Portageville,  New 
York. 

NY—55—5 General view in waiting room from east, Goshen station. 

NY-56-1 Passenger station, Middletown, New York.    General view from 
south. 

NY-56-3 General view southwest  end,  passenger station, Middletown, New 
York. 

NY-56-4 Detail of southwest  entrance, Middletown,  New York passenger 
station. 

NY-56-5 General view from south,  interior,  passenger station, 
Middletown,'"New York. 
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NY-56-6 Detail of roof  truss,  Middletown passenger  station, 
Middletown, New York. 

NY-56-7 Detail of ticket window,  interior  in west  corner, 
Middletown.passenger station,  Middletown, New York. 

NY-59-1 General view  from northwest of passenger station, 
Jamestown,  New York. 

NY-59-2 General view,  north elevation, passenger station, 
Jamestown,  New York. 

NY-62-1 Aerial view,   looking southwest, of Moodna Creek Viaduct, 
Bridge 55.03.     Built in  1906. 

NY-62-3 View of Moodna Creek Viaduct,   looking ,southeast,  3,200  feet 
long, 

NY-65-1 General view  from northwest of Callicoon, New York depot. 

NY-71-1 General view of East Buffalo  Station,  East  Buffalo, New York. 
Photographer unknown,   photo c. 1913 (ERC) . 

NY-72-1 General view of Kensington Avenue station,   East  Buffalo, New 
York.    Photographer unknown, photo  c.   1913 (ERC).     Station built 
in 1887, 

NY-73-1 General view of Main Street Station, Buffalo,  New York. 
Photographer  unknown,  photo c. 1913 (ERC) . 

NY-74-1 General -view of Walden Avenue  Station, Buffalo, New York, 
c.   1913 (ERC) .     Photographer unknown. 

NY-76-1 General—view of Corning,  New York station bef ore ^remodeling. 
Photographer unknown,   photo  taken 1897. 

NY-76-3 General view of Corning, New York station undergoing remodeling, 
Photographer unknown,  photo  taken c,  1897 (ERC). 

NY-78-1 General view to north  of Erie Pier  terminal area,  Dunkirk,  New 
York. 

NY—78-2 General view to west of pier in Lake Eire,  Dunkirk, New York. 

NY-85-1 C.   1906 photograph of  Chambers Street  Ferry Terminal and 
construction of Pier 21, New York city (ERC) .     Photographer 
unknown. 
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NY-85-2 C.   1906 photograph  of   car  float between Piers   20  and  21  at 
Chambers  Street Ferry Terminal (ERC)-     Photographer unknown. 

NY-85-3 C.   1902 photograph  of Chambers  Street Ferry House in Hew 
York City (ERC).     House built in 1878.     Photographer unknown. 

N7-86-1 General view of  23rd  Street Terminal New York  city(ERC).     New 
addition  under  construction.    Photographer unknown.     Photo 
taken 1904. 

NY-86-5 View of 23rd Street  Terminal from water,  New York City (ERC). 
Photographer unknown.    Photo c.   1904. 

NT-86-6 General view of 23rd  Street, Ferry Terminal C.   1902 (ERC). 
Photographer unknown. 

NY-95-1 Aerial view of  Sawyer  Creek bridge near Martinsville,  New York 
on Niagara Falls Division. 

NY-96-1 General view of Nyack Station, Nyack, New York,  c.     1916 (ERC). 
Photographer unknown. 

NY-103-7        C.   1911 photograph of Wellsville Station,  Wellsville, New York 
(ERC).    Photographer unknown. 

NY-124-1        Photocopied summer 1971.    Pile superstructure of original 
superstructure for Erie RR in  1844.     Original drawing in 
SMQ library, Dallas, Texas. 

NY-124-2        View showing Erie RR route  looking  east  toward Port Jervis 
along  the Delaware River. 

NY-124-3 General view from east  to west  through Delaware Valley west 
of Port Jervis., New York. 

NY-124-4      . View showing Port Jervis  Rock  Cut.     Typical of  early 
engineering efforts   on the Erie    RR. 

NY-124-5 General view looking west  of Gulf Summit  Cut on the Erie 
RR near Gulf  Summit, New York. 

NY-139-1        General view of suspension Bridge Station,  Suspension, 
Bridge, New York (ERC).    Photo taken c.   1913, photographer un- 
known. 
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HISTORIC AMERICAN ENGINEERING RECORD 

PHOTO INDEX FOR SELECTED PHOTOS FROM THE ERIE RAILWAY SURVEY 

NY-124     (Sites  in Pennsylvania) 

ERIE RAILWAY SYSTEM:   New Jersey,   New York,  Pennsylvania 

NOTE TO RESEARCHERS:    The Erie system  cuts   through   three  states. 
Specific  sites   along the  railway  system have been assigned  a HAER 
number for  the  state in which  the site is located.     The negatives 
for  the photographs  are located in the state files,  even   though 
the  photographs  in the project record  are maintained as one project 
file.    To order photographs  from the project file,  you must refer 
to the separate HAER number for  the  specific site in the  state.     If, 
for  instance,  you want a  photograph  of a  site  on  the Erie system 
which is  located  in Pennsylvania, you must  order  it by its  HAER 
PENNSYLVANIA NUMBER,  not  by its master project number NY-124. 

NOTE ON PHOTOGRAPHS:    Many original photographs and negatives of Erie 
sites were donated to HAER by the Erie Railroad Company and  are credited 
by the initials "ERC" in parentheses.    Unless  otherwise noted,   all other 
photographs of the Erie system were taken by Jack Boucher during 1971 and 
1972. 

PA-6-13 View of  Starrucca Viaduct looking southeast.  Const.   1882. 

PA-6-14 View of  Starrucca Viaduct  from northwest. 

PA-6-15 View of  Starruca Viaduct  and surrounding area  from the air- 

PA-6-16 Aerial view of Starruca Viaduct. 

PA-7-23 Bridge 27.66 Bradford Division,  Mt.  Jewett, Pennsylvania,    The 
Kinzua. Viaduct,   an  aerial view.. 

PA-7-26 Photocopied July 1971 from Album of Designs of the Phoenix 
Bridge Companyv    Philadelphia: J. B.  Lippincott & Co.   1885 
Plate VIII. 

PA-S-1 General  view  from north  of  Susquetujnaa passenger station. 

PA-&-2 Susquehanna passenger station, general view from west. 

PA-&-3 Susquehanna passenger station, general view of southeast 
(rear) of building. 
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PA-6-4 Susquehanna passenger station,   detail of dormer and cornice 
on northwest front,  south end of the building. 

PA-8-5 Susquehanna passenger  station,   detail of base or  arch   trusses, 
second  floor and  spring block. 

PA-8-6 Susquehanna passenger  station,   detail of roof trusses,   third 
floor,  northwest  side. 

PA—6-7 Susquehanna passenger  station,   detail roof  trusses,   looking 
down hall  to northeast. 

?A—8-8 Susquehanna passenger station,   detail of entrance doors  to 
dining hall, northeast  end,   southwest  front  of  building. 

PA—8-9 Susquehanna passenger  station,   typical view   from northwest 
showing buildings  and  immediate  surroundings. 

PA—8-  /OA        Susquehanna passenger station and   shops.     Note  Starrucca 
House.    An  aerial view. 

PA—9-1 Aerial view of  freight house, Susquehanna, Pennsylvania. 

PA-10-1 A general view from the air of  the Susquehanna Shops, 
Susquehanna, Pennsylvania, 

PA-10-2 Aerial view of  the Susquehanna  Shops,  Susquehanna, Pennsylvania. 

PA—10A-1        General view of main shop from north  across  transfer 
table tracks. 

PA-10A-2 General view of east  end of paint shop,  originally part of 
long shop. 

PA-10A-3 Hatn shops,  detail of northwest side of interior. 

PA-1QA-4 Interior of main shop, view from southwest. 

-PA-1QE-1 General view from east of carpenter*s shop. 

PA-10C--1 General view,  northwest  elevation.of blacksmith's shop. 

PA-10C-2 General view of interior..of blacksmith"'1 s shop from north. 

PA-10D-1 General view of boiler shop  from northwest, 

PA-10D-2 General view of Boiler shop  from west. 
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PA-iOD-3      General view of boiler shop from northwest, Susquehanna  shops. 

PA-10E-1      General view   of  northwest   elevation  of new boiler  shop, 
Susquehanna. 

PA-10E-2      General view  of new boiler shop  interior from north, 
Susquehanna. 

PA-10F-1      East  facade of office building from south,  Susquehanna Shops. 

PA-10F-2      General view of office building and Main Shop  from west, 
Susquehanna Shops. 

PA-10G-1      General view  from west of  transfer  table,   Susquehanna Yards. 

PA-10G-2      Detail of  transfer  table  cab  showing   control/power  gears. 

PA-11-2        General  aerial view of    Meadville,   Pennsylvania  shops. 
Note wheel shop* 

PA-11-3        Aerial view of    Meadville   shops,     Meadville, Pennsylvania. 

PA-11-4        Aerial view of    Meadville   shops,   Meadville ,  Pennsylvania;   note  car 
shop  and extension to blacksmith shop. 

PA-HA-5      General view  from southeast of Erecting  Shop;   Meadville 
shops. 

PA— 11A-6      Erecting shop,     Meadville  , Pennsylvania;  general view from 
northeast of  east  front  and north side. 

PA-11A-7      Erecting shop,   Meadville ,  Pennsylvania;  detail  of  quoins, 
southeast corner. 

PA-11A-8      Erecting shop,   Meadville ,  Pennsylvania;   three part column ' 
with iron core,   on machine shop  side  of  building- 

PA-11A-9      Erecting shop,    Meadville,  Pennsylvania;  four  part 
cantilever column of erecting  shop. 

PA—HA-10    Erecting shop,   Meadville ,  Pennsylvania;  doors into pits. 

PA-11A-11    Erecting shop,   Meadville ,  Pennsylvania;  detail  south side, 
tracks and entrance. 

PA-11A-12    General view  of north end  of  erecting shop  at    Meadville     from 
the east. 
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PA-11B-8 Blacksmith shop  at   Meadville  ,  general view from southeast, 
note  decorative quoins. 

PA-11B-9 General view of east  side  of  blacksmith  shop  at   Meadville , 
from northeast. 

PA-11B-10 General view  of blacksmith shop  at   Meadville  ,  north end 
east  side,  from southeast. 

PA-11B-11 Blacksmith shop,    Meadville,   Pennsylvania;  detail of 
windows  and quoins. 

PA-11B-12 Interior view of roof truss in blacksmith shop,   Meadville  , 
Pennsylvania. 

PA-11C-4 View of storehouse,    Meadville    shops,   from southwest. 

PA-11C-5 View of car shop doorway, Meadville  Shops.  Note quoins. 

PA-11C-6 View of wooden  column on first floor of .car shop,    Meadville 
shops,  note truss  rods. 

PA-12-2 View of   Meadville    station (made from a  copy negative owned 
by Miss Bessie McCartney,   chief  clerk EL "RS).     Station 
demolished 7-72. 

PA-13-4 General view  from south  of  6  stall  roundhouse built  in 1929 
as  firing—up  shop.     Now the wheel shop. 

PA-13-5 General view  from west  of   Meadville   wheel shop.    Note 
glass block in doors; and automatic scrap loader in center. 

PA-16-6 Bridge 190.21, Delaware Division.    Concrete arch bridge-, 
fcoute 171   Lanesboro, Pennsylvania;   general view from south. 

PA-18-1 Aerial view of Cascade Bridge site.    Note culvert near 
Lanesboro, Pennsylvania, 

PA-18-2 Cascade Bridge site near Lanesboro, Pemxslyvania. 

PA-21-5 Photographer  unknown.     1916.photo of Mt.   Jewett Station in 
Mt.  Jewett, Pennsylvania,  Bradford Division of Erie RR(ERC). 

PA-21-6 " Unknown photographer.    Mt.   Jewett Station on Bradford 
Division.   Photo  taken in 1916 (ERC). 
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PA-23-1 ■ Aerial view of bridge  90.84, Delaware Division, Mill Rift, 
Pennsylvania.     Bridge built in 1895. 

PA-24-17 Northern view from river pier of bridge  110.54,  Delaware 
Division,  Lackawaxe^  Pennsylvania.    Iron truss  bridge. 

PA-24-18 Iron  truss  bridge,   110.54,   Delaware Division,  Lackawaxen, 
Pennsylvania. 

PA-25-5 1929 photo: of Hawley Qoaling.Station,   trestle with bins. 
Photographer unknown (ERC). 

PA-26-2 1916 photo  of Cambridge  Springs  Station, tteadeville 
Division.     Photographer unknown (ERC). 

PA-27-1 Aerial view of diverging bridges  across French Creek.     Bridge 
82.88  (top)  and, 83.09   (bottom) on Meadville Division, near 
Miller's Station,  Pennsylvania.   Built  1913. 

PA-28-4 Parallel Bridges over French Creek". ""Bridge 86.88  (left-)- and 
87.14   (right) near Cambridge Springs,   Pennsylvania. 

PA-29-3 General view  from west of depot  and freight house at 
Cochranton, Pennsylvania. 

PA-29-4 Depot and freight house,  detail  of  southeast end,  Cochranton, 
Pennsylvania. • 

PA-30-3 Pond Eddy,  along the Delaware River,  looking  southwest,  Note 
side hill out. 

PA-42-1 General view from south  (trackside)  of Shohola Station, 
Shohola, Pennsylvania. 

PA-42-2 View of central room from north in Shohola, Pennsylvania station. 

PA-43-1 General view from north of v&st  side of  Shohola  Creek Arch 
Bridge  (bridge 105.90 Delaware Division).    New plate 
girder built  1954. 

PA-43-2 Aerial view of bridge  105.90,  Delaware Division,   (Shohola 
Creek Arch Bridge) .    Note washed out  area of  arch. 
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PA-43-3     View of bridge 105.90, Delaware Division, Shohola, Pennsylvania. 
Built 1873.  Note wing wall. 

PA-43-4     Shohola Creek Arch Bridge (105.90). Detail of masonry 
east side. 

PA-43-5     View of west side of bridge 105.90. 

PA-44-1     View of Shohola side hill cut and butresses. 

PA-47-1     Union City Gate Tower, Meadeville Division.  1916 photo, 
photographer unknown (ERC). 
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NUMBERED PHOTOS 
from 

ERIE RAILWAY SUPPLEMENTAL COLLECTION 

Appendix F contains copies of all numbered photos from the 
supplemental collection which were not later lost or given HAER 
numbers.  This collection is stored under Library of Congress 
Lot Nos. 12,008 and 12,009 as "Erie Railway: Historic Photo- 
graphs and Supplemental Graphic Materials" and contains some 
451 items, including old photos, photocopies and copies of draw- 
ings from several sources. A complete inventory is given in 
Appendix G.  Those items accompanied by negatives are stored in 
Lot No. 12,009, while those without negatives are in Lot No. 
12,008.  Credit should be given to respective photographers 
and/or sources if any of these materials are reproduced, 
however, some photographs are not reproducible without permis- 
sion, so researchers are warned to check the backs of photo- 
graphs for restrictions. Most of these materials have captions 
lettered on.their fronts or backs, some of which could not be 
reproduced in the following pages. 
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PHOTOGRAPHS AND OTHER GRAPHIC 
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Page   1 

HISTORIC   AMERICAN   ENGINEERING RECORD 
INDEX TO SUPPLEMENTAL LOT  NOS.   12,008,   AND  12,009 

User Note:   During the summer of   1971, Chester  Liebs, Project Historian for the 
8AER Erie Railway Survey,   collected a rich assortment   of  original photographs, 
and other  graphic materials  from the stations and divisional offices along  the 
Erie mainline and branches.     These materials were donated to the Historic 
American Engineering Record by the Erie Railroad. 

Because of   the variety of  sizes,   subjects and conditions  of these materials, 
they have been organized  into two groups of supplemental information and 
assigned Library  of Congress Lot Nos.   12,008 and 12,009.     Lot No.  12,008   is a 
group of views for which there are no copy negatives available.     Lot.   No, 
12,009  is a group of views and drawings for which negatives are available. 
These materials,  which consist of 394 items for Lot.   No.   12,008,  and 57  items 
for Lot. No.   12,009,  are supplemental to the HAER Erie Railway Survey 
collection of measured drawings,   large format photographs and written data 
pages.    Users are encouraged not to overlook this remarkable collection of 
supplemental materials as many of the sites were recorded as part of the Erie 
Railway Survey. 

At the same time that HAER was conducting  the Erie Railway survey,   Mr.   Robert 
H.  Vogel.,   Curator  of Mechanical   & Civil   Engineering,   National Museum of 
American History,   Smithsonian Institution,   Washington,   DC  20560   (and project 
advisor to the Erie Railway survey), made  separate    arrangements with former 
Erie-Lackawanna engineer William Wehner   regarding the transfer of obsolete 
Erie drawings to the Smithsonian.     Mr.  Wehner,   now with Conrail, was delighted 
with this  unexpected,  but welcome,   solution So the problem of  disposing of   an 
estimated  115,000  sheets  of  engineering and architectural drawings   (ink on 
linen)   and   some  photographs,   of   terminal   structures   (roundhouses,   car 
dumpers),  warehouse and storage facilities   (stockyards,   freight depots), 
passenger  stations,   ferry  terminals and bridges.     Oldest are  a series  of route 
survey and  track maps drawn   in the  1850s on heavy rag paper.     Users  are 
encouraged not to overlook  this equally  remarkable store of   information when 
researching the Erie Railway. 

Viaducts 

Penhorn viaduct, 7     items 
Jersey  City,   NJ 

Portage Viaduct 
portageville   (vie. ),   MY 36   items 

Genesee River   Viaduct, 19   items 
Belfast  (vie. ),   NY 

Moodna Creek  Viaduct, 2      items 
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Kinzua viaduct, 
Mt.  Jewett Cvic.),   PA 

Starrucca Viaduct 
Lanesboro  (vie),  PA 

Bridges 

Newark Branch 
Old  Bridge  0.74(18), 
Hackensack  Drawbridge 

Bridge 8.04 over 
Passaic River 

16   items 

5     items 

3     items 

4'    items 

Greenwood Lake Division 
Bridge  7.57  (old   7.44) 
Passaic River xing 
West Arlington,  NJ 

Allegany Division - River Line 
Rush Creek Viaduct 
(H.P.   367.33) 

Fill k   Slide 
(H.P.   367.97) 

Fill at H.P.  376.1 

New York   Division - Graham Line 

2     items 

1     item 

2     items 

2     items 

Fallen Construction Trestle 
Near crystal Run,  H.P. 7 0.00 

Rochester Division 
Bridge  333.2? 

Susquehanna   Division 
Bridge   236.71   (35), 
Ovec owego Creek, 
Owego,   NY 

Bridge   261.04 
chemung, NY 

01(3  Bridge 286.84 
Corning, NY 

Bridge   13.94(4) 
Over N.   Branch of 
13-Mile Creek, 
Water Valley,   NY 

4     items 

7     items 

1     item 

2     it-ems 

5     items 

1     item 
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B S  SW  Branch 
Bridge 15.85(5) 
Over S. Branch of 
18-Mile Creek 
Eden  Valley,   NY 

Old Bridge 30.32(10) 
Over Clear Creek 
Collins,   NY 

Delaware Division 
Bridge 110.54 
Over Delaware River, 
Lackawaxen,  PA 

Old Bridge 175.53 
Deposit,  NY 

Bridge 190.13, 
Under construction, 
Over state Highway 296 
Lanesboro, PA 

Bridge 190.19,   removal of 
Lanesboro,  PA 

Culvert  190.21 
Under construction 
Lanesboro,  PA 

Bridge 192.06 
Over  Susquehanna  River 
Susquehanna,   PA 

Bridge 192.22 
Over  Susquehanna  River 
Susquehanna,  PA 

Miscellaneous  views  taken 
in  vicinity of Shohola,   PA 

Jefferson  Division 
Old Bridge 3.62   (1) 
Over Starrucca Creek 
Lanesboro,  PA 

Bridge 5.06 
Over starrucca creek 
Near   Stevens  Point,   PA 

4    items 

1    item 

7     items 

1    item 

38  items 

3    items 

10  items 

1    item 

2     items 

2     items 

3     items 

2    items 

Bridge 11.65 
Over   Starrucca Craek 
Mear   Starrucca,   ?A 

4     items 
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Bridge 30,67   (5) 
Over  Lackawanna River 
E. of Forest City,   PA 

Bridge 30.90  (6) 
Over   Lackawanna River 
E.  of  Forest City,   PA 

Bridge 35.08   (7) 
Over   Lackawanna River 
E. of Carbondale, PA 

Bridge 35.61(8) 
Over   Lackawanna River 
E. of Carbondale, PA 

Bridge 35.80 
NYO  &  WRR Xing 
Near  w.  Carbondale,   PA 

Bridge 35.90   (9) 
Over   Lackawanna River 
E. of Carbondale, PA 

Bridge 36.33  (10) 
Over   Lackawanna River 
E. of Carbondale, PA 

Tioga Division 
Bridge  13.73   [16) 
Millerton, PA 

Meadville,   Division  {Franklin Br.) 
Bridge 33.14   15) 
Over   Oil  Creek 
Oil  City, PA 

1     item 

1     item 

2     items 

1-1/2  items 

1/2   item 

items 

item 

item 

item 

Stations,   Shops,   Terminals,   Yards S   Tunnels 

Jersey City   Terminal,   NJ 17   items 

Bergen Hill Open Cut 22   items 
and Tunnel 
Jersey City,  MJ 

Hornell,   MY 
Station  s Shops 

American Locomotive 
Company   Foundry, 
Dunkirk,   MY 

17   items 
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Dunkirk,  NY 
Marine piers 2    items 

susquehanna station 
&  Shops, 
Susquehanna,  PA 

Stations  (Listed Alphabetically) 

Binghamton,  NY 
Callicoon,  NY 
Corning, HY 
Collins,   HY 
Endicott,NY 
Hackensack,  NJ 
Barriman, NY 
Horseheads,  NY 
Paterson,  NJ 
Pine Bush,  NY 
Ridgewood,  NJ 
Rutherford,   NJ 
Salisbury Hills, 
South  Nyack,   HY 
Sparkill, NY 
Wellsville,  NY 

NY 

38 items 

2    items 
1 item 

12    Items 
2 items 

item 
items 
item 
item 
item 
item 
item 
item 
item 
item 
item 
items 

ASSORTED  PHOTOGRAPHS   and  PHOTOCOPIES   of   DRAWINGS 

Of miscellaneous sites, 
structures, and objects. 

54 items 
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ERIE   RAILWAY  SYSTEM:   HISTORICAL 
PHOTOGRAPHS AND  PHOTOCOPIES   OF 
DRAWINGS   WITH  NEGATIVES   12,009 
Page 6 

Drawings  of Proposed,   small, 
Suourban passenger stations; 
3rd Class Passenger stations; 
and a Gate-Han's House  [1886- 
1395) showing plans, elevations 
and  sections. 

15 - 8x10  photographic negatives and 
prints. 

Drawings  of Proposed New Passenger 
Station with Perry Buildings at 
Jersey City, NJ   (1887,   1888),   showing 
plans,  elevations,   sections and details. 

9  -  8x10  photocopy negatives and 
prints. 

Bridge 0.54,   Mahoning  Division, 
Niles, Ohio, taken September  10,   1937. 

12 -  35 mm negatives 

Miscellaneous track views of 
Gulf Summit Hill,   Delaware 
Division,  Lanesboro (vie), PA, 
taken January 2,   1929. 

15  -  3x5   negativess 

Drawings  for proposed new station 
at Port Jervis,   NY,   showing plans, 
framing plans and sections   (1891) 

3 -   8x10 photographic negatives  and 
prints 

Drawings  for new station at Meadville, 
PA,   showing plans,   framing plans, 
and sections   (1893) 

3 -  8x10 photographic negatives and 
prints 


